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Preface
This year, Nikolai Petrovich Gnusin would
have turned 100 years old; he was born on
November 19, 1919.
He actively participated in the Great
Patriotic (Second World) War and was
awarded an order and multiple medals. So, he
began to study at a university (at the
Leningrad Technological Institute) only after
the War. In 1953, he obtained his PhD degree.
Due to his talents and energy, he obtained the
title of professor as early as in 1960. He
worked in several republics of the former
Soviet Union: in Gomel (Belarus), Novosibirsk (Russia) and Kiev (Ukrane). In
1970, he became the head of the Physical Chemistry Department at the Kuban State
University in Krasnodar. In Krasnodar, there was the longest period of his active
life. He worked at the university up to 2010.
Even before Krasnodar, Nikolai Petrovich was a world-known scientist. He has
published a considerable number of articles and several books. He developed a solid
background in experimental methods for studying electrochemical properties of ionexchange materials and membranes. His famous three-wire conduction model for
calculation the conductivity of ion-exchange columns has already appeared.
However, the main research and technological results were obtained in Krasnodar.
Here, Nikolai Petrovich created a well balanced collective, which included chemists,
physicians, mathematicians and technologists. His scientific heritage incudes 5
books, about 400 articles and conference abstracts, 30 patents. He prepared over 300
professionals in the field of electro-membrane processes, among them 5 doctors of
science and 20 candidates.
Nikolai Petrovich is considered as the Russian father of electrochemistry of ionexchange resins and membranes. He developed the principles of actual electromembrane separation processes; he was one of the first scientists who have seen the
huge potential of these processes because of increasing gravity of environmental
issues, closely associated with the need in low-waste technologies.
He founded our annual Conferences on ion-exchange membranes. The first
Conference was organized under powerful leadership of Nikolai Petrovich Gnusin
in 1975, Goryachi Klyuch, near Krasnodar. Later on, all the Conferences were held
on the Black Sea shore. And now, in 2019, there is the 45th Conference.
The whole life of Nikolai Petrovich was devoted to the construction of a
membrane electrochemistry building, which we are trying to continue to build and
improve now. We remember and honor the founder of this building.

Organizing committee
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В
этом
году
Николаю
Петровичу Гнусину исполнилось
бы 100 лет. Вклад Николая
Петровича в мембранную науку и
технологии трудно переоценить.
Уже до своего появления в
Краснодаре в 1970 г., он был
ученым с мировым именем. Им
было
издано
несколько
монографий, создан задел в
экспериментальных
методах
изучения
электрохимических
свойств
ионообменных
материалов и мембран; уже
появилась
знаменитая
трехпроводная
модель
проводимости. Но основные результаты были получены Николаем Петровичем в
Краснодаре. Он выкристаллизовал здесь коллектив так, как это умеют делать
химики, выращивая кристаллы нужной структуры. По его плану, в эту структуру
должны были входить и химики, и физики, и математики, и технологи. Николай
Петрович тщательно отбирал каждую категорию сотрудников. С Виктором
Ивановичем Заболоцким он познакомился в Ленинграде, Нинель Петровна Березина
приехала из Новосибирска, Александр Иванович Мешечков и Виктор Васильевич
Никоненко – из Майкопа. Одними из первых его аспирантов были выпускники
престижных московских вузов Владимир Федорович Письменский (МИФИ) и
Николай Петрович Борисов (МАИ). Не менее ценные ученики были выращены и в
Краснодаре: Геннадий Николаевич Истошин, Николай Викторович Шельдешов,
Наталья
Анатольевна
Кононенко,
Наталия
Дмитриевна
Письменская.
Цементировали коллектив Нина Васильевна Витульская и Елена Вячеславовна
Верижская. Фактически в 80-е годы в Краснодаре появился небольшой НИИ
Мембран с вполне сбалансированным составом, способный успешно решать как
фундаментальные, так и прикладные задачи в области ионообменных мембран.
Приятно сознавать, что дело Николая Петровича продолжает успешно
развиваться. Теперь в Краснодаре имеется полноценный Институт Мембран,
имеющий несколько лабораторий и насчитывающий более 30 сотрудников. Виктору
Ивановичу Заболоцкому, руководителю института, удалось сохранить
мультифункциональную структуру коллектива и его эффективность. Постепенно
происходит смена поколений при сохранении основных принципов сотрудничества
и традиций. Сейчас мы вышли на рубеж, когда сразу несколько молодых ученых
приблизились к защите своих докторских диссертаций. Это Светлана Шкирская,
Станислав Мельников, Ирина Фалина, Семен Мареев, Антон Козмай. Хотя тематика
готовящихся диссертаций по-прежнему вращается вокруг ионообменных мембран,
каждый их этих молодых людей вносит свою изюминку, каждый из них своеобразен
и оригинален. И у каждого из них уже есть свои, еще более молодые ученики.
Думается, Николай Петрович, наблюдая за развитием своего детища, был бы
доволен его сегодняшним состоянием. Мы остаемся благодарны Николаю
Петровичу за его энергию и прозорливость, за его уроки − как надо относиться к
делу, которому ты служишь, за его доброту и справедливость.

Организационный комитет
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Харизма профессора Николая Петровича Гнусина
Греческое слово харизма
(χάρισμα) переводится как дар.
Это слово представляется до сих
пор
загадочным
и
даже
мистическим.
Обладающие
харизмой
таинственным
образом притягивают к себе
людей и заряжают их энергией.
Николай Петрович Гнусин был,
несомненно, харизматической
личностью.
Можно
ли
проникнуть в загадку его
харизмы? В 1967 г. в Москве
проходила Всесоюзная научно-техническая конференция по синтезу и
применению ионообменных мембран. Организатор этой конференции,
профессор, лауреат Государственной премии Кирилл Максимович Салдадзе в
загадочном стиле Лайнуса Полинга рассказал о необыкновенном
электродиализаторе, созданным коллективом НИИ Пластмасс, но при этом
скрыл все его детали. Это надо так уметь. Самым внимательным слушателем
конференции был Николай Петрович Гнусин. Ему в это время было 48 лет. Он
был в расцвете сил и полон энергии. В заключительный день конференции
Николай Петрович предложил раскрыть все секреты таинственного аппарата.
Он сумел извлечь из докладов сотрудников особенности конструкции,
свойства мембран и режимы, объединить их так, что они восстали из пепла
подобно птице Фениксу. Эффект его выступления был ошеломляющим как
для создателей, так и обычных слушателей. Я был свидетелем этого чуда, но
уверен, что и раньше он демонстрировал не меньшей силы харизматические
поступки. Это очень напоминает известное описание жизни знаменитого
ученого Н.В. Тимофеева-Ресовского писателем Д. Граниным в романе «Зубр».
К Николаю Петровичу люди подходили на конференциях не только
поздороваться, но и как бы за благословлением на добрые дела. С такими же
намерениями я приехал к нему в 1973 г. в Краснодар и он, узнав, что у меня
многотысячная картотека литературы на перфокартах, пригласил прочитать
лекции. Встречи в Краснодаре и Воронеже стали ежегодными. Они оказали на
меня такое воздействие, что, несмотря на различные подходы к большинству
проблем, полагаю, что, если мне и удалось что-то сделать полезное, то больше
всего обязан этим Николаю Петровичу. С Николаем Петровичем мы
встречались не только на конференциях, лекциях и защитах диссертаций.
Особую роль играли неформальные контакты. С Николаем Петровичем мы
плавали по воронежским рекам на байдарке, собирали грибы. Особенно
поражало то, что черные грузди он мог видеть даже под землей.
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Знаете ли вы еще хотя бы одного крупного ученого, который, как Николай
Петрович, мог придти к концу футбольной встречи, в которой играл Виктор
Иванович Заболоцкий, Николай Петрович Борисов и я, с авоськой пива и
потом по-дружески с нами беседовать? Однако это отнюдь не значит, что
Николай Петрович был мягкотелым. Он мог жестко разговаривать и с
директором предприятия, и с ректором университета, а главное, отстаивать
интересы своего коллектива. Николай Петрович не был членом правящей
КПСС и был предан истинным идеям народовластия.
У каждого из нас своя информация о Великой Отечественной войне.
Молодое поколение чаще всего её получало от уставших ветеранов, в глазах
которых потух блеск глаз, еще недавно бывший столь ярким. Великий закон
сохранения энергии имеет еще одно малоизвестное следствие. Энергия лидера
не исчезает, а сохраняется в его учениках. Глядя на дела его многочисленных
учеников можно сделать вывод, что энергия даже умножается во времени
вопреки стандартным законам природы. Николай Петрович был на передовой
всю блокаду Ленинграда, и он неоднократно рассказывал о событиях того
трудного времени. Во время последней беседы с ним незадолго до кончины
мне удалось найти вопрос, который больше, чем обычные рассказы о баталиях,
позволил живо представить реальность событий. Я спросил его: «Где Вы
зимой в холода спали, если не было блиндажа?». Он ответил, что снимали с
орудия чехол, клали его на снег и ложились. На вопрос болели ли солдаты, он
ответил, что из первого набора расчета орудия он остался один в живых. От
этого ответа страшное военное время приблизилось и осталось навечно в
памяти. Его жена, Бела Яковлевна, с которой он тогда еще не был знаком,
отказалась от эвакуации и работала вблизи операционной медсестрой. Она не
могла забыть сотни, а может быть и больше, отломанных отмороженных
пальцев, отпиленных ног. Для того чтобы понять их жизни, как и других
истинных героев войны, это знать совершенно необходимо.
В пьесе лауреата Нобелевской премии Мориса Метерлинка «Синяя птица»
внуки встретили умерших дедушку и бабушку, удивились, что им удалось так
сохраниться после смерти. На что они ответили: «Это потому что вы помните
о нас». Мы помним Николая Петровича, о чем свидетельствует эта
конференция, посвященная столетию его рождения. Если открыть алфавитный
указатель РИНЦ, то мы увидим, что индекс Хирша Николая Петровича
Гнусина в настоящее время равен 20, а число ссылок на его работы за
последние пять лет, когда его уже не было с нами, составило 604. Это значит,
что он живет не только в нашей памяти, но и в делах большого множества
ученых. Всю жизнь буду гордиться тем, что однажды он меня назвал своим
другом. Большей почести для меня быть не может.
Владимир Алексеевич Шапошник
Воронежский государственный университет,
г. Воронеж,
E-mail: v.a.shaposhnik@gmail.com
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К 100-летию со дня рождения Николая Петровича Гнусина
Николай Петрович
Гнусин – выдающийся
электрохимик. В 1965
г. на Всероссийской
конференции
по
электрохимии
в
г. Тбилиси он впервые
сделал доклад об
электрохимии ионитов
как
новом
научном направлении.
И с тех пор посвятил
свое
творчество
именно ему.
Основной вклад Николая Петровича и его школы в науку электрохимию
состоит
в
формировании
фундаментальных
представлений
об
электропроводности ионообменных материалов. Сформулирована и
математически описана трехпроводная модель ионного переноса тока. На ее
основе реализованы промышленные установки для обессоливания воды,
удаления, извлечения, концентрирования, конверсии веществ.
Он создал крупную научную школу, создал кафедру физической химии в
Кубанском государственном университете, объединил ежегодными
международными научными конференциями заинтересованных специалистов
многих стран. В моей жизни Николай Петрович сыграл большую роль.
Неоднократно выступал оппонентом, поддерживая исследования по металлионообменным
нанокомпозитам
в
Воронежском
государственном
университете. Был оппонентом по моей докторской диссертации, защита
которой проходила в Ленинградском государственном университете. И спустя
много лет, мне предоставилась честь оппонировать математическую
трехпроводную модель в диссертации, руководителем которой был Николай
Петрович.
Я глубоко признательна заведующему кафедрой физической химии
Кубанского государственного университета Виктору Ивановичу Заболоцкому
и всем сотрудникам этой замечательной кафедры за плодотворное
продолжение дела, начатого великим Николаем Петровичем Гнусиным,
добрую память о нашем общем учителе.
Тамара Александровна Кравченко
Заслуженный деятель науки РФ,
доктор химических наук,
профессор кафедры физической химии
Воронежского государственного университета
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Introduction
Ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) is a promising polymer matrix for
preparation of composite ion-exchange membranes due to its excellent mechanical properties,
good chemical and thermal stability. In recent years, we have realized the synthesis of a series of
polystyrene (PS) based composites, precursors of ion-exchange membranes, using the styrene
ability to both efficient sorption from a solution by certain polymer films and efficient thermal
polymerization at elevated temperatures [1]. However, during the synthesis by this method the
films should be kept in the styrene solution that causes a side styrene polymerization on the film
surface and in the bulk of the solution. All this requires thorough washing of the resulting
composites films and leads to high reagent consumptions. In this regard, it seems more promising
to carry out the composite synthesis by gas phase styrene polymerization keeping the polymer
matrix in the saturated monomer vapor.
Such approach was realized in our previous work [2] allowed successfully modifying of
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) film by polystyrene through the vapor phase polymerization, that
provide considerably simplifying the synthesis conditions, and reducing procedure time and
reagent consumption. By sulfonation of the developed composites the PVDF-sulfonated PS
membranes with an ion exchange capacity (IEC) of up to 2.7 mmol g-1 and high proton
conductivity were prepared [2].
The aim of this work was to apply the developed method for the preparation of composite
membranes based on a UHMWPE matrix and to study their properties.
Experiments
UHMWPE film (SVMPE-1000 grade, by LLC Formoplast, St. Petersburg) with a thickness of
50-100 microns was used as a polymer matrix. The samples fixed in the holder-cartridge were
preliminarily kept in the "styrene – polymerization initiator - divinylbenzene" solution. Then the
swollen samples were located in the reactor above the level of styrene containing an inhibitor. The
reactor with the loaded samples was purged with argon, sealed and thermostated at 110 °C for 1 5 hours to conduct styrene polymerization. When finished the composite films were removed from
the reactor and thoroughly washed with toluene. The content of PS formed in the matrix (wt.%,
rel. to the initial film weight) was determined by the weight gain of the dried samples.
The PS content in the surface layer of the prepared composites was analyzed by ATR-FTIR.
Ion-exchange membranes were obtained by sulfonation of the composite using sulfuric acid. The
proton conductivity of the membranes was measured by impedance spectroscopy. For testing the
membranes as electrolyte of a hydrogen-air fuel cell (FC) the following conditions were used: T =
25 °C; RHH2 = RHair = 100; gas flow: 0.1 l/min (H2), 0.4 l/min (air); p (H2) = p (air) = 1 atm.
Results and Discussion
It was shown that keeping the UHMWPE films in the styrene vapor during 1–5 h under
described conditions leads to the formation of PS inside of the films up to 60 wt. %. The
modification of the films was accompanied by a mainly increase in the film thickness and a slight
increase in their length and width.
Fig. 1 shows the data on the PS accumulation in the UHMWPE films during the styrene gas
phase polymerization at 110 ° C. As can be seen, there is a noticeable the PS content spread, which
is associated, possibly, with uncontrolled evaporation of the sorbed monomer during the samples
loading into the reactor and outputting the reaction to a steady-state conditions. Nevertheless, it
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can be concluded that the PS accumulation is almost linearly dependent on the reaction time and
is approximately 6 wt.% per h at 110 °C.
DSC data of the UHMWPE-PS composites showed that the PS formation did not change the
content of the crystallinity samples. So, it can be conclude, that the styrene polymerization
proceeds in the amorphous phase of the polymer matrix.
The PS content in the surface layer of the composites was estimated by ATR-FTIR. For this
purpose, the characteristic polystyrene band at 697 cm–1, the out-of-plane deformation vibrations
of C–H bonds of the aromatic ring, which does not overlapped by the matrix bands, was used. It
was found that the PS content in the surface layer is slightly higher than the average PS content in
the bulk composite.
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Figure 1. Kinetics of PS accumulation in
the UHMWPE films (50 μm) during
sorption of styrene from saturated vapor at
110°C.

Figure 2. Dependencies of the experimental (1)
and calculated (2) IECs of the UHMWPE-sPS
membranes on the PS content.

Fig. 2 presents the results of the UHMWPE-PS composites sulfonation. The UHMWPEsulfonated PS membranes (UHMWPE-sPS) with IEC up to 2.6 mmol/g were obtained. According
to IR data (Fig. 3) the sulfonation lead to appearance new absorption bands at 1008 and 1040 cm1
, which were referred to the symmetric stretching vibrations of the –SO3- and C-S vibrations of
the aromatic ring of the sulfonated PS. The intensity of these bands increases with increase in the
PS content.
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Figure 4. The current-voltage (1, 2) and
power (1а, 2а) characteristics of the FC
based on the UHMWPE-sPS (1, 1а) and
Nafion-115 (2, 2a) membranes.

It was established that the dependence of the water uptake of the UHMWPE-sPS membranes
on their IEC values at room temperature is described by the linear ratio of 16 mol H 2O/mol SO3-.
The maximum value of 60 mS/cm at room temperature for proton conductivity of the UHMWPEsPS membranes was reaches. The results of the comparative tests of the synthesized membrane
UHMWPE-sPS (IEC~ 2.6 mmol g-1) and the Nafion-115 membrane (IEC~ 0.9 mmol g-1) in FC
are presented in Fig. 4. As can be seen, the current-voltage and power characteristics of FC based
on the developed membranes significantly exceed those for the Nafion-115.
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Introduction
Previously, we have developed a new method for the synthesis of polymer “stretched
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) - polystyrene”composites by stretching a PTFE film in a liquid
monomer followed by thermal polymerization of styrene sorbed from a solution into the forming
porous PTFE structure [1, 2]. It was shown that protonconducting membranes, obtained by
sulfonation of the synthesized "stretched PTFE - polystyrene"composites, have excellent transport
properties [3]. It seemed promising to investigate the possibility of creating a PTFE-PS composite
(a precursor of ion-exchange membranes) by polymerizationof styrene sorbed into industrial
porous teflon, and to study the transport properties of the membranes synthesized on its basis.
On the example of a polyvinylidene fluoridefilm it was established [4]that the thermal styrene
polymerization can be effectively carried out inside of this film not only during styrene sorption
from the liquidphase, but also from the vapor. The vapor-phase synthesis method of the «polymer
matrix-PS» precursor is more convenient in comparison with the liquid-phase one. The essence of
this approach is preliminary swelling of the polymer film in the monomer solution with the initiator
with following keepingthe swollen film over the liquid styrene in a reactor thermostated at 110 °C.
This new method significantly shortens the stage of homopolymerwashing, reduces the
consumption of working solutions (monomers and solvents) and the total synthesis time.
The aim of this work was the development of liquid and vapor-phase styrene polymerization
methods to obtain PTFE-PS composites based on a commercial porous PTFE film (por-PTFE)
produced by LLC Formoplast (St. Petersburg) as well as the study of the properties of membranes
obtained by the sulfonation of por-PTFE-PS composites.
Experiments
Figure 1 shows a micrograph of thepor-PTFE film taken with an optical microscope
(transmission mode) at a 100-fold magnification. The thickness of the por-PTFE film is 100 μm.
Through pores with a size of 7 × 60 microns are clearly visible. Their geometrical dimensions do
not practically change when the por-PTFE film is heated in air at 120 – 130°С for 2 - 3 h. The
density is about 0.7 g/cm3, i.e. the polymer fills only 0.35 part of the volume of the porous film.
When filling the film free volume with a liquid with a density of about 1 g/cm3, the liquid/polymer
weight ratio should be about 0.9.

200 µm

Figure 1. Micrograph of the por-PTFE film by
Biomed 6optical microscope.
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Study of the por-PTFE film swelling in a liquid styrene, toluene, or a solution of them showed
that the film absorbs up to 60 - 80 wt.%of liquid at room temperature. As can be estimated, almost
the whole part of the film free volume is available for sorption.
To realize a vapor-phase synthesis of a composite precursor, a por-PTFE film, previously
swollen in a styrene-initiator-divinylbenzenesolution, was locatedin a reactor over a solution of
inhibited monomer. Then the reactor was kept in an air thermostat for 1 to 3 hours at 110 °C. In
the case of liquid-phase synthesis, a pore-PTFE film fixed in a cartridge was immersed in a reactor
with a styrene-initiator-divinylbenzene solution and the reactor was placed in a thermostat at 90
°C. The accumulation of polystyrene in the porous film was carried out in 2 - 3 stages. The time
of each stage (~ 2 hours) was limited by the gelation of the reaction solution and replacing with a
fresh solution.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 and 3 show the kinetics of the accumulation of polystyrene in the por-PTFE film during
the polymerization using the vapor-and liquid-phase methods.
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Figure 2. The PS accumulation bytheporPTFE film during the polymerization of
styrene sorbedby the film from the vapor at
110 °C.

Figure 3. The PS accumulation by theporPTFE film during the polymerization of
styrene sorbedby the film from a liquid at
90 °C.

As can be seen, during the vapor phase synthesis the amount of polystyrene implanted in PTFE
reaches 100 wt.% (relative to the matrix) for 2.5 hours (Fig. 2). Following keeping the synthesized
por-PTFE-PS samples in toluene at room temperature leads to only partial leaching of the PS. The
por-PTFE-PS composites containing up to 60 wt.%of PS were obtained. In the case of liquid-phase
synthesis (Fig. 3), the PS accumulation rate increases markedly from one stage to another, but it
is noticeably lower than that in the vapor phase method at 110 °C (Fig. 2).
Study of the por-PTFE-PS composite swelling in toluene at room temperature showed that the
swelling is determined by the sorption of toluene into the implanted PS (Fig. 4). Even with a low
PS content (about 10 wt.%), the amount of the sorbed toluene is noticeably less than that for the
initial porous film at room temperature. As can be seen, the polymerization of styrene inside of
the film pores at 90 and 110 °C is accompanied by a gradual film shrinkage and filling of the pores
with polystyrene.
Figure 5 shows the ATR IR spectra of the surface of theinitial porous PTFE film (curve 3) and
the por-PTFE-PS composites with different PS contents (curves 1 and 2). As can be seen, effective
absorption is observed in the region of 700 cm-1of the IR spectra of composites, which is attributed
to the characteristic absorption of polystyrene (697 cm-1). This is indicate the PS formation in the
pores of the film-matrix. The intensity of the absorption increases markedly with increasing
content of PS in the composite.
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By sulfonation of the por-PTFE-PS composites with different PS content,new proton exchange
por-PTFE-sulfonated PS membranes with ion exchange capacity of up to 1.6 mmol/g and proton
conductivity in water at room temperature up to 100 mS/cm were prepared.
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Figure 5. ATR IR spectra of the surface of the porPTFE-PS composites with 33 (1) and 18 (2) wt.%
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Introduction
At present, it has been established that many properties of membranes are controlled by
phenomena determined by the structure and properties of the thin surface layer of membranes.
According to many researchers, modification of membranes surface or volume are possible to
expand their range and improve physico-chemical and technical-economical characteristics [1, 2].
In this regard, a new direction in membrane electrochemistry has emerged, associated with the
creation and research of modified ion-exchange membranes (bilayer, multilayer, composite, etc.)
and the evaluation of the effect of modification on their electrotransport characteristics. These
studies are of great scientific and practical importance and provide an opportunity to obtain
membranes with unique properties.
It is important to note that despite the large number of works in the field of modification of ionexchange membranes, the mechanism for improving membrane properties, which is due to
modification, the effect of modifying layers on the transfer of ions and molecules in these electromembrane systems is not fully understood.
The aim of this work is to study the transport and electrochemical characteristics of surfacemodified heterogeneous anion-exchange membranes MA-41, in sulfate-nitrate solutions of
electrolytes, in comparison with the initial membrane MA-41.
Experiments
Measurements of the current-voltage characteristics (CVC) of the membranes were carried out
on a rotating membrane disk. The current-voltage characteristics of the membranes were recorded
in galvanostatic mode, with a stepwise increase in current density. The working solution consisted
of a mixture of sodium sulfate of 0.015 mol eq / l and sodium nitrate of 0.015 mol eq / l. At the
same time, the ratio of concentrations of sodium sulfate to sodium nitrate changed, but the total
concentration remained constant at 0.03 mol eq / l. The composition of the solution in the lower
chamber (cathodic) was kept constant. The rotational speed of the membrane disk ranged from
100 to 500 rpm. The feed rate of the solution into the anode chamber was 7.5 ± 0.1 ml / min. The
temperature in the experiments was kept constant and was equal to 25 ± 0.1 ° C.
Results and discussion
It is known that modification of an anion-exchange membrane with a cation-exchange film
significantly reduces the value of the limiting current. In order to evaluate the effect of the
thickness of the modifying film, the CVC of the membranes under investigation were recorded at
100 rpm in a mixture of solutions of 0.015 mol eq / l of sodium sulfate and 0.015 mol eq / l of
sodium nitrate. The thickness of the diffusion layer was kept constant.
The experiments performed show that the deposition of a cation-exchange film on an anionexchange membrane leads to an decrease in the limiting current of the initial membrane by an
order of magnitude (Fig. 1).
A comparative analysis of the dependences of the limiting current of the initial and modified
membrane shows that the deposition of a cation-exchange film on the heterogeneous membrane
leads to a multiple decrease in the limiting current and the limiting current does not depend on the
thickness of the diffusion layer (Fig. 2).
The limiting currents for the initial membrane MA-41 from different disk rotation speeds, found
by the method of tangents, coincide with those calculated by the Levich theory, which is depicted
by the dotted line in Figure 2b. It should be noted that for a modified membrane, with a film
thickness of 15 μm, the limiting current does not change with the speed of rotation of revolutions.
This can be explained by the fact that the limiting state occurs on the border of the modifying film
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Figure 1. Current-voltage characteristics of the original and modified membranes with
different thicknesses of the modifying film, at 100 rpm.
This can be explained by the fact that the limiting state occurs on the border of the modifying
film and membrane. In the modifying film, sulfate and nitrate ions are Co-ions, therefore their
transport is limited due to charge selectivity.
The selective properties of the membrane with a modifying film are influenced by such factors
as: thickness and charge (concentration of fixed groups) of the film, that is confirmed by
experimental data (Fig. 3). In this case, the dependence of the selectivity coefficient on the
dimensionless current density nonlinearly depends on the thickness of the modifying film, which
is confirmed by experimental data and numerical calculations (Fig. 4).
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A comparison of numerical calculations with experimental data shows that the effect of
electrodiffusion of singly charged Co-ions through a modifying layer and, as a result, through a
two-layer membrane increases with increasing thickness of the modifying layer. Numerical
calculations also qualitatively describe the experimental data. The discrepancy at low currents is
not particularly surprising since the real object does not correspond to what is incorporated in the
model [3]. In the model, the thickness is close to zero on a real object it is quite concrete.
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Introduction
The operational efficiency of electromembrane water treatment systems is limited mainly by a
decrease in the electrochemical activity of membranes under the influence of polarization and
temperature effects, as well as precipitation. The purpose of this work is to study the changes in
the structural properties of the anion-exchange membrane MA-40 during long-term operation in
an electrodialysis apparatus during desalination of mineralized natural waters.
Experiments
It was studied a sample of MA-40 membrane from the anode chamber of the reverse
electrodialysis unit after its 1000-h operation during desalination of the natural waters of the Aral
region. The treated water was with a high value of hardness and a high content of chlorides and
sulfates [1]. Membrane samples after electrodialysis of natural waters were provided by LLP
«Membrane Technologies, S.A.», Almaty, Kazakhstan Republic.
Results and Discussion
The SEM images of the sides of the MA-40 membrane surface facing the electrode (side 1) and
adjacent (side 2) sections of the electrodialyzer are shown in fig. 1. On both sides of the membrane
surface, the formation of a precipitate is visualized, which is localized not only on areas with good
electrical conductivity, where the ion exchanger particles are located, and covers almost the entire
surface with a film.

а

b

c

d
e
f
Figure 1. The SEM image (a, d) and the corresponding distribution maps of Mg (b, e) and Ca (c,
f) on the side 1 (a-c) and 2 (d-f) of the surface of dry samples of MA-40 membrane from a
reversal electrodialysis apparatus. The distribution of the elements is indicated in white.
The nature of the precipitate on the ion-exchange membrane depends on the pH value and the
rate of ion migration through the membrane. The distribution maps of the elements (Fig. 1) and
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the results of X-ray microanalysis of the composition of the sediment on the surface revealed the
preferential Mg content and the presence of the Ca, Fe, and Si elements.
Under reversing of the electrodialysis electrode polarity, the functions of its electrode and
working chambers simultaneously change. The electrode section alternately becomes either anodic
or cathodic. Schemes of the precipitate formation by different mechanisms during the operation of
the electrodialysis reversal are shown in Fig. 2.

а

b
Figure 2. The general scheme of the precipitate formation during operation of the
electrodialyzer in the modes of direct (a) and reverse (b) current. * - reactions occurring at the
solution – membrane interface. The numbers 1 and 2 show the designation of the membrane
sides.
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It should be noted that the MA-40 membrane is characterized by a high catalytic activity of
ionic groups in the heterolytic reaction of the water dissociation in solution at the interface. In case
of accidental incorrect of the current mode or excess of the local limiting current density in the
desalination section near the surface (side 2) of the anion-exchange membrane, hydroxyl ions are
formed, which migrate to the electrode section (Fig. 2a). On the one hand, the transfer of hydroxyl
ions through the membrane can shift the balance of weakly acidic anions. For example, with a
local increase in pH in the solution at the interface and in the membrane pore space, the balance
shifts towards the formation of carbonate ions, which leads to the precipitation of carbonates. On
the other hand, the migration of hydroxyl ions through an anion-exchange membrane can lead to
the precipitation of hydroxides of multiply charged cations due to a local increase in the pH of the
solution near the membrane.
When the polarity of the electrodes changes, the probability of hydroxide precipitation on the
surface facing the electrode (side 1) of MA-40 membrane increases significantly, which is a
consequence of an increase pH in the diluate solution due to the electrode reaction (Fig. 2b). In
this case, alkalization of the solution also occurs at the surface membrane (side 2) facing the
adjacent section of concentrating. The elemental composition of the surface corresponds to
Mg(OH)2 crystals, the quantitative content of which is predominant on both sides of the membrane
surface. A significant increase in the pH of the treated water is accompanied by precipitation of
poorly soluble calcium carbonate. The presence of iron ions in the composition of the precipitates
on the surface of the investigated membrane MA-40 according to the results of X-ray
microanalysis indicates the formation of a dense stable precipitate of iron hydroxide.
It was found that sedimentation occurs not only on the membrane surface but also in its bulk.
The precipitation is promoted by an increase in the pH of the internal pore solution due to the
migration of hydroxyl ions into the membrane phase. Comparison of data on the elemental
composition of the cross section and the distribution map of the elements allows us to conclude
about the different content and different localization of sediment over the cross sectional area of
the MA-40 membrane. If insoluble compounds with Mg are predominantly formed on the
membrane surface, the formation of a mixture of CaCO3 and Ca(OH)2 is established on both sides
of the membrane phase.
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Introduction
The methemoglobinemia, the formation of nitrosamines as well as the eutrophication are the
most important consequences of the presence of the nitrate ions in a higher amount than the norm
defined by OMS in drinkable water, medical products, agriculture and food processing effluents.
Eliminating the chemical species has become a major stake against these risks. Because of this,
many biologic and physico-chemical procedures were applied for treating these ions [1]. The aim
of this study is the synthesis of novel anionic exchange membranes based on polyepichlorhydrin
(PECH) quaternized by 1,4-diazabicyclo- [2,2,2]-octane (DABCO) which shows a highly
performance in fuel cells and electrodialysis [2].
Experiments
The originality of this work is the incorporation of a nitrate selective complexing (NC) in the
PECH/DABCO matrix. Morphological and thermal properties of these membranes were
determined. The water uptake, exchange capacities, conductivities and transport number of these
membranes were also measured. Dialysis tests were carried out using our novel membranes by a
diffusion cell.
Results and Discussion
Different compositions were tested with varying the PECH-DABCO / Complexing agent (See
Table 1). We tried to fabricate a membrane with 30% wt. of the complexing agent, but unfortunately
the obtained membranes crumble and are nonhomogeneous.
The characterization of Membranes M1-M3 shows that the surface of our membranes is
homogenous and they are thermally stables.
Table 1: Main characteristics of membranes used in the experiments
Membrane (composition in %wt.)
M1: PECH/DABCO ; NC (90; 10)
M2: PECH/DABCO ; NC (85; 15)
M3: PECH/DABCO ; NC (80; 20)

Water Uptake
(%)
12.05
17.28
11.11

Exchange Capacity
(meq.g-1)
0.67
0.69
0.62

Conductivity
(mS.cm-1)
2.03
3.52
2.61

The performance of these composite membranes was tested in diffusion dialysis of binary
solutions containing a mixture of nitrates and interferant ions. We observed a remarkable
selectivity for NO3- which we attribute to the effect of the complexing agent. The evaluation of the
efficiency of eliminating these ions is maintained by the variation of a quantity known as the
removal rate as a function of certain parameters such as dialysis duration, the initial concentration
of the solution and coexistences ions.
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Introduction
Nowadays the development of ion-exchange membranes selective to the singly charged ions is
one of the interesting challenges in membrane electrochemistry [1]. Selective extraction of ions
has many applications [2]. It is reported that polymerization of polyaniline (PANI) on the cationexchange membrane (CEM) surface results in the appearance of permselectivity towards the
transfer of singly charged ions [1]. The properties of composites are significantly influenced by
the content and structural organization of PANI in the membrane phase. Thus, the aim of this work
is to study the polarization behavior of anisotropic composites based on heterogeneous CEM and
PANI depending on the amount of injected PANI.
Experiments
The base CEM used for modification was heterogeneous MK-40 membrane. The MK-40/PANI
membranes were obtained under the conditions of electrodiffusion of monomer and oxidant in 4chamber electrodialysis cell [3]. A 0.01 M aniline solution in 0.05 M HCl and 0.002 M K2Cr2O7
in 0.05 M HCl were fed into the cell chambers next to the test membrane on the anode and cathode
sides, respectively. A 0.05 M HCl solution was circulated through the electrode chambers.
Polymerization of PANI was carried out by passing different current density i = 20, 30, 40 and 50
mA/cm2. Polymerization time was 60 min. The membrane area was 7.1 cm2. PANI layer on the
MK-40 membrane surface was formed on the side of concentration chamber. The measurements
of I-V curves of obtained membranes were made in the same cell for the membrane modification.
Cyclic voltammetry was carried out at a scan rate of 1*10-4 A/s. All chambers were pumped with
0.05 M HCl solution at a flow rate of 14 ml/min.
Results and Discussion
I-V curves of obtained composite MK-40/PANI membranes are measured for both membrane
orientations: modified and non-modified surface layers are placed towards the desalination
chamber (Fig. 1). The values of limiting current density, slope of ohmic and plateau regions are
determined. The specificity of such type of membranes is in formation of an internal bipolar
boundary between the cation- and anion-exchange layers. Pristine MK-40 membrane is selective
to the transfer of positively charged ions, PANI has anion-exchange properties. So, these
membranes can be like bipolar membrane in the electric field.

Figure 1. I-V curves of membranes synthesized at 20 (MK-40/PANI_20) and 50 (MK-40/PANI_50)
mA/cm2: modified (a) and non-modified (b) surface layer are placed towards desalination chamber.
Asymmetric I-V characteristics are observed for all composites. The slope of the ohmic region
and the conductivity of the membrane are higher for the case when non-modified surface layer is
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placed towards the desalination chamber. The slope of the ohmic region on the I-V curve decreases
with the rise of i during PANI synthesis due to the increase of membrane resistance.
The values of limiting current density, ilim, and membrane potential at which the limiting state
occurs increase for composites obtained at i > 30 mA/cm2 in the case when non-modified surface
layer is placed towards the desalination chamber. Also, a change in the shape of the ohmic region
on I-V curve is observed for these composites. The increase in ilim can be attributed to a range of
factors. PANI chains generated on the gel-phase of ion-exchange resin block the flux of H+ ions
through the membrane/solution interface. It leads to a local increase in concentration of H + ion
inside the membrane. As a result, an inverse diffusion occurs. It might be one cause of the limiting
current increase. Another reason could be an increase in the concentration of current carriers in the
depleted diffusion layer due to the co-ion flux. The more the macropores in the membrane and the
more PANI on its surface, the more significant the effect.
Now consider the case when the modified side of the composite is oriented toward the
desalination chamber. The increase of ilim at the membrane/solution interface is observed for MK40/PANI_20 membrane. Two local maxima on the derivative of I-V curve are appeared for
composite membrane obtained at i > 30 mA/cm2 (Fig. 2a). The first ilim into the region of low
membrane potential, called pseudo-limiting current, is due to the formation of depleted (in relation
to mobile ions) layer at the bipolar junction within the membrane. The second one, which is higher
than pseudo-limiting current and close to the ilim of the non-modified membrane is due to saturation
of the diffusion across the depleted diffusion layer in the solution. Similar effects are observed for
MF-4SK membranes modified by PANI [3]. The bigger the current applied during the PANI
synthesis, the more pronounced the pseudo-limiting current as shown in Fig. 2a. Consequently,
internal bipolar junction in the composite membrane plays a major role.

Figure 2. Derivative of I-V curve, d/di vs iav, for membranes synthesized at i=20
(MK-40/PANI_20) and 50 (MK-40/PANI _50) mA/cm2: modified (a) and non-modified (b)
surface layers are placed towards desalination chamber.
Thus, the analysis of I-V curves of the composite membranes allows us to find the conditions
for obtaining materials with the most pronounced asymmetry effect of transport properties.
The present work is supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (project № 18-3820069 mol_a_ved).
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Introduction
Enhancing the effectiveness of the electrodialysis is currently achieved by modification of ionexchange membranes [1, 2]. Characteristics of these new membranes depend heavily on the
modifier quantity. Polyaniline (PANI) is one of the perspective modifying agents [1]. The
possibility of controlling the process of PANI layer formation on the membrane surface in external
electric field by means of chronopotentiometry is shown in previous studies [3]. However, the
polarization behavior of these composites has not been analyzed. Therefore, the purpose of the
study is to investigate the impact of the modifier on the I-V curve and estimate the asymmetry
effect of obtained membranes.
Experiments
Homogeneous perfluorinated membrane was used as the cation exchange membrane for
modification. Polymerization of aniline on the surface of the base membrane was carried out in a
four-compartment cell. Membrane orientation is presented in Fig. 1. Constant current density
supplied to the polarizing electrodes (Fig. 1, No. 1) was 20 mA/cm2. The membrane area was
7.1 cm2. Polymerization time was varied from 5 to 60 min. The modified surface layer of the
composite membrane was formed on the concentration compartment side. Ten composites were
obtained. Registration of I-V curve of composite membranes were made in the same experimental
set-up for the membrane modification (Fig. 1). The difference is that a solution of 0.05 M HCl was
pumped through all the compartments (Fig. 1, No. 2-4) at a flow rate of 14 ml/min. I-V curves of
pristine as well as composite membranes were carried out at a scan rate 1*10-4 A/s. Membrane
potential was measured using Ag/AgCl electrodes inserted into Luggin-Haber capillaries (Fig. 1,
No. 6).

Figure 1. Scheme of four-compartment cell: 1 – polarizing electrodes; 2 – electrode
compartments; 3 – desalination compartment; 4 – concentration compartment; 5 – LugginHaber capillaries.
Results and Discussion
Representative I-V curves of the pristine MF-4SK membrane and composite membranes
modified for 30 and 60 min, respectively, are shown in Fig. 2. The first membrane orientation
when the unmodified membrane surface layer was placed towards the desalination compartment
is presented in Fig. 2a. The second case when the modified membrane surface layer was placed
towards the desalination compartment is presented in Fig. 2b. An analysis of I-V curves has been
made. It is found that the introduction of PANI into the near-surface layer of the pristine MF-4SK
membrane leads to a decrease in the limiting current. Also, it is shown that the increase of
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polymerization time results in membrane resistance growth, complemented by reduction of the
slope of the ohmic region.

Figure 2. I-V curves of pristine MF-4SK membrane and membranes synthesized during 30 (MF4SK/PANI_30) and 60 (MF-4SK/PANI_60) min: unmodified (a) and modified (b) surface layer
was placed towards the desalination compartment.
The asymmetry of I-V curves of obtained composites has been established. It is found that the
longer the polymerization time, the greater the asymmetry effect. The higher values of limiting
current, slope of the ohmic region, plateau length are observed in the case when the unmodified
membrane surface layer is placed towards the desalination compartment compared with reverse
orientation.
I-V curves for both membrane orientations are considered abnormal for the composites
obtained during polymerization time more than 30 min. There is no «plateau» region on the I-V
curve when the unmodified membrane surface layer is placed towards the desalination
compartment. However, oscillations of membrane potential typical for over-limiting region are
observed at low current densities above 10 A/m2. Two local maxima on the differential I-V curve
are found when the modified membrane surface layer is placed towards the desalination
compartment. The first maximum in the region of low membrane potentials is associated with
depletion of the bipolar boundary inside the composite membrane formed by PANI and pristine
membrane. The second maximum corresponds to the depletion of the membrane/solution
interface, as in the case of a monopolar membrane. However, this limiting current is significantly
lower compared with the pristine membrane. Similar results were obtained in [4]. The paper
studies I-V curves of composite membranes obtained at different current densities.
Thus, the polarization behavior of obtained composites was studied. We can make a conclusion
that the introduction of PANI into the near-surface layer of the pristine MF-4SK membrane leads
to reduction of characteristic points on the I-V curve. An increase of the polymerization time also
results in more pronounced asymmetric I-V curves.
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Currently, the prerequisites for the transition to a decentralized (distributed) energy model have
been formed on the territory of the Russian Federation. Such a model offers efficient accumulation
and storage of electricity within the local power grid in the vicinity of a potential consumer, which
significantly reduces the need in high-power transmission lines usage. A promising solution to
the electricity accumulation and storaging problem in distributed networks is the use of redox flow
batteries (RFB). These systems are structurally divided into two parts: (a) a membrane electrode
assembly (MEA) and (b) a system of tanks for liquid reagent storage. Such a separation provides
the ability to independently scale the system power density (by increasing the area of the MEA
electrodes) and energy capacity (by increasing the volume of reagent tanks), which gives the RFB
an important advantage in stationary power storage applications.
Modern studies of the RFB, in particular, this study, are primarily aimed to overcome two
fundamental barriers that significantly hinder the development of this direction: (a) insufficient
specific power due to small values of standard exchange currents for the RFB heterogeneous redox
reactions and (b) low energy density compared with other chemical energy sources due to
insufficient energy capacity of the reagents per volume or mass unit for a known value of the redox
potential.
The progress in creation of hybrid redox flow batteries, in particular, hydrogen-bromine
batteries, implementing an oxidation reaction of hydrogen at the anode and the reduction reaction
of molecular bromine at the cathode, made a significant contribution to overcome the first of the
above barriers: led to an increase in specific power density for such devices.
However, the problem of insufficient energy density in modern RFB has not yet been solved.
An opportunity to handle this problem is to use salts of bromine oxoacids as new multielectron
aqueous oxidizers. As a promising example one can point out lithium bromate or (significantly
cheaper sodium bromate) aqueous solutions, that give outstanding theoretical estimates for the
voluminous charge and energy densities of the cathodic process, eg. 1400 A h / L and
2000 W h / L at 25 °C while 1600 A h / L and 2300 W h / L at 60 °C [1], since the density of the
saturated LiBrO3 solution is about 1.8 g/cm3 [2].
Nevertheless, all these attractive features of the bromate anion as an oxidant for the cathode are
counterbalanced by the lack of its electroactivity within the potential range positive with respect
to the hydrogen electrode, for all tested electrode materials including noble metals. Such an
inconsolable situation has drastically changed after the recent proposition of new electrochemical
redox-mediated autocatalysis EC'' mechanism, that theoretically justifies the bromate
electroreduction process to be performed in acidic media in the presence of trace amount of
bromine, that serves as a mediating redox agent, implementing the autocatalytical features for
such a system [1,3].
The present study offers a wide extension of the promising concepts above, both offers a variety
of analytical models and an experimental verification of the fact that the problem of bromate anions
insufficient electrochemical activity can be solved by redox mediator autocatalysis
(EC" mechanism). The main fundamental purpose of this study is to develop theoretical
foundations and to create an integrated methodology (combining analytical, numerical and
experimental methods) that establishes the relationship between the mass transfer processes of the
main reagents and characteristics of a hydrogen-bromate redox flow battery, based on the new
mediated redox autocatalytic mechanism that allows one to use perspective multielectron aqueous
solutions as oxidizers.
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Figure 1. (a) An example of the non-monotonic dependence of the maximum cathodic current
density jmax in A · cm-2 on the the intensity of convection mixing, governed by the rotating disc
electrode (RDE) frequency in rpm. The A, B, C curves correspond to the Nernst stagnant layer
model, D curve responds to the Generalized Nernst layer model, V curve and N set of points
match the convective-diffusion model analytical and numerical solutions, correspondingly [1].
(b) An example of the non-monotonic dependence of the maximum cathodic current density jmax
in A · cm-2 on the magnitude of the microelectrode radius r0 in bilogarithmic coordinates. For
three different concentrations of acid the set of points corresponds to the experimental data,
solid lines represent predictions of the analytical theory.
The main fundamental conclusions of the study are:
- The process of bromate anions electroreduction in an acidic media (the concentration of
bromate anion and acid is about mol / L) in the presence of a trace amount of molecular bromine
(the concentration about mmol / L) shows a significant value of the specific cathodic current
density (of the order of A · cm-2) achievable in spite of the the lack of bromate electroactivity at
the electrode surface but due to autocatalytic effects of the system. Such features are demonstrated
both for a variety of model systems with controlled hydrodynamics (rotating disc electrode,
microelectrode), and for real prototype of a hydrogen-bromate redox flow battery.
- For the case of rotating disk electrode in stationary conditions the presence of the
nonmonotonic dependence predicted in the framework of the analytical theory, in particular, the
area of sharp rapid increase for the cathodic current density (by several orders of magnitude) while
the intensity of convection mixing decreases, has been proved both experimentally and using
numerical simulation methods.
- For the case of a disk microelectrode the mentioned above non-monotonic behavior, in
particular, a sharp increase in cathode current density while the radius of the electrode decreases
has been predicted analytically and confirmed experimentally.

Figure 2. Experimental sample of a hydrogen-bromate redox flow battery membrane-electrode
assembly: (a) disassemled and (b) assembled.
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The applied objective of the present work is to implement the hybrid principle of power sources
design to create on the basis of the fuel cell and redox flow battery concepts a fundamentally new
hybrid electrochemical generator that utilizes bromate anions as a multielectron aqueous oxidizer.
Therefore an experimental sample of a hydrogen-bromate redox flow battery MEA, operating on
the basis of the principles proposed in the study, has been shown to demonstrate high
electrochemical performance of specific current density (up to 1.5 A · cm2) and power (up to 0.9
W · cm2) [4].
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Introduction
Alternative methods of power generation attract more attention in recent years. This interest is
caused, from one side, by reduction of mineral fuels, from other - by economic efficiency of the
innovative approaches in the production of electric power and strict ecological requirements for
new technologies.
One of directions of alternative energy development are the high temperature electrochemical
devices (ECD). Such devices allows to a) effectively (efficiency 60-70%) transform an organic
fuel and hydrogen, in electric power with the use of solid-oxide fuel cells (SOFC) and b) process
carbon dioxide and aquatic steam in a synthesis gas (CO + 2Н2), utilizing the extrass of greenhouse
gases, effectively stocking energy of cheap energy sources, with the use of high temperature solidoxide electrolyzers (SOE). As known, hydrogen is not only basis of ecofriendly hydrogen energy
but also feedstock for the various hydroprocessing technologies, multi-tonnage production of
ammonia and methanol and subsequent chemical products
Structurally SOE/SOFC can be divided into planar and tubular shape. A planar design is widely
used in stationary devices, by power from a megawatt and higher, as provides good heat and mass
transfer, compactness of assembling and allows to use the standard methods of ceramic treatment.
The substantial lack of planar configuration is high requirements to absence of considerable
temperature gradients along a membrane, that can result in device destruction during thermal
cycling and dramatic changes of temperature. This results in a slow startup speed.
The problem can be solved using microtubular (mt) membranes [1-2], the advantages of which
are improved thermal and mechanical stability, ease of sealing. The rapid launch of hightemperature ECD opens the possibility of developing a promising niche of compact, mobile
devices in transport, in the military field and in household appliances.
Results and Discussion
This paper presents the results of measuring medium-temperature microtubular solid oxide fuel
cell with cathode composition SrCo1-xTaxO3-δ. As part of the work, the methodology for obtaining
mt-SOFC was worked out. Functional layers were obtained by dip-coating. The results obtained
suggest that cathode composition SrCo1-xTaxO3-δ is greatly promising for SOFC development.
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Introduction
The family of acid salts of alkali metals with the common formula MnHm(AO4)p (A = P, S, Se)
presents an important class of proton conductors with high proton conductivity ~10-2 S/cm in the
medium temperature range 130-250°С due to the superprotonic phase. Among them CsH2PO4 and
its composites undoubtedly have a great potential for use as a proton-conducting membrane in fuel
cells (FCs) [1]. Recently, the systems based on CsH2PO4 and polymer additive have been
intensively studied [2-4]. The thin-film flexible membranes are preferable for improving the
electrochemical characteristics of FCs. Such systems combine high proton conductivity of the acid
salt with the flexibility, hydrophobicity, mechanical stability and flexibility of the polymer.
Mechanically strong membranes with the thickness less than100 μm can be obtained by the solvent
casting technique. Due to the pure solubility of CsH2PO4 in common solvents such membranes are
a physical dispersion of acid salt particles in the polymer matrix. For this purpose the fine salt
particles should be obtained. The conductivity of CsH2PO4-based polymer systems is determined
by the morphology and the nature of the distribution of salt particles in the volume of the
membrane depending on the energy of adhesion similarly to the composites based on acid salts
and highly dispersed inorganic oxide (SiO2, TiO2 etc.) [5].
Results and Discussion
This work is devoted to the investigation of the mechanism of formation of new highconductive polymer membranes based on CsH2PO4 and thermally stable polymers of different
composition such as fluoropolymers and butyral. The synthesis conditions were studied and
optimized. The investigation of electrotransport, structural, thermal properties and the mechanism
of proton conductivity of the polymer composites were carried out. The proton conductivity and
changes in structural properties of «CsH2PO4-polymer» systems with varying polymer matrix were
examined. The small content of the polymer results in the conductivity remaining at the level of
the initial salt in the superionic phase. But the high polymer concentrations lead to the percolation
threshold of the "conductor-insulator" type with the further decrease in the electrotransport
characteristics. The different ways of particle size reduction was examined. The range of different
water partial pressure on the proton conductivity was studied for the suppression of CsH2PO4
dehydration and extension of superionic phase stability. The changes of structural characteristics
of the salt in the polymer matrices were studied by XRD. The addition of a polymer matrix results
in a partial amorphization of the CsH2PO4. The particle size and its distribution in the volume of
the membrane have been characterized by electron microscopy. The addition of appropriate
amount of polymer matrix also provides the flexibility of the membrane, increasing of hydrolytic
stability, sufficient mechanical strength and gas permeability while maintaining high proton
conductivity.
This work was carried out with a partial financial support from RFBR grant 18-08-01279.
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Introduction
Ion exchange materials are widely used in water treatment, hydrometallurgy and other
industries for the extraction of metals from diluted solutions, the separation of the individual
components of the mixture and purification of waste water, etc. Ion exchange materials are widely
used in water treatment, hydrometallurgy and other industries for the extraction of metals from
diluted solutions, the separation of the individual components of the mixture and purification of
waste water, etc. At the moment, as cross-linking agent in the synthesis of ion exchangers used
divinylbenzene. The main drawback of these ion exchange resins is a multistage obtain
divinylbenzene and the use of readily available starting materials.
In the Irkutsk scientific center developed a one-step synthesis technology divinylsulfide (DVS)
reaction of acetylene with hydrogen sulfide or sodium sulfide and effected its production of pilot
batches [1]. The main advantage of this method of obtaining divinylsulfide is the availability and
low cost of raw materials.
Experiments
Insoluble copolymers were obtained by radical copolymerization of divinylsulfide with 4vinylpyridine (VP), which are yellow powders and have high mechanical strength and osmotic
stability, resistant to salts, dilute acids and alkalis (boiling samples for 6 hours in 10% saline,
sulfuric, nitric acid and sodium hydroxide does not cause the destruction of the framework).
Copolymers swell well in organic solvents: in acetone - by 500%, in hexane - by 300%. The
swelling capacity of copolymers in an aqueous solution of acid and alkali is much lower and
amounts to 100% and 60%, respectively. Table 1 presents the results of copolymerization DVSVP.
Table 1: Copolymerization DVS and VP
No
experime
nt
1
2
3
4

The composition of the
initial mixture, mol. %
VP
20.0
40.1
50.0
80.0

DVS
80.0
59.9
50.0
20.0

Content
nitrogen and sulfur,
mass. %
N
S
5.01
23.42
7.90
16.83
8.78
12.67
12.11
3.45

The composition of the
copolymer, mol. %
VP
32.11
54.36
61.23
88.75

DVS
67.89
45.64
38.77
11.25

Output,
%

65
75
92
80

Results and Discussion
The study of silver ion adsorption by the considered ICE-VP copolymer was carried out in
solutions of nitric acid, where this metal is present in the form of the Ag + cation. Extraction of
Pt, Pd and Au ions was studied in hydrochloric and sulfuric acid solutions, in which these metals
exist in the form of acid complexes of different composition. For acid complexes Pt, Pd, Au, with
an increase in the concentration of acids, there is a slight decrease in the degree of extraction of
metal ions with the exception of the gold tetrachloride complex in a sulfate medium (Figure 1). To
a greater extent, a decrease in the degree of extraction of metal ions is manifested for chlorine
complexes of platinum and gold in a solution of hydrochloric acid (Figure 1).
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Figure1. Influence of the nature and concentration of acids on the degree of extraction of Au
(III) ions in H2SO4 (1) and HCl (3), Ag (I) in HNO3 (2), Pd (II) in H2SO4 (4) and HCl (5), Pt (
IV) in H2SO4 (6) and HCl (7).
The given character of the dependence is in favor of the anion exchange at the pyridine nitrogen
atom and the manifestation of the competing effect of acid anions, taking into account their size
and mobility. Coordination interaction of metal ions by nitrogen and sulfur atoms is not excluded,
which is more characteristic of the cationic form of silver.
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Introduction
The method of the selective continuous single-stage membrane absorption process of olefins
separation proposed in the work is based on a synergistic combination of membrane gas-separation
process [1] and absorption capture of unsaturated hydrocarbons from gas mixtures [2]. In this case,
absorption/desorption processes take place in a membrane gas-liquid module (contactor). This is
an apparatus where the membrane acts as the interface between gas and liquid phases. Such a
configuration of the module has the following advantages: the high specific surface area,
compactness of the equipment, the independent control of gas and liquid flows [3]. Furthermore,
the cyclic absorption/desorption process is carried out via well-defined phase interface provided
by the membrane. Thus the mass transfer surface area is constant which leads to the fact that all
equipment works with the same efficiency even if the process conditions or fluid characteristics
change in a wide range. In addition, the absence of direct interaction of gas and liquid leads to low
energy losses. There is no need to separate the two phases at the outlet of the apparatus, and there
is no droplet entrainment and foaming of the liquid absorbent.
In the present work, it is proposed to carry out the process of ethylene separation from a model
mixture with ethane using an aqueous solution of silver nitrate as an absorbent.
The driving force of the process is the difference in the partial pressure of ethylene from
different sides of the membrane. High selectivity of ethylene separation is provided by its chemical
interaction with the active component of the liquid absorbent. In contrast to conventional olefin
distillation extraction at high pressures and low temperatures, this direct interaction also
determines the single-stage nature of ethylene separation. The great advantage of this method is
increased energy efficiency because in this case the leading role belongs to the reversible chemical
interaction between the ethylene and the silver ions in the liquid absorbent, which occurs at room
temperatures (above 0С) and relatively low pressures.
Experiments
Figure 1 shows the principle of a highly selective continuous single-stage membrane-absorption
process for the separation of olefins from hydrocarbon gas media.
Membrane absorber
C2H4

C2H4/C2H6
membrane

Absorbent

Heating

Cooling
Absorbent
membrane

Membrane desorber

Figure 1. Principle of selective continuous single-stage membrane-absorption process for the
separation of olefins from hydrocarbon gas media.
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The main working elements of the process are membrane modules operating in absorption and
desorption mode. In the present work, the attention is focused on the absorption stage.
Hydrocarbon with ethylene enters the membrane module operating in the absorption mode, where
the ethylene penetrates through the membrane, then dissolves and interacts with the active
component of the liquid absorbent (aqueous solution of transition metal - silver).
The membrane applied in this process should provide barrier properties toward the olefin
absorbent. This is critically important since the penetration of liquid absorbent into the structure
of the membrane and the filling of transport pores negatively affect the efficiency of the olefin
mass transfer [4]. From this point of view, the composite membranes with a thin non-porous
selective layer are the best choise. Following these considerations, we used commercial flat-sheet
composite gas separation membrane MDK-3 (ZAO NTC Vladipor) with thin non-porous selective
layer made from organosilicon polymer material.
Table 1 lists the parameters of the membrane module and the conditions of the absorption
process.
Table 1: Data on hollow fiber membrane contactor and absorption conditions
Parameter
Gas mixture
Volume of gas mixture (mL)
Absorption temperature (˚C)
Type of membrane module
Surface area of membrane (cm2)
Absorbent
Volume of absorbent (mL)
Gas linear velocity (cm/s)
Liquid linear velocity (cm/s)

Value
19% (C2H4) / 81% (C2H6)
400
20
Flat-sheet
189
3,5 M aqueous AgNO3
500
1
0-4

Gas mixture composition during the experiments was analyzed using gas chromatograph
Chromatec "Gazochrom-2000" which is equipped with a thermal conductivity detector. Gas
chromatography parameters were as follows: detector temperature was 160 °C, column
temperature was 50 °C. The sample volume was 0.5 mL.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the decrease in the ethylene content in the closed gas loop
with studied gas mixture during the experiment in the membrane absorber at different liquid linear
velocities. The zero solvent velocity corresponds to the stagnant liquid layer within the liquid
channel of the membrane module.

Percentage of
ethylene in mixture, %

20
water
15

0 cm/s
0.5 cm/s

10

1 cm/s
2 cm/s

5

4 cm/s
0

0

15

30

45

60

Time, min

Figure 2. Ethylene content in the gas mixture vs. time of experiment.
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Finale percentage of
ethylene in mixture, %

The influence of the liquid absorbent linear velocity on the efficiency of the ethylene absorption
process can be seen more clearly in Figure 3, where the final contents of ethylene within the closed
gas loop with studied gas mixture after 1 h of experiment are presented.
4
3
2
1
0
0

1

2

3

4

Liquid linear velocity, cm/s

Figure 3. Ethylene content in the gas mixture after 1 h of absorption experiment vs. linear
velocity of the liquid absorbent.
The ethylene absorption process is most efficient at the absorbent linear velocity of 1 cm/s. The
achieved ethylene recovery is more than 90%.
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Introduction
Monoethanolamine (MEA) is the primary alkanolamine which is applied to achieve a high
carbon dioxide (CO2) recovery degree (80-99%) from gas streams. MEA provides fast CO2
absorption kinetics, relatively high CO2 sorption capacity and selectivity. The combination of
MEA-based solvents with hollow fiber membranes in compact, low-weight and modular gas-liquid
contactors is a perspective way to provide the CO2 absorption [1]. At present, attempts are being
made to optimize MEA-based solvents for their use in membrane contactors. The vast majority of
works are devoted to membrane CO2 absorption 30% wt. aqueous MEA. Some researchers
propose to increase the MEA content up to 90%wt. [2], thus increasing the sorption capacity of
the solvent. However, this approach seems to be unfavorable if the solvent regeneration (CO2
desorption) is considered. Traditionally, the CO2 desorption from MEA is carried out at
temperatures of 110–140 ºС, which provide efficient desorption of CO2, but lead to the
thermochemical degradation of MEA, especially in the presence of dissolved unbound oxygen. A.
Bello with coworkers [3] found out that the MEA degradation grows both with an increase in the
desorption temperature and in the MEA content in the solvent. As a result, a wide range of products
is formed: oxazolidone-2, MEA dimers and trimers, amides, amines, aldehydes, ammonia,
carboxylic acids, etc. The latter form heat stable MEA salts (HSS) that stimulate corrosion of
equipment and pipelines, catalyze further destruction of MEA [4], reduce CO2 fluxes and mass
transfer coefficients during CO2 absorption in membrane contactors [5]. Alternative CO2 solvents
with higher stability (solutions of sterically hindered amines, ammonia, amino acid salts, ionic
liquids [1]) are still less competitive compared to MEA because of their higher costs and other
physicochemical properties.
In contrast to the above, our previous experimental results showed that the MEA desorption
process can be effectively carried out at temperatures of 70-90°C in case of reduced MEA
concentration in the solution (10-14%wt.) and increased CO2-loading (0.55-0.7 mol CO2/mol IEA)
[6]. Thus the aim of present work is the development of hollow fiber membrane contactors for the
desorption of CO2 from the MEA solution with unconventional properties.
Experiments
1. Hollow fiber membranes
The porous asymmetric hollow fiber membranes made from polysulfone (PSf) was prepared
according via dry-wet phase inversion technique described in details elsewhere [10]. The
composite membranes with a thin protective layer from poly(trimethylsilyl)propyne (PTMSP) was
fabricated according to the modified procedure developed earlier [7]: the impregnation step was
avoided and the PTMSP casting solution was forced into the lumen side of the membranes from
the both ends sequentially. The gas permeances of the CO2, N2 and He were evaluated using
constant pressure/variable volume gas permeation method at 23±2C.
2. Membrane contactor
The gas-liquid membrane contactors were prepared using both porous and composite
membranes. The glass modules were used as shells. The ends of contactors were sealed with epoxy
resin (EDP universal). The effective length of membranes was 18 cm. The number of membranes
in porous contactor was 8, specific surface area – 454 m2/m3; the number of membranes in
composite contactor was 3, specific surface area – 172 m2/m3.
3. CO2 desorption experiment
CO2 desorption experiment was carried out on the lab-scale set-up, which simplified scheme
and overall view is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Lab-scale set-up for CO2 desorption from MEA solution: 1- desorption unit (а - small
stripping column with Rashig rings ( 6 mm); b - membrane gas-liquid contactor with hollow
fibers); 2 - solvent tank with CO2-rich MEA solution; 3- solvent gear pump; 4 - temperature
control unit; 5 - condenser; 6 - heater (thermostate); 7- cooler (tap water).
Results and discussion
1. Porous hollow fiber membranes and contactor based on them
The properties of porous membranes are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Geometrical and transport properties of porous membranes
Inner diameter di, mm
Outer diameter do, mm
He permeance, m3 (STP)/(m2hbar)
N2 permeance, m3 (STP)/(m2hbar)
CO2 permeance, m3 (STP)/(m2hbar)
He/CO2 ideal selectivity
CO2/N2 ideal selectivity

1,16
1,61
350±20
150±5
123±6
2,8
0,8

The porous membranes have a fine-porous structure (mesoporous level) of the inner skin layer.
This is evidenced by the values of gas permeance and ideal selectivity for the studied gases (see
Table 1). For example, the ideal He/CO2 selectivity pair is 2.8 that is close to the ideal selectivity
in the case of gas transport by the Knudsen diffusion mechanism (3.3), which is realized in pores
2-50 nm.
The results of CO2 desorption from MEA solvent are presented in Figure 2. The experiment is
carried out under the following conditions: solvent – aqueous MEA, 12% wt. with initial CO2loading 0.6 mole/mole; solvent volume – 400 ml; desorption temperature – 90C; pressure – 1 bar;
solvent flowrate – 10 ml/min.

Figure 2. The flux of CO2 desorbed in porous membrane contactor vs. time of desorption
experiment.
Results show that the desorption process can be efficiently carried out at 90C with a relatively
high flux of desorbed CO2. The transition time period of 5 min can be detected at the beginning of
the process when the CO2 flux rises up to 2 times. Then one can observe the decline of CO2 flux
due to depletion of CO2 in the closed solvent loop. However, at the 20th minute of process the
intensive solvent droplet appearance in the contactor shell was observed. This was the result of the
wetting effect of membrane pores which was enhanced with decreasing of solvent surface tension
at high desorption temperature. The solvent CO2-loading after 20 min of experiment was only 0.49
mole/mole.
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2. Composite hollow fiber membranes
The main reason for the application of composite membranes is the protective function of thin
selective layer that allows withstanding the deterioration effect of wetting phenomenon. The
transport properties of fabricated composite membranes are given in Table 2.
Table 2: Transport properties of composite membranes
He permeance, m3 (STP)/(m2hbar)
N2 permeance, m3 (STP)/(m2hbar)
CO2 permeance, m3 (STP)/(m2hbar)
He/CO2 ideal selectivity
CO2/N2 ideal selectivity

5.7±1.0
4.0±1.8
16.7±7.3
0.3–0.5
4.1–4.2

Comparison of the results in Tables 1 and 2 clearly shows that the deposition of a thin PTMSP
layer changes the membrane properties. The permeance of all gases decreases by an order of
magnitude, while the permeance of the target component (CO2) decreases from 123 to 16.7 m3
(STP)/(m2hbar). The ideal selectivity for the CO2/N2 pair increases from 0.8 to 4.1-4.2. This
proves that the formation of a thin non-porous layer of PTMSP on the inner surface of the PSf
hollow fiber supports occurs. The value CO2/N2 ideal selectivity close to that for pure PTMSP
material (3.5-6.5, depending on the method of obtaining the polymer and its microstructure),
indicates that the thin layer PTMSP is non-defective. The used technique allows to obtain
composite membranes with the best transport properties among the known similar works published
earlier [8-9]. Thus, the fabricated membranes are very perspective for the application in gas-liquid
membrane contactor for the CO2 desorption from aqueous MEA solutions.
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Introduction
Enzymatic agents, especially protease, were experimented as cleaning solutions for fouled
polymer based membranes for filtration (UF and MF) used in dairy industry and their efficiency
was proved in numerous studies [1]. The use of enzymes as biological solutions for the cleaning
of ion-exchange membranes (IEMs) fouled by organic compounds could be an interesting
alternative to chemical cleanings [2, 3]. In this work enzymatic cleanings were tested for the first
time as biological solutions to clean cation-exchange membranes (CEMs) constituted from
poly(styrene-co-divinylbenzene) (PS-DVB) copolymer with sulfonic groups reinforced by PVC
cloth fouled by organic compounds during electrodialysis treatments of beverages in food industry
–confidential subject- [4].
Experiments
Three classes of enzymes (β-glucanase, protease and polyphenol axidase) were experimented
as an alternative solution to chemical cleanings for environmental purpose, for their inertness
towards polymer matrix and their specific actions [5] on polysaccharides, proteins and phenolic
compounds, respectively, which represent abundant fouling agents in treated beverages.
First, operating conditions were optimized using each enzyme solution separately with two
concentrations (0.1 and 1.0 g.L-1) at three temperatures (30, 40 and 50 °C). The evolution of the
CEMs parameters; electrical conductivity (m), ion-exchange capacity (IEC) and contact angle (θ)
was determined during the cleanings. Then, cleaning with three successive enzyme solutions or
the use of two enzymes simultaneously were tested taking into account the optimal conditions of
enzymatic activity (concentration, T (°C) and pH).
Results and Discussion
This preliminary study showed an internal and external efficiency that is reflected in the
evolution of studied parameters as presented for « Tyrosinase® : a polyphenol oxidase » enzyme
in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Evolution of the contact angle, the ion-exchange capacity and the electrical
conductivity of the treated(t) CEM vs. incubation temperatures and concentrations of Tyrosinase
during optimization of its operating conditions.
The use of successive cleanings with the three kind of enzymes demonstrated the enhancement
of the global cleaning efficiency and showed that their actions could be complementary towards
differents substrats (foulants). The cleaning durations could also be optimized using enzymes
mixture after studying their operating compatibility.
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Abstract
Ion-exchange systems represented, for example, by ion-exchange membranes on ion-exchange
resin particles exhibit nonlinear current-voltage curves, on which one finds three distinct regions.
These regions are referred to as underlimiting, limiting and overlimiting ones. Each of these
regions reflects proceeding phenomena responsible for the ion transport. It is known that all
important transport processes take place on the depletion side of the ion-exchange systems. We
capture the situation at the interface between a cation-exchange system and an electrolyte on the
depletion side as it develops during the measurement of a current-voltage curve by using
fluorescent and optical observations. Our observations allow to describe qualitatively transport
phenomena occurring in ion-exchange systems and to assign their onset to the particular points on
the current-voltage curve. We show that current voltage-curve for the studied systems, namely a
single cation-exchange particle and a heterogeneous cation-exchange membrane, have a shape
typical for ion-exchange systems, i.e. we can clearly recognize underlimiting, limiting and
overlimiting region. Interestingly, the overlimiting region of both systems can be divided into two
parts based on the slope of the current-voltage curve in this region. We show that there is a
qualitative and quantitative change in the developed electroconvection as the major mechanism
governing the overlimiting current when the system transitions from the first part of the
overlimiting region to the second one. This transition of electroconvection causes its mixing effect
to change from local to global. Figure 1 shows measured CVC curve and corresponding images
displayed at given points on CVC curve.

Figure 1 Measured current-voltage curve with corresponding images from optical microscope
displayed at given point marked on CVC curve.
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Abstract
Electrostatic interactions between the charge fixed in ion-exchange membranes and the charge
borne by large ions present in the desalted electrolyte can significantly promote fouling of the ionexchange membranes in the case the two charges are opposite. We investigate the effect of DNA
on both systems by measuring current-voltage curves in the solutions having different
concentration of mobile DNA. Direct observation of the depletion side of the pristine
heterogeneous anion-exchange membrane using visual observations using optical microscope and
camera attached directly to the microscope showed that the polarization of the membrane leads to
formation of intensive chaotic vortex localized to the membrane surface on which two large
counter-rotating vortices superimpose later further polarization. The addition of DNA does not
affect the formation of two large vortices however our data strongly indicate that there is an effect
on the local vortex, which is responsible for the large changes in the current-voltage curves.
Surprisingly, the observation of the anion-exchange particle revealed that DNA strongly affects
the electrokinetic around the particle although this is not manifested in the measured currentvoltage curves. On this system the DNA changes the electrokinetic picture completely and very
likely creates bipolar junction capable of water splitting. Figure 1a shows current-voltage curves
with marked points having corresponding images from the optical microscope on the right side of
the graph. Figure 1b shows lab-on-a-chip solution used for electrochemical and electrokinetic
measurement.

Figure 1. a) Current-voltage curves and images from optical microscope b) Lab-on-a-chip
solution.
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Abstract
Electrodialysis and electrodeionisation are membrane separation processes industrially used to
purify water and to separate ions from ionic solutions. These processes are based on the use of a
system of several membranes with high selectivity toward particular ionic components contained
in the solution so that one can achieve high separation performance.
The main goal of this work is to elucidate the influence of size and charge of counterions on
the electrochemical and electrokinetic behavior of studied ion-exchange membranes. In our
experiments, we use a heterogeneous cation-exchange membrane and homogeneous cationexchange particle encapsulated in plastic glue and placed into a “lab-on-a-chip” type system. We
study experimentally the behavior of the systems in 6 ionic solutions: HCl, LiCl, NaCl, KCl as
solutions containing monovalent cations and CaCl2 and MgCl2 as solutions containing divalent
cation. The following experiments with aforementioned solutions have been performed: (i)
measurement of current-voltage curves, (ii) measurement of chronopotentiometric curves and (iii)
simultaneous measurement of chronoamperometric curves and optical observation of particle
motion in solution using Particle image velocimetry method.
We evaluated several parameters such as the limiting current density, transition time as a time
required to create a depletion layer and compare the experimental results with predictions of Sand
equation, the intensity of the vortices and the corresponding flow rates of the solution in the
vicinity of the membrane. The results are then discussed with respect to the differences between
the cations that have been measured. The final aim of this work is to find the relation between the
behavior of the ion-exchange membrane and the composition of the electrolyte.
Figure 1 shows typical PIV vector velocity map for given values of inserted voltage of external
electric field.

Figure 1 Calculated vector velocity map for given values of voltage. The red color reffers to the
highest velocity, blue color reffers to the lowest velocity of the liquid.
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Introduction
Ion-exchange based technologies are inherent part of many industrial applications that are today
not only used for desalination of water but also for
cleaning of specialty chemicals, desalination of diary and
a)
other food products or processing of waste waters.
Although the principles and underlying mechanisms of
these electromembrane technologies have been studied
for more than six decades, there are many open questions
to which the scientists and engineers are looking for
answers. These questions can be related to understanding
fundamental science behind ion-exchange processes such
as appearance of electroconvection, water splitting and
other reaction-transport characteristics of these systems or
to the properties and behavior influencing performance of
electromembrane units such as the effect of fouling, ion
selectivity and many others. In the Laboratory of
microchemical engineering at UCT Prague, we strive for
b)
better understanding of the behavior of ion-exchange
systems by performing experiments in a non-standard
format. These experiments are conducted in systems that
not only allow to carry out electrochemical
characterization of studied systems and to analyze the
system behavior based on the differences between the
input and output streams but also direct observation of
processes that occur at the interface between ionc)
exchange systems and desalted electrolyte or reconstruct
spatial patterns of concentration or potential profiles.

Figure 2. Various mili and
microfluidic systems used in our
research: a) chip for measurement
of electric potential profiles in an
ICP based chip, b) chip for
characterization of ion-exchange
systems under static conditions, c)
chip for investigation of
desalination under forced
convection.

Experiments
Figure 1 show three representative mili- and microfluidic systems that have been used in our experiments to
analyze ion-exchange systems in detail. Figure 1a shows
a chip used for reconstruction of electric potential profile
in a system with two cation-exchange membranes used for
ion-concentration polarization based desalination. Figure
1b shows a four-chamber chip allowing to study single or
multiple ion-exchange systems and small pieces of ionexchange membranes under various conditions (imaging
of electrokinetics, quantification of water splitting,
investiagtion of fouling) and Figure 1c shows flowthrough electrodialysis channel allowing to study
separation of ions on ion-exchange membranes in a flow
format.
Results and Discussion
In this contribution we will present some
representative experiments we conduct in our laboratory.
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The experimental activity aims at finding answers to two basic questions and these are: (i) how
does structure (both geometry and composition) of ion-exchange systems affect their behavior and
performance, and (ii) how does desalted electrolyte influence the efficiency of electrodialysis.
The structure of the systems is usually investigated by the use of optical microscopy and
microcomputed tomography which also allows to reconstruct the internal structure of
heterogeneous ion-exchange membranes [1]. Recently, we also embarked on analysis of ionexchange resin particles by atomic force microscopy. The structure of these systems is further
investigated indirectly by using solutions containing counterions of various sizes which then
provide information about characteristic dimensions of the ion-exchange systems. Another
technique we use for this purpose is energy dispersive analysis (EDS) which can provide
information on elemental composition on a surface.
Most of the electrochemical and electrokinetic experiments are carried out in the chip depicted
in Figure 1b. As mentioned above, the experiments in this chip are performed under static
conditions, i. e. no forced flow is applied. The investigation in this chip allows one to investigate
the electrokinetics at the interface between the studied system and the surrounding electrolyte,
water splitting reaction, the manifestation of fouling [2], or simply the study of the basic
characteristics of the system [3] such as measurement of transport number or the resistance of the
system. Figure 2 depicts one of the experiments carried out in such a cell focused on imaging of
phenomena occurring at the ion-exchange system and a water electrolyte interface during the
measurement of current-voltage curves [4].

Figure 3. Imaging of depletion side of a cation exchange particle during it polarization.
Melamine-based 2 μm particles were used as tracking markers.
The flow-through systems (Figs. 1a and c) are used in experiments with forced flow. The main
attention is devoted to the reconstruction of electric potential and concentration profiles established
under various condition in systems with ion-exchange membranes. An example of such a
measurement can be seen in Figure 3. It shows experimentally obtained profile of electric potential
in a flow through system in which two cation-exchange membranes were integrated on a single
channel and connected in series. This arrangement of membranes creates depletion and
concentration regions in the channel simultaneously and creates suitable conditions for ion
concentration polarization desalination or an analyte pre-concentration. Our experimental data
show, that one can clearly distinguish the depletion and concentration regions and calculate local
values of electric field which may be two orders of magnitude higher in the depletion zone than
those in the concentration zone [5].
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Figure 4. a) Electric potential profile measured in a flow-through channel with two integrated
cation exchange membranes with applied DC bias of 100 V, and b) numerically evaluated values
of local electric field strength.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Introduction
Lithium-ion batteries (LIB) typically consist of an anode, a cathode, and an electrolyte, with a
separator electronically separating the anode and cathode [1]. Upon charging of the battery, lithium
ions are extracted from the cathode and stored in the anode. When the battery is being discharged,
the Li ions are extracted from the anode and stored in the cathode. Nanostructured Si has been
investigated as a possible solution to the pulverization of Si upon Li insertion and extraction. One
method of fabricating nanostructured Si is metal-assisted chemical etching (MAC) [2], which
creates Si nanowires (NWs) from a top-down process on a Si wafer. The NWs formed by MAC
etching depend on parameters such as the orientation of the Si, the doping density of the Si, and
the etching conditions under which the NWs are formed. The performance of Si anodes for LIBs
was shown to improve with the addition of carbon and other elements. This paper presents
experimental studies of the formation of silicon porous structures upon in situ irradiation, their
optical and structural properties.
Experiments
By the method of water non-electrolytic etching (MAC) or metal-stimulated chemical etching,
porous silicon was obtained. The MAC method is based on the substitution of silicon for the
reduction of Ag + → Ag 0 on the surface of a silicon substrate. Porous silicon structures formed a
two-step MAC method on gamma-quanta irradiated and unirradiated silicon substrates KDB 4.5
<111>. Porous silicon structures were also obtained on irradiated and non-irradiated substrates
when irradiated in situ by a bremsstrahlung gamma — radiation from a Varian Unique medical
linear electron accelerator at the Saratov Regional Oncology Center with an electron energy of 6
MeV. The accelerator is calibrated according to the absorbed dose at the maximum of ionization
and the total dose of radiation was 24 kP when receiving the samples within an hour. The distance
from the target to the surface of the plate is 100 cm, in order for the samples to be in the region of
the maximum ionization. Structural and optical properties were studied using a MIRA 2 LMU
scanning electron microscope, on a DRON-4 diffractometer using an X-ray tube with a copper
anode (Cu-Kα). Raman spectra (RS) were recorded on a Renishaw inVia spectrometer with a laser
wavelength of 532 nm. The photoluminescence (PL) spectra were recorded simultaneously on the
equipment for measuring cattle.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the surface morphology and cleavage of a sample of porous silicon obtained by
the MAC method on a substrate irradiated with a dose of 30 kP, and the etching time is 60 minutes.
With increasing time of etching the surface structure of the samples revealed more. While the size
of the diameter of porous silicon in their array demonstrates a wide distribution of diameters from
about 40 to 200 nm, for each individual structure the diameter does not change significantly along
the nanowire. The X-ray structural analysis of substrates and samples without irradiation and after
exposure to gamma radiation allowed us to establish a number of interesting phenomena. X-ray
diffraction analysis of porous silicon samples revealed the removal of microstresses not only in
the substrate, but also partially in the layer upon irradiation in the process of preparation. The
interplanar distances in the samples studied are different. Moreover, the greatest interplanar
distance in the unirradiated sample and the smallest of the samples obtained in situ during
irradiation on the irradiated substrate.
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Figure 1. Surface morphology and of the end face of a porous silicon sample, etching time 60
minutes.

Figure 2. Diffraction pattern of samples of porous silicon of the <111> plane, obtained in situ
on the irradiated substrate (a) and unirradiated substrate (b).
Raman spectra in the presence of silver are characterized by the effect of surface amplification
of SERS. A large Raman scattering signal and the presence of a metal — Ag suppresses PL,
however, we observe it on samples obtained in situ on previously irradiated substrates. The
appearance of photoluminescence in samples irradiated at the time of preparation on irradiated
substrates indicates ordering of the growing layer when it is obtained on the irradiated substrate,
which is confirmed by X-ray diffraction studies.
The obtained data allow us to conclude about the controllability of the process of chemical
synthesis and the promise of the method of metal-stimulated chemical etching to obtain promising
nanoporous silicon structures.
The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research project №18-07-00752 А.
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Introduction
The regular and oriented structures may be used in systems meant for control of irradiation in
optical and infrared ranges and as elements of data storage equipments. The template synthesis on
track membrane (TM) with regularly located pores is considered as prospect method of these
structures production. Moreover, regular TM can be used as optical diffraction elements.
Experiments
X-ray band of synchrotron irradiation was used to produce regular TM. To generate pores,
polyethylene terephtalate (PET) film was irradiated perpendicularly to ones surface through
template. The one was bidimensional array of regular through micropores in tantalum plate of 2
μm thickness [1]. Pore diameter was 1 μm and pore surface density was 106 cm-2. Pore formation
was realized with chemical etching of irradiated film in 10 % NaOH aqueous solution under
temperature of 60 C0 pending 30 min. Then regular TM formed in etching was flushed in distilled
water.
The experimental investigations on light diffraction with regular pore system were carried.
He-Ne laser was applied as light source. The transparent scheme of diffraction was used. The
distance between membrane and screen was of 0.5 m.
The Fe microstructures were formed in dead-end pores of regular TM by metal
electrodeposition method.
Results and discussion
Optical micrographs of irradiated PET film (a) and generated regular TM (b) are shown in
Fig.1.

a

b

Figure 1. Optical micrographs of irradiated PET film (a) and generated regular TM (b).
The micrographs were produced on optical polarized microscope Nikon LV100 with objective
Planachromat 100X in transparent regime. The SEM micrographs of surface (a) and cleavage (b,
c) produced at electron microscope FEI Scios 30 kB are presented in Fig. 2. The TM sample was
irradiated previously with UF radiation The one crisps the sample and enables preparing of smooth
cleavage at pore center [2].
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a

b

c
Figure 2. The SEM micrographs of surface (a) and cleavage (b, c) produced at electron
microscope FEI Scios 30 kB.
Diffraction picture obtained with regular pore system presents ensemble of light spots
(reflections) (Fig.3). The ones maximum location corresponds to diffraction picture generated with
bidimensional grating. Reflections are located at system of horizontal and vertical lines crossings.

Figure 3. Diffraction picture obtained with regular pore system.
The well known condition is satisfied for every line:
d Sinθ = mλ (m = 1,2,3,…),
d – distance between pores; θ – diffraction angle; m – diffraction order, λ - wavelength.
This result supports ability of regular TM application as diffraction elements.
The Fe microstructures were formed in dead end pores of regular PET TM with
electrodeposition method (Fig4).
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Figure 4. The Fe microstructures formed in dead end pores of regular PET TM with
electrodeposition method.
Metallic microstructures formed on polymer films basis are prospective in creation of magnetic
memory systems with high information density. Application of thin nonmagnetic metal films and
through pores in magnetic structures deposition enables magnetic isolation of every functional
element. Application of dead-end pores enables supplementary advantages associated with
element size decrease.
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Introduction
It was previously shown that modification of anion-exchange membranes MA-41 with poly-N,
N-diallylmorpholinium bromide leads to a decrease in the intensity of water dissociation at the
membrane / solution interface and an increase in mass transfer [1]. To introduce the obtained
modified membrane into industrial devices for electrodialysis, it is necessary to investigate its
electrochemical and thermal stability [2,3]. Studying the stability of the MA-41 membrane
modified by poly-N,N-diallylmorpholinium bromide is advisable to carry out with method of
electrochemical impedance [4]. This method allows us to accurately estimate the intensity of the
dissociation of water on the modified membranes.
Experiments
The stability tests of MA-41 membranes modified by poly-N,N-diallylmorpholinium bomide
(hereinafter MA-41M) were performed in a semi-industrial electrodialysis cell at a current density
of i = 2ilim. The spectra of the electrochemical impedance were recorded in a flow-through 4chamber cell, the concentration of the model sodium chloride solution was 0.01 M. The range of
frequencies under study was from 1 MHz to 0.005 Hz. The obtained spectra of the electrochemical
impedance were processed by the method of equivalent circuits. Using mathematical processing
of the spectra, we determined the frequency of the maximum for the semicircle of the Gerischer
impedance and calculated the effective dissociation constant of water using equation (1).



2 fG max
3

(1)

where: fGmax - frequency at the point of maximum of Gerischer impedance, Hz.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the MA-41M membrane spectrum processed by the method equivalent circuit.

Figure 1. The spectrum of the electrochemical impedance of the MA-41M membrane. The dots
indicate the experimental values, the solid line calculated values by the method of equivalent
circuits.
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the effective water dissociation constant of dimensionless
current density for the original modified MA-41M membrane and for MA-41M membranes after
conducting stability tests at a current density of i = 2ilim.
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Figure 2. The dependence of the effective dissociation constant of water of dimensionless current
density, where: 1 - the initial membrane MA-41, 2 - the modified membrane MA-41M, 3 - the
modified membrane MA-41 M after 10 hours of stability tests, 4 - the modified membrane MA 41M after 25 hours of stability tests.
Thus, it was shown that the rate of water dissociation on the modified MA-41M membrane is
7.5–8 times less than on the initial MA-41 membrane. At the same time, the value of the effective
dissociation constant of water for the membrane MA-41M is much less than for the initial
membrane as before the endurance tests so and after 25 hours of work in the electrodialysis
apparatus. This indicates a high electrochemical and thermal stability of the modified anionexchange membrane MA-41M.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Introduction
Pervaporation is an important membrane process in biofuel and chemical industries.
Dehydration of alcohol azeotropic mixtures is a well-known application of pervaporation. In order
to increase permeation flux of polyamide membranes without sacrificing the selectivity, the
membrane morphology must be converted from a dense thick film to asymmetric or composite
type morphology. Сomposite membrane consists of a top selective layer formed on a chemically
different asymmetric porous substrate. The advantage of composite membranes is the possibility
to combine the benefits of the independent polymeric layers to obtain the desired membrane
performance. Interfacial polymerization is an effective technique to prepare the composite
membrane with the thin interfacially polymerized selective layer [1]. Polyamide (PA) is one of
polymers that can be obtained via interfacial polymerization. PAs feature high selectivity in the
separation of alcohol/water mixtures [2]. In this work the effect of the amine nature and the ratio
of amine and acyl component upon the formation of thin selective layer via interfacial
polymerization technique on the structure, performance and hydrophilic-hydrophobic properties
of thin film composite PA/polyacrylonitrile (PAN) membranes were studied.
Experiments
Ultrafiltration PAN (poly (acrylonitrile-co-methyl acrylate) (92: 8), VNIISV, Russia, Mw=107
kDa) membranes were used as porous supports for thin film composite membrane (TFC)
preparation. They were fabricated via a non-solvent induced phase inversion technique using
distilled water as a coagulant. Two types of porous supports were prepared for TFC membranes
formation: in order to study the effect of amine and acyl component PAN membranes were
prepared from 17 wt.% PAN casting solutions in dimethylformamide and to study the effect of
amine nature 13 wt.% PAN casting solutions in dimethyl sulfoxide were used. A thin selective
layer was formed via interfacial polymerization on the surface of the selective layer of PAN
ultrafiltration membranes. The selective layer of PAN membrane was brought into contact with
amine (diethylenetetramine (DETA), triethylenetetramine (TETA), polyethylene imine (PEI,
hyperbranched, M=10000 g∙mol-1) and piperazine (PZ) aqueous solution for 15 s. The excess of
the amine solution was removed using blotting paper. Thereafter the top of the membrane was
brought into the contact with trimesoyl chloride (TMC)/hexane solution for 15 s. The prepared
membranes were immersed in the ethanol to remove the excess of unreacted reagents and dried
for 24 hours at room temperature.
The membrane structure was studied by scanning electron microscopy (LEO 1430 VP
microscope, Leo Electron Microscopy Lrd., Cambridge, UK) at 30 keV. Water contact angle was
determined via the sessile drop method (Goniometer Attention Theta from Biolin Scientific,
Gothenburg, Sweden). Pervaporation performance of composite membranes was studied during
separation of ethanol/water mixture with 90 wt.% ethanol content (the temperature of the feed
solution was equal to 35C, downstream pressure ≤1 mbar). The composition of feed and permeate
solution were analyzed using gas chromatograph Varian 3300 with TCD detector (Varian Inc.,
USA) and with Porapak Q packed column.
Results and Discussion
According to SEM microphotographs analysis it was found that the selective layer thickness
depends on the TETA/TMC ratio (Figure 1, Table 1). The highest thickness, 290 nm, was observed
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for the membranes obtained in the case of the maximum TMC/TETA ratio (Figure 1 b). When the
TETA concentration by weight was higher than TMC one, membranes feature the thinnest
selective layer (c.a 60-70 nm) (Figure 1 c). Membranes with an equal by weight TETA and TMC
content in water and organic solutions respectively had an intermediate value of selective layer
thickness — 90 nm (Figure 1 c).
Table 1: PA/PAN composite membrane properties and pervaporation performance
TETA
concentration,
wt.%
0.1
0.1
0.05

ТМС
concentration,
wt.%
0.05
0.1
0.1

Flux,
kg∙m-2∙h-1

Water content in
permeate, wt.%

Contact
angle, 

Selective layer
thickness, nm

0.580
0.270
0.187

87
90
81

452
942
862

60-70
90
290

a
b
c
Figure 1. SEM images of the cross section of PA/PAN flat-sheet membranes with different
TETA and TMC content in water and organic phase: a – 0.1 wt.% TETA, 0.1 wt.% TMC; b –
0.05 wt.% TETA, 0.1 wt.% TMC;c - 0.1 wt.% TETA, 0.05 wt.% TMC.

1
1

2

2
3

3

a
b
Figure 2. Time dependence of flux and water content in permeate for PA/PAN composite
membranes: 1 – 0.1 wt.% TETA, 0.05 wt.% TMC; 2 – 0.1 wt.% TETA, 0.1 wt.% TMC;
3 – 0.05 wt.% TETA, 0.1 wt.% TMC.
It was revealed that membrane water contact angle is dependent on the TETA/TMC ratio.
Membrane surface with TMC excess was found to be hydrophobic, and water contact angle was
from 86 to 94°.
It was shown that all developed membranes feature decrease in the water content in permeate
and increase the flux upon pervaporation which is due to the selective layer swelling. Composite
membranes obtained from 0.1 wt.% aqueous TETA solution and 0.05 wt.% TMC in hexane
solution had the highest flux. It is known that the membrane flux is inversely proportional to the
selective layer thickness. Data obtained are consistent with this statement.
The effect of amine type on the PA/PAN composite membrane structure and performance was also
studied. It was found that thickness and structure of the selective layer depends on the amine
nature. It is due to the different amine solubility in organic phase, i.e. the different distribution
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coefficient of amine between aqueous and organic phases. It was found that thickness of the
selective layer for the composite membranes with DETA was 60 nm, and for membranes with
TETA — 245 nm.

a
b
c
d
Figure 3. SEM-images of the selective layer of PA/PAN flat-sheet membranes (0.15 wt.% amine
aqueous solution, 0.075 wt.% TMC solution in hexane): a –DETA, b –TETA, c – PEI, d – PZ.
According to the SEM images (Figure 3), the obtained irregular nodular structures of polyamide
were formed on the surface of the membrane selective layer for membranes obtained with DETA,
TETA and PZ. Nodular structures were almost absent for the membranes with PEI (Figure 3 c). It
should be noticed that membranes obtained with PEI feature the lowest flux and the highest water
content in permeate.
Table 2: Composite membranes performance in pervaporation of 90 wt.% ethanol/10 wt.%
water mixture at 30C (selective layer is formed using 0,15 wt.% amine aqueous solution
and 0,075 wt.% ТМС solution in hexane)
Amine nature
DETA
TETA
PEI
PZ

J, kg·m-2·h-1
0.125
0.111
0.076
0.338

Water content in permeate, %
22
45
83
27

It was found that the membranes obtained with PEI have the most uniform surface of the
selective layer without nodular structures which were observed for membranes with DETA,
TETA, PZ. It may be due to the polymeric nature of PEI and its hyperbranched structure which
results in lower rate of PEI diffusion to the organic phase compared to low molecular weight
amines which leads to the higher TMC concentration at the interphase between aqueous and
organic solutions and thicker PA selective layer formation. The highest flux observed for the
membranes obtained from PZ. It occurs due to the lowest cross-linking of the selective layer
because of PZ low functionality and rigid structure.
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Introduction
Progress in the development of electromembrane technologies is associated with the
intensification of electromembrane processes and the transition to the over-limit current modes of
electrodialysis. Under these conditions, the dominant mechanism of ion transfer is
electroconvection [1]. The foundations of the theory of electroconvection have been laid down in
the works of Dukhin and Mishchuk [2], Rubinstein and co-authors [3]. It is known that
electroconvection depends on the morphology of the surface of ion-exchange membranes and their
chemical composition. According to the theoretical estimates, in Rubinshtein's paper, a ten percent
curvature of the plane membrane surface leads to a 30% acceleration of the onset of
superconductivity, and a small increase in the current limit on a "wave-shaped" membrane is
associated with an increase in surface area compared to a flat membrane.
Changes in the chemical composition of ion-exchange membranes can be achieved by
modifying its surface. The modification allows to suppress the catalytic activity of anion-exchange
membranes with respect to the water dissociation reaction. Reduction of the water splitting rate
can be achieved by replacing the ionic groups in the thin surface layer with equipolar ionic groups
with low catalytic activity towards water dissociation reaction [4].
The aim of the work is to evaluate the influence of the change in the fraction of a nonconducting surface, as well as the different degree of dispersion of an ion exchanger in the
manufacture of heterogeneous membranes on their properties. Investigate experimental
heterogeneous and modified anion-exchange membranes by the method of a rotating membrane
disk.
Experiments
To assess the effect of the share of a non-conductive surface on the total mass transfer the
objects of study were selected experimental heterogeneous sulfo-cation-exchange membranes
Ralex CM Pes (MEGA as, Czech Republic). The volume fraction of the ion exchange resin in the
mixture used in the manufacture of CM Pes membranes is 58%. The membranes were obtained by
rolling the homogenized mixture of milled ion-exchanger with varying time of its milling with
polyethylene.
In order to evaluate the effect of water dissociation on electroconvection, highly basic anionexchange membranes were used: homogeneous AMX ("Tokuyama Soda", Japan) and modified
heterogeneous membrane МА-41-М (OOO IP Shchekinoazot, Russia).
The electroconvection is investigated under conditions of forced hydrodynamic convection
when the linear velocity of flow of an electroconvection-unperturbed solution is nonzero.
Membranes were investigated by the method of a rotating membrane disk. The working solution
was used 0.01 M solution of NaCl. The current-voltage characteristics (CVC), the limiting current
density at different speeds of rotation of RMD were calculated.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows CVC calculated for heterogeneous anion-exchange membranes with different
ratios of nonconducting (l) and conducting ( l ) areas and, hence, different surface fractions of inert
l
areas  
. For comparison, the CVC of a homogeneous anion-exchange membrane is shown
l l
in the same figure. The ohmic potential jump Δφohm is excluded from the potential Δφ of the
membrane/solution system.
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Figure 1. Current–voltage characteristics of a homogeneous anion-exchange membrane and
heterogeneous anionexchange membranes with different surface fractions of inert regions
l

Values of θ for the membranes are given at the CVC curves. The ohmic potential jump
l l
Δφohm of the membrane is excluded from the potential jump Δφ.
As can be seen from figure the CVC curve for the homogeneous membrane has three segments.
In contrast to the homogeneous membrane, on the current-voltage characteristics of the
heterogeneous membrane, the plateau of limiting current is absent. As can be seen from fig. 1,
electroconvective vortices appear on heterogeneous membranes even before the onset of the
limiting state.
At a large value of θ > 0.3, mass transfer through the homogeneous membrane is higher than
through the heterogeneous membranes. In this case, the effect of shielding the heterogeneous
membranes by inert areas (polyethylene) is higher than the contribution of
heteroelectroconvection. At a 40:60 percentage ratio of the nonconducting and conductive areas
(θ = 0.4), the mass transfer through the homogeneous and heterogeneous membranes is almost the
same. At θ < 0.3, mass transfer through the heterogeneous membrane exceeds that through the
homogeneous membrane as a result of the development of heteroelectroconvection.

Figure 2. Dependence of the current density in terms of salt ions on the fraction of inert
regions on the membrane surface for different values of electric potential jump Δϕ: (1) 0.4, (2)
0.5, (3) 0.6, (4) 0.7, (5) 0.8, and (6) 0.9 V.
The data points on the y axis refer to the current density for the homogeneous membrane at
different voltages.
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The dependence of the current density on the surface fraction of the nonconducting portions θ
for different values of the electric potential jump Δφ is shown in Figure 2. The maximum transfer
of salt ions at this step size is observed for the heterogeneous membranes with a polyethylene
surface fraction of θ = 0.01. With a change in the degree of dispersion of the ion exchange resin
and polyethylene, the value of θ corresponding to the maximum mass transfer through the
heterogeneous membrane will be different.
We can conclude that the optimal proportion of conductive areas should be more than 70% by
analyzing the data obtained.
As is known, the water spliting influences strongly on electroconvection, which flows in an
electro-membrane system under ultra-limiting current conditions simultaneously with
electroconvection.
In Figure 3, the experimental CVCs are summarized in Levich coordinates. The solid line shows
the dependence of the limiting current on the speed of rotation of the membrane disk for a
homogeneous membrane (AMX), and the dotted and dash-dotted lines show, respectively, for the
heterogeneous MA-41 and MA-41M membranes. The dots represent ilim, found from the
experimental CVC tangent method.

20
ilim , mA/cm2

1

2

3

15
10
5
0
0

2
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6
w0,5 (rad/s)0.5
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Figure 3. Limiting current vs. the square root of the rotation angular velocity (Levich
coordinates) for different membranes. The points are the experimental values of the limiting
current for the membranes: 1 – АМХ; 2 – MA-41; 3 – MA-41M.
A comparison of experimental limit currents and calculated electrodiffusion limit currents
shows that electroconvective transfer of ions in dilute solutions is already observed at i = ilim. For
the modified heterogeneous membrane, i = ilim electroconvection ion transport is more than three
times greater than the electrodiffusion transport of ions.
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Introduction
The influence of the surface morphology of ion-exchange membranes (IEMs) on mass transfer
rate is a fundamental and practical important issue in all applications. It is known that the IEM
surface can be geometrically or electrically heterogeneous [1, 2].
The geometric surface heterogeneity can be expressed as waviness or roughness. Furthermore,
some methods for IEM profiling are known in the industry to make geometric surface
heterogeneity. The undulated or profiled membrane surface results in an essential gain in mass
transfer rate [3, 4, 5] due to several effects: an increase in active membrane area available for mass
transfer; an increase in contribution of the forced convection due to better hydrodynamic
conditions.
The electrical surface heterogeneity can be expressed as the presence of conductive and nonconductive regions on the membrane surface. Experimental studies have shown that
inhomogeneities of IEM surface in some conditions cause a decrease [6] and in the others an
increase [7] in mass transport in membrane system.
Our work displays the application of Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy (SECM) method
for investigation of geometrical and electrical surface heterogeneity of IEMs.
Experiments
Developed scanning electrochemical microscope consisted of an electrodialysis (ED) cell,
hydraulic and instrumentation systems. The design of the ED cell 2 allows for the in situ SECM
measurement of the potential distribution near the surface of ion-exchange membrane during
electrodialysis.
The compartments of the flow cell are
formed by membranes and Plexiglas frames
with a square hole of a 2 × 2 cm2 area.
Solution inlets and outlets of the Plexiglas
frames ensured plane-parallel flow of the
solution between the membranes.
The tips of Luggin glass capillaries are
installed from both sides of the studied
membrane. Mobile capillary 5 is placed in
desalination compartment 6 of the ED cell
through a hole in the upper part of the
compartment. Such an arrangement allows
moving
the
capillary
by
the
micromanipulator in three directions. A
fixed capillary in the concentration
Figure 1. Schematic Representation of the
compartment is fasten in the frame adjacent
Scanning Electrochemical Microscope.
to the surface of the studied membrane.
h is the distance between the membranes in the
All measurements were conducted in
cell, L is the channel length. 1 – sealed
0.02 M NaCl solution at current density of
container, 2 – electrodialysis cell, 3 – valves, 4 – 0.5 j .
lim
common tank, 5 – mobile capillary, 6 –
desalination compartment.
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Potential drops were measured between a mobile capillary which moves towards the membrane
surface and a fixed capillary connected to the reference electrodes (Ag/AgCl) as a function of
distance.
Results and Discussion
The surfaces of undulated IEMs were visualized using the SECM method. In the case of
Neosepta CMX membrane a significant correlation between the average value of amplitude
excursion, b, of swollen membrane determined in situ by SECM (45 ± 5 μm) and by optical
microscopy (55 ± 10 μm) (Fig. 2) was found. We attribute this undulation to non-uniform swelling
of the membrane, which is caused by the presence of reinforcing net and non-uniform distribution
of ion-exchange material.

Figure 2. Potential Drop Distribution Near the Surface of the CMX Membrane (a), Optical
Cross Section Images of the Dry (b) and Swollen (c) CMX Membrane.
The presence of conductive and non-conductive regions on the IEMs was visualized using the
SECM method. It was found for the M1 and M2 membranes that the data obtained by SECM
method correlates with optical images (Fig. 3) and theoretical conceptions [2].
a
b

Figure 3. Potential Drop Distribution Near the Surface of the M2 Membrane (a) and an Optical
Image of This Membrane (b).
In addition there is an interest in the electrochemical characteristics investigation of studied
membranes having different electric and geometric surface heterogeneity.
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Introduction
Ion exchange membranes (IEM) are main component in numerous engineering applications,
such as dialysis, electrodialysis, fuel cells etc. Creation of specific permselective membranes is
one of the most important tasks for modern membrane science [1]. Another no less important
problem is the creation of precise techniques to determine the specific permselectivity. The
verification of the method for membrane permselectivity estimation in mixed solutions during
electrodialysis is reported here.
Experiments
Neosepta CMX (Japan), CJMC-3 and CJMC-5 (China) cation-exchange membranes were used
to verify the method for membrane specific permselectivity estimation in mixed solutions during
electrodialysis. The measurements were carried out in a four-chamber electrodialysis cell. A
0.02 eq/dm3 mixed NaCl − CaCl2 (1:1) solution circulated through the desalting chamber. In the
remaining chambers, a 0.02 M NaCl solution was pumped. The Na+ and Ca2+ concentrations were
found using Dionex ICS-3000 ion-chromatograph with conductometric detector.
Results and Discussion
It is found that when the current density increases, the specific permselectivity of the membrane
system declines. This effect is explained by the fact that at low current densities, the specific
permselectivity is controled by the transport in the membrane, and at high current densities close
to the limiting current density, this property is mainly determined by the transport through the
depleted diffusion boundary layer [2].
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Figure 1. Counterions transport numbers in cation-exchange membranes: Neosepta CMX (a),
CJMC-3 (b) and CJMC-5 (c).
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Introduction
Oxygen transport membranes (OTMs) made of the mixed ionic-electronic conducting (MIEC)
oxides can be used in such innovative technologies as partial oxidation of light hydrocarbons and
oxy-fuel combustion [1–2]. A significant drawback of planar and tubular membranes is the high
requirements for the absence of significant temperature gradients along the membrane, which can
result in the destruction of OTM during thermal cycling and abrupt temperature changes. The
advantages of hollow fiber (HF) membranes are not only improved mechanical stability but also
higher oxygen fluxes due to small thickness of gas-tight layer sandwiched between porous layers.
In addition to technological advantages, (HF) are convenient as an object of study of the
mechanism of oxygen exchange of oxides with the gas phase. However, such works are still few
in comparison with the number of studies on the oxygen permeability of planar membranes.
Experiments
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ
(BSCF),
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.78W0.02Fe0.2O3-δ
(BSCFW2)
and
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.75Mo0.05Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCFM5) materials were synthesized by ceramic method
described in [3, 4]. The obtained precursors were calcined at 900°C for 6 h in air. The powders
were then pressed into green disks at 300 MPa followed by sintering at 1100–1160°C in air for
about 6 h to get dense samples. The crystal structure of BSCF/ BSCFW2/ BSCFM5 samples was
examined by X-ray powder diffraction using D8 Advance diffractometer (Bruker, Germany).
Results and Discussion
This work presents the results of an experimental study and computer simulation of oxygen
transport in HF membranes made of Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCF) material and its derivatives:
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.78W0.02Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCFW2) and Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.75M0.05Fe0.2O3-δ (BSCFM5) which
demonstrate high and stable oxygen fluxes, thermal and mechanical stability during thermal
cycling. Computer simulation of oxygen fluxes in membranes were based on a semi-empirical
dependence of the oxygen flux on the partial pressures of oxygen (pO2) which is widely used in
the case of flat membranes and was rationalized by the oxygen transport model presented in:
J

pO2,1n  pO2,2 n
  (T )( pO2,1n  pO2,2 n )
h
2

DK kads

(1)
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Introduction
The concept of diffusion dialysis (DD) followed by electrodialysis (ED) was applied to process
technological wastewater containing ca 12 wt. % of sulphuric acid, metal sulphate ions and
undefined organic substances. DD parameters like acid recovery ratio and metal ions rejection
factors and purity of outlet streams were evaluated in the presented work. The ED was applied on
the dialysate stream leaving DD process. The ED process was evaluated regarding the flux of salt,
feed capacity, current efficiency and specific energy consumption. Similar concept for processing
of acidic waste water was recently proposed by Zou et al. (2018). This study results show big
potential for processing the acidic wastewater by membrane technologies while bringing
ecological and economical benefits.
Experiments
The experiments were carried out with real waste water sample. The wastewater was provided
by a customer who is interested in decreasing the costs for disposal of the spent acidic solution.
Table 1 presents feed water composition measured by inductively coupled plasma (ICP), ion
chromatography (IC), titration and thermal methods.
Table 1: Feed Water Quality Analysis Results
Parameter
Na (mg l-1)
Zn (mg l-1)
K (mg l-1)
Ca (mg l-1)
Fe (mg l-1)
Si (mg l-1)
Mg (mg l-1)
Al (mg l-1)
Sulphates (mg l-1)
H2SO4 (g l-1)
TOC (mg l-1)
Density (kg l-1)

Value
55500
258
50.5
44.6
27.3
20.8
9.18
4.14
289000
148.591
953
1.2242

Method

ICP

IC
titration
thermal combustion

Figure 1 shows the scheme of the wastewater processing. In most cases, processing of
technological wastewater requires pre-treatment. The solution was mixed with activated carbon to
remove as much organic compounds as possible, filtration followed.
Recovery of the acid proceeded in the DD step in single-pass, continuous regime. For this
purpose, innovative spiral wound membrane module (Spiraltec GmbH) with anion exchange
membrane FAD (Fumatech, active area ca 5 m2) was employed. Flowrate of water and the acidic
feed was kept at 9 l h-1. Under the driving force of concentration gradient, acid is transported from
the feed into water. The metal cations are repulsed by the positively charged anion exchange
membrane. The metal cations thus diffuse significantly slower than the acid anions and hydrogen
cations which have very high mobility compared to other ions. In this experiment, deionized water
was used as a stripping medium. There are two streams leaving the module: diffusate (water
enriched by acid) and dialysate (wastewater containing majority of salts after the dialysis). The
desired product is diffusate containing significantly lower concentrations of the metal ions than
dialysate. Obtained acid can be reused in the production process. Further, the obtained dialysate
was neutralized with NaOH and stabilized against iron oxidation and precipitation by the addition
of Na2S2O5. This solution was further processed with electrodialysis in batch regime. The ion
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exchange membranes RalexTM of the manufacturer Mega a.s. were used. The aim of the ED step
was to demineralise dialysate.
All samples from the DD step were taken during the steady state which was indicated by steady
value of conductivity measured in time, as well as flow rate of the dialysate and the diffusate.

Figure 1. Process flow diagram of the acid regeneration and salt concentration.
Results and Discussion
Results of the DD step are shown in Table 2. Flow rates of the dialysate and the diffusate were
165 ml min-1 and 150 ml min-1, respectively.
Table 2: Feed Water Quality Analysis Results

Rejection
factor (%)

Na
Zn
K
Ca
Fe
Si
Mg
Al
TOC

82
96
88
91
86
61
94
92
81

Recovery
ratio (%)

H2SO4

87

The rejection factor Ri of each metal ion i, acid recovery fraction Y and purity Pj of outlet stream
j were calculated from the equations 1 - 3
𝑅i = 1 −

𝑚̇i,DIF
𝑚̇i,FEED

𝑚̇H2 SO4 ,DIF
𝑚̇H2 SO4,FEED
𝑐H+ ,j
𝑃𝑗 =
∑𝑖 𝑐i,j
𝑌=

(1)
(2)
(3)

where 𝑚̇𝑖,DIF represents mass flow of component i (Na, Zn, … , Al) in the diffusate in kg s-1,
𝑚̇𝑖,FEED represents mass flow of component i in the feed in kg s-1 and ci,j represents concentration
of component i in stream j (feed, diffusate or dialysate) in mol l-1.
We can see that the rejection factors of the monovalent metal ions (Na, K) are lower than the
rejection factors of the multivalent ions such as Mg2+ or Al3+. Low value of the Si rejection factor
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can be caused by the fact that Si is in the form of uncharged species which diffuse through the
anion exchange membrane.
In total, 6 ED tests were carried out. Table 3 contains results of the third test. Usage of Na2S2O5
was 1 g/l to maintain reduction environment. To decrease the precipitation potential, also small
amount of antiscalant (Ropur 6000A) was added into the concentrate solution (C). Compositions
of C and diluate (D) are also in Table 3. Concentration of organic matter was not determined.
Table 3: Quality Analysis Results of ED feed and products
Initial weight (kg)
Final weight (kg)

D
1.01
0.63

Stack voltage (V)

10

0.413

Flux of salt
(g m-2 h-1)

573

31100

2010

Current
efficiency (%)

96

40.6
55575.0
98400

1.91
3945.0
6850

C

D

Ca (mg l-1)
Fe (mg l-1)
K (mg l-1)

35.6
14.1
128

3.06
1.91
1.74

Mg (mg l-1)

5.62

Na (mg l-1)
Zn (mg l-1)
Sulphates (mg l-1)
TDS (mg l-1)

C
0.41
0.69
Current
restriction (A)
Feed capacity
(kg m-2 h-1)
Specific
energy
consumption,
(Wh kgF-1)

E
0.251
0.229
1.54
7.63

28

The value of TDS of concentrate stream is not high compared to the feed solution. Due to small
amount of the feed sample for the ED step, tests with maximum achievable concentration approach
were not performed. For such a case bigger volume of feed per one test would be needed. Instead
of performing one test with achieving high sulphate concentration, we decided to perform several
tests to check the effect of the solution on the membranes. There were no effects on the ED
performance nor visual damage of the membranes observed.
We have proven the applicability of the diffusion dialysis followed by electrodialysis concept
for highly acidic waste water treatment in the laboratory scale. The free acid can be regenerated
from the solution and reused in the production process while the salt solution can be treated with
electrodialysis. There is evident environmental (less emissions into nature) and economic impacts
with utilization of the membrane separation methods. The capital and operating costs for the pretreatment, DD and ED technologies should be compared by the cost benefits brought by utilization
of DD and ED. The benefits are as follows:
 chemical cost saving due to recovered sulphuric acid,
 chemical cost savings due to saving of the neutralizing agent (Na2CO3),
 savings of the penalty fee for high TDS content in the waste water,
 ideally earning money by selling of the salts.
In the presented process example, the savings for H2SO4 and Na2CO3 for 1 ton of processed
waste (12 % H2SO4) water are 5 $ and 29 $ (40$ t–1 H2SO4, 210 $ t–1 Na2CO3), respectively. The
other factors (fees) are individual for each company but can be in the similar range as saved money
for buying of the fresh chemicals.
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Introduction
The electroplating industry is one of the largest consumers of water and the most dangerous
source of environmental pollution of heavy metals. Partial treatment of wastewater from pollution
with the purpose of their reuse in the same production is much cheaper than their full treatment.
Electromembrane technologies allow creating closed water circulation systems and returning
valuable components to the production cycle. The limiting electrodialysis concentration is
restricted by back diffusion of the ions from the concentration chamber to desalination one. To
increase the content of the target component in the solution, it is necessary to change the membrane
properties in order to obtain materials with low diffusion permeability, for example, by their
modification by conjugated polymers [1]. The purpose of this work is the comparative study of
the diffusion permeability of ion-exchange membranes and composites with polyaniline on their
basis in solutions containing H+ and Cr3+-ions.
Experimental
The objects of study were homogeneous perfluorinated membrane MF-4SK, heterogeneous
membrane MK-40, as well as composite with polyaniline on the base of MK-40, obtained in an
electrodialysis apparatus [2]. The value of the integral diffusion permeability coefficient (P, m2/s)
was determined from the diffusion rate of the electrolyte H2SO4, Cr2(SO4)3 and their equivalent
mixture of various concentrations into pure water. The experimental error didn’t exceed 5%.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the concentration dependences of the integral diffusion permeability coefficient
of the investigated membranes in solutions of sulfuric acid. It can be seen from the Fig. 1 that the
diffusion permeability of the MK-40 membrane after modification is 3 - 4 times lower in
comparison with the initial sample. In addition, for a modified sample, the diffusion permeability
is almost independent of the electrolyte concentration.

Figure 1. Concentration dependences of diffusion permeability of the MK-40, MF-4SK and
MK-40/PANI membranes in sulfuric acid solutions.
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Figure 2. Diffusion permeability of the MK-40, MF-4SK membranes in different solutions with
concentration 0.2 mol-eq./L.
Figure 2 shows the diffusion permeability of the membrane MF-4SK and MK-40 in 0.2 moleq./L solutions of H2SO4, Cr2 (SO4)3 and their equivalent mixture. One can see that the diffusion
permeability of the membranes is significantly lower in the chromium sulfate solution than in the
sulfuric acid solution. This is due to the influence of the counterion on the diffusion transfer, since
co-ions are identical in these electrolytes. An increase in diffusion permeability of both membranes
in the equivalent mixture of Cr2(SO4)3 and H2SO4 is observed. It could be caused by blocking of
fixed ions by the triply-charged cations, which facilitates the transport of co-ions and leads to an
increase in the diffusion permeability of the membranes in the mixed solution.
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Introduction
Graphene oxide (GO, one graphite sheet) and GO-like materials (several sheets) are attractive
adsorbents of inorganic ions [1] and organic molecules [2]. Ion exchange ability is due to carboxyl
groups, which are located along perimeter of nanoparticles. Phenolic groups make also their
contribution to ion exchange. These groups provide hydrophilicity of some GO regions. GO
contains also hydrophobic regions [3, 4] that are responsible for adsorption of neutral organic
molecules. Both hydrophilic and hydrophobic pores can be recognized with a method of standard
contact porosimetry (MSCP) that is suitable not only for carbon [3, 4] but also for any other
materials, for instance, ion exchange polymers [5, 6].
Unfortunately practical application of GO materials in adsorption columns is difficult due to
their small particle size, since such particles provide high hydrodynamical resistance. Other
important limitation is good dispersibility. It means difficult separation of solid and liquid:
baromembrane methods are required for this purpose. The solution of this problem is to develop
GO-containing composites. Hydrated zirconium dioxide (HZD) has been proposed, since oxides
of multivalent metals possess not only cation exchange, but also anion exchange ability.
Experimental
GO has been obtained from graphite using the modified Hammer's method. [7]. The composite
was synthesized by dispersion of GO in sol of insoluble zirconium hydroxocomplexes followed
by ultrasonic activation and precipitation. The composite contained 2% of GO. The material as
well as its constituents were investigated with MSCP and TEM. The isotherms of Pb2+ and HCrO4adsorption from one-component solutions have been obtained, adsorption of phenol from water
was also investigated.
Results and discussion
HZD primary particles formed elliptic splices (up to 150 nm) with uneven edges (Fig. 1a). GO
nanoparticles are distributed on the HZD surface. Carbon is evaporated under the action of
accelerated electrons. Chains of fused spherical and elliptic HZD nanoparticles (20 nm) have
been also found (Fig. 1b). Their surface is free from GO. The material includes also GO aggregates
(50-150 nm), which are not associated with HZD surface. Their traces are seen in Fig. 1c. Thus,
the HZD-FO sample consists of HZD particles, which are partially covered with GO, and GO
aggregates.

a

b
Figure 1. TEM images of HZD-GO composite.
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Integral pore volume distributions, which were obtained both in water and octane media, are
plotted in Fig. 2 as dependencies of pore volume ( V ) on logarithm of effective pore radius ( r * )
[3]. The r * term is applied to the materials containing both hydrophilic and hydrophobic pores.
HZD is characterized by compact structure: this adsorbent is practically non-porous within the r *
interval of 1 nm - 2 µm: only a small build-up is visible at r * =1.5 nm. Only micropores and
macropores ( r * > 2 µm) contribute to porosity. At r * > 15 µm , the effect of voides between
granules is observed, this interval is outside the focus of our attention.
As opposed to completely hydrophilic HZD, GO contains both hydrophilic and hydrophobic
regions. In contrast to ordinary carbon materials [3], the V  r * distribution for water medium is
shifted towards lower r * values relatively the curve obtained in octane ( r * <2 µm). It is typical for
ion exchange membranes [5], which demonstrate strong swelling in water like ion exchange resins
[6]. This "superhydrophilicity" is caused for hydration of functional groups. Micropores, which
are evidently attributed to the voids between primary nanoparticles, are mainly hydrophilic. The
region at 10-100 nm is related to hydrophilic pores caused by the interstices between aggregates.
These pores are rather regular in octane medium. Hydration of the GO surface results in smoother
build-up.
Starting at r * =2 µm, hydrophobic pores dominate in GO. These macropores are attributed to
agglomerates of micron size, curing of sheets etc. Thus, the pores caused by nanosized fragments
and their aggregates are hydrophilic. At the same time, the voids between agglomerates are
hydrophobic. It means, aggregation is due to formation of hydrogen bonds between functional
groups along the particles On the contrary, agglomerates are formed by hydrophobic regions. This
is probably due to involvement of hydrophilic regions in aggregate formation.
As opposed to HZD, the HZD-GO sample is characterized by developed pores in the interval
of r * =3 nm-1.5 µm. The integral distributions, which were obtained in different media, are rather
close to each other due to the effect of hydrophilic inorganic matrix. However, the volume of
hydrophilic pores is higher than that obtained in octane. This is observed within the interval of r *
=1 nm - 100 µm. In other words, this interval is much wider comparing with GO. The regular
peaks at 20 (water) and irregular maximum at 50 (octane) nm are evidently due to GO.
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Figure 2. Integral pore size distributions obtained for HZD (1), composite (2, 3) and GO (4, 5).
Working liquid is water (1, 2, 4) or octane (3, 5).
The isotherm of Pb2+ adsorption on GO is characterized by a rapid build-up in the field of low
equilibrium concentrations (C) followed by plateau (Fig. 3). In the case of HZD, the growth of
adsorption capacity (A) is much slower. In comparison with HZD, the isotherm for HZD-GO
shows a steeper ascent. GO in the composite depresses HCrO4- adsorption: this is caused by
screening of adsorption centers on the HZD surface.
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Table 1: Adsorption of phenol
2

A, mmol g

-1

Sample
1

0.4

3

HZD
4

GO

5

0.0
0

2

4

6
8
C, mmol dm-3

10

12

HZD-GO

Figure 3. Isotherms of Pb2+ (1-3) and HCrO4(4, 5) adsorption on HZD (1, 4), GO (2) and
HZD-GO (3, 5).

Concentration, mg dm-3
Initial
Final
5
4.7
21
20.5
70
69
5
<0.001
21
<0.001
70
0.004
5
<0.001
21
0.03
70
0.42

Removal
degree,%
6
2
1
100
100
99
100
99
99

Despite depressed anion exchange properties, the composite adsorbs phenol that is a weak acid
(Table 1). When the initial concentration of this component is 5 mg dm-3, the HZD-GO sample
removes it down to maximal allowable concentration for tap water (1 µg dm-3). Adsorption is due
to hydrophobic regions of GO sheets. Indeed, pure GO sorbs phenol very efficiently. In the case
of one-component HZD, adsorption of phenol is inconsiderable.
Conclusions
As opposed to BET method, the MSCP gives high specific surface area of GO in octane: this
solvent wets ideally the sheet penetrating between them. Much higher value of surface area for
water medium is caused by hydration of functional groups followed by swelling of GO. This
behavior is similar to ion exchange polymers. The filler provides loosening of HZD within a wide
interval of pore size. The filler improves adsorption of Pb2+ ions increasing the capacity in 1.7
times due to its expressed cation exchange properties. Contrary, GO depresses adsorption of
HCrO4- anions. The composite is effective towards weakly acidic phenol.
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DIFFUSION PERMEABILITY OF THE MODIFIED ION-EXCHANGE
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Introduction
Electromembrane technologies are widely used for separation and concentration of substances
in the processing of raw materials in the dairy industry. In order to prevent the fouling on the
membrane surface by the whey components, a thin layer of oppositely charged modifier covers
the membrane surface [1]. The modification of the cation exchange membrane by polyaniline is
the prospective for this purpose, but it may change the transport properties of the membrane
towards the ionic components of the whey. The aim of the work was to study the influence of the
surface modification of heterogeneous MK-40 cation exchange membrane by polyaniline on the
diffusion transfer of sodium, calcium and magnesium chlorides solutions.
Experiments
The modification of the heterogeneous MK-40 cation-exchange membrane was performed by
successive diffusion of the monomer (anilinium chloride) and oxidant (ammonium
peroxydisulfate) solutions through the membrane to water. After modification the membrane was
washed with water and immersed in electrolyte solution. Diffusion permeability was determined
by the diffusion of the electrolyte through the membrane to water.
Results and Discussion
The concentration dependencies of the initial and modified membranes diffusion permeability
are shown on Fig. One can see, that for NaCl solution the diffusion permeability increases as the
concentration rise while for CaCl2 and MgCl2 solutions it reduces, that is typical for electrolytes
containing divalent ions [2].

a

b

Figure – Concentration dependencies of
diffusion permeability of MK-40 (curve 1) and
MK-40/polyaniline (curves 2,3) membranes: a –
NaCl, b – CaCl2, c – MgCl2 solutions, 2, 3 –
non-modified and modified surfaces face the
electrolyte flux.

c
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The modification by polyaniline causes the decrease in diffusion permeability of the membrane
in 1.2 – 2 times depending on the electrolyte nature. It should be noted, that diffusion permeability
curves for modified membrane retain increasing type in NaCl solutions, but becomes almost
independent on the concentration in CaCl2 and MgCl2 solutions.
The diffusion permeability was measured for different orientation of the modified membrane
in the experimental cell – by modified and non-modified surfaces towards the electrolyte flux (Ps
and Pw respectively). The asymmetry of diffusion permeability is most pronounced for sodium
chloride solutions, and asymmetry coefficient (Ps/Pw) achieves 0.73. In solutions of divalent
cations the asymmetry coefficient is about 0.9, that is comparable with the experimental error. The
peculiarities in diffusion transport of mono- and divalent cations chlorides, which are the
components of the whey, through MK-40 membrane modified by polyaniline is revealed.
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ASYMMETRY EFFECT OF DIFFUSION PERMEABILITY OF BILAYER ION
EXCHANGE MEMBRANES, MODIFIED BY POLYANILINE
Irina Falina, Irina Myakinchenko, Olga Demina
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Nowadays the membrane materials with asymmetric properties attract the interest of researches.
Polyaniline is the prospective modifier to form the barrier layer on the surface of ion-exchange
membrane [1]. The literature presents a large number of experimental results on asymmetry of the
transport properties of anisotropic ion-exchange membranes, including diffusion permeability.
However, the theoretical investigations in this field are not sufficient. The aim of the work was the
description of diffusion flux in bi-layer MF-4SK membrane modified by polyaniline in sodium
chloride solutions.
Experimental
The object of research was perfluorinated membrane MF-4SK and MF-4SK, modified by
polyaniline on the surface and in the bulk. The surface modification by polyaniline was performed
by successive diffusion of monomer (anilinium chloride) and oxidant (ammonium peroxidisulfate)
through the membrane to water. The bulk-modified sample was obtained by modifying both sides
of the membrane. After modification, the samples were washed with water and equilibrated with
NaCl solutions.
Results and Discussion
Fig. 1 presents the concentration dependencies of diffusion permeability for initial MF-4SK
and surface and bulk modified composites MF-4SK/PANI. As can be seen that modification the
membrane by polyaniline leads to essential decrease in diffusion permeability. The diffusion
permeability of the surface modified membrane changes within 10% with different orientation in
diffusion cell: by modified and non-modified surfaces towards the electrolyte flux.

Figure 1. Concentration dependencies of the
membrane diffusion permeability in NaCl
solutions. 1 – MF-4SK, 2, 3 – non-modified
and modified surfaces of MF-4SK/PANI
membrane faces the electrolyte flux, 4 – bulkmodified sample.

Figure 2. Schematic presentation of the system
“bi-layer membrane – NaCl” solution with
considering the different orientation of the
membrane towards the electrolyte flux.

The authors [2] proposed the approach to description of the diffusion properties of bilayer
membranes based on presentation of the diffusion flux as the power function
𝑗 = 𝑏𝐶𝛽 ,
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where β is the parameter, describing the shape of the concentration profile inside the membrane,
b is the empirical coefficient. In [2] it was supposed that surface-modified membrane consist of
two clearly defined layers (Fig. 2). At the boundary between the layers, there is a continuity of
concentration of the virtual solution (C0ʹ, C0ʹʹ), which makes it possible to write down the equations
for flows through separate layers of the membrane. Under the stationary diffusion transfer, the
flows passing through the membrane and the individual layers are equal. The assessment of
diffusion flux through the modified membranes within the framework of this approach does not
accurately describe the diffusion behavior of the membrane due to disregarding the thicknesses of
the layers. In present work, we accounted the thickness of the layers by entering the fraction of the
modified layer of the total thickness of the membrane q. The resulting equations have the form
𝛽

𝑗 ′ = 𝑑2 𝑞𝑙(𝐶2 2 − 𝐶0′𝛽2 );

𝑗 ′ = 𝑑1 (1 − 𝑞)𝑙(𝐶 0′

𝑗 ′′ = 𝑑1 (1 − 𝑞)𝑙(𝐶2𝛽1 − 𝐶0′′𝛽1 );

𝑗 ′′ = 𝑑2 𝑞𝑙(𝐶 0′′

𝛽2

𝛽1

− 𝐶1𝛽1 );

− 𝐶1𝛽2 ),

where l is the membrane thickness, d2, d1 are the empirical coefficient, which indicates the degree
of reduction in diffusion flux when passing through a unit of the membrane thickness,
𝑏1 = 𝑑1 (1 − 𝑞)𝑙, 𝑏2 = 𝑑2 𝑞𝑙.
The diffusion flux calculation results accounting the layers thickness is presented on Fig. 3.
One can see that the diffusion flux depends on the layers thickness, and for the investigated bilayer MF-4SK/PANI membrane the fraction of the modified layer is about 0.5 on total thickness
of the sample. Changing the membrane orientation towards the electrolyte flux varies the layer
thickness within 10% error.

Figure 3 – Concentration dependencies of the
diffusion flux in NaCl solutions.
0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9 – calculation
results (curve number defines the q2 value),
MF-4SK, MF-4SK/PANI and Bulk –
experimental data for initial, surface- and
bulk-modified samples correspondingly.

Berezina and al. in [3] investigated the images of the surface-modified membranes, obtained
under similar conditions, and shown that the thickness of the modified layer varies from 30 to 65%
depending on the properties of the basic matrix. The obtained results are in a good agreement with
the data, presented in [3].
In present work, we proposed the method of the estimation of diffusion permeability of bi-layer
membranes accounting not only concentration of the virtual solution on the inner interfacial bound
but also the thicknesses of the layers.
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Introduction
Pervaporation as a membrane-based technology is a promising technique for purification of
liquid mixtures and can be applied to solve different tasks, such as separation of azeotropic and
thermally unstable mixtures, dehydration of solvents, and recovery of specific organic compounds.
Pervaporation has several advantages over conventional separation techniques (e.g. distillation),
including feasible scale-up, low energy consumption and environmental friendliness. In view of
the limited range of industrial membranes, the search for novel membrane materials with high
exploitative characteristics is of primary task. In the present work, there were obtained novel
polymer membranes based on thermally rearranged polymer (TRP) and its prepolymer polyamic
acid (PAA), which have high thermal and chemical stability.

Figure 1. Formation of benzoxazinone fragments.
The aim of present work was the research of physico-chemical characteristics and transport
properties of novel membranes based on heteroatomic polymers in separation of water – n-butanol
mixture. The problem of separation of n-butanol – water mixture is of current importance due to
wide use of n-butanol as new generation biofuel base and industrial solvent.
Experiments
TRP was produced by stepwise heating of PAA. The process of n-butanol dehydration was
investigated by membrane method of separation with the use of vacuum pervaporation. The main
physico-chemical parameters of the membranes such as contact angles, surface tension, membrane
density, and sorption characteristics were studied. Contact angles were measured by sessile drop
method at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. Membrane density was measured via
ﬂotation method using solutions of isopropanol and ССl4, at 20 °C. Thermogravimetric analysis,
differential scanning calorimetry and scanning electron microscopy were used to investigate heat
resistance and structure of the membranes. Transport properties of the membranes were studied
for water – n-butanol mixture in a wide range of concentrations at 20 °C.
Results and discussion
Some physical characteristics of the researched membranes are presented in Table 1. According
to the data, thermal treatment of PAA leads to more dense structure and to higher value of glass
transition temperature Tg. This probably indicates a restructuring of the membrane as a result of
thermal transformation, which leads to the formation of a more rigid-chain polymer with less chain
flexibility. The fractional free volume decreases as a result of thermal transformation of PAA to
the TRP, which could be explained by densification of the membrane structure. This fact
significantly affects the transport characteristics of the membranes in pervaporation experiments.
Table 1: Physical characteristics of the membranes
Membrane

Tg,С

Density, g/sm3

PAA
TRP

121
258

1.310
1.333
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Fractional free
volume
0.114
0.096

Contact angles, °
Water
Ethanol
67.4
20.1
73.1
28.4

For TRP membranes there were obtained higher values of contact angles up to water and ethanol
compared to PAA, which indicates an increase in the hydrophobicity of the membrane surface
during the thermal transformation of PAA to TRP.
Pervaporation tests have shown that the membrane based on TRP could selectively extract water
from water – n-butanol mixture. The correlations between concentrations of water in the permeate
and in the feed are presented on Figure 2. The membrane based on TRP produces the permeate
enriched with water while the membrane based on PAA passes both water and alcohol. This
phenomenon can be explained by higher value of fractional free volume and by the existence of
carboxylic groups in PAA which have high affinity to water and alcohol. The liquid-vapor
equilibrium curve for the water – n-butanol system makes it possible to evaluate the effectivity of
pervaporation technique. The permeate content for both TRP and PAA membranes is located
above the liquid-vapor equilibrium curve. Thus, membrane separation is more effective compared
to the conventional methods such as distillation and rectification.

Figure 2. Dependence of water content in the permeate on water content in the feed in
pervaporation of water‒ n-butanol mixture using PAA and TRP membranes. The liquid-vapor
equilibrium curve for n-butanol-water mixture at 20oC.
Figure 3 shows the main transport characteristics of the membranes: total flux and separation
factor of water - n-butanol mixture for PAA and TRP membranes. As it can be seen from Fig. 3a,
total flux for PAA and TRP membranes increases with increasing water concentration in the feed.
At the same time, the permeate flow through PAA membrane is higher than through TRP
membrane, while TRP membrane has a higher separation factor than PAA in all the range of feed
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Figure 3. Dependence of (a) total flux and (b) separation factor on water content in the feed in
pervaporation of water – n-butanol mixture using PAA and TRP membranes, 20°C.
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composition. The separation factor decreases with increasing water content in the feed for both the
membranes. The maximum value of separation factor was obtained for mixture containing 10%
water, 452 and 5.5 for membranes based on TRP and PAA, respectively.
Conclusion
In summary, the novel polymer membranes based on thermally rearranged polymer were
developed and investigated in pervaporation of water – n-butanol mixture. Thermal transformation
of PAA to TRP lead to more compact membrane structure and to change in the physical parameters
of the researched membranes. It was found that the membrane based on TRP was more effective
than its prepolymer PAA and could be used as a dense layer in composite membranes for
purification of n-butanol as biofuel base.
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IMPACT OF EXTERNAL ELECTRIC FIELD ON HYDRODYNAMIC
PERMEABILITY OF A CHARGED POROUS LAYER (MEMBRANE)
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Introduction
In [1], in the framework of thermodynamics of nonequilibrium processes, based on the
previously proposed cell model of a charged membrane [2], the electroosmotic permeability and
electrical conductivity of the ion-exchange membrane (layer), considered as the kinetic
coefficients of the Onsager matrix, were calculated. Here we will use the results of the mentioned
works and apply them to the calculation of the transfer of solvent (water) and electric current
through a charged porous layer of oil-bearing rock, which is in equilibrium with an aqueous
solution of 1:1 binary electrolyte. In this study, as in [1, 2], as independent thermodynamic forces
specified in the course of the experiment, we choose pressure and electric potential gradients (there
is no gradient of electrolyte concentration), respectively: p   p20  p10  h , φ=  φ 20  φ10  h .
Here h is the thickness of the porous layer, and the indices “1” and “2” indicate the left and right
sides of the layer (reservoir), which are in contact with the equilibrium solution of the binary 1:1
electrolyte of constant concentration C0 (Fig. 1a).

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. Graphical Presentation of the Cell Model of a Charged Layer (a) and Single Cell (b).
As the dependent thermodynamic parameters determined in the experiment, we take the flux
densities of: U - solvent (water), I - mobile charges (electric current density). As for the flux of the
solute (salt), which can also occur when pressure and electric potential gradients are applied, for
simplicity we do not consider it here. Then the phenomenological transport equations in the case
of isothermal processes can be written as the following system of equations:

U    L11p  L12φ  ,
(1)


 I    L12p  L22φ  .
Theoretical Part
We will model the charged rock layer of a cellular-globular structure with a periodic lattice
(Fig. 1a) of porous charged spherical particles of the same radius a enclosed in spherical liquid
shells of radius b (Fig. 1b), which is chosen so that the ratio of the particle volume to the cell
volume is equal to the volume fraction of particles in the dispersed system (porous layer):
3
γ3   a b   1  m0 , where m0 is macroscopic porosity (active porosity, available for filtration).
The cell method makes it possible to reduce the problem of determining the kinetic coefficients of
a whole layer to a boundary problem for a single cell. The mathematical formulation of the problem
for a single cell (Fig. 1b) is given in [1, 2] and is not presented here for brevity. The designations
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of variables and parameters completely coincide with those in the articles [1-3]. The hydrodynamic
permeability L11 of the negatively charged porous layer (reservoir) applying an aqueous solution
of 1:1 electrolyte was determined by the cell model in [2]. In the simplest for calculations case of
excluded co-ions (the co-ions in the pores of the reservoir are neglected), it is equal to:



L11 

a2
45μ o 1  m0 



1


5m 6  s 2 1  2  s tanh s  1  m02


 18 3 1  m 

0

 2 1  m  s tanh s  11  m  s 2  6 1  m  





,
45
 15  3 1  m0 2 
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The formula for electroosmotic permeability L12, obtained in the same limiting case of excluded
co-ions and 1:1 electrolyte is correspondingly as follows,
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Here m  μ i μ o , s 2  a 2  mkD   s02 m , D± – diffusion coefficients of electrolyte ions in a dilute
solution, Dm+ – diffusion coefficient of the counterion (cation) in the layer, ρ=ρV F – layer

o
exchange capacity (ρV – fixed charge volume density), ρ0  μ D  kD RT  – characteristic

exchange capacity of the problem (estimates show that ρ0  ρ ), Rb  kD – characteristic
thickness of the filtration layer (Brinkman radius), kD – specific (Darcy) hydrodynamic
permeability of the ionite grain (gel), μ o , μ i – viscosities of the fluid in the liquid shell
surrounding cationic grain and in the grain itself, R – the universal gas constant, T – the absolute
temperature. By virtue of ideality, formulas (1) – (2) do not include the diffusion coefficient of a
co-ion Dm- in the porous layer and the coefficient of equilibrium distribution γm of electrolyte
molecules in the pores [1, 2]. Despite the approximate formulas (2) – (3), they work well for real
membranes.
Results of Calculations
Using formulas (2) – (3) and the first of the Onsager relations (1), one can calculate the solvent
flux density (linear velocity U ) at any values of pressure gradients and electric potential. This
means that it is possible to regulate the flux of solvent passing through the reservoir, changing the
external electric field at a constant pressure gradient. To assess the relative influence of the external
electric field on the linear velocity of the solvent (water) through the stratum, we will use the ratio
U U *  1  χ φ p , where U * is the linear flow rate only in the presence of a pressure gradient
on the reservoir, U is the flow rate due to pressure and electric potential gradients, φ  φ F  RT 

is the dimensionless electric potential, p  p a 2  μ o D  is the dimensionless pressure. The
calculations were performed using the Mathematica-11 application package and are shown in Fig.
2 for χ  C0 ρ  and χ  m0 ; ρ0 ρ  .The coefficient of proportionality in the case of coinciding
viscosity values  m  1 is easily determined from relations (1), (2) and (3):
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2. The dependences of the dimensionless coefficient χ on the relative concentration (a)
of electrolyte HCl (m=1): m0  9.5%, s0  1 (1), m0  9.5%, s0  4 (2), m0  50%, s0  4 (3);

D  9610, Dm  838μm2 s ; ρ=1.22, ρ0  158 mol dm 3 and on the porosity m0 of the layer
and the ratio of exchange capacities ρ0 ρ (b) under s0  2, C0 ρ  0.1 , D Dm  11.5 .
Thus, the imposition of an external electric field on a negatively charged stratum, whose intensity
vector is co-directed with the barofiltration velocity, leads to an increase in the rate of fluid transfer
through the charged porous layer due to the addition of the electroosmotic component to the
convective flow. Under the action of an electric field in the opposite direction, a slower flow of
solvent occurs.
Conclusion
Based on the cell model and the thermodynamics of irreversible processes (Onsager's
approach), a new method for calculating the solvent flow (water) and an electric current flowing
through a charged porous layer (membrane) is proposed with the simultaneous action of an
external pressure gradient and an electric potential gradient. It is shown that with the increase in
the electrolyte concentration, the total permeability of the porous structure also increases due to
both barofiltration and electroosmotic transfer of the solvent.
This study was supported by RFBR (project No.17-08-01287).
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Introduction
Electroosmotic permeability (EOP) of ion-exchange membranes is an important factor that
significantly affects their use, for example, in fuel cells (FC). Excessive loss of water by such a
membrane leads to its destruction and possible overheating of the fuel cell itself. Therefore, for
effective operation of ion-exchange membranes in FC, it is necessary, preferably before the
experiment, to know how their electroosmotic permeability will change with varying moisture
content and concentration of the background electrolyte, as well as the geometric and physicochemical characteristics of the ion exchangers. However, the existing theories for the calculation
of EOP do not fully answer the questions posed. This motivated us to build a closed cell model of
the ion-exchange membrane, considering the transfer of water or other solvent in the
hydration/solvation shells of ions [1]. Within this model, exact and approximate formulas were
obtained for the electroosmotic permeability L12 and the specific electrical conductivity (SEC) L22
of the charged porous layer (membrane) [2]. In this work, we applied the developed cell model to
the characterization of MF-4SC cation-exchange membranes previously made in the pristine
(pure) state, as well as halloysite modified with nanotubes, functionalized with Pt or Fe
nanoparticles [3] and placed in different concentrations of HCl. Electroosmotic permeability of
the membrane at a constant current density, DI = L12/L22 (m3/C), was determined by the volumetric
method in a two-chamber cell with polarizing silver chloride electrodes. The conductivity L22
(S/m) of the membrane was calculated based on the measurement of its active resistance.
Theoretical Part
The formulas for L12 and L22, obtained in the general case of a non-ideal membrane in [2], are
rather cumbersome expressions. Therefore, we present here only the formulas for L22 and DI =
L12/L22 in the limiting case of an ideally selective cation-exchange membrane (case of excluded
co-ions) and 1:1 electrolyte:
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Here m0 – macroscopic porosity (active porosity) of the membrane, D± – diffusion coefficients of
electrolyte ions in a dilute solution, Dm+ – diffusion coefficient of the counterion (cation) in the
membrane, ρ=ρV F – membrane exchange capacity (ρV – fixed charge volume density),

ρ0  μ o D  kD RT  – characteristic exchange capacity of the problem (estimates show that ρ0  ρ

), kD – specific (Darcy) hydrodynamic permeability of the ionite grain (gel), μo – dynamic viscosity
of the solution, R – the universal gas constant, T – the absolute temperature, C0 – equivalent
concentration of the electrolyte solution in equilibrium with the membrane. By virtue of ideality,
formulas (1) – (2) do not include the diffusion coefficient of a co-ion Dm- in the membrane and the
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coefficient of equilibrium distribution γm of electrolyte molecules in the pores of the membrane
[1, 2].
Despite the approximate formulas (1) – (2), they work well for real membranes. It is seen that
the dependence (2) of electroosmotic permeability DI at constant current density on the
concentration C0 of a 1:1 electrolyte solution is hyperbolic one and decreases monotonically to
zero with increasing C0.
Comparison Between Theory and Experiment
The parameters of the cell model

 Dm , m0 , ρ0  were determined based on experimental

dependencies DI  C0  and L22  C0  , minimizing the deviation error of a specially constructed
target function from its experimental values at different electrolyte concentrations,
(3)
f  С0   DI  С0   H  C1  C0   L22  С0  C1   H  C0  C1   H  C2  C0  .
Here H(x) is the Heaviside unit function, and the selected concentration values C1, C2 depend on
the experimental data range so that the electroosmotic permeability and electrical conductivity do
not overlap each other. In our case, when using the experimental data of work [3], we assumed
C1=1, C2=2 mol/L and formulas (1) – (2) for an ideally selective cation-exchange membrane were
applied. The results of simultaneous optimization of electrical conductivity (1) and electroosmotic
permeability (2) for the unmodified (pristine) perfluorinated membrane MF-4SC are shown for
example in Fig. 1 and 2, which demonstrates satisfactory agreement between theory and
experiment.

Figure 1. Graphical Results of Simultaneous Optimization of EOP and SEC for Pristine
Membrane MF-4SC.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Comparison of Experimental (Points) and Theoretical Dependencies for SEC (a) and
EOP (b) in Case of Pristine Membrane MF-4SC.
The magnitudes of the model physicochemical parameters  Dm  , m0 , ρ0  , obtained from
optimization procedure written for Mathematica software, are listed in Table 1. The values of
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exchange capacity ρ were measured in independent experiments for all membranes used. Specific
hydrodynamic permeability of a cationite grain (gel) was evaluated using relation
kD  μ o D  ρ0 RT  (last column of Table 1). It is seen from Table 1 that kD decreases from pristine
to modified membranes. It may mean compaction of the ionite grains (gel) due to their
modification by halloysite nanotubes with metal nanoparticles. It should be noted that the
macroporosity m0 is within the limits of the values obtained by the standard contact porosimetry
method [4] and proton diffusivity in tested membranes is less approximately from 10 to 15 times
than in a dilute electrolyte solution.
Table 1: Physicochemical Parameters Obtained by Simultaneous Optimization Using
Approximate Formulas (1)-(2) for Ideal Cation-Exchange Membrane
o 2
ρ,
,
ρ
Dm+,


0
Membrane
m0, %
kD ,  A 
3
3
μm2/s
mol/dm
mol/dm
 
MF-4SC pristine
MF-4SC/Hall+Pt
MF-4SC/Hall+Fe

586
838
674

9.6
10.1
8.9

1.08
1.22
1.16

106
158
167

3.64
2.45
2.32

Conclusion
In this work, within the framework of the thermodynamics of nonequilibrium processes based
on the cell model of the ion-exchange membrane (porous charged layer), two electrokinetic
coefficients of the Onsager matrix are determined: electroosmotic permeability and electrical
conductivity. The membrane is considered as an ordered assemblage of porous charged particles
of spherical shape, placed in spherical shells filled with a solution of a binary electrolyte. Based
on the results obtained by the least squares method and specially developed optimization
procedure, the physicochemical parameters of the cell model were found, which allowed
acceptably describing the available experimental results for pure and modified cation-exchange
membranes MF-4SC modified by halloysite nanotubes which are functionalized with platinum or
iron nanoparticles.
This study was supported by RFBR (project No.17-08-01287) and the Ministry of Education
and Science of the Russian Federation (Grant No.14.Z50.31.0035).
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Introduction
Oxides with perovskite structure Sr(Ba,La,..)Co(Fe,..)O3-x are ancestors of wide range of
technologically important substances, used as oxide ionic conductors. Nevertheless, these
compounds are not stable enough at low partial pressures of oxygen and in the CO2 atmosphere.
Also, various structural phase transitions observed in these materials, what hamper their
technological applications. In addition, low-temperature structural modifications usually have low
ionic conductivity. Recently we reported results of influence of Mo doping on properties of
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-x and SrFeO3-x system [1-2] that increased stability of substances in various
atmospheres, suppressed phase transitions etc.
Despite the progress in the experimental study of these materials, the mechanisms providing
high mobility of oxygen ions are still not clear in many aspects. The microscopic picture of the
dynamic processes in these materials can be studied using the molecular dynamics method.
Experiments
We performed ab initio molecular dynamic simulations for SrCoMoO1-x and
SrCo0.875Mo0.125O1-x (x=0, 0.125, 0.25) compounds with VASP package. The system contained of
2x2x2 elementary cells (40-38 ions) was calculated with PAW PBE pseudopotentials in gamma
point only approach in periodic boundary conditions. The thermal expansion, velocity
autocorrelation function, vibrational spectra, effective charges of ions, oxygen motion and typical
oxygen configurations of B-cations neighborhood was studied in temperature range 800-1350K.
Results and Discussion
It was shown that thermal expansion coefficients are close to reported previously by other
authors and are about 20-40e-6 K-1. The Mo doping cause “contraction” of structure with lowering
the volume of studied system and lowering the thermal expansion up to 2 times.
The velocity autocorrelation function (VAF) was used for vibrational spectra calculation.
Analysis of inner ionic motions was performed for various temperatures and it showed in particular
that vacancies may move both to B-cation neighbor and Mo neighbor despite the Mo effective
charge calculated by Bader procedure is about +2.6 elementary charges. The effective charges of
ions during vacancy motion vary by a small amount.
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Introduction
The report is dedicated to the study of electroconvection and transition to overlimiting current
regime near ion-selective surfaces under external direct electric field. It is generally believed that
the electrokinetic instability, which was theoretically predicted by B. Zalzman and I. Rubinstein
[1], is the key mechanism leading to the overlimiting currents in the membrane systems. Later, the
electrokinetic instability was observed during the experiments [2,3]. Initially, the electrokinetic
instability was predicted theoretically using the model of ideally selective electric membrane,
which implies the total absence of co-ion flux through the membrane. It was also shown within
this model that the electrokinetic instability may only occur from the limiting current regime
(nonequilibrium electrokinetic instability), when the extended space charge region forms [4]. But
as it was reported in the recent work of B. Zalzman and I. Rubinstein [5], through the dismissing
of the ideally selective membrane model and assuming of a little co-ion flux through the
membrane, the electrokinetic instability may arise directly from the Ohmic current regime
(equilibrium electrokinetic instability), which gives a new insight into electroconvection and
overlimiting current regimes in the membrane systems.
Mathematical model
Within our theoretical investigation we used the standard model of binary monovalent
electrolyte, which is mathematically described by the Nernst-Planck-Poisson-Stockes (NPPS)
system of nonlinear equations in partial derivatives along with the corresponding border and initial
conditions. Let us focus on the setup geometry. There are three domains, each of which is being
simulated simultaneously. Two filled with the electrolyte domains are separated by the ion
selective membrane of a finite width (Fig. 1). Two oppositely charged electrodes are situated on
the either side of the domains with electrolyte in order to create a potential difference in the system.
The pumping of the electrolyte along the membrane is absent, so in the one-dimensional case there
is no movement of the electrolyte. The domain of the ion-selective membrane is simulated by the
uniform density of the space charge, N, in the Poisson equation, and it is N that defines the ionselectivity degree of the membrane (The higher is the value of N, the more ideal is the ion-selective
membrane). Thus, the ion transport inside the membrane is described by the NPPS system of
equations taking into account the coefficient of the membrane selectivity. А similar model was
scrutinized in [5].

Figure 1. Scheme of the electrodialysis cell, taken as a computation domain.
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Results
The investigation of the mathematical model was conducted as by the analysis of the linear
stability of the one dimensional solution, as by direct numerical simulation of the full non
stationary two-dimensional system in case of white noise perturbations being superimposed on the
initially distributions of functions.
Research [6, 7] indicated that three regimes of electrokinetic instability may realize depending
on the value of the space charge in the membrane, N. For large enough N (for close to ideal
membranes), the classical non-equilibrium electroconvection arises. With decreasing of N, the
electroconvection becomes equilibrium, right as it was predicted in [5], the critical value of the
potential drop, meanwhile, increases. If the value of N declines close to such values that the charge
density of the membrane consists about 10% of the charge of co-ions in the equilibrium
electroneutral solution, then large enough potential drop leads to the arising of a new type of
oscillating electrokinetic instability, the frequency of oscillations is about 50-300 Hz. During the
investigation, the critical values of the governing parameters were obtained, as well as the
sophisticated nonlinear structures arising after stability loss were described.
This work was supported, in part, by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (Project Nos.
18-08-01158-a and 18-58-15004) and by the Grant Board under the President of Russian
Federation (Project No. MK-5302.2018.1) The research was carried out using the equipment of
the shared research facilities of the HPC computing resources at Lomonosov Moscow State
University.
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Introduction
Study aims to theoretically evaluate the influence of the gravitational effects on the occurrence
and development of overlimiting current regime near the ion-selective membranes. It is generally
accepted that electrokinetic instability is the most probable mechanism of transition to overlimiting
currents in the membrane systems [1]. However, additional factors become to play a crucial role
in the stability loss by shifting the critical values of governing parameters of the system, if some
special circumstances are taken into account in the mathematical model. Among such factors are
the hydrophobic properties of the membrane surface [2] and the high enough salt concentration of
the electrolyte solution [3]. The influence of the gravitational effects also belongs to such factors;
the density, moreover, can change as due to non uniformity of the electrolyte temperature [4,5],
as due to non homogenous distribution of salt ions in the electrolyte solution [6].
Mathematical model
Our theoretical investigation is based on the standard model of binary monovalent electrolyte
solution, mathematically described by Nernst—Planck—Poisson—Stockes system of equations.
Electrolyte is situated horizontally between two ion-selective surfaces, which are under external
direct electric field. The model also takes into account the Joule heating by using Bousinesq
approximation in energy equation with corresponding border conditions for the temperature
function. The membrane surfaces are assumed to be partly thermoisolated, and there is no outer
heating. Besides, it is assumed that the electrolyte density depends on the salt concentration
(Fig.1).

Figure 1. Electrokinetic instability and gravitation effects.
Results
The investigation showed that for good enough thermoisolation in the system the
thermoelectrokinetic instability arises [3, 4]. This is a principally new type of microscale instability
which is totally different from the widely known Rayleigh–Benard heat instability. Moreover, it
was proved during the numerical experiments that the Rayleigh—Benard convection without outer
heating is physically impossible in the membrane systems with microchannels, in contrast to
thermoelectroconvection, the circumstances for which manifestation are physically real. The
increasing of salt concentration in the electrolyte leads to occurrence of gravitational instability
due to non homogeneous distribution of salt concentration in the electrolyte. This mechanism
competes for playing a key role in the instability and, hence, in the overlimiting regime occurrence
with the mechanism of thermoelectrokinetic convection. Which type of instability will be realized
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depends on the set of physical parameters. Unstable stratifications occur for the channel orientation
opposite to the vector of gravity acceleration.
Depending on the relation between concentration and heat Rayleigh numbers, one of the two
aforementioned instability types prevails. The analysis of the linear stability of the one dimensional
solution provided the critical values of the governing parameters, and the direct numerical
simulation of full two- and three-dimensional NPPS system of equations allowed to observe and
describe the sophisticated coherent structures arising for different parameters of the system.
This work was supported, in part, by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (Project Nos.
18-38-00611-mol_a). The research was carried out using the equipment of the shared research
facilities of the HPC computing resources at Lomonosov Moscow State University.
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Introduction
Electrochemical separation processes with ion-exchange membranes, in particular under
condition of high concentration polarization, are often complicated by sedimentation on the
surface and in the bulk of the membrane. Concentration polarization phenomenon and membrane
scaling remain common problems that alter irreversibly the membrane integrity and decrease the
process performance.
A number of experimental studies [1,2], concerning electrodialysis (ED) treatment of the
solutions whose mineral composition imitates concentrated milk or whey, show that scale is
formed on both cation-exchange and anion-exchange membranes surfaces facing the diluate
compartment of the cell. While the ED process proceeds the ion concentration near the diluate side
of the membrane becomes zero causing water splitting, consequently, the pH changes, which lead
to scaling of minerals (multivalent ions) on the membranes.
In order to better understand the sequence of events leading to scaling and to give theoretically
reasonable and clear recommendations for the practice of fighting this phenomenon, it is necessary
to establish a relationship between the water splitting rate and the characteristics of the space
charge region (SCR) of the depleted diffusion boundary layer (DBL), as well as the intensity of
electroconvection. As is known, the latter can reduce membrane scaling. Although it has been
suggested in the literature that the reason for the decrease in electroconvection intensity with the
increase in the water splitting rate is reduction of space charge density [3], this effect remains
unproven.
The objective of this work is the processing of experimental data using a model based on
Nernst-Planck and Poisson equations in condition of water splitting. In addition to calculating the
thicknesses of different zones of the DBL, the space charge density will be calculated as a function
of the rate of water splitting reaction at the membrane/depleted solution interface. Such
calculations will be performed to process of the experimental data obtained for two types of
membranes characterized by high and low water splitting rates.
Theory
Consider an ion-exchange membrane separating two identical 1:1 electrolyte solutions. A direct
current of density I flows normally to the membrane surface. The fluxes Ji of salt cations (+) and
anions (–), H+ and OH– ions in the DBL are described by the Nernst-Planck equations:
FE 
 dC
J i   Di  i  z i Ci
(1)
 , i = "+", "–", "H", "OH"
RT 
 dX
where Di, zi, and Ci are the diffusion coefficient, charge and concentration of ions i, E is the electric
field, the notations F, R and T are as usual; the normal coordinate X for the cation-exchange
membrane (that will be considered here) takes its zero value in the bulk and X= at the membrane
interface; z+=1, z–=-1.
The space electric charge, which is due to unbalance of the total amounts of cations and
anions in a volume element, is connected with the electric field by the Poisson equation:
dE
 0
 F C  C  C H  COH 
(2)
dX
where o is the permittivity of the vacuum,  is the relative dielectric permeability.
The current density I is summed of the ionic fluxes:
I=F(J+ – J- + JH – JOH)
(3)
In steady state the salt ions fluxes do not vary with the coordinate X. The fluxes of H+ and OH–
ions are variable due to the generation or recombination of these ions, however, the sum JW=JH –
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JOH remains constant because the amount of H+ ions appearing or disappearing at a point X is equal
to the corresponding amount of OH– ions.
DBL is a region beyond the water splitting reaction zone, the total flux of water ions (JW=JH –
JOH) is assumed to be known there. As well, the total current density I is given.
The problem is solved by the method developed in the case of a binary electrolyte without water
splitting [4]. As earlier [4], it is supposed that the DBL lying between X=0 and X= consists of
three zones: the electroneutral zone of thickness 1; the electromigration zone of space charge
region (SCR) of thickness 2 ; and the quasi-equilibrium part of the SCR adjacent to the membrane
surface (quasi-equilibrium electric double layer) of thickness 3. The electromigration and quasiequilibrium zones are separated by a point Xs where dC / dX  0 and the concentration of the salt
counter-ions reaches its minimum (noted as C+s). For calculation of the minimum salt cation
concentration in the DBL, Cs , the following equation is obtained:

 0 RT J 2
2 0 RT
2 D 0
C  C s 

 ,
2
2
J
2 F D C s J
F 2C s





J  J 

D
J OH
DOH

(4)

The three terms in the left-hand side of Eq. (4) are the thicknesses of the three zones of the DBL:
 1 ,  2 and  3 , respectively.
Results and Discussion
The calculation of the total DBL thickness and its different zones thicknesses starting from the
experimental data presented in Fig. 1 should be considered as an example of application of the
developed method to describe ion-transfer phenomena in the cases of membranes characterized by
low (Fig. 1a) and high (Fig. 1b) water splitting rates. To find the desired characteristics it is
sufficient to know the partial current densities of Na+ and H+ ions through the cation-exchange
membrane and the partial current densities of Cl– and OH– ions through the anion-exchange
membrane.
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Figure 1. Current-Voltage Curves for the Diluate Compartment Formed of the Cation-Exchange
Membrane MK-40 and the Anion-Exchange Membrane MA-40 in 0.002 M NaCl Solution. The
total current and partial currents of Na+ and H+ ions through the MK-40 membrane (a) and
partial currents of Cl– and OH– ions through the MA-40 membrane (b) are shown. The data are
taken from [5].
The algorithm includes the calculation of the theoretical value of the potential drop (PD), which
is compared with the experimental value for the given current density. To calculate the PD between
the tips of two measuring capillaries, one should evaluate the PD across the anion- and cationexchange membranes, including the Donnan PD at the interfaces and the PD across the DBLs
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adjoining these membranes, as well as the PD across the bulk solution layer between the external
edges of the DBLs in the diluate compartment.
The results of calculation show that increasing water splitting rate reduces the space charge
density. This reduction is due to the H+ (or OH−) ions, the products of water splitting, which enter
the SCR at the depleted membrane surface as co-ions. Reducing the space charge density, in turn,
leads to a decrease in the intensity of electroconvection. Thus, to increase electroconvection, it is
necessary to reduce water splitting, which together can help to decrease the membrane scaling.
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Introduction
Ion exchange membranes are used in many membrane processes, for example, electrodialysis,
electrodeionization, fuel cells, diffusion dialysis. Radiation-grafting copolymerization of
monomers onto ready polymer films is a promising method for membranes fabrication, which
allows to simplify the formation of the film as much as possible and to fine-tune the transport
properties of the membranes [1]. We have showed [2] that instead of X-rays, more available UV
radiation can be used to activate the film. From the obtained graft copolymers of polystyrene and
UV-activated polymethylpentene, we synthesized cation-exchange membranes whose transport
properties were on par with the best homogeneous ion-exchange membranes available on the
market [3]. The next important step is to obtain anion-exchange membranes, which are used in
tandem with cation-exchange membranes in most membrane processes.
Experiments
In this work, we consider the opportunity to obtaine anion-exchange membranes based on graft
copolymers of PS and UV-oxidized PMP in two stages (Fig. 1). At first, polystyrene is
chloromethylated with chloromethyl methyl ether in the presence of Lewis acid SnCl 4. At the
second stage, quaternary ammonium functional groups are obtained by treating the
chloromethylated polymer with trimethylamine.

Figure 1. Synthesis scheme of anion-exchange membranes from graft copolymer.
Results and Discussion
The resulting anion-exchange membranes have an ionic conductivity (in 0.5M NaCl) in the
range of 5–25 mS cm–1 and an ion-exchange capacity in the range of 1.3–2.9 mmol g–1. The
properties of anion-exchange membranes depend not only on the content of polystyrene and its
degree of crosslinking in the initial film, as in the case of cation-exchange membranes, but also on
the conditions of the chloromethylation reaction. Thus, increasing the concentration of halogenether in the alkylating mixture leads to an increase in the yield of ionic groups and the degree of
membrane swelling. An increase in the concentration of Lewis acid on the contrary reduces the
degree of swelling of the membrane. It was shown that there is an optimal time for
chloroalkylation, which allows to obtain membranes with the best combination of conductivity
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and selectivity. For the considered copolymer it is 30-90 min, depending on the degree of PS
crosslinking in the initial copolymer film. The resulting anion-exchange membranes have an
excellent combination of selectivity and specific ionic conductivity, which, together with a small
thickness, gives them a significant advantage over commercial membranes in applications that
require low ionic resistance: reverse electrodialysis, Red-Ox flow batteries and power supplies.
The membranes with high graft levels (GD> 100%) and optimal chloroalkylation time have the
best combination of conductivity and selectivity.
This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation (project no. 17-79-30054).
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Introduction
Thermo-membrane processes are the processes of membrane separation, with a temperature
gradient as a driving force. These processes include, in particular, membrane distillation process
of separation water solutions of organic and non-organic substances, which flows with change of
the phase state of the initial solution, followed by the separation of the steam phase with the porous
hydrophobic membrane [1]. This process can be successfully applied in seawater desalination,
treatment of the wastewater etc. In comparison with another processes of the MD separation, this
process possesses unique properties, for instance: 100% (theoretical) retention of the non-volatile
components of separated mixtures, moderate exploitation parameters, lack of sensitivity to
concentration of the mixture to be separated and chemical resistance to various impurities and
pollutants [2]. The most widely used configurations of MD are the direct contact membrane
distillation, where the both sides of membrane are in direct contact with the feed and permeate
solutions, respectively, and the air gap membrane distillation, where the membrane inlet side is
contacted with the hot feed solution and the cold surface of condenser is separated from the
membrane outlet side by the air layer. The last configurations of MD can be successfully operated
only in the vertical position since the condensed liquid permeate is evacuated from the module by
the gravity force. Membrane processes with the air gap configuration have certain limits in the
design and orientation.
The novel module configuration was proposed in which one of the air gap walls is made of a
porous material that increases the efficiency of the condensate outlet from the module [3]. With
this process organization, the permeate does not accumulate in the air gap, that allows to reduce
the thickness of the air gap and thus maximize the driving force of the process. Other advantages
of the new process are the simplicity of the module design and the ability to work with any module
orientation.
This work describes a study of the process of concentration the model solutions of sodium
chloride imitators of the waste water of reverse osmosis, using apparatus with porous condenser.
Experiments
Membrane distillation set-up with porous metal surface permeate condensation is shown
schematically in Figure 1.
In this study, MFFK-1 (Vladipor, Russia) commercial flat sheet membranes were used. Total
active area of membrane amounts to 14.7 x 10-3 m2. Porous condenser based on a sintered stainless
steel (VMZ-Techno, Russian Federation; thickness 200 μm; porosity 30%).
Membrane distillation with porous condenser (MD-PC) process proceeds as follows: feed was
continuously circulated between hot part of the membrane module and feed tank. The membrane
was in direct and continuous contact with the feed. The permeate passes through the membrane,
evaporates in the air gap 2.5 mm and then condensed on the porous cooling plate. The condensate
wets the condensation surface, penetrates the pores and flows into with coolant chamber. It should
be noted that the pressure in coolant chamber is lower than in the condensation chamber, by the
fact that the pump providing a coolant circulation system is located after the module. Held in the
coolant chamber permeate is used as refrigerant. MD-PC experiments were performed in contact
with binary aqueous mixtures of salt. Water sodium chloride solution were prepared using weight
method, utilizing sodium of "CP" quality and distilled water. The content of sodium chloride in
the concentrate and in the condensate was determined using conductometric method, diluting the
concentrate with distilled water in advance. Quantity of the separated products was determined
using weight method.
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Figure 1. Scheme of membrane distillation set-up with porous cooling plate used in experiments.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependences of the permeate flux under the MD-PC separation
of aqueous solution of sodium chloride concentration of 50 g/l. The increase of the feed
temperature from 40 up to 80 °C at constant coolant circuit temperature of 20 °C and an air gap of
2.5 mm led to more than 3-fold higher permeate fluxes. At the maximum temperature difference
of 60 °C tested in this study, it was possible to achieve the water flux of 6.8 kg/m2∙h.
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Figure 2. Dependences of permeate flux on feed temperature for 50 g/l NaCl solution,
Tc = 20˚C, lair gap = 2.5 mm.
Figure 3 shows the concentration NaCl in feed dependences of permeate flux. Pure water,
brackish water, Baltic and Caspian sea, Red sea and waste water of reverse osmosis with NaCl
concentrations of 0, 5, 10, 40, 50 g/l, respectively, were studied as model solutions. As the salt
concentration increases, a certain decline in the permeate flux was observed. Flux decline might
be caused via the concentration polarization phenomenon which occurs at high permeate fluxes.
Concentration polarization leads to an increase of the salt content in the liquid boundary layer near
the membrane, which in turn reduces the driving force of the MD process [4].
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Figure 3. Dependences of permeate flux on concentration NaCl in feed,
Tf = 60 °C, Tc = 20°C, lair gap = 2.5 mm.
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Introduction
Russian Federation is a leading international gas producer. Both natural and associated
petroleum gases produced always contain moisture. Therefore, the key stage in gas treatment is
dehydration performed via absorption of water by triethylene glycol (TEG), regeneration of the
latter being an essential step. In industry, absorbent regeneration is most often carried out using
distillation [1], but high energy consumption and large scale characteristics of distillation columns
contribute to the search and development of compact and alternative approaches, such as
membrane separation methods (primarily, pervaporation) due to their compactness, high degree of
modularity and universality [2].
There are three different ways to implement the pervaporation process: vacuum pervaporation,
pervaporation with gas striping and thermopervaporation (TPV). The use of vacuum pervaporation
is the most common method in experimental research and commercial use. It should be noted that
the main industrial application of vacuum pervaporation is the dehydration of organic solvents. As
membranes, primarily non-porous membranes or composite membranes with a thin non-porous
layer of polydimethylsiloxane or polyvinyl alcohol are used. The use of pervaporation for TEG
regeneration in combination with the dehydration of natural gas was patented in 2006 [3]. At the
same time, the main focus in the literature is on the dehydration of monoethylene glycol (MEG)
[4, 5], whose widespread use in industry may be limited due to its higher volatility compared to
TEG. Gas-liquid membrane contactors are also considered as promising approaches for the
implementation of the stage of absorption of water vapor from natural gas under conditions of
subsea production [6].
Recently, thermopervaporation has attracted more and more attention of researchers, because
in this process, unlike vacuum pervaporation, the separation proceeds at atmospheric pressure
using low-grade heat, and at the same time has high separation characteristics [7]. Dehydration of
TEG by thermopervaporation was not previously studied. The essence of the thermopervaporation
method is that in the separation module the selective membrane is separated by a small air gap
from the cooled surface (metal plate), on which the pairs (permeate) that have passed through the
membrane condense. In the development of this approach, a new version of the TPV module
configuration was recently proposed, where a porous metal partition [8] is used as a cold plate
(condensation surface of permeate vapor). The porous condensation surface allows to solve the
problem of blocking the air gap with a liquid permeate, reduce the air gap size and thus achieve
maximum compactness of the separation device and process performance compared to traditional
thermopervaporation.
This work describes a study of the process of dehydration the model solutions of TEG-water,
using thermopervaporation with porous condenser (TPV-PC).
Experiments
Thermopervaporation pilot scale with a porous metal surface permeate condensation is shown
schematically in Figure 1. MDK-I (diffusion composition membrane – Isogel) (Vladipor, Russia)
commercial flat sheet membranes were used. Porous condenser based on a sintered stainless steel
(VMZ-Techno, Russian Federation; thickness 200 μm; porosity 30%). The module is equipped
with 2 membranes, total active area of which amounts to 255 cm2.
TPV-PC process proceeds as follows: feed was continuously circulated between hot part of the
membrane module (4) and feed tank (1). The membrane selective layer was in direct and
continuous contact with the feed. The permeate passes through the membrane (5), evaporates in
the air gap 2.0 mm (6) and then condensed on the porous cooling plate (7). The condensate wets
the condensation surface, penetrates the pores and flows into with coolant chamber. It should be
noted that the pressure in coolant chamber is lower than in the condensation chamber, by the fact
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that the pump (10) providing a coolant circulation system is located after the TPV-PC module.
Held in the coolant chamber permeate is used as refrigerant. Accumulated during the experiment
condensed permeate is discharged from the coolant tank (11) and analyzed. Thermopervaporation
experiments were performed in contact with model solutions of TEG-water. The concentration of
water in the TEG varied in the range of 30-5 wt.%.
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Figure 1. Scheme of pilot thermopervaporation set-up with porous cooling plate used in
experiments.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the results of TPV-PC experimental studies of the total permeate flux through
the MDK-I membrane and the separation factor from the TEG concentration in the feed. The total
permeate flux with an increase in TEG in the feed decreases linearly from 0.8 to 0.38 kg/m2∙h, and
the separation factor is almost independent of the concentration of TEG in the feed and corresponds
to a value of 7.2. Separation factor is calculated as
𝑓
𝐶𝑖𝑝 ∙ 𝐶𝑗
𝛼𝑖𝑗 = 𝑝 𝑓
𝐶𝑗 ∙ 𝐶𝑖
where 𝐶 𝑝 and 𝐶 𝑓 stand for the weight fractions of the component in the permeate and feed
mixtures, respectively. Then, mass fluxes of the component in the permeate are defined as 𝐽𝑖 = 𝐽 ∙
𝐶𝑖𝑝 .
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Figure 2. Dependences of permeate flux and separation factor on concentration TEG in feed,
Tf = 60 °C, Tc = 10˚C, lair gap = 2.0 mm.
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Figure 3 shows the dependence of the TEG flux and water through the membrane on the
concentration of TEG in the feed. The flux of water through the membrane with increasing TEG
in the feed decreases close to a linear relationship.
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Figure 3. Dependences of TEG flux and water flux on concentration TEG in feed,
Tf = 60 °C, Tc = 10˚C, lair gap = 2.0 mm.
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Introduction
Significant progress in understanding of membrane behavior in electrodialysis systems was
recently achieved due to developing of 2D first principles models based on the coupled Nernst–
Planck–Poisson–Navier–Stokes (NPP-NS) equations and electric current stream function. These
models allow computation of concentration and electric field in overlimiting current regime,
analysis of the EC modes, the role of surface properties and others. In this paper, we propose a
mathematical model, which allows to describe the development of electroconvection at
overlimiting currents and to assess the impact of current density distribution on transition time of
chronopotentiograms.
Theoretical
The system under study is half of the desalination flow-through channel of an electrodialyzer
at the side of the cation-exchange membrane (CEM) [1]. 2D non-stationary ion transfer in the
system under study is described by the NPP-NS and electric current stream function equation
system. The membrane is considered as fully homogeneous with constant fixed charge. A non-slip
condition is applied at membrane/solution interface. The system parameters are as follows:
channel length (L) are 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 20 and 30 mm, width is H=0.25L, average current
density in the channel is iav=2ilim, average velocity is V0=4 mm/s, concentration of NaCl solution
is 20 mM. Numerical solution of the problem was obtained using Comsol Multiphysics software
package.
Results and Discussion
Results of the calculations are presented in Table 1, where iav – average current density, τs –
the Sand transition time, τm – model transition time.
Table 1: Results of Calculation
L, mm

2

3

4

6

8

10

12

15

20

30

iav ,
A/m2

204.39

155.98

128.76

98.26

81.11

69.90

61.90

53.35

44.04

33.61

τs , s

0.3077

0.5283

0.7753

1.3312

1.9536

2.6306

3.3545

4.5169

6.6286

11.3820

τm , s

0.3668

0.6107

0.8807

1.4803

2.1451

2.8673

3.6363

4.8692

7.0926

12.0870

τm /τs,
%

19.2

15.6

13.6

11.2

9.8

9

8.4

7.8

7

6.2

It is shown, that the model transition time (τm) does not coincide with the Sand transition time
(τs). The fact is that, over time, the current density in the modeling system diverge from the
specified average value (Figure 1).
Current density distribution at membrane/solution interface and in the solution layer (Figure 2)
shows that the diverge of current density from the specified average value decreases with
increasing channel length, which explains the decrease in relative error between model transition
time (τm) and Sand transition time (τs) of chronopotentiograms.
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a

b

Figure 1. Current Density Distribution along the Channel Length (L=2 mm) at CEM/Solution
Interface(a) and in the Solution Layer (b) Depending on the Time
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a

b

Figure 2. Current Density Distribution at CEM/Solution Interface (a) and in the Solution
Layer (b) at τ=0.95τs, Depending on the Length of Channel
Thus, we can conclude that the disposition of current density distribution along the channel has
a significant effect on the transition time of chronopotentiograms.
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Introducion
Taking into account the influence of the reaction of dissociation/recombination of water
molecules is important for understanding of transport processes in electro-membrane systems,


because some authors consider that the emergence of new charge carriers H  and OH may lead
to reduction or even disappearance of space charge, which is the basis for other mechanisms of
transport of, for example, electroconvective. The dissociation reaction of water molecules is
endothermic, and the recombination is exothermic, with the centers of the reaction areas separated
in space, which causes an uneven temperature distribution. And this affects all the physical
properties of water, for example, the dissociation coefficient, the heat capacity of water, etc., and
some significantly, and others slightly. In addition, uneven temperature distribution can cause
gravitational convection. Thus, the study of temperature effects associated with the reactions of
dissociation and recombination of water molecules is an actual problem. In this work, we will
restrict ourselves to the consideration of the influence of the uneven distribution of temperature on
the coefficient of dissociation of water molecules.
Problem definition


The paper uses a mathematical model of electrodiffusion of ions H  and OH , as well as two
salt ions in the diffusion layer in electromembrane systems with a perfectly selective membrane
taking into account the heat equation. The transition to the dimensionless form of the system of
equations is carried out, trivial and nontrivial similarity criteria are calculated, a numerical study
is carried out and the basic laws of heat and mass transport are established.
Dimensionless form of differential equations and similarity criteria
Differential equations [1], modeling of one-dimensional stationary process migration for singly
charged ions of salt in the Nernst diffusion layer, taking into account the reactions of
dissociation/recombination of water and temperature effects associated with Joule heating of the
solution and reaction of the dissociation/recombination of water for the convenience of the
numerical solution was brought to a dimensionless form:
dC1
dx
dC2

= C1 E  j1 ,

(1)

= C2 E  j2 ,

(2)

= C3 E  j3 ,

(3)

dx
dC3
εD3

dx
d

dx
dC4

dx
εD4

j3 = a(γeb(T 1 )  C3C4 ) ,

d
dx

= C4 E  j4 ,

j4 = a(γeb(T 1 )  C3C4 ) ,
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(4)
(5)
(6)

ε

dE
dx

= C1  C2 + C3  C4 .

(7)

ε d 2T
 2 + εE  I + Arn  a  (C3C4  γeb(T 1 ) ) = 0
(8)
μ dx
q
Sc a
In these equations: Le  =  88.6 - Lewis number, Arn  RT  22.8 - thermal analogue
Pr D
0
Le 

C10 R
Arrhenius criterion,    c - constant having a meaning of relative specific volume heat
0 p
capacity.
The system of equations contains three small parameters  ,  and  moreover, the parameter
 enters the equations singularly, i.e. as a coefficient at derivatives, and the parameters  and 
are regular, so the system of equations is both singularly and regularly perturbed. It is shown that
2
the parameters  ,  and  are related by similarity criteria   na ,1 ,   na ,2 , где na ,1 , na ,2 ,

where, some universal constants.
The parameter a = 14 is the square of the ratio of the Debye length to the width of the
recombination region and therefore the width of the recombination region is approximately 37%
of the width of the quasi-equilibrium region of the space charge (Debye length).
Results and Discussion
To analyze the results of the numerical solution, along with the graphs of the desired functions
b (T 1)
[2] Ci , E , j3 , j4 , T , the plots of the functions  ( x)  C1  C2  C3  C4 , p( x)  C3C4   e

were also considered. The function  ( x ) characterizes the charge density distribution, and p ( x )
- deviation from the equilibrium of the dissociation/recombination reaction.

a

b

c

d

Figure 1. a) the plot of the function  ( x)  C1  C2  C3  C4 ([0, 0.93]) , b) the plot of the
function p( x)  C3C4   e

, c) the plot of the function p( x)  C3C4   e
charge region, d) temperature plot.
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b (T 1)

b (T 1)

in the space

It follows from figure 1 (a) that the diffusion layer is divided into three regions: the first region
of electroneutrality (ER), where  ( x )  0 , the second region of the space charge (SCR,  ( x )  0
) and the intermediate layer between them , where the charge distribution density has a pronounced
local maximum.
The SCR itself can be divided into extended SCR and quasi-equilibrium part of the SCR (having
very small dimensions and adjacent to the interface). In the quasi-equilibrium part of the SCR, the
charge density distribution obeys the exponential law (not shown in the figure).
The general view of the p ( x ) function graph (fig.1b) shows that the deviation from the
equilibrium occurs in a narrow recombination region, which is located inside the ER and in the
space charge region (fig.1c), and in the first case p ( x )  0 , that is, recombination prevails over
bT 1

dissociation C3C4   e
. In the second case – on the contrary, and dissociation prevails over
recombination everywhere in OPZ, as well as in the intermediate layer. The temperature (fig.1d)
increases linearly by 0.0028 in dimensionless form or 0.0028  298  0.83 degree.
This increase depends on the total current density or potential jump applied in the diffusion
layer and can range from several degrees to tens. The evaluation of the terms of equation (8) shows
that all the terms of the equation are small in comparison with the first, that is, the second derivative
2

dT
dx

2

 0 , from which it follows that the temperature is linear and determined by the boundary

conditions.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a mathematical model of binary salt ion transport through the diffusion
layer of the cation-exchange membrane, taking into account the dissociation/recombination
reaction of water molecules and the temperature effects associated with them, as well as with Joule
heating in solution. Established the basic laws of migration of ions of the salt with the light of the
reactions of dissociation/recombination of water molecules and temperature effects.
The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research project:
19-08-00252 A «Theoretical and experimental study of current-voltage characteristics of
electromembrane systems»
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The Donnan dialysis – is a common method of reducing the level of background signal, caused
by high eluate conductivity in ion chromatography. During the research of membrane suppression
systems for ion chromatography, it was discovered that in some cases suppression of background
conductivity leads to the sinusoidal base line. Oscillation amplitude in most cases is 0,5% from
background conductivity level and practically doesn’t lower the metrological characteristics of
analyte determination.
Further research has shown that such oscillations of the eluate electrical conductivity are
observed during co-ions diffusion through ion-exchange membranes without process of The
Donnan dialysis.
It was found that during the diffusion of acids through cation-exchange capillaries (ТФ4СК of
different water capacity) type of co-ion (sulfate, nitrate, phosphate, oxalate) and its concentration
(0,5-20)-2 mol/l effects the oscillation range of conductivity. Similar conductivity self-oscillations
were detected during the research of sodium-ions diffusion from hydroxide solution through anionexchange membrane Fumasep FAA.
Probable reasons of oscillations are discussed.
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Introduction
The environmental situation today requires an integrated approach to the processing of raw
materials and the creation of non-waste production. Membrane technologies have already proven
to be a worthy alternative to the traditional method of separation of gas and liquid mixtures. One
of the most difficult task for traditional methods is organic removal from the liquid mixture. An
example of such a problem is to recover oxygenates from wastewater. Membrane materials based
on silicone rubbers are characterized with such important properties as stability to hydrocarbons
and other organic solvents exposure, as well as the stability of transport characteristics in time. It
allowed them to find real industrial application as selective layer materials for membranes, despite
their lesser selectivity values in comparison with high-permeable glassy polymers [1].
In our previous work, three different silicone rubbers with alkyl side groups were synthesized
by using the recently proposed in-situ technique that combines two hydrosilylation reactions: the
introduction of side alkyl group followed by polymer chains cross-linking in the same reaction
mixture [2]. As a result, dense membranes made of polyhexylmethylsiloxane (PHexMS),
polyoctylmethylsiloxane (POMS) or polydecylmethylsiloxane (PDecMS) were fabricated for
further investigation of their mechanical, structural and gas transport properties.
The goal of this work was to develop composite membranes with a selective layer based on the
polydecylmethylsiloxanes and study them in the process of gas separation and hydrophobic
pervaporation.
Experiments
Membrane materials with high selectivity to organic vapors and with the stability of separation
characteristics over time were created from cross-linkable polymers based on polymethylsiloxane
modified by alkyl hydrocarbon radicals. Polyalkylmethylsiloxane membranes were synthesized
by novel technique via the hydrosilylation reaction using polymethylhydrosiloxane, 1-alkene (such
as 1-decene (PDecMS)), and 1,7-octadiene, over Karstedt's catalyst. The technique involves in situ
modification and cross-linking [3]. Dense film membrane poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) and
poly(decylmethylsiloxane) (PDecMS) were investigated in hydrophobic pervaporation.
In this work, we developed a composite membrane based on PDecMS on microfiltration
(MFFK-1, Vladipor, Russia) porous support. The selective layer was cast on a porous support by
dip-coating. As PDMS-based composite membrane, several commercial samples were selected:
Pervap 4060 (Sulzer Chemtech, Switzerland), Pervatech PDMS, (Pervatech, Holland), PolyAn
POL_OR_M2 (PolyAn GmbH, Germany) and MDK-3 (JSC NTC “Vladipor”, Russia). Vacuum
pervaporation experiments were carried out on the laboratory scale setup, described in detail in
[4]. The model mixture was a 1 wt. % solution of n-butanol in water.
Results and Discussion
Pervaporation characteristics of PDMS and PDecMS are presented in Table 1. PDMS is a more
highly permeable material than PDecMS, as evidenced by the higher permeate flux through the
membrane of this polymer. This phenomenon is explained by the greater mobility of the PDMS
chain (Tg = -123°C) in comparison with PDecMS (Tg = -68°C). However, the membrane based
on PDecMS is characterized by a higher selectivity for butanol, which is expressed by a separating
factor (α) of 2 greater than the separation factor compared to PDMS. The task of wastewater
treatment from 1-butanol (taking into account the need for its recovery) suggests a high selectivity
of the process. Otherwise, the concentration of 1-butanol in the permeate will be small with a
sufficiently large volume, which will require an increase in the number of purification steps. Thus,
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the high separation factor makes it possible to call PDecMS a promising material for creating
composite pervaporation membranes.
Table 1: Pervaporation properties of dense film PDMS and PDecMS membrane
Material
PDMS
PDecMS

J (BuOH), g/(m2·h)
8.1
3.5

J (H2O), g/(m2·h)
20
5.3

α (BuOH/H2O)
38
69

Since for use in industrial membrane modules, membranes with high productivity are required,
in this work, for the first time, a composite membrane with a selective layer based on
polydecylmethylsiloxane on a microfiltration substrate MFFK-1 was obtained. The choice of the
microfiltration substrate was because the permeability of the polyalkylmethylsiloxane membrane
material is not high enough, and the high performance of the substrate will make it possible to
obtain an acceptable membrane performance for the target component. The cross-section of the
PDecMS membrane is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. A cross-section of the obtained composite membrane.
The thickness of the selective layer of PDecMS was 9 μm, which is confirmed by the gas
permeability of the resulting membrane (P/l (CO2) = 0.25 m3/(m2·atm·h). According to the work
[2], the gas permeability coefficient for CO2 PDMS is 780 Barrer. Thus, it can be calculated that
the effective thickness of the selective layer of the membrane is 9 μm.
For the obtained composite membrane, the separation characteristics of a binary mixture (1%
wt. 1-butanol in water) were studied. For comparison, the following commercially available
membrane samples with a selective layer based on siloxane polymers were investigated: Pervap
4060 (Sulzer Chemtech, Switzerland), Pervatech PDMS, (Pervatech, Holland), PolyAn (PolyAn
GmbH, Germany) and MDK-3 (NTC “ Vladipor ”, Russia). Table 2 presents the main
pervaporation properties of membranes. The studied commercial membranes are characterized by
high fluxes (both the general and the target component — 1-butanol) while having low separation
factors. PDecMS membrane showed almost three times greater separation factor (60) than MDK3 membrane (24) and other commercial membranes which were studied.
The total membrane flow of PDecMS is significantly lower than that of the commercial analogs
MDK-3. If we go to the value of permeability, it can be noted that the permeability of n-butanol
for the resulting membrane PDecMS (2.6 mol/(m2·h·kPa)) is, on average, 2 times lower than that
of commercial samples (6.4 mol/(m2·h·kPa)). Having estimated the permeability of the PDecMS
membrane with a selective layer thickness of 4.5 μm, we can say that the permeability of the
composite membrane in n-butanol becomes comparable with the permeability values for
commercial samples (5.2 mol/(m2·h·kPa)). As a whole, with 3 times greater selectivity and,
accordingly, the separation factor of the n-butanol / water mixture, this suggests the potential of
using a PDecMS membrane in the pervaporation process of separating oxygenates from water
effluents.
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Table 2: Main pervaporation characteristics of membranes (t = 30°C, feed rate 120 ml/min)
Membrane
Pervap 4060

J, kg/(m2·h)
0.59

JBuOH, kg/(m2*h)
0.11

α
23

PolyAn

1.70

0.14

10

Pervatech BV

0.85

0.10

13

MDK-3

0.65

0.12

24

PDecMS

0.12

0.05

60

Thus, the membrane demonstrated the greatest efficiency of the separation of 1-butanol from
water compared with the best commercial polysiloxane-based membranes.
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Introduction
Membrane modification is used to improve membrane performance and reduce membrane
fouling. Common membrane modification method is introduction of hydrophilic additives to
polymer casting solution. The following additives are introduced to the casting solution:
polyethylene glycol (PEG), polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), Pluronic, Tetronic and others polymers
[1-3].
The aim of this research is to study the effect of Kollidone addition in the casting solution on
the structure and permeability of polyethersulfone (PES) flat sheet ultrafiltration membranes.
Because of its solubility in water and its high binding power, Kollidon is a very valuable product
for the pharmaceutical industry. BASF Corporation have wide range of Kollidon grades.
Generally, Kollidon is a mixture of polyvinyl acetate (PVA) and PVP. As it was mentioned above,
PVP is known to be widely used as hydrophilizing additive in casting solution, but literature review
has not any information about using PVA as hidrophilic additive. Firstly, PVA is not soluble in a
number of organic solvents, including those, which are commonly used for membrane preparation:
N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone and N,N-dimethylformamide.
However, the introduction of lithium chloride (LiCl) into the PVA-DMAc system leads to the
formation of a homogeneous solution [4]. In this regard, the membrane formation was carried out
from the polymer system PES-Kollidon -glycerol-PEG-400-DMAc-LiCl. The influence of
Kollidone in the casting solution on the structure and properties of PES membranes was discussed
at first time.
Experiments
Firstly, Kollidone (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie, Germany) and LiCl (Reahim, Russia) were
dissolved in appropriate amount of DMAc (EKOS-1, Russia). PES (Ultrason E 6020P, BASF,
Germany) glycerol (EKOS-1, Russia), polyethylene glycol with molecular weight 400 (PEG-400,
BASF, Germany) were dissolved at 90oC with stirring in mixture DMAc- Kollidon-LiCl. Content
of PES, Glycerol and PEG-400 were constant – 22; 10 and 10 wt % respectively. Amount of
Kollidon in the casting solution was changed from 0,1 up to 1,0 wt %. The weight ratio of
Kollidone to LiCl was constant 1:1. Polymer solutions were uniformly cast on glass plate with
casting knife at room temperature. The glass plate was immediately immersed into the coagulation
bath with distilled water. After immersion membranes were washed to remove residues of solvent
and subjected to research.
Results and Discussion
Studies on the effect of Kollidon concentration in the casting solution on the viscosity show
that increase in concentration of this mixture leads to increase in viscosity of casting solution. It
was revealed, that the maximum concentration of Kollidon in casting solution (at which it was
possible to get a stable solution) was 1,0 wt %. Increase in Kollidon concentration also led to
increase in the turbidity of the solutions. For example, turbidity rise from 4,12 NTU (for 0 wt %
Kollidon addition) up to 3190 NTU (for 1,0 wt % Kollidon addition).
Characteristics and performance of PES membranes were improved by addition of Kollidon to
the casting solution. Studies on the effect of the Kollidon concentration in the polymeric solution
show that membranes prepared by using 0-0,9 wt % Kollidon are characterized by higher pure
water flux (PWF), but their rejection (PVP, K-30) was just the same. When the casting solution
contains 0,9 wt % Kollidon the PWF increase from 55 l·m-2h-1bar-1 (for initial) to 106 l·m-2h-1bar123

1

and the rejection was 95,0 % and 93,6 % respectively. Introduction of 1,0 wt % Kollidon resulted
to decrease in PWF. Antifouling experiment upon BSA filtration allow the conclusion that
adjunction Kollidon to polymer solution lead to the best antifouling performance. Flux recovery
ratio (FRR) increased from 40 % for initial membranes up to 63 % for 1,0 wt % Kollidon
membranes. Higher FRR values for modified membranes were provided by higher hydrophobicity
of selective layer. The FTIR-spectra studies reveal the presence of PVP and PVA on the selective
layer of the modified membranes. The SEM analysis (fig.1) showed that all prepared membranes
were characterized by a typical asymmetric structure, but in case of modified membranes the
thickness of the interjacent layer decreased. The shape and size of the macrovoids in the supporting
layer changed too.

а

b
Figure 1. SEM images of the cross-section and skin layer of membranes. Concentration of
Kollidon in the casting solution: (а) – 0 wt%, (b) – 0,9 wt%. (1) – skin layer, (2) – interjacent
layer, (3) – supporting layer.
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Introduction
Due to the high demand for bipolar membranes in various areas of the chemical industry, it has
become necessary to create and study new processes using such membranes. However, process
costs are determined by the properties of the membranes. The electrochemical characteristics of
the bipolar membrane are mainly determined by its resistance and the transport numbers of ions
through the membrane. However, if the resistance and the potential difference at the membrane
affects mainly the energy consumption of the electrodialysis process, the transport number of ion
through the membrane also determine the qualitative and quantitative composition of the resulting
solutions [1]. The aim of this work is to develop a method for measuring the effective transport
numbers and flows of ions and molecules through an individual bipolar membrane.
Experiments
The proposed method is based on the use of filtration membranes to exclude the interfering
effect of the processes occurring on the membranes located to the left and right of the analyzing
membrane [2]. The possibilities of the proposed method are shown by the example of the system
"sodium hydroxide solution | bipolar ion exchange membrane | solution containing citric acid and
sodium citrate» (Figure 1).
A modified bipolar membrane made of Ralex CMH-PES cation exchange membrane and Ralex
AMH-PES anion exchange membrane was used as a bipolar membrane. A catalytic phosphoric
acid additive was added to the bipolar region of the membrane to reduce the voltage drop on the
membrane. Ultrafiltration hydrophobic membranes of the type UFFK, ZAO STC "Vladipor",
Vladimir were used as the filtration membrane the.
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Figure 1. Scheme of ions and molecules transfer processes through the investigated bipolar
membrane in the system "alkali solution – solution of citric acid and sodium citrate».
The formulas for the calculation of ion flows transferred through the investigated bipolar
membrane follow from the equations of the balance of flows through this membrane and the rate
of ion accumulation in alkaline solutions and in mixture of citric acid and sodium citrate. For
example, for the rate of accumulation of anion of organic acid in alkali solution:
dnA,3
 J A ,b,bm ,
d
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(1)

where nA,3 is the quantity of anion of an organic acid in alkali solution; JA,b,bm is the flow of anion
of the organic acid from bipolar membrane to the alkaline chamber.
For the rate of accumulation of hydroxyl ions in alkali solution:
dnOH,3
 J NaOH ,F  J OH ,m ,F  J OH ,b ,bm
d

(2)

where nOH,3 is the quantity of hydroxyl ions in alkali solution; JNaOH,F+ is the convective flow of
sodium hydroxide into alkaline chamber through filtration membrane F+; JOH,m,F+ is the
electromigration flow of hydroxyl ion through the filtration membrane from alkaline chamber;
JOH,b,bm is the flow of hydroxyl ion in the alkaline chamber from the bipolar membrane.
Results and Discussion
The analysis of ion transport numbers through the bipolar membrane in the asymmetric system
"organic acid, organic acid salt – sodium hydroxide" shows that in the system with citric acid, the
transport number of coion is lower than in the system with acetic acid (Figure 2, 3). It may be due
to the lower diffusion coefficient of citric acid through the cation exchange layer of the bipolar
membrane, compared with acetic acid, due to the greater molar mass, as well as a large charge of
the anion of citric acid.

Figure 2. The dependence of the effective
transport numbers of ions through the bipolar
membrane on the electric current density in
the system "acetic acid, sodium acetate –
NaOH».

Figure 3. The dependence of the effective
transport numbers of ions through the bipolar
membrane on the electric current density in
the system "citric acid, sodium citrate –
NaOH».

The analysis of the transport numbers of ions through the bipolar membrane in the system
"amine, amine-sulfuric acid", allows to do the following conclusions:
1) with increase in the molar mass of the molecule (the transition from system with
dimethylamine to system with diethylamine), the transport number of hydrogen ions through the
cation exchange layer of the bipolar membrane slightly increases and the transport number of
organic base cation decreases (Figure 4, 5). This effect may be associated with lower diffusion
coefficient of diethylamine compared to dimethylamine through the anion exchange layer of the
bipolar membrane;
2) with increase in the charge of the base cation (ethylenediamine), its transfer is somewhat
reduced, probably due to the large interaction energy with oppositely charged fixed groups in the
cation exchange layer of the bipolar membrane (Figure 6).
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Figure 4. The dependence of the effective
transport numbers of ion through the bipolar
membrane depending on the electric current
density in the system " dimethylamine,
dimethylamine sulfate–H2SO4».

Figure 5. The dependence of the effective
transport numbers of ion through the bipolar
membrane depending on the electric current
density in the system " diethylamine,
diethylamine sulfate–H2SO4».

Figure 6. The dependence of the effective transport numbers of ion through the bipolar
membrane on the electric current density in the system "ethylenediamine, ethylenediamine
sulfate – H2SO4».
Therefore, the method of hydrodynamic isolation of the investigated membrane allows to
measure the flows and the transport number of ion through the individual bipolar membrane in
membrane systems containing organic substances such as acids, bases and their salts.
The present work is supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research, research project
№ 17-08-01689.
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Introduction
Recently flow-batteries became a very promising technology in the field of energy storage.
They allow to generate electricity during the electrochemical reaction of liquid reagents. In the
article [1] it was demonstrated that it is possible to carry out the electroreduction of bromate anions
in acidic solution on autocatalytically weakly active electrodes (for example, carbon electrodes)
due to the presence of bromine trace. In this case, a catalytic cycle consists of a heterogeneous
reaction on the electrode surface for a reversible redox pair of Br2/Br- and an irreversible
homogeneous reaction of the BrO3-/Br2 proportionation. Using of bromates as energy-intensive
substances is a promising idea because it allows to increases energy storage of the flow-batteries
from tens to hundreds of W*h/kg.
Experiments
The main purpose of the research was to investigate the process of electrooxidation of a
bromide-anion and the electroreduction of the bromate-anion in a hydrogen-bromate flow-battery.
Two modes for device testing were used - acidic and alkaline solution. Also, different methods
such as spectrophotometry and electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) were used to
control the composition of solutions. The energy efficiency of the bromide anion into the bromate
anion was analyzed in different modes.
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Figure 1. Charge-discharge curves of H2/BrO3 flow-battery. Membrane electrode unit design:
positive electrode - carbon paper Toray EC-TP1-120, negative electrode - carbon paper
Freudenberg H23C8 (loading Pt / C 1 mg/cm2), membrane - Nafion 117. a) galvanostatic
mode:1 A, positive electrode - 0.5 M NaBr 1 M H2SO4, 50 ml/min, the negative electrode is open
to the atmosphere; b) galvanostatic mode:-1 A, positive electrode -product of the conversion
solution (a) after passing 7 equivalents of charge, negative electrode - hydrogen, 10 ml / min.
Results and Discussion
As a result, an energy efficiency exceeding 72% was achieved in both acidic and alkaline
solutions. The best result was obtained for sulfuric acid. The experimental energy efficiency of
bromide to bromate for acidic solution was more 1,5 times higher than alkaline. An example of a
charge-discharge cycle based on a hydrogen-bromate "chemistry" was successfully demonstrated.
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Introduction
Now for the purification of the surface waters the membrane technologies in particular the lowpressure dead-end ultrafiltration are increasingly applied instead of the traditional coagulation
methods. At the same time carrying out the ultrafiltration in the dead-end mode leads to
significantly greater membrane fouling compared to the cross-flow ultrafiltration [1]. For
improving of the membrane transport characteristics various coagulants are used as additional
utility reagents [2]. The main aim of this work was to determine optimal type of the applied
coagulant (organic, inorganic or its mixtures) for purification of the surface water from the
dissolved organic substances of the different nature by ultrafiltration.
Experiments
Commercial ultrafiltration Multibore membranes (Inge GmbH, Germany) were used for the
surface water treatment. The surface water from Svisloch river (Minsk region) was used for the
investigation of the membrane purification. Low and high basic aluminium polyoxychlorides
(AQUAM-18 and AQUAM-15, Ksant-Invest Ltd, Belarus), poly- [N,N - dimethyl - N,N - diallyl
ammonium chloride] (PDMDAAC, Magnafloc LT-37, BASF, Germany) and poly[epichlorohydrin - dimethylamine] (polyamine, Magnafloc LT-32, BASF, Germany) were used as
inorganic and organic coagulants. Total organic carbon (TOC) was controlled before and after
purification of the water samples. Transmembrane flux was measured by standard methods.
®

Results and Discussion
The main results of the membrane water purification from dissolved organic substances are
presented in the Table. Ultrafiltration without coagulant also can be used for the surface water
treatment. However in this case degree of water purification is lower than for all types of
coagulants investigated in this paper. It should be noted that transmembrane fluxes for the
untreated by coagulants samples of the surface water is always lower than these ones for the treated
water samples (Figure). When we applied individual inorganic or organic coagulants in
combination with ultrafiltration the quality of the water purification from organic substances was
improved. But this improving was not significant compared to uncoagulated samples of the surface
water. The best results were obtained when the mixtures of organic and inorganic coagulants were
applied.
Table: Results of membrane water purification from dissolved organic substances
Coagulant type

Initial water
Ultrafiltration without coagulant
Magnafloc LT-32
Magnafloc LT-37
AQUAM-18
AQUAM-15
AQUAM-18/Magnafloc LT-32
AQUAM-15/Magnafloc LT-32
AQUAM-18/Magnafloc LT-37
AQUAM-15/Magnafloc LT-37

С1/С2, mg/dm3,
inorganic/organic
coagulant
0/0
0/0
0/5
0/5
5,4/0
4,5/0
5,4/1,5
4,5/1,5
5,4/1,5
4,5/1,5
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TOC, mg/dm3

4,18
2,66
2,16
2,32
2,25
2,23
1,31
1,86
2,16
1,33
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Figure. Typical dependence of transmembrane flux (J) vs. degree of concentration (n): 1 – ultrafiltration with mixture high basic aluminium polyoxychloride/PDMDAAC, 2 – ultrafiltration without
coagulant.

It is interesting that the most significant organic content decline in the water purified by
ultrafiltration was observed for two completely different coagulant mixtures: low basic aluminium
polyoxychloride – polyamine and high basic aluminium polyoxychloride – PDMDAAC. Probably
it can be explained by more complicated impurity capture mechanism during formation of the
colloid particles leading to increase of the efficiency of surface water purification from organic
substances of the different nature.
Thus it was found that the use of the hybrid membrane-coagulation methods is much more
effective than the use of ultrafiltration and coagulation methods separately. It is preferable to use
the mixture of organic and inorganic coagulants. This allows to obtain the best results for the
surface water purification from dissolved organic substances.
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Introduction
The creation of new electrochemical systems with high energy density, improved dynamic
characteristics, an extended range of operating temperatures and increased fire and explosion
safety is a key direction in the development of electrochemical energy. Much attention is attracted
to metal-ion batteries, the most famous representatives of which are lithium-ion batteries
commercialized in 1991. The prospects for improving their safety and extending the operating
temperature range are associated with the replacement of currently used liquid and gel electrolytes
by polymeric electrolytes, which simultaneously serve as a separator.
The best-known representative of this class of materials is the Nafion perfluorinated ionomeric
membrane in protonated form. It has excellent mechanical, chemical, electrochemical, and thermal
stability, and is widely used as an electrolyte/separator in the production of hydrogen fuel cells
and other electrochemical devices. It is known that the proton in the Nafion membrane is rather
easily replaced by other cations (Li+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, etc.). The introduction of specially selected
dipolar aprotic solvents into such modified membranes makes it possible to obtain polyelectrolytes
with unipolar conductivity with a metal cation of the order of 10-5–10-3 S/cm [1], which are close
in conductivity to liquid Li+-conducting electrolytes used in modern batteries, which are suitable
for use in metal-ion electrochemical systems.
The aim of the work was to establish the general laws of the formation of the physicochemical
and transport properties of polymer electrolytes based on the salt forms of the Nafion® 115
membrane with one- and two-charge cations of the different nature plasticized by polarized aprotic
solvents.
Experiments
Nafion®115 polymer membrane in the form of a film with a thickness of 125 μm was purified
according to a known method; to remove water, the membrane was first dried at 130 °C in a
vacuum oven for 3 hours, and then kept in a desiccator over P2O5 for a week.
The replacement of mobile protons with an alkali metal cation in Nafion-Mz+ samples (where
z+
M = H+, NH4+, Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+, Cs+, Ba2+, Sr2+, Ca2+, Mg2+) was performed by keeping the
samples in water-alcohol (1:1 by volume) with 2 M alkali solution at 60–80 °C for 2 hours,
followed by thorough washing with bidistilled water.
To obtain plasticized samples, dried Nafion membranes in salt form were kept for 2 days at
room temperature in an aprotic solvent in the presence of activated molecular sieves. To obtain
films with different DMSO content, the samples were briefly placed in a solvent, dried with filter
paper, and kept for two days to achieve a uniform distribution of the plasticizer in the sample. The
degree of swelling of the membrane in the solvent was determined as the ratio of the amount of
absorbed solvent to the weight of the dry membrane. All experiments with aprotic solvents were
carried out in a dry box.
The physico-chemical properties of the obtained samples were studied by the methods of
synchronous thermal analysis, IR spectroscopy, voltamperometric and impedancemetry.
Results and Discussion
Among dipolar aprotic solvents acetonitrile (AN), propylene carbonate (PC),
ethylene carbonate (EC), N, N- dimethylformamide (DMF) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), the
best plasticizer for salt forms of the Nafion membrane is dimethyl sulfoxide.
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Table 1: Physical properties of solvents used as plasticizers for Nafion-Li+, and
characteristics of polymer electrolyte samples at room temperature
tmelt,
η,
Swelling
, D
о
С
mPa·s
degree, wt %
AN
-44
3.924
0.38 (25 оС)
10
DMSO
18.5
3.960
1.99 (25 оС)
130
DMF
-60
3.820
0.80 (25 оС)
150
PC
-48.8
5.000
2.53 (25 оС)
60
EC
36.4
4.900
2.56 (25 оС)*
40*
* supercooled
** n is the number of moles of solvent per mole of lithium

Solvent

σ,
S/cm
1.2·10-5
2.0·10-3
6.0·10-3
1.0·10-5
1.6·10-5*

n**
2.7
18.3
22.5
6.5
5.0

In general, the dependence of some physicochemical characteristics (ionic conductivity,
activation energy of conductivity, heat of evaporation and melting of DMSO) of polymer
electrolytes in the series Na+–Cs+ correlates with the radius of the cation, with which its interaction
energy decreases with the solvent and anion (Fig. 1). In the case of double charged cations, the
conductivity is 0.17–0.42 mS/cm, and the activation energy of conductivity decreases with the
cation radius increase (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Dependence of conductivity and activation energy of conductivity of Nafion-MZ+
membranes plasticized by DMSO on cation radius. Percent show the swelling degree.
The report will show that with an increase in DMSO content in Nafion-M+ membranes (M = H,
Li, NH4), the conductivity increases to 1–10 mS/cm. The percolation threshold for such systems
was found to be n = 2, 4, and 6 mol of DMSO per mole of H+, Li+, and NH4+, respectively, which
is associated with the formation of cationic solvate complexes of Li+ (DMSO)4, H+(DMSO)2 and
NH4+(DMSO)4.
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Figure 2. Ionic conductivity and activation energy of conductivity above and below the phase
transition temperature tPh, depending on the content of DMSO in ammonium substituted
membranes.
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In the case of Nafion- NH4+, a step change in the ionic conductivity and the activation
energy of conductivity from the plasticizer content (DMSO) was detected (Fig. 2). A strong
solvation is observed in the region of n ≤ 6, after which the ionic transport is sharply
intensified. The change in conductivity at n = 12–14 is due to the swelling of the polymer
matrix with a change in the geometry of the conducting channels.
This work was supported by Russian Scientific Foundation (Contract No. 17-79-30054).
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Introduction
The cell-model technique, offered by Happel and Brenner, is being actively developed during
the last decades and applied to the modeling of filtration flows in various porous media, in
particular, in membranes. The original idea consists in the representation of a membrane material
as a package of identical cells, most often, cylindrical or spherical. Each cell may contain solid
core, porous layer and the region of free flow or a combination of two mentioned regions. The
flow is considered inside a separate cell, the influence of the others being taken into account via
boundary conditions on its outer surface. Substantial progress was achieved in modeling of
Newtonian liquids flows in various types of cells. If the flow is described by the Brinkman
equations in porous region and by the Stokes equations in non-porous region, analytical solutions
of the problem were obtained and used for the calculation of hydrodynamic permeability of the
membrane as a whole. The review of these results can be found in [1].
Meanwhile, many filtrating media, for example, suspensions and physiological liquids exhibit
non-Newtonian properties and can be modeled as micropolar liquids, mathematically described by
Eringen in the 1960s. Microrotation and couple stresses are taken into account for modeling of
micropolar liquids flows, which are described by the system of continuity, momentum and
moments of momentum equations. Up to the knowledge of the authors, only few applications of
micropolar theory in cell models were published, and combined solid-porous particle in the cell
has not been considered anywhere, except for the authors' work [2]. The present paper is the second
part of the mentioned study of micropolar flow through the assemblage of cylindrical particles. It
considers the flow directed perpendicular to the cell axis and investigates the hydrodynamic
permeability of a fibrous membrane.
Statement of the problem
The scheme of the cell is shown in Fig.1. The cell consists of three coaxial layers: the inner
layer is a solid core of radius a, the intermittent layer a  r  b (region 1) is porous, and the outer
layer b  r  c (region 2) is occupied by the free micropolar liquid. Uniform flow of velocity U is
directed perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the cell and corresponds to   0 of the cylindrical
coordinate system (r, , z) . The components of linear and angular velocity vectors are
v{U (r, ); V (r, ); 0}, ω{0; 0; (r, )} respectively.
The field equations of creeping flow in absence of external forces and couples in region 2 are

  v 2  0,
(  ) v 2  2 ω2  P2 ,

(1)

(  ) ω2  2 v 2  4ω 2  0,
where subscript 2 corresponds to the second region, v , ω are linear and angular velocity vectors
respectively, P is the pressure,  is the liquid density, , , , ,  are the viscosity coefficients
of the micropolar medium. Detailed discussion of viscosity coefficients definitions and the form
of system (1) representation can be found in [3]. It is worth noting here the property of the nondimensional governing equations for micropolar flows to involve all the viscosities and
characteristic scales in the form of two non-dimensional parameters: the number of micropolarity
N 2   / (  ) and the scale factor L2  (  ) / (4b2 ) . These two values totally define the
properties of the micropolar creeping flow.
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The governing equations for porous region a  r  b are written in the same form, as in [2], and
include the porosity ε and the permeability k of the porous medium

  v1  0,
2

 
        v1 
  ω1 
v1  P1 ,

k
 
(  )    ω1  2  v1  4ω1  0,

(2)

where subscript 1 is used for the notation of the first region. Apart from parameters N and L the
non-dimensional form of equations (2) includes the porosity ε and parameter   b / k , which
represents the relation of macro scale of the cell b and the micro scale of porous medium

k.

Figure 1. The scheme of the flow.
Systems (1) and (2) allow separate general solutions of the form
vi (r, )  {ui (r )cos ; vi (r)sin ; 0} , ωi (r, )  {0; 0; i (r)sin } , Pi (r, )  pi (r )cos  , i  1, 2 due
to the symmetry of the flow.
Boundary conditions for the closure of the boundary value problem (BVP) are the following: at
the solid surface r  a no-slip and no-spin conditions are allowed only

u1 (a)  0, v1 (a)  0, 1 (a)  0 .

(3)

At the liquid-porous interface r  b there were applied the continuity of all velocities components

u1 (b  0)  u2 (b  0), v1 (b  0)  v2 (b  0), 1 (b  0)  2 (b  0)

(4)

and the continuity of the stress and couple stress tensor components, normal and tangential to the
boundary surface,

trr1 (b  0)  trr 2 (b  0), tr1 (b  0)  tr2 (b  0), mrz1 (b  0)  mrz 2 (b  0) .

(5)

At the boundary r  c there were used the continuity of linear velocity normal component,
Happel's no-stress condition and no-couple stress condition respectively

u2 (c)  U , tr2 (c)  0 , mrz 2 (c)  0 .

(6)

No-spin condition 2 (c)  0 was used instead of the no-couple stress condition at this surface as
the alternative BVP in our paper [2]. It was found that the difference in the hydrodynamic
permeability of the membrane for these two statements does not exceed several percents of the
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overall variation of this characteristics. So, in the present work there are shown the results only for
one BVP (1-6). The discussion of various variants of BVP statements can be found in [3].
Results and discussion
It was found the dimensionless hydrodynamic permeability L11 of a membrane as a function of
parameters N, L, σ, intrinsic cell porosity ε and the overall porosity of the membrane   1  b2 / c2
. The dependency of L11 on the characteristics of porous medium for the micropolar flow exhibits
the same properties as those, known for the Newtonian flow: a decay with the growths of the
permeability parameter σ and an increase with the growth of both types of porosity. In all cases
the hydrodynamic permeability for a micropolar flow is less than for the non-polar liquid due to
the additional degrees of freedom and types of viscosity, which are necessary to be overcame by
the flow.
The most interesting is the dependencies of the hydrodynamic permeability on the micropolar
parameters N and L. The corresponding curves are shown in Fig.2 for the cases of flow directed
perpendicular to the axis of the cell, investigated in the present study; parallel to the axis of the
cell, studied in [2]; and for the case of chaotic orientation of the cylindrical cells with respect to
the flow direction, which is the most natural for real membranes. The latter was calculated as the
weighted sum of the former two with the coefficients 2/3 and 1/3 respectively.
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Figure 2. Variation of the dimensionless hydrodynamic permeability L11 of a membrane with the
parameters N (a) and L (b) for   3;   0.75; a / b  0.5; c / b  1.5 .
Fig.2a, plotted for the average meaning of L = 0.2 demonstrates several times drop down of the
value of L11 with the variation of N in its allowed range, which corresponds to the change of
microrotaion viscosity κ. Fig.2b, plotted for the average micropolarity number N = 0.5, indicates
an asymptotic behavior of the hydrodynamic permeability as a function of the micropolar scale
factor L. The initial position of the asymptotic behavior has occurred to be defined by the value of
N, but the value of asymptote depends on the orientation of the cell (parallel/perpendicular).
This work is supported by RFBR (project N 19-08-00058).
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Introduction
Recovery of heterocyclic essential amino acids from solutions of their microbiological
synthesis is an actual applied task. The modern electromembrane method - electrodialysis allows
to solve the problem of isolation and purification of amino acids, claimed as pure compounds in
medical, pharmaceutical industry and biotechnology.
At the same time, the regularities and peculiarities of current-voltage curves as well as transport
characteristics of ion-exchange membranes in electrodialysis of mixed solutions of amino acid and
mineral salt are practically not studied despite they are necessary for the development of ideas
about electromembrane separation of organic ampholytes and strong electrolytes by
electrodialysis.
Experiments
The objective of this study is to reveal the peculiarities of current-voltage curves and
transport characteristics of ion-exchange membranes in electrodialysis of model solutions
containing heterocyclic essential amino acid L-tryptophan 0.02M and sodium chloride 0.01M.
Electrodialysis has been carried out in a seven-compartment electrodialysis stack (ED) with
alternating cation- and anion-exchange membranes. There have been used heterogeneous anionexchange membranes MA-41 and cation-exchange membranes МC-40 manufactured by NPO
“Shchekinoazot”, Russia. ED stack has AgCl electrodes placed from the both sides of the studied
ion-exchange membrane at the distance of 0.2 mm to obtain the current-voltage curve (CVC).
Results and Discussion
In electrodialysis before exceeding the limiting current density (ilim ) the most part of amino
acid at pH value of solution close to isoelectric point exists in bipolar form. This type of ions does
not take part in current transfer through the membranes. Therefore the presence of tryptophan in
salt’s solution does not affect significantly the value of limiting current density for cationexchange memebrane.The presence of heterocyclic amino acid in mineral salt solution influences
on the shape of current-voltage curves in the overlimiting conditions of electrodialysis. In
particular, in the сation-exchange membrane phase bipolar ions can be recharged into cations that
are able to migrate through the membrane in the course of facilitated electromigration [1]. It leads
to lower values of membrane voltage at the same current density in the system including
tryptophan in comparison with an individual sodium chloride solution [2]. The reduction of plateau
length and increase of slope angle of this CVC plot for cation-exchange membrane in a solution
containing tryptophan along with mineral salt is detected. It is caused by grow of the membrane
surface hydrophobicity in such solution [3] and, accordingly, the contribution of
electroconvection.
The presence of tryptophan in the initial solution leads to decrease in the value of ilim and plateau
length increase of CVC of anion-exchange membrane containing fixed quaternary ammonium
groups in comparison with the individual solution of NaCl. The low mobility of tryptophan, as
well as the possibility of intermolecular interactions of the heterocyclic amino acid with the
membrane matrix, reduces the conductive properties of the membrane. The amino acid fills the
pores, the conductive membrane channels. As a result, the mass transfer of ions of the mineral salt
through the ion-exchange membrane is complicated due to the competitive transport of tryptophan
and mineral salt ions. In addition, the catalytic activity of the amino group of the indole cycle of
tryptophan is greater than that of the ionogenic groups of the membrane MA-41 [4]. Intensive
dissociation of water at the interface suppresses electroconvection. This fact is confirmed by the
larger values of the current efficiency for hydroxyl ions, which are formed during the water
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splitting at the interface of the anion-exchange membrane – mineral salt solution containing
tryptophan under overlimiting conditions of electrodialysis.
At the same time, the size factor is also significant. Namely, the volume of the side radical of
tryptophan is the reason for the decrease in mass transfer of strong electrolyte ions through
membranes.
The heterocyclic amino acid flux through МА-41 and MC-40 membrane has a conventional
shape for ampholite with a maximum at the limiting current density and further decrease in mass
transfer due to the barrier effect [5] that corresponds to the limiting diffusion current density at the
ion-exchange membrane CVC. Facilitated electromigration of amino acids is observed at the
intensive overlimiting conditions [1]. Moreover, the tryptophan flux through the MA-41 from
solution containing sodium cloride is higher than that through the MC-40 at the overlimiting
conditions of electrodialysis.
The inability of amino acid bipolar ions to migrate under an electric field determines the
approach to the procedures of their separation, conditions for retention of ampholyte ions in
electrodialyzer deionization sections and provides maximum mass transfer of charged impurities.
The revealed features of CVCs and mass transfer in the studied solutions show that it is very
important to take into account the nature of amino acids as well as membrane type for the forecast
of amino acid electromembrane demineralization results.
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
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The purpose of the work is to investigate the physicochemical and transport characteristics of
heterogeneous cation-exchange (Ralex CM (H)-Pes) and anion-exchange (Ralex AM (H)-Pes)
membranes differing in time of using in an industrial electrodialysis vessel under desalting and
concentration of waste ammonium and nitrate-containing water (conditioned membranes,
membranes after one and six years of use).
Experiments
The estimation of the conducting properties of membranes was carried out by the contactdifference method for solutions of ammonium nitrate in the concentration range 0.01-0.3 mol/dm3
at 1 kHz frequency of an alternating current. Diffusion permeability of the ion-exchange
membranes under study was measured in a flow cell for system sodium chloride / membrane /
water.
Results and Discussion
Electroconductivity of the gel phase for cation-exchange membranes changed from 0.023 Ohm1
cm-1 to 0.030 Ohm-1cm-1, and for anion-exchange membranes - from 0.011 Ohm-1cm-1 to 0.031
Ohm-1cm-1. Analysis of the results showed that with long-term use of heterogeneous ion-exchange
membranes in the electrodialyzer, their partial destruction is observed, and the diffusion
permeability increases from 2.1∙10-12 m/s to 6.4∙10-12 m/s for cation-exchange membranes and
0.8∙10-12 m/s to 6.1∙10-12 m/s for anion-exchange membranes. At the same time, their total
exchange capacity for cation-exchange membranes is reduced from 1.14 mmol/g to 1.08 mmol/g,
and for anion-exchange membranes from 1.12 mmol/g to 0.98 mmol/g.
Table 1: Characteristics of ion exchange membranes
Parameter
Diffusion permeability
(NaCl 0,5 mol/dm3), 10-12 м2/с
Total exchange capacity
(NaOH/HCl), mmol/g
Electroconductivity of the gel
phase, Ohm-1cm-1

RС0*

RС1

RС6

RA0

RA1

RA6

2.1

2.2

6.4

0.8

0.8

6.1

1.14

1.11

1.08

1.12

1.04

0.98

0.023

0.026

0.030

0.011

0.019

0.031

*The number equals to the use duration in years.
In the electrodialysis of the ammonium nitrate solution with the concentration of 0.01 mol/dm3,
the fluxes through the anion exchange membrane are much less than fluxes through the cation
exchange membrane, since insoluble precipitate is formed in the anion exchange membrane.
Electrodialysis with a current density exceeding the limiting value is accompanied by irreversible
dissociation of water molecules at the interface with the solution, and the ion-exchange membrane
starts to be freed from precipitate, as a result of which its electrochemical regeneration takes place.
The obtained results testify insignificant deterioration of operational characteristics of ionexchange membranes in the course of electrodialysis, which proves the prospects of its use for
purification of waste nitrogen-containing water produced during the production of mineral
fertilizers.
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Introduction
Water is indispensable for life. However, drinking water is a scarce resource as most water on
earth is of salty nature, polluted with industrial wastes, or contaminated with pathogenic agents.
Today, clean drinking water is not accessible for about one billion people in the developing
countries. Besides, it is expected that the human population will grow by further two billion people
within the next three decades, including a doubling of the human population on the African
continent. The human population is growing and water consumption per capita is increasing , both
happening especially in developing countries. While safe drinking water supply is limited, global
water scarcity becomes the number one challenge for the global human society [1]. In our opinion,
the future of desalination processes will be based on the smart integration of various desalination
techniques into optimized hybrid process superstructures with the membrane processes operating
outside of today's process conditions. In the case of electrodialytic desalination this will be the
case for operation at higher current densities as compared to today's traditional operation once the
governing phenomena are comprehensibly understood.
The processes that run in electromembrane systems are very complex. The mass transfer in
dilute solutions is characterized by a large number of different phenomena: the flow in the solution,
the electric current transmitted through the ions, water dissociation, electrical and thermal
convection, etc.
The aim is the investigation of the processes that occur in the solution near the membrane, in
the so-called boundary layer. The mass transfer in this diffusion layer is described by the
electrodiffusion equation system, which consists of Nernst-Planck-Poisson equations and the
equation of current flow.
The boundary value problem corresponding to this mathematical model contains two small
parameters, one of which is singular (as a factor in the derivative), and the second is regular
(continuous). Thus, this problem belongs to the class of mixed or singularly regularly perturbed
problems and is poorly amenable to numerical solution (hard problems [2]). Due to the presence
of two small parameters, standard methods of a small parameter are not applicable without
significant modification. These problems are characteristic of almost all boundary-value problems
simulating the transport of salt ions in membrane systems. Thus, the development of numerical
and analytical methods for solving such problems is an urgent problem.
Research results
Researches on this topic has been conducted since the mid-70s by scientists of the Kuban State
University under the direction of Babeshko V.A., Urtenov M.Kh., Nikonenko V.V., members of
the departments of physical chemistry and applied mathematics.
Babeshko V.A. and Urtenov M.Kh. developed an original method for solving one-dimensional
boundary value problems of electrochemistry, which consists in decomposing the Nernst-PlanckPoisson system into equations that allow to calculate the electric field intensity and concentration
[3]. It was called the decomposition method (splitting) and was used to obtain a numerical solution
of boundary value problems simulating the transport of ions of an arbitrary salt [4]. In combination
with the factorization method developed by them, the theory of ion transport of arbitrary salt, for
example, binary and ternary salt was actually created [5-6].
In the future, the decomposition method was distributed by Urtenov M.Kh., Seyidova N.M.,
Kirillova E.V. on boundary problems taking into account the dissociation of water [7-8].
A nontrivial generalization of the decomposition method into two-dimensional and threedimensional problems was obtained by authors of this study under the guidance of prof. Urtenov
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M.Kh. [9–10] . Using this method, boundary-value problems were formulated and solved that
simulate the phenomenon of electroconvection in the desalination channel [11], namely the
occurrence of vortices as a result of the electric force in the space charge region on the electrolyte
solution (electroconvection).
For the first time, such problems with the use of various simplifications were studied in [12–
17]. In contrast to these works, a 2D model was first developed in [18–20], based on the NernstPlanck-Poisson equations interconnected with the Navier – Stokes equations, which does not
contain fitting parameters and allows finding hydrodynamic, electric, and concentration fields in
the desalination channel, including membrane / solution boundary. The current-voltage
characteristics calculated using this model for the first time qualitatively corresponded to those
observed in real electromembrane systems. They have an initial linear section, an inclined plateau
corresponding to the attainment of the limiting state in electromembrane systems, and a “overlimit” section characterized by a rapid increase in current, which is accompanied by an increase in
fluctuations of the potential jump.
However, this model does not take into account the dissociation of water, although the
emergence of new current carriers may lead to the disappearance of the expanded space charge
region and, accordingly, to the cessation of electroconvection. Consequently, the modeling of the
effect of the dissociation / recombination reaction on the main processes occurring in membrane
systems, the development of methods for the numerical and asymptotic solution of boundary
problems of the corresponding models is an actual problem.
We have developed an asymptotic method for solving the boundary-value problem of a onedimensional model of transfer of ions of a binary salt with allowance for the dissociation reaction
of water molecules, which generalizes the method used in [20]. In method [20], to the left of the
center of the recombination region, the concentration of hydroxyl ions is assumed to be zero, and
to the right, the concentration of hydrogen ions is assumed to be zero. Thus, the equilibrium
condition is not satisfied. In our method, there are no zero concentrations, and the equilibrium
condition is satisfied everywhere except for the recombination region (where the recombination
significantly exceeds dissociation) and the space charge region (where the dissociation greatly
exceeds the recombination). In addition, for the asymptotic solution of the problem in the space
charge region, the decomposition method is used.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new method for the asymptotic solution of a boundary value problem
corresponding to a mathematical model of the transport salt ions in a diffusion layer, taking into
account the reaction of water dissociation / recombination. This method, after appropriate
modifications, can be applied, for almost all boundary-value problems simulating the transport
salt ions in membrane systems, taking into account the dissociation / recombination of water, in
our opinion.
The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research project № 19-08-00252
"Theoretical and experimental research of current-voltage characteristics of electromembrane
systems"
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Introduction
Curretly the problem of acetaldehyde extraction from corresponding monohydric alcohols is
resolved by extraction and sorption methods, but the selective aldehydes determination,
particularly acetaldehyde, is possible only using the chromatography [1], although many papers
are dedicated to electrochemical acetaldehyde oxidation in aqueous media. There are only separate
information that the electrochemical determination in the presence of ethanol is possible.
Earlier our group carried out researches that revealed the possibility to use silver composites
for selective acetaldehyde (ethanal) oxidation in the oxygen atmosphere [3]. In order to define the
mechanism of this process and to evaluate the possibility of the selective acetaldehyde
determination in ethanol in this work, there are studied the regularities of the process of
acetaldehyde electro-oxidation on a silver catalyst in the presence of ethanol.
Table 1: Acetaledehyde sorption α from ethanol solution by the ion-exchange matrix
or/and its oxidation during 5h
, %

Matrix type
(ionic form)
GCE (Na+)
GAE (OH-)
PAE (OH-)

Ethanal sorption
15±2
49±2
58±3

Ethanal oxidation
10±2
65±5
97±3

Experiments
The electro-oxidation process was performed in the three-electrode electrochemical cell in
aqueous and aqueous-ethanol media using the stationary disk electrode from polycrystalline silver
(d = 1 mm). The electrochemical methods were chronoamperometry and cyclic voltammetry.
Results and Discussion
The experiments in media with different acidity allowed to conclude, that the hydroxide ions
play the important role in the electro-oxidation process. Its presence in solution facilitates the
electro-oxidation of acetaldehyde on Ag-electrode, the oxidation peak on CV is observed at
potential -0,1 V (Fig.1). Besides, there were revealed the linear dependence between the
acetaldehyde concentration (1-30 mM) and the positive charge of cycle in alkaline media (Fig.2).
In this case, the intensity of oxidation significantly depends on the state of the silver surface. Preoxidation of the silver surface at potentials of Ag(OH)ads formation [4] provides larger current
responses compared to the non-oxidized silver surface (Fig.2), that correlate with data [3]. This
effect can be related with formation of more developed silver surface at its serial
oxidation/reduction.
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Figure 1. Cyclic voltammogram plots of Ag in 0.1 M NaOH with various concentration of
acetaledehyde. Scan rate of 50 mV/s.
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Figure 2. Linear dependence between the positive charge and acetaledehyde concentration for
Ag and Ag-pretreated electrodes.
Carrying out the acetaldehyde oxidation in the oxigen atmosphere provides larger current
responses compared to the inert argon atmosphere that demonstrate the influence of adsorbed
oxygen on the electro-oxidation process.
There is shown, that in aqueous-ethanol medium the current responses of ethanol oxidation are
not observed, while after acetaldehyde injection in 1 M ethanol solution it is kept the linear
dependence between the acetaldehyde concentration (1-30 mM) and the positive charge of cycle
with less sensitivity (Fig.3).
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Figure 3. Linear dependence between the positive charge and acetaledehyde/ethanol
concentraion for Ag.
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Introduction
Anthocyanins are valuable food coloring. Besides, they are used in medicine and cosmetic
industries. Only recently, researches have begun to consider the recovering of anthocyanins, as
high value compounds, transforming some food effluents to raw material with high potential
economic value. Now ion exchange resins are considered as effective materials for the preliminary
separation of anthocyanins from plant materials [1]. The aim of the work is to test the possibility
of desorbing anthocyanins from ion exchange resins using aqueous salt solutions with different
pH values.
Experiments
We study the process of desorption of anthocyanins from cation exchange (KU-2-8) and anion
exchange (AV-17-8) resins using 1 M NaCl aqueous solution with pH values of 3,0±0,1 and
11,0±0,1.
First of all, we started with the sorption process of anthocyanins by ion exchange resins. The
aqueous solution of anthocyanins was used with pH values of 3,0±0,1 and 9,0±0,1. Ten samples
(1,0±0,1 g) of each ion exchange resin were placed into tubes containing aqueous solution of
anthocyanins (V=20 cm3). The range of anthocyanins concentrations, СAnt, was from 5±1 mg/dm3
to 50±1 mg/dm3. The conсcentration of anthocyanins in the solution equilibrated with ionexchange resins was calculated by the standard method using spectrophotometry [2]. In this
preliminary experiment, it was shown that the highest largest amount of anthocyanins was sorbed
by the resin, if the pH of the solution was equal to 3,0±0,1 (KU-2-8) or 9,0±0,1 (AV-17-8). These
samples were used in anthocyanin extraction experiments. Ten samples of each ion exchange resin
(1,0±0,1 g) were placed into tubes containing aqueous solution of 1 M NaCl (V=20 cm3) with a
pH value of 3,0±0,1 and 11,0±0,1. After a defined period of time (ranging from 10 to 180 min)
two aliquots (1 cm3) were taken from each tube and brought up to 10 cm3 by buffer solutions (pH
= 1,0 or pH = 4,5). The concentration of desorbate in the solution (mAnt) was determined using
spectrophotometry method [2].
It is known that anthocyanins change their structure and charge depending on the pH value of
the medium. For example, their charge becomes positive, and the color is red if pH is less than 3.
Their charge becomes negative, and the color is blue, green or yellow if pH is more than 7 [3].
This property of anthocyanins was used to determine their charge in the resin and solution using
the previously obtained dependence of the color of anthocyanins vs the pH of the medium.
Results and Discussion
It was shown that desorption of anthocyanins from resin KU-2-8 was more intense if the pH
value of the salt solution was 11,0 compared to 3,0 (Fig. 1). The cause is electrostatic repulsion of
negatively charged anthocyanins and negatively charged fixed groups of KU-2-8 resin if the pH
of the salt solution was 11,0 as well as electrostatic interactions of positively charged anthocyanins
and negatively charged fixed groups of KU-2-8 resin if the pH of the salt solution was 3,0.
In the case of pH of the solution equal to 3,0 anthocyanins acquire a positive charge in the AV17-8. They become co-ions and are pushed out of the anion exchange resin due to the effect of
Donnan exclusion. If the salt solution is 11,0, the anthocyanins become counterions, and this
makes it difficult to extract them from the anion exchange resin. (Fig. 2).
The results can be useful for developing a method for the extraction of anthocyanins from ion
exchange resins.
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Figure 1. The Kinetics of Anthocyanins Desorption from KU-2-8 Using 1M NaCl Aqueous
Solution with pH Value 3,0 and 11,0.

Figure 2. The Kinetics of Anthocyanins Desorption from AV-17-8 Using 1M NaCl Aqueous
Solution with pH value 3,0 and 11,0.
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Introduction
Pharmaceuticals based on amino- and sulfur-compounds are widely used. Alkali and/or
alkaline-earth metal cations are part of such pharmaceuticals too. Since the composition of these
media is complex, the application of a multisensory approach is effective. The prospects of using
potentiometric sensors and multisensory systems based on hybrid membranes for the
determination of organic and inorganic ions are discussed in [1]. The aim of this work is a
development of potentiometric multisensory systems with DP (Donnan potential)-sensors based
on hybrid perfluoromembranes for the determination of amino- and sulfur-containing drugs in
pharmaceuticals.
Experiments
Aqueous solutions of procaine, lidocaine, bupivacaine hydrochlorides, cysteine, as well as
aqueous solutions of glutamic and aspartic acids, taurine, sulfacetamide containing KOH or NaOH
were investigated. Moreover, aqueous solutions containing CH3COCOO-, HS-, NH4+, K+, OH- ions
were investigated too. The composition of test solutions and the ranges of components
concentrations (from 1.0·10-4 to 1.0·10-2 М or 1.0·10-1 М) were chosen taking into account the
composition of pharmaceuticals based on them. The hybrid materials based on Nafion and MF4SC membranes and hydrated zirconia and silica nanoparticles modified by amine-containing
groups (3-aminopropil-, 3-(2-imidazol-1-yl) propyl-), sulfo groups (-SO3H, -(CH2)3-SO3H)), acid
salt of heteropolyacid (KxH3-xPW12O40); acid salts of heteropolyacids (CsxH3-xPW12O40,
CsxH4-xSiW12O40); carbon nanotubes; poly-3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (PEDOT) were
investigated as electrode active materials in DP-sensors. The initial membranes were prepared by
casting or extrusion and the hybrid materials were prepared by casting or in situ.
Results and Discussion
The multisensory systems based on perfluoromembranes for simultaneous determination of
drugs anions and the alkaline metal cations, including drugs anions with similar chemical
properties, in pharmaceuticals are developed. A variation of DP-sensors characteristics was
achieved by the introducing dopants nanoparticles with different surface properties into
membranes, as well as by treatment of membranes with physicochemical methods. This allows
increasing a number of sorption centers and optimizing the interstitial space size for analytes,
depending on their charge sign, size, and nature of the functional groups [2, 3]. It is shown that the
size of interstitial membrane space influences not only on the concentration of definable and
interfering ions in membrane, but also on the conformation of organic ions in the pores and on the
mechanisms of their interaction with membrane components [3]. The criterions for the selection
of membranes compositions for DP-sensors arrays based on the study of dependences the DPsensors characteristics on the equilibrium and transport properties of membranes are proposed.
This work was supported by the Russian Foundation of Basic Research (projects
no. 19-48-363008 r_mol_a).
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Introduction
Ion exchange membranes with a modified layer are of great use in electrodialysis technologies.
The development of ion-exchange membranes with increased selectivity to individual sorts of ions
of the same charge sign, but differing in its size, will allow to expand the use of electrodialysis in
the field of membrane technology. The development of perfluorinated membranes, their
modifications, research and growth, membrane technologies based on them are promising and
developing directions of modern science.
The idea of producing two-layer and anisotropic membranes intended for separating multi-ion
electrolyte solutions is fruitfully used for a long time in the creation of industrial reverse osmosis,
nanofiltration, ultrafiltration, gas separation membranes. As a rule, these membranes are composed
of a thin selective layer (several micrometers thick). The properties of the selective layer determine
the characteristics of the membranes.
Mechanisms of specific selectivity are of considerable interest for studying the charge
selectivity of membranes. The competing transfer of singly and doubly charged ions that are in
solution through a surface-modified layer occurs due to the strong electrostatic repulsion of doubly
charged ions as compared to single-charged ones. This separation of ions occurs due to kinetic,
and than thermodynamic properties. However, the transport properties of such systems are not
fully understood and are of great interest to researchers.
The aim of this work is to study the transport characteristics of a homogeneous perfluorinated
membrane MF-4SK in sulphate-nitrate solutions of electrolytes.
Experiments
The object of the study was the perfluorinated MF-4SK membrane obtained by a watering
method from a 10% solution of perfluorosulfopolymer dissolved in isopropanol.
The membrane was obtained with a reinforcing mesh of nylon for impart mechanical strength.
The thickness of the membrane was 150 ± 5 microns.
The electrical resistance of the membranes was determined by analyzing the frequency
spectrum of the electrochemical impedance in the mercury-contact cell. The frequency spectra of
the electrochemical impedance were obtained using a “Parstat 4000” potentiostat-galvanostatimpedance meter in the frequency range of 1 Hz - 500 kHz. Diffusion permeability was studied on
two chamber cells in mono-ionic forms of sulfate and sodium nitrate, as well as in a mixed solution
of sulfate and sodium nitrate. According to the standard method, an electrolyte solution was poured
into one of the chambers and distilled water was poured into the other [1, 2]. In mixed solutions,
the diffusion permeability was determined by the increase in concentration in a chamber with
distilled water using an ion chromatograph. A sample of 0.25 ml was taken for analysis. The
integral permeability coefficients were determined separately for sulfate ions and nitrate ions. Also
the exchange capacity of the experimental samples was determined by the standard method. The
temperature in the experiments was kept constant and was equal to 25 ± 0.1 ° C.
Results and discussion
The greatest interest for the study of ion transport in electrodialysis processes with surface
modified membranes is the surface layer in which, due to the strong electrostatic repulsion of
doubly charged ions as compared to singly charged ones, separation occurs. The conductive
characteristics of the modifier determine the transport properties of the entire membrane system.
In this regard, the specific conductivity of the membrane MF-4SK in sulfate and sodium nitrate
was investigated (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Conductivity of MF-4SK membrane depending on electrolyte concentration.
Studies show that the electrical conductivity of the membrane in the test solutions are close.
This is explained by the fact that in the cation-exchange membrane of MF-4SK sodium ions are
counter-ions and determine the conductive properties. However, the electrical conductivity in
sodium nitrate increases by 20% with an increase in concentration. Using a three-wire model, the
proportion of gel and intergel in the test solutions was calculated. In sodium nitrate, the gel fraction
is f1 = 0.167, the intergel phase is f2 = 0.833. In a solution of sodium sulfate, the gel fraction is
f1 = 0.123, the intergel phase is f2 = 0.867.
In the process of separation of sulfate and nitrate of ions of limiting is the stage of diffusion of
anions through the cation-exchange membrane MF-4SK, which are co-ions. Figure 2 shows the
diffusion flow of salts through the MF-4SK cation-exchange membrane. The solid line shows the
flows in pure sulphate and sodium nitrate. The dotted line is the flow of a mixture of salts of sulfate
and sodium nitrate, while the dashed line shows the flows in a mixture of salts.
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Figure 2. Dependence of the diffusion flow of salt through the membrane of MF-4SK on the
concentration of salt.
Studies show that in a pure sodium nitrate diffusion flow in comparison with sulfate is much
higher. In this case, in a mixed solution, the ratio of sodium nitrate to sulfate flows is maintained
in favor of sodium nitrate, and it is equal to 9.4. The diffusion permeability coefficients P * m
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(mol/dm2·s) were calculated. In a solution of sodium nitrate, about a concentration of 0.1 mol/l,
the diffusion permeability coefficient is 3.86 × 10-11 mol/dm2·sec. In sodium sulfate at the same
concentration of 3.41 × 10-12 mol/dm2·sec. Such a difference in diffusion permeability
coefficients can be explained by charge selectivity and high degree of hydrogenation of sulfate
ions, which makes it difficult to transport through the cation-exchange membrane. The membrane
exchange capacity was determined according to the standard procedure, which amounted to 0.81
mmol/g-swollen membrane. These data are consistent with the literature data and may be useful
in further work on modeling the transport processes of membrane ions modified by the MF-4SK
cation-exchange film.
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Introduction
Bi-layer ion-exchange membranes have an anisotropic structure and possess asymmetric
transport properties under applying the concentration and electric field gradients. The asymmetry
effects of electrotransport characteristics can be used to create membrane switches. Therefore, the
progress in such materials is a very important problem, which can be solved by modifying
commercial membranes with components of organic and inorganic nature.
The purpose of this paper is investigation of the current-voltage curves of hybrid perfluorinated
membranes based on MF-4SK and halloysite nanotubes (HNT) in order to select samples with the
most asymmetric transport properties.
Experiments and Results
A series of bi-layer membranes was prepared by casting method from perfluoropolymer
solution in dimethylformamide1 containing the modifier by placing it on the membrane surface
[1]. Halloysite nanotubes and HNT with platinum nanoparticles were used as the modifier
(Table 1).
Table 1: Objects of research
No
1
2
3

Membrane layers
MF-4SK/MF-4SK+HNT
MF-4SK/MF-4SK+HNT@Pt
MF-4SK+HNT/MF-4SK+HNT@Pt

Modifier
4% HNT
4% HNT + 2% Pt
4% HNT/4% HNT + 2% Pt

The current voltage curves (CVC) were measured in a cell equipped with platinum polarizing
and silver chloride measuring electrodes. The orientation of bi-layer membrane in the electric field
towards the flow of ions was changed as shown in Fig. 1. Parameters of CVC were found
graphically: the angular slope of the ohmic section of the CVC ((Δi/ΔE)ohm), the magnitude of the
limiting diffusion current (ilim), the length of the limiting current plateau (Δ, V) and the angular
slope of the CVC in overlimiting state ((Δi/ΔE)overlim).
j+
+

j+

-

+

-

a
b
Figure 1. The orientation of bi-layer membrane in the electric field.
The results presented in Fig. 2 and Table 2 allow to reveal the impact of HNT and platinum
nanoparticles, deposited on their surface, on the CVC and to find the asymmetry effect of CVC.
Both the plateau length and the magnitude of the limiting current depend on orientation for MF4SK/MF-4SK+HNT membrane. Probably in the membrane, HNT shield fixed groups which have
a catalytic effect on the water dissociation process close to the membrane surface. As a result, H+
and OH- ions reach the modified side later than the unmodified one. The slope of the CVC in
overlimiting state is 11 % higher when the limiting state occurs on the unmodified side of the
membrane.
1

Samples were prepared by Dr. D. Petrova at Gubkin University (Moscow, Russia).
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Figure 2. Current voltage curves of bi-layer membranes MF-4SK/MF-4SK+ HNT (a), MF4SK/MF-4SK+ HNT@Pt (b) and MF-4SK+HNT/MF-4SK+HNT@Pt (c). Arrows point out the side
of membrane where the limiting state occurred.
Table 2: Parameters of current-voltage characteristics of bi-layers membranes
MF-4SK/MF-4SK + HNT
Parameter
(Δi/ΔE)ohm
S/m2
ilim, A/m2
Δ, V
(Δi/ΔE)overlim,
S/m2

MF-4SK/MF-4SK +
HNT@Pt
MF-4SK
MF-4SK+
HNT@Pt

MF-4SK+HNT/MF-4SK +
HNT@Pt
MF-4SK+
MF-4SK+
HNT
HNT@Pt

MF-4SK

MF-4SK+
HNT

314,6±0,1

337,6±0,1

357,0±0,1

382,5±0,2

318,7±0,1

317,7±0,1

36,0±0,1
1,75±0,01

42,0±0,3
2,02±0,02

35,8±0,6
1,35±0,01

34,6±0,5
1,42±0,04

34,4±0,6
1,27±0,04

40,4±0,2
1,57±0,04

153,2±5,6

135,2±6,0

158,7±0,6

182,0±0,5

180,7±0,1

148,2±1,8

The absence of CVC asymmetry of the bi-layer membrane MF-4SK/MF-4SK+HNT@Pt is
associated with simultaneous action of two factors compensating each other. These are the
presence of HNT and existence of Pt nanoparticles. This means that to obtain a membrane with
obviously asymmetric properties, it is necessary to synthesize a material whose layers differ only
by one parameter. In fact, if both layers of bi-layer membrane contain HNT and one of them
contains HNT@Pt, the asymmetry effect of the CVC is more significant. It can be seen from the
Table 2, when the limiting state occurs on the side containing HNT@Pt, the limiting current
increases by 8%, plateau length of the limiting current increases by 10% and the conductivity of
the system in the over-limiting state decreases by 20%.
Thus, the study of the polarization behavior of bi-layer perfluorinated membranes based on MF4SK and halloysite nanotubes shows that in order to obtain a membrane with noticeably
asymmetric properties, it is necessary to synthesize a material whose layers differ only by one
component: either the presence of HNT or of the metal dispersion.
The present work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (project
№ 18-08-00771-а).
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EVALUATION OF APPLICABILITY OF THE TEORELL-MEYER-SIEVERS
MODEL TO DESCRIBE THE SORPTION AND KINETIC PROPERTIES OF IONEXCHANGE MEMBRANES
Andrey Kononov, Victor Nikonenko
Kuban State University, Krasnodar, Russia, E-mail: v_nikonenko@mail.ru

Description of transport characteristics of ion-exchange membranes as functions of bathing
solution concentration remains an actual classical problem. While the Teorell-Meyer-Sievers
(TMS) theory was developed in 40s of the last century and some criticism appeared nearly
immediately [1], this theory [2, 3] and some its modifications (such as the thin pores model
developed by A.N. Filippov [4, 5]) are now using quite often. The aim of the present work is to
asses the applicability of this model to describe the full set of sorption and kinetic properties of
ion-exchange membranes as depending on the bathing solution concentration.
A numerical solution of a 1D stationary mathematical model of electrolyte diffusion into the
water based on the TMS theory is developed. The adjacent diffusion layers are not taken into
account. Ion transport is described by the Nernst-Planck equation, the membrane is considered as
a homogenous electrically neutral medium. The Donnan equilibrium equations are applied at the
membrane/solution interfaces.
For comparing the calculation with experiment, we used the data obtained by Pismenskaya et
al. [6] for concentration dependencies of NaCl concentration in the membrane, its conductivity,
diffusion permeability and transport numbers. The input parameters of the model are the diffusion
coefficients of counter-ion and co-ion in the membrane; distribution coefficient, γ’; exchange
capacity, Q, and membrane thickness. Along with the TMS model, we use the microheterogeneous
model with the set of parameters determined in [2].
Note that the distribution coefﬁcient can be related to the Donnan constant, KD:
2
K D    '
The comparison of the calculations using the model based on the TMS theory shows that it is
possible to choose a set of input parameters so that the model can adequately describe the
concentration dependence of diffusion permeability and transport numbers. However, we have not
succeeded to describe adequately electrolyte sorption and membrane conductivity. The reason is
the presence of electroneutral solution in the center of meso- and macropores, which is not taken
into account in the TMS model.
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INFLUENCE OF ION TRANSPORT IN ION-EXCHANGE MEMBRANE BULK ON
THE SHAPE OF CHRONOPOTENTIOMETRIC CURVES
Andrey Kononov, Veronika Sarapulova, Semyon Mareev
Kuban State University, Krasnodar, Russia, E-mail: v_nikonenko@mail.ru

Introduction
As known, the limiting current density depends on transport numbers of counter-ions in the
electrolyte solution and inside the membrane [1]. Recent research showed that concentration
polarization causes changes in transport numbers of ions in the ion-exchange membrane bulk [2].
However, non-stationary galvanostatic models that take into account the transfer of each type of
ions in the bulk of the ion-exchange membrane do not exist.
Experiments
A 1D nonstationary mathematical galvanostatic model of binary electrolyte ion transport
through a membrane was developed. The system under study consists of an ion exchange
membrane and two adjacent diffusion layers. Ion transport is described by the Nernst-Planck, the
Poisson and the material balance equations. The Fuji CEM Type-II cation-exchange commercial
homogeneous membrane (Fujifilm, Netherlands) was selected as the object of the study. 0.1M
NaCl solution was used in calculations. The values of the main parameters of the system
(membrane thickness dm, membrane exchange capacity Q, electrical conductivity κ, diffusion
permselectivity P, the relation between current density and the theoretical limiting value calculated
using the Leveque equation [3]) are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Initial Values
Parameter
dm, µm
Q, mol/l
κ, µS/cm
P, cm2/s
i/ilim

Value
184
1.35
3.34
1.6∙10-8
0.999

Results and Discussion
Calculations for the present study were made using the Comsol Multiphysics 5.4 software.
Concentration profiles of Na+ and Cl- ions in the membrane bulk are presented on Figure 1.

Figure 1. Concentration Profiles of Na+ (dashed red line) and Cl- (dash-dotted green line) Ions
in the Membrane.
The developed model allows to define transport numbers of ions in a membrane system. The
results of calculations and values obtained by analytical equations are presented on Figure 2.
While electrical current passes through the membrane, concentration polarization increases,
which increases the transport number of co-ions, according to [2]. With the grows of transport
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number of co-ions, the limiting current density decreases. This effect causes the local maximum
on the chronopotentiometric curve, which is about 500 s long (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Time Dependence of Transport Numbers. Triangle and square dotes present transport
numbers of counter-ions (Na+) and co-ions (Cl-), respectively, obtained by approximate
analytical solution, and lines present numerical calculations (dashed red line – Na+, dash-dotted
green line – Cl-).

Figure 3. Chronopotentiometric Curve.
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STUDY OF THE DECARBONIZATION PROCESS IN AN ELECTRODIALIZER
WITH BIPOLAR MEMBRANES
Alexander Korzhov, Anastasia But, Viktor Zabolotskiy
Kuban State University, Krasnodar, Russia, E-mail: nastya310392@mail.ru

Introduction
The constant need of thermal power plants (TPPs) and boiler houses to maintain water balance
is due to the presence of technological losses of water and steam, the impossibility of complete
regeneration of all types of coolant, including industrial effluents, and the presence of irretrievable
losses of steam and hot water. Thermal power plants (TPPs) are characterized by continuous
consumption of significant amounts of high-quality water. To meet the technological requirements
for the quality of water used by the TPP, a special physical and chemical treatment of natural water
(softening, decarbonization of water, pH correction, desalination and deionization) is necessary.
An independent task is the disposal of wastewater generated in water treatment processes [1].
The aim of the work is to study the decarbonization process of model solutions with high
salinity and softened tap water of the Krasnodar water supply system.
Experiments
Studies were performed using an electrodialysis unit, a block diagram of which is shown in
Figure 1.
electrodialysis
with bipolar
membranes

Initial
solution

Softening

acid tract

proceseed
soulution

Deaeration
block

decarbonated
solution

block
alkaline tract
drains

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the installation for decarbonization of softened water.
The electrodialysis membrane package was made of 7.5 cm x 25 cm membranes, with working
area of 5 cm x 20 cm = 100 cm2, the number of elementary pair chambers is 5, the thickness of the
intermembrane separator is 0.9 mm. The objects of study were an electrodialysis module with
membrane pair composed of the Ralex CMH and the MB-3 membranes. This module was
compared with an electrodialysis unit with the Ralex CMH and an experimental BPM membrane
pair. The experimental membrane contained water-splitting catalyst.
The chemical composition and specific conductivity of the model solution and softened tap
water of the Krasnodar water supply system are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: The composition of the investigated solutions
Parameter name
рН
Electrical conductivity μS/sm
Total carbon content, mg-eq/l

Softened water
8
704
5

Model solution
7,9
9000
5

Studies of the decarbonization process were carried out in a flow-through hydrodynamic mode;
the flow rate of the solution was 20 L/h.
The decarbonization process was carried out in two stages. At the first stage, the acidity of the
initial solutions was reduced to pH = 2.3 - 4. At the second stage, deaeration was carried out of
acidified water with air purified from CO2.
Results and Discussion
Current-voltage characteristics of the pair chamber with the investigated membrane are
presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Current-voltage characteristics of a pair chamber, where : ♦ - model solution (salt
content 4.5 g/L) with experimental bipolar membranes, ◊ - model solution (salt content 4.5 g/L)
with MB-3 bipolar membranes, ■ – softened water (salt content 0.35 g/L) with experimental
bipolar membranes, □ – softened water (salt content 0.35 g/L) with MB-3 bipolar membranes.
As can be seen from Figure 2, the voltage drop is lower on the pair chamber with new
experimental bipolar membranes in comparison with the MB-3.

а
b
Figure 3. The dependence of the total carbon content in the acid path from the voltage on the
steam chamber after purging on softened water (a) and model solution (b).
Figure 3 shows the dependence of the total carbon content on the voltage on the electrodialysis
pair chamber. Without deaeration of the solutions, the total carbon content remains almost
unchanged, since the equivalent conversion of bicarbonates to carbonic acid occurs in the acid
chamber. After deaeration of carbon dioxide, the content of carbonic acid is reduced to almost
zero, and the content of total carbon - to 0.5-0.9 mg-eq/L.
Conclusions
As a result of the tests, it was established that in the process of electrochemical decarbonization
of natural solutions of softened tap water and model solutions with high salinity, the specific
energy consumption in the electrodialyzer with new experimental bipolar membranes containing
the catalyst of the water-splitting reaction is lower than in the electrodialysis unit with bipolar
membranes MB-3.
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Introduction
Today, the problem of accumulation of technogenic toxic waste in the metallurgical industry
(more than 100 m3 of wastewater per ton of commercial product) [1] is currently the most pressing.
The main goal of the national project of the Russian Federation "Ecology" 2018-2024: "Clean
water - efficient handling of production and consumption wastes, including their elimination".
Objectives of the project - development and effective implementation of energy-saving,
environmentally friendly technologies for the purification of industrial wastewater.
In metallurgy, various methods of waste water purification are used (classical physicochemical,
chemical, electrochemical, and others) [2].
Experiments
In this work, we used the electrodialysis method [3] of wastewater treatment (electrodialysis
with bipolar membranes). This method is widely used in resource-saving technologies of water
purification and water treatment.
As a research object, a model sulphate-vanadium solution (simulating Vanadium Production
Wastewater) was used. The composition of the solution is specified in Table 1.
Table 1: Parameters of model solution
Dry
residue,
g/L
1,20
35,34
рН

Model solution

Content, g/l
V2O5

Mn

Si

Fe

Ca

Mg

SO42-

2,03

5,04

0,231

0,003

0,410

1,584

21,36

Analysis of the literature showed that the form of vanadium ions in solution varies significantly
depending on the concentration and pH as shown on Figure 1.

Figure 1. Various forms of vanadium-containing ions [4].
For the electrodialysis purification of the model solution, an electrodialysis cell was used,
containing heterogeneous ion exchange membranes Ralex AMH / CMH (Mega a.s., Czech
Republic) and experimental bipolar membranes with nanocatalyst, with a working area of
membranes 5x20 cm2.
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Results and Discussion
During electrodialysis processing, it was possible to extract sulfuric acid with a concentration
of 2-3% and metal ions from the initial model vanadium-containing solution. The parameters of
the investigated and treated solutions are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Parameters of solutions after electrodialysis processing
рН
model solution
concentrate
demineralized solution

1,20
0,71
2,25

Electrical
conductivity,
mS/cm
31,0
62,7
2,30

Dry residue, g/l
35,34
96,60
1,30

The content of vanadium pentoxide V2O5 in the original and treated solutions are shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. The content of vanadium pentoxide V2O5 in solutions before and after electrodialysis
processing: 1 - the content of V2O5 in the model solution is 2.03 g/l, 2 - V2O5 content in the
concentrat 2.18 g/l, 3 - the content of V2O5 in the desalting solution 0.33 g/l.
The processed solution meets the requirements for the quality of purified water for technical
purposes. Further processing of the solutions is possible in order to concentrate and return the
valuable components.
Conclusions
An analysis of laboratory studies shows that there is a fundamental possibility of creating a
modern (non-reagent) electromembrane technology for purifying vanadium-containing sulfate
effluents with a return to the production of sulfuric acid, vanadium concentrate and other metals.
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Introduction
Recently, there have been actively developed approaches to intensify the process of releasing
acid gases, first of all carbon dioxide, from gas streams (for example, flue gases, natural gas and
synthesis gas) using membrane integrated systems that combine the absorption method with
membrane method of separation [1, 2]. For the purification of gas mixtures at elevated pressures,
the most promising is the use of "physical" absorbents because of the ease of their regeneration,
since selective dissolution of acidic components proceeds without chemical reactions [3]. Such a
system is a gas-liquid membrane contactor in which a selective mass transfer of components occurs
between two phases separated by a membrane. The selectivity of the separation process is
determined, first of all, by the difference in the solubility of gases in the absorption liquid [4].
The membrane separation method consists in the use of a gas-liquid membrane contactor in
which a selective mass transfer of components occurs between two phases separated by a
membrane. The prospects of using membrane contactors for gas purification processes are due to
small mass-size characteristics, independent regulation of gas and liquid flows, absence of the
need for vertical arrangement of the apparatus and its modularity. To separate CO2 from the
physical absorbents, the membrane used in gas-liquid contactors must have chemical stability, be
impermeable to organic media, and have a high permeability for the gases emitted [5].
Therefore, cellulose can be a promising material for membranes in a gas-liquid membrane
contactor. This polymer is one of the most common renewable, inexpensive and biodegradable
organic materials and can be considered as an almost inexhaustible source of raw materials with
increasing demand for environmentally friendly and biologically compatible products. Cellulosebased membranes are widely used for filtration processes [6 - 8], pervaporation [9], and gas
separation [10]. In recent years, more and more attention has been attracted to the method of
dissolving cellulose with ionic liquids (IL), considered and more environmentally friendly. To
reduce the time, temperature and cost of dissolution, also co-solvents are added to the IL [7, 11]
was used as co-solvent to form nanofiltration membranes from cellulose solutions in IL as a
cosolvent, which made it possible to substantially reduce the viscosity of the molding mixture.
Thus, the aim of this work is to produce cellulose membranes from a mixture of IL 1-ethyl-3methylimidazolium acetate [Emim] OAc with DMSO for gas-liquid contactors.
Experiments
Commercial cellophane film with thickness of 31 μm produced according to GOST (State
Standard) 7730-89 were investigatedCellulose (degree of polymerization, 600; moisture content
in cellulose, no more than 8% (under equilibrium conditions); alpha-cellulose content, 92%)
produced at Baikalsk Pulp and Paper Mill (Russia) was used. The [Emim]OAc IL with a density
of 1.27 g/cm3 (Sigma-Aldrich) was used to dissolve cellulose. The chemical formula of this IL is
shown in Fig. 2. As co-solvent was used DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich) anhydrous ≥ 99,9%. As organic
liquids, tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) simulating the industrial
absorbent Genosorb (dimethyl ether of polyethylene glycols) and hexane (Chimmed, chemically
pure grade) used as a model of liquid hydrocarbons. In the work the following gasses were used
for membrane(s) permeability tests: Carbon Dioxide (CO2) (99.8% purity) produced by MGPZ,
Russia Methane (CH4) (99.99% purity) produced by MGPZ, Russia.
Before dissolution, cellulose was placed in an oven at a temperature of 80°C for 16 h. The dried
cellulose powder was mixed with DMSO and then with [Emim]OAc in an 1 : 1; after that, the
weighing bottle was further sealed with paraffin wax. Cellulose dissolution was conducted under
constant stirring at a temperature of 80°C and 100°C. Solutions with a cellulose content of 16 and
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25 wt % were prepared. The solution preparation time was 24 and 72 h depending on the
concentration of cellulose in the solution.
A freshly prepared solution was cooled to room temperature and then cast onto a continuous
polyimide support; after that, a membrane was formed using an HLCL-1000 laminator
(ChemInstruments, United States) by passing the resulting structure through the nip between the
laminator rolls heated to a temperature of 80°C; the nip was calibrated to a predetermined thickness
of 70 μm. Distilled water was used as the coagulation bath. The resulting composite cellulose
membrane was washed in water or sustained in ethanol and hexane and then air-dried. To increase
the hydrophobicity of cellulose membranes, they were treated for 30 minutes with perfluorinated
acrylic copolymer Protect Guard, and then kept in air for 4 days to stabilize the properties.
Contact angle values were measured by via the conventional sessile drop technique using the
LK-1 goniometer. For image capture and digital processing of the drops images, DropShape
software was used providing Laplace-Young contact angle calculation. Measurement error was 2.
Experiments were carried out at room temperature (23 ± 2). Membrane surface energy value was
determined according to the Owens-Wendt interfacial interaction model. The relation between
surface energy and equilibrium contact angle of the liquid phase placed onto solid phase is derived
from the Fowkes equation. Dimethylether tetraethylene glycol was used to measure the contact
angle.
The permeability of liquids through cellulose membranes were studied in dead-end cells
equipped with a magnetic stirrer at a transmembrane pressure from 10 to 30atm. The entire setup
was made of stainless steel; rubber rings resistant to the studied solvents were used as sealing
gaskets. The active membranearea in the cells was 33.2 cm2. Helium generated pressure in the cell.
Single gas permeation measurements were carried out at a temperature of 30.0±0.1°C and at a
feed pressure of 0.2-0.8 bar using a constant volume/variable pressure experimental setup (GKSS
Time-Lag Machine). Permeability coefficient P expressed in Barrer (1 Barrer = 10-10 cm3(STP)
cm·cm-2·s-1·cmHg-1) was estimated by the linear extrapolation of experimental data to zero transmembrane pressure. Diffusion coefficient D was estimated using the time-lag method as D=l2/6θ,
where l is the membrane thickness, θ is the experimental time lag before the attainment of the
steady state permeation regime. Solubility coefficient S was indirectly evaluated in terms of the
solution-diffusion permeation model: S=P/D. Ideal selectivity of the pair of gases was calculated
as the ratio of permabilities of individual gases
Results and Discussion
In the work membranes were made from cellulose solutions with different concentrations from
16 to 25 wt. % in ionic liquid [Emim] Ac with DMSO in the ratio of 1 to 1 (Fig. 1a)). After
conducting experiments on filtration of dimethyl ether of tetraethylene glycol, it was found that all
the membranes produced were permeable to the solvent, which indicates the formation of a porous
structure in the membranes. To prevent solvent penetration through the membranes, they were
treated with Protect Guard perfluorinated acrylic copolymer (Fig. 1b). Processing of cellulose
membranes Protect Guard allowed to obtain membranes, barrier to dimethyl ether of tetraethylene
glycol. In addition, this modification hydrophobizes the surface of cellulose membranes, due to
which the value of the contact wetting angle of tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether increases almost
3 times (Fig. 2).
A study of the gas permeability of the membranes for individual gases (CH 4 and CO2) showed
that 16% of the cellulose membrane has a minimum permeability, which after being deposited in
water, its permeability coefficient for both gases is 3 orders of magnitude higher than for
cellophane. The permeability coefficients for CH4 are equal to 0.6 Barrer, for CO2 - 1.1 Barrer.
A membrane with the same cellulose content, but sustained successively in ethanol and hexane
after precipitation, has a much higher gas permeability than the membrane is soaked in water. CH4
permeability coefficients equal to 14.5 Barrere, for CO2 - 8.2 Barrere Since the membranes for
gas-liquid contactors must be highly permeable to gases, the second approach to the post-treatment
of the membranes was used for further work, namely, sequential incubation in ethanol and hexane
and drying.
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Figure 1. The effect of cellulose membrane treatment with perfluorinated acrylic copolymer
Protect Guard on the permeability of the studied solvents and their gas transport characteristics:
a) the original cellulose membrane; b) cellulose membrane treated with Protect Guard.
Before treatment

After treatment

Θ=23
Θ=60
Figure 2. Images of tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether droplets on the surface of cellophane
before and after Protect Guard treatment.
The increase in cellulose concentration in the molding solution led to a decrease in gas
permeability. The permeability coefficient for a membrane made from 25 wt. The% cellulose
solution in the mixture of IL with DMSO and aged in ethanol and hexane on CH4 is equal to 0.7
Barrer, on CO2 - 2.4 Barrer. In addition, it was shown that the treatment of Protect Guard cellulosic
membranes leads to a narrowing of the pores, as evidenced by a decrease in the values of
permeability coefficients for individual gases by 2 or more times.
The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research project
№ 18-38-00702 mol_a.
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THE ROLE OF SOLVENT DURING ADSORPTION OF α - TOCOPHEROL ON
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Introduction
Clinoptilolite is one of the most interesting representatives of frame aluminosilicates, which
have the potential to develop carriers of biologically active substances (BAS) and targeted delivery
systems on their basis [1,2]. During modification extends the scope of its application for selective
absorption of BAS the controlled change of structural and physico-chemical properties of
clinoptilolite [3-5]. When an adsorption from solutions on the surface of the adsorbent should take
into account solvation effects, as the physico-chemical properties of the solute, its reactivity
determine solvation processes [6-8]. The mechanism of adsorption fixation of BAS on the surface
is influenced by both the properties of the solvent and the hydrophilic-hydrophobic balance of the
adsorbent and adsorbate. The paper presents the results of a study of the equilibrium adsorption of
fat-soluble vitamin α-tocopherol from solutions of ethyl alcohol, hexane and ethyl acetate on acidactivated clinoptilolite.
Experiments
Vitamin E (α-tocopherol) manufactured by Sigma (Germany) was used in the study. The
sorbent selected frame aluminosilicate clinoptilolite (field polar Ural Ugra) is recommended as
enterosorbent "Klimont". Earlier it was found that vitamin E is not adsorbed on native
clinoptilolite, adsorption of α-tocopherol was investigated on activated 4,0 M hydrochloric acid
[5].
Sorption of α-tocopherol was carried out from solutions of ethyl alcohol, hexane and ethyl
acetate. For practical convenience, the maximum value of the polarity criterion for water is taken
as 100, the minimum value of the criterion for the Dean is zero. For ethanol, the рH value is 43.97,
for ethyl acetate-21.84 and for hexane – 0.85 [9].
Тhe polarity of the solvents varies in a number of ethanol > ethyl acetate > hexane. The sorption
equilibrium in the system "modified clinoptilolite (fraction 0.02-0.06 mm)-α-tocopherol solution"
was studied at a temperature of 295±2 K under static conditions by the method of variable
concentrations. The interval used concentrations of α-tocopherol made up 1.40∙10-2 – 46.0
mmol/dm3.
Results and Discussion
Adsorption isotherms of α-tocopherol on acid-activated clinoptilolite from solvents with
different polarity (ethanol, ethyl acetate, hexane) are shown in (Fig.1).

Figure 1. Adsorption Isotherms of α-tocopherol on acid-activated clinoptilolite from solution:
1- ethanol, 2- ethyl acetate, 3- hexane.
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Isotherms of α-tocopherol on acid-activated aluminosilicate from different solvents have the
same form and according to Giles’s classification correspond to S-form. In accordance with the
nomenclature of IUPAC they should be attributed to the IV type. The linear dependence of the
adsorption parameter and the formation of a plateau in the region of low concentrations of the
solution suggest a monolayer fixation of α - tocopherol on the active centers of the sorbent. For a
quantitative description of adsorption in this area isotherm was used the equation of Langmuir.
Equilibrium characteristics of α - tocopherol monolayer fixation on adsorption centers calculated
using Langmuir theory are given in the table.
Table 1: Parameters of α-tocopherol sorption on acid-activated clinoptilolite from various
solvents
Solvent

Hexane
Ethyl acetate
Ethanol

Qmono,
mmol/g,
(g/g)
1.95 (0.84)
2.30 (0.99)
3.32 (1.43)

K L,
dm3/mol
110
200
830

Qmax,
mmol/g,
(g/g)
4.76 (2.05)
5.92 (2.55)
7.55 (3.25)

-ΔG0, kJ/mol

R2

11.6
13.1
16.5

0.99
0.97
0.98

It should be taken into account that the α-tocopherol molecule is characterized by a double
reactivity due to the presence in its structure of the phenol group and oxygen of the chrome ring,
which provides hydrophilic properties, and hydrophobic isoprenoid radical. The participation of
an isolated Si-OН-group of acid - activated clinoptilolite in the formation of hydrogen bonds with
phenolic hydroxyl and oxygen in the chromane ring is indicated by a decrease in the intensity of
the maximum at 3754 cm-1, for α-tocopherol there is a shift in the oscillation frequency of C-O-C
bonds in the aromatic ring in the low-frequency region of the spectrum (1220 → 1120 cm-1), an
expansion of the maximum absorption at 3445 cm-1, and a decrease in the absorption band at 3620
cm-1, which correspond to the phenolic groups of vitamins. Fixing of a monomolecular αtocopherol leads to the formation of additional sorption is energetically non-equivalent centers.
Increasing the adsorption parameter with increasing concentration of α-tocopherol solution due to
the formation of associates as a result of interaction between isoprenoid radicals of adsorbate
molecules, which is confirmed in the IR spectra. With an increase in the content of α-tocopherol
in the sorbent matrix, there is a shift in the frequency of valence vibrations of the bonds of C - H
groups of the α - tocopherol molecule to the low-frequency region of the spectrum (2970 →2930
cm-1, 2920→2860 cm-1). Phenolic OH-groups of vitamin, carrying out antioxidant function,
remain free and are reflected in the spectrum in the form of absorption band at 3620 cm-1.
The change in the polarity of the solvent is manifested in the equilibrium adsorption
characteristics (table). The value of vitamin adsorption on acid-activated clinoptilolite increases
with increasing solvent polarity. When sorption of α-tocopherol on acid-activated clinoptilolite
from ethanol solution, the maximum sorption parameter is 1.3 times higher than its value when
sorption from ethyl acetate and 1.6 times from hexane. Molecules of ethyl acetate and hexane,
being present in a significant excess and being guided in the solvate shell of vitamin, have a
shielding effect in relation to the silanol groups of acid-activated clinoptilolite. For α–tocopherol
solutions in ethyl acetate and hexane, solvophobic interactions are more pronounced. When αtocopherol is adsorbed, the change in ∆G0 increases with the polarity of the solvent. The results
indicate a more favorable process of adsorption of α-tocopherol on acid-activated clinoptilolite
from ethanol solution, which is important, since water and ethyl alcohol are recommended as a
solvent for medical and food applications.
Conclusion
It was found that the adsorption of alpha-tocopherol on acid-activated clinoptilolite from dilute
solutions with maximum probability is described by the Langmuir equation. Multi-molecular
nature of the adsorption fixation of the vitamin determines the formation of its associates. An
increase in the selectivity of acid-activated clinoptilolite to alpha-tocopherol was found to increase
in a number of ethanol > ethyl acetate > hexane.
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Introduction
Until now, the only way to study the current-voltage characteristics (CVC) was the analysis of
experimental data, which shows the complex, unsteady and unstable behavior of the CVC [1-3].
For the theoretical study of such behavior of CVC, special mathematical methods and models are
required. However, until now, there were no theoretical models that would allow adequately
interpreting this data and understanding the processes behind the laws of change of CVC. For
numerical calculation of CVC, it is necessary to have a mathematical model described by the field
of study (solution), equations and boundary conditions, the algorithm for calculating CVC, as well
as a formula for calculating the current density. In addition, for comparison with the experimental
CVC it is important to consider the balance of currents in an electrical circuit using the charge
conservation law of Gauss, which requires that in the unconfined system, the total flow of charges
in the system was equal to the sum of the charges output from the system. Below, we consider the
problem of the theoretical calculation of CVC for the desalting channel (DC) of electrodialysis
apparatus (EA). Exactly the same arises in theoretical calculations of chronopotentiograms and
chronogalvanograms [4-5].
Problem definition
Because the length of DC significantly exceeds the width, then this channel can be considered
as infinitely long one, limited by an anion exchange membrane (AEM) on the left and cation
exchange membrane (CEM) on the right. However, in numerical calculations, it is necessary to
limit the length of DC, which depends on the capabilities of the computer system. In this regard,
there are problems of accounting and balance of currents flowing in the electrical circuit, including
DC [6]. These problems are not typical for real processes in industrial devices and experimental
facilities, but are introduced, associated with mathematical modeling and, first of all, limited
capabilities of numerical methods and modern computer systems. Below these problems are solved
by modifying the mathematical models in such a way that the Gauss conservation laws are satisfied
[7].
Results and Discussion
To calculate the CVC for a DC, there is a need to make an electrical circuit, namely, to
determine where the measured current density, voltage drop, parallel or series connected circuit
elements, etc. The electrical circuit depends on the model of DC, which is studied. In this regard,
various models are considered.
1. Short channel model. A characteristic feature of this model is to set a uniform distribution
of the ion concentration at the input and the ion flow at the output, etc. This model is designed to
study the transients, both at the beginning of the channel and at the initial time.
2. Long channel model. This model is designed to study the process of transfer of salt ions
away from the beginning of the channel, when there are no longer transients along the length of
the channel, or the channel is so long that the influence of transients arising at its beginning can
be neglected. However, this model allows us to study transients over time.
Suppose that the OY axis passes through AEM, and the axis perpendicular to it OX, is directed
toward KEM. Let the channel width be H and the length L . The current density at any point of
the channel at some point in time denote I (t , x, y) .
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In such a model, a region of transients is formed near the entrance. In this region, the current
density is a solenoid field ( divI  0 ), if only the process is stationary or holds true the condition
of electroneutrality (in pre-limit modes). If the current density is not a solenoid field, i.e. divI  0
, the transfer process in the transition region is characterized by unsteadiness and the formation of
new carriers (i.e., the appearance of sources) of electric current [3, 8].
The main interest is the current transferred through ion-exchange membranes, which leads to
desalination of the solution in the DC. The values of these currents can be calculated by the
formulas:
L

L

0

0

i1   I x (t , 0, y )dy , i2   I x (t , H , y)dy
At the entrance to the DC currents of different nature can occur, associated with both the design
and operation of the EA, so the formulation of the problem of mathematical modeling. The input
current will be denoted ivh . In some cases, the input current may not be available (see below).
Since the flow channel is considered, a leakage current may occur, i.e. the current flowing from
the DC. The leakage current is primarily due to the convective flow of the solution. For a short
channel, the leakage current can be significant. We will denote the leakage current through iut .
The currents at the inlet ivh to the channel and outlet iut (leakage currents) can be calculated
and estimated using formulas giving these currents by definition:
H

ivh   I y (t , x,0)dx ,

H

iut   I y (t , x, L)dx
0

0

It is shown that the input current in absolute value is much larger than the leakage currents. The
input current is due to the constant concentration at the input and serves as a source of new current
carriers at the input to the DC, i.e., actually on an input there is a constant current source. For long
DC it can be assumed that the output concentration of the solution is many times less than the
input. Consequently, the leakage current is many times less than the current passed through the
electromembrane systems (ES) i1 iut , i2 iut . Hence, the leakage current for long DC can be
neglected, but then i1  i2 . In this case, it is convenient to consider the average current as the current
(i  i )
in the circuit iav  1 2
2
As shown the numerical experiments of the above formulas do not allow the stable calculation
of CVC. This is due to the fact that these formulas use the values of the ordinates of the current
density at the boundary, which in turn depend on the derived concentrations and the potential jump
over the variable x at the boundary, while the integrals are taken over the variable y .
Small errors in the calculation of these derivatives lead to large errors in the calculation. For
long channels and solenoid current density we have derived the formula:

iav 

(i1  i2 ) 1

2
H

H L

0 0 I x (t, s, y)dyds ,

allows to calculate the average current steadily with respect to rounding errors. In general, the
formula looks like:

iav 

H L

H L

1
1
I x (t , s, y)dyds 
( H  2 x)divIdxdy


HL 0 0
2HL 0 0

Conclusion
In contrast to the original integrals in the double integral, errors in the calculation of the
derivative of the variable x are compensated by the integration of the same variable, which allows
you to accurately and adequately calculate the CVC.
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Introduction
Current-voltage characteristic (CVC) is the most important and common characteristic of
transport in electro-membrane systems. CVC is widely used in theoretical, experimental research,
and practice. However, until now, the only way to study CVC is to analyze experimental data. The
study of experimental CVC using Fourier analysis, wavelet analysis and dynamic chaos shows
complex, non-stationary and unstable behavior [1-5]. Special mathematical methods and models
should be used for theoretical study of such behavior CVC [1]. The absence of such models does
not allow to identify the relationship of the behavior of CVC with the properties of the process of
transport of salt ions in the desalination channel of the electrodialyzer. For example, to interpret
adequately the fluctuations and instability of the CVC, to determine the patterns of transport of
salt ions in the desalination channel of the electrodialyzer, for example, the size and velocity of
vortex structures, their interaction and bifurcation, etc. A similar situation develops also such
important temporal characteristics of membrane systems as chronopotentiograms and
chronogalvanograms. Note that from a mathematical point of view, CVC can be interpreted as a
time series, where, for example, a potential jump appears as time.
Until now, theoretical models and software packages that would allow to adequately interpret
and understand the processes affecting changes in the current-voltage characteristics,
potentiograms, galvanograms are missing. Therefore, it is impossible to carry out engineering
calculations to optimize the designs of electrodialyzers, including the optimization of their
geometric and technological characteristics in order to intensify the transfer processes in electromembrane systems.
Research results
We created a software package "Time Series Analysis" [6-7], which implements the main
modern methods of calculation and analysis, based on mathematical models of time series:
calculating the Hurst numbers and Lyapunov index, Fourier analysis and wavelet analysis. For the
first time, the relationship between the main frequencies oscillations of the CVC, potentiograms,
galvanograms, and properties of the transport of salt ions in the desalination channel was
determined. The software package has an intuitive and simple interface and is designed for
students, graduate students and scientists in the field of electrochemistry and does not imply
knowledge of programming. The software package "Time Series Analysis" [6-7] automates the
process of calculating the Fourier transform, the Daubechies wavelet transform, the Hurst
indicators and Lyapunov indexes for time series and signals presented in digital form.
The software "Time Series Analysis" can be used to analyze current-voltage curves,
chronopotentiograms, etc. Using it, the user can perform, for example, analysis of the frequency
characteristics of the signal, perform signal cleaning from noise, compress the signal, predict time
series, calculate at which a jump in potential occurs electroconvection, predict future values, etc.
The user-friendly interface of the software package "Time Series Analysis" (Figure 1) allows you
to display data in the form of scalable graphs, allowing you to view the smallest details of the
calculation results.
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Figure 1. a) interface of the software package "Time Series Analysis"; b) the calculation of the
Lyapunov index; c) the results of the calculation of the Daubechies wavelet transform.
Results and Discussion
The paper describes the software package "Time Series Analysis" created by the authors [6-7],
which implements the basic methods of modern time series analysis: calculating the Hurst numbers
and Lyapunov index, Fourier and wavelet analysis. The software package "Time Series Analysis"
can be used to analyze the current-voltage characteristics, potentiograms, galvanograms, and any
other series used in membrane systems. A simple and intuitive interface, the availability of hints
and assistance makes it accessible to students, graduate students and researchers in the field of
electro-membrane technologies.
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Introduction
Oxygen-transport membranes (OTM) from oxides with mixed ionic-electronic conductivity
(MIEC) are widely used in various innovative technologies. They have 100% oxygen selectivity
can be easily incorporated into high-temperature processes, for example, partial oxidation of
hydrocarbons (methane conversion to syngas, etc.).
In order to achieve oxygen flow rates acceptable for practical use, the OTMs must be heated to
temperatures above 600°C. Since, at T>600°C, membrane materials besides ionic conductivity
also have high electronic conductivity, it is possible to direct heating of OTMs by passing an
electric current through it (Fig. 1). In our previous works [1,2], we show the opportunities given
by the heating of OTMs by passing AC through the membranes. This way not only allows us to
enhance the energy efficiency, productivity of the membranes, and gives fast-response control of
the reactor temperature but also opens the access to the surface of the operating membrane and
therefore makes it possible to study the mechanism of oxygen permeability in situ with the help of
physicochemical techniques.
Experiments
It is assumed that AC is preferable instead of DC because it prevents electrode polarization due
to ion migration and electrochemical decomposition of MIEC oxides with subsequent
decomposition of the OTM. Nevertheless, theoretical estimates predict the negligible effect of DC
used on cation migration, but the possible beneficial effects on oxygen transport.

Figure 1. Direct AC/DC heating of hollow fiber membranes.
Results and Discussion
The purpose of this study is to compare the effects of AC and DC on oxygen fluxes of promising
composition Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.7Fe0.2Mo0.1O3-δ (BSCFM10).
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Introduction
In many chemical and biochemical technologies, acids and alkalis are used to neutralize
solutions. Moreover, after neutralizing and isolating the target products, a large amount of byproducts, saline solutions, is formed, which makes the technology environmentally dirty. The
decision to this problem is the recovery of salt solutions into the corresponding acids and alkalis
using electrodialysis with bipolar membranes and their repeated use [1-4]. This ensures recycling
of acids and alkalis, the need for source acids and alkalis disappears or is significantly reduced,
and highly mineralized effluents are eliminated. However, with an increase in the concentration of
the resulting acids and alkalis, the non-selective transfer of salt cations to acid and salt anions into
alkali through the bipolar membrane increases. The fluxes of alkali cations and acid anions and,
accordingly, the transport number of these ions through the bipolar membranes strongly depend
on the type of ionogenic groups contained in the cation-exchange and anion-exchange layer [5].
The largest non-selective transfer of acid anions and alkali cations is observed in the case of an
industrial MB-3 bipolar membrane containing weakly acidic phosphoric acid ionic groups in the
cation-exchange layer, which has the lowest voltage among industrial bipolar membranes
produced in Russia. Lower transfer numbers of acid anions are observed in the case of the
industrial bipolar membrane MB-1, which contains sulfonic ionic groups in the cation-exchange
layer instead of the phosphoric acid groups, but the voltage on this membrane is much higher than
on the membrane MB-3. The MB-2m membrane developed in recent years has the best
characteristics [5], which contains sulfonic acid ionogenic groups in the cation-exchange layer,
quaternary ammonium groups in the anion-exchange layer, and catalytic additive with phosphoricacid groups in the bipolar layer. The objective of this work is to compare the characteristics of the
processes of producing acid and alkali from salt using the best industrial membrane MB-3 and the
developed bipolar membrane MB-2m.
Experiments
Sulfuric acid and sodium hydroxide were produced from sodium sulfate using a laboratory
bipolar electrodialysis apparatus (EDA) with three-compartment elementary cells differing in the
type of bipolar membrane (modified MB-2m with catalytic additive, MB-3), cation-exchange
(Ralex CMX, MC-40 ) and anion-exchange membranes (Ralex AMH, MA-40, MA-41).
The processes were carried out in the circulation mode. Before the start of each experiment, an
electrodialysis preliminary pre-launch was performed to remove salt impurities from the
membranes. In the course of each experiment, the salt concentration in the tank was maintained in
the range of 0.45-0.5 mol-eq/l, the volume of solution in each tank was periodically measured and
samples of salt, acid and alkali solutions were taken for their subsequent analysis. The
concentration of acid and alkali in the samples was determined by acid-base potentiometric
titration. Impurities of salts in acids and alkalis were analyzed by ion chromatography.
Differential specific electrochemical characteristics of the device were calculated by the
formulas (1)-(3)
I
UF
F  dn 
P

E
 
(1)
(2)
(3)
FS membr
IN cell  d 

where ɳ is current efficiency acid or alkali; E is specific energy consumption upon receipt of acid
or base, kW h/mol-eq; P is performance apparatus of acid or alkali, mol-eq/(h m2); F is Faraday
number; I is current, supplied to the apparatus, А; Ncell is number of unit cells in the membrane
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stake of the apparatus; n is quantity of received acid or alkali (mol-eq); τ is time, s; U is voltage,
supplied to the apparatus, V; Smembr is active area of each membrane, m2.
Results and Discussion
Comparison of dependences of concentrations of sodium hydroxide and sulfuric acid in
solutions on time (Figure 1a) shows that the concentrations of solutions obtained in the
electrodialysis apparatus with industrial MB-3 bipolar membrane are lower than those obtained in
the EDA with a modified bipolar membrane MB-2m.

a
b
Figure 1. Dependence of the concentrations of sodium hydroxide and sulfuric acid (a) and
current efficiency of alkali and acid (b) on the operating time of EDA containing MB-3 or MB2m bipolar membranes and Ralex CMX and Ralex AMH monopolar membranes.

а

b

с
d
Figure 2. Dependencies of differential specific energy consumption upon concentration of acid
(a), alkali (b) and differential specific productivity of acid (b) and alkali (c) depending on the
concentration of solutions and the type of bipolar and monopolar membranes.
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The current efficiency of alkali and acid are higher in the case of EDA with a modified MB-2m
bipolar membrane and Ralex CMX, AMH membranes (Figure 1b). The concentration of sodium
ions in acid when using these membranes differ not so much. Differential energy consumption in
the production of acid and alkali with a concentration above 1 M is always lower when using a
MB-2m bipolar membrane, the specific productivity of the EDA under the same conditions is
always higher (Figure 2). Contamination of alkali with sulphate ions is always higher in the case
of the use of the industrial membrane MB-3 (Figure 3) and is very slight when using the bipolar
membrane MB-2m. The reasons for these patterns are caused by the undesirable transfer of
hydrogen ions and sulfuric acid through the MB-3 bipolar membrane, which contains weakly acid
phosphoric acid groups in the cation-exchange layer, which in the presence of strong acids in the
solution adjacent to the cation-exchange layer of the membrane are protonated and their
dissociation decreases.
This effect leads to a decrease in the
concentration of the charged form of
phosphoric acid groups, a decrease in the
concentration of counter-ions and an
increase in the concentration of co-ions.
These undesirable processes are poorly
expressed when modified MB-2m bipolar
membrane is used in EDA, since its
composition contains sulfonic groups, the
degree of dissociation of which is not
significantly reduced in the presence of
sulfuric
acid.
Thus,
the
best
Figure 3. Depending concentration of sodium
electrochemical
characteristics
and
ions in solutions of acid and sulfate ions in
higher purity of the produced acids and
solutions of alkali on concentration of solutions of alkalis are provided by the EDA, the
acid or alkali, produced in EDA containing bipolar membrane package of which includes a
membranes MB-3 or MB-2m and monopolar
bipolar
membrane
MB-2m
and
membranes Ralex CMX and Ralex AMH.
monopolar membranes Ralex CMX and
AMH.
The present work is supported by State Task of the Ministry of Education and Science of the
Russian Federation, project No. 10.3091.2017 / PCh.
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Introduction
According to the concept of sustainable development of society, one of the main directions of
scientific and technological progress is the introduction of resource-saving technologies. The most
pressing aspect in this regard is the problem of saving clean water, widely used in industry. One
of the main measures for the rational use of available water resources and their preservation from
pollution by industrial effluents is the circulating water supply of enterprises and the reuse of
treated wastewater [1].
It is known [2-4] that membrane processes (electro- and baromembrane, membrane-bioreactor,
etc.) in combination with other methods and with the inclusion of innovative components in them,
can significantly increase the efficiency and productivity of purifiers.
The role of membrane processes due to their waste-free, high efficiency and low energy costs
is steadily increasing [5-6]. At the same time, the membranes themselves are the most expensive
element [7]. During electrodialysis, ultrafiltration and reverse osmosis, their cost is approximately
30% of the equipment cost. Therefore, the problem of cheapening their cost becomes crucial.
Experimental part
Synthesis of anion- and cation-exchange membranes based on matrix films was carried out as
follows [8]:
1. Reception of films - matrixes
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and ether (allylglycidyl ether (AGE), diglycidyl ether of resorcinol
(DGER) or tetraglycidyl ether of 4,4'-diaminodiphenylmethane (THEDADPhM) were predissolved in cyclohexanone (CH) in three-necked reactor equipped with a stirrer and thermometer.
The reaction temperature was maintained at 70°C with two-hour stirring. Then the reaction mass
was cast on a smooth surface and dried under UV light. They shot a light yellow transparent film.
2. Amination of films
The obtained films were modified using a 40% aqueous solution of polyethylene polyamine
(PEPA) at 70°C for 3 h.
3. Films sulfonation
The obtained films were modified with concentrated H2SO4 at 70°C for 3-4 h, after which they
were washed with the same acid of decreasing concentration.
Results and discussion
Inert thermoplastic films that do not contain ion exchange groups were obtained by preliminary
dissolving PVC and various glycidyl ethers in a common solvent of CH. The finished matrix has
the following physico-mechanical characteristics: tensile strength 40-50 kg/cm2, elongation of 1.53.0%. Some physicochemical and electrochemical properties of the membranes synthesized by
this method with the optimal ratio of the initial components are presented in the table.
It is seen that an increase in the sulfonation temperature for cation-exchange membranes leads
to an increase in SEC and an improvement in their electrochemical properties. A further increase
in temperature contributes to the deterioration of physicochemical and electrochemical
characteristics due to destructive processes. The duration of the reaction practically does not affect
the properties of the membranes, since complete swelling and sulfonation occurs within 3-4 h. At
the same time, the SEC and electrical resistivity are 2.5-3.0 mg-eq/g and 60-80 Ohm·cm,
respectively . The selectivity of the samples in the range of 96-97%.
SEC, electrochemical and physico-mechanical properties of anion-exchange membranes
depend on the amination conditions of the films. With an increase in the reaction temperature, the
SEC of samples increases and reaches more than 5.0 mg-eq/g.
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Table: Electrochemical and physico-mechanical properties of the obtained membranes (A SEC, mg-eq/g; B - specific electrical resistance, Ohm • cm; B - tensile strength, kg/cm2)
The ratio of
the initial
components
, wt.h

Cationic
Т, 0С

τ, h

А

3,0 : 1,0

60
70
80

4
3
2

2,8
3,0
2,7

1,5 : 1,5 : 1,0

60
70
80

4
3
2

Anionic
Б

В

Т, 0С

τ, h

А

Б

В

60
70
80

4
3
2

4,7
4,9
5,2

73
68
62

39
44
36

60
70
80

4
3
2

4,1
4,3
4,9

82
77
84

41
49
49

60
4
2,3
43
47
60
70
3
2,7
36
52
70
80
2
2,0
41
42
80
Note: SEC - static exchange capacity, mEq/g, AB - allyl bromide

4
3
2

3,8
4,6
4,5

89
64
83

43
47
45

AGE : PVC
53
35
47
43
56
31
DGER : AB : PVC
2,2
47
42
2,4
34
50
1,9
49
45
THEDADPhM : AB : PVC

1,5 : 1,5 : 1,0

This, in turn, leads to an increase in electrical conductivity and selectivity (98%) of membranes
with a slight decrease in their strength properties. Tensile strength in the swollen state is equal to
35-50 kg/cm2, relative elongation - 3-5%.
A study was made of the porous structure of membranes as chemically heterogeneous channel
structures [9]. Studies using mercury porosimetry have shown that membranes contain mostly
pores with a radius of 2.8 nm and, in a smaller amount, pores with a radius of 1.7 and 5.2 nm. The
relative specific porosity of these membranes is 6.8-1.0 cm3/g, respectively. According to literature
data, the size of small pores characteristic of the gaps between polymer chains and their beams is
1.5-10 nm, and the size of large pores for polymer chains and crosslinking agent particles is more
than 10 nm [10]. It has been established that the membranes obtained are not inferior, and, by some
electrochemical properties, are superior to industrial membranes, which opens up great prospects
for their practical application.
The figure shows the current sample of the electrodialysis apparatus and samples of ionexchange membranes synthesized by us.

Figure. Electrodialysis unit EDA 1 - 400 × 60 and samples of synthesized anion- and cationexchange membranes for water purification.
Thus, on the basis of the available initial monomers, promising ion-exchange membranes have
been synthesized, the use of which contributes to the solution of environmental problems, the
treatment of industrial wastewater, water treatment tasks and the development of membrane
technologies in general.
The work was performed under the grant of the Science Committee of the Ministry of Education
and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan No. AR05131439 on the theme “Synthesis and
modification of nanostructured ion-exchange membranes and the creation of innovative water
treatment systems based on them”.
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Introduction
In a number of industrial processes (e.g. production of mineral fertilizers, processing of nuclear
fuel etc.), waste water containing ammonium ions is generated as industrial waste. Electrodialysis
may be the preferred treatment for such solutions allowing the desalted and concentrated solutions
to be returned to the initial steps of the process. The purpose of this work is to establish the
mechanism and regularities of cations transfer during the electrodialysis of aqueous ammoniumcontaining solutions.
Experiments
Electrodialysis of aqueous solutions of NH4NO3 and KNO3 (0.012 mol/dm3) was carried out in
a seven-section laboratory flow-type apparatus with membrane pairs MK-40/MA-41
(Shchekinoazot, Russia). The voltammetric characteristics of cation-exchange membranes and pH
of the solution in the concentration chambers were measured; the intensity of generation of
hydrogen ions by cation-exchange membranes was studied using the direct method of determining
the ion fluxes of the medium [1]. The solution of the problem of diffusion-migration transport
during electrodialysis under potentiostatic conditions was found by numerical finite element
method in the Comsol Multiphysics computer package in the framework of a one-dimensional
three-layer model, which considers adjacent diffusion layers along with the membrane. The
process of electric mass transfer in the membrane system during the electrodialysis of an
electrolyte solution containing a weak base cation was described by the Nernst-Planck and Poisson
equations, without introducing electroneutrality assumption in the diffusion layers and in the
membrane.
Results and Discussion
Ammonium ion fluxes through the cation-exchange membrane are shown in Fig. 1, a.
Depending on the degree of polarization, two variants of the behavior of an electro-membrane
system can be distinguished. When the maximum current density (1.2 mAcm-2) is exceeded, the
transfer of ammonium ions can be explained using the concepts of the “barrier effect” and
“facilitated migration” [2, 3]. However, an analysis of the change in the pH of the solution in the
concentration channel shows that even in the pre-limiting modes of electrodialysis, the solution is
acidified. This situation is not typical for electrodialysis of salts containing strong electrolyte
cations. This fact makes it possible to use an approach to explain the behavior of ammonium ions
in the system under consideration, developed to describe the transport of weak acids anions, taking
into account hydrolysis reactions in the outer diffusion boundary layer and the inner pore solution
of the membrane [4, 5]: the NH3H2O particles formed during hydrolysis enter the membrane at
the depleted interface and turn into NH4+ ions, since the interstitial solution of the membrane has
a lower pH value than the external solution. Due to the influence of the Donnan elimination and
under the action of direct current, the OH– ions return to the depleted solution, where they react
with NH4+ ions, resulting in an increase in the NH3H2O concentration near the cation-exchange
membrane. The ammonium cations formed in the internal solution of the membrane migrate to the
opposite boundary of the membrane, pass into the enriched solution, where they capture OH– ions
from water molecules, thereby reducing the pH of the solution in the concentration chamber. Thus,
pH of the depleted solution increases, and pH of the enriched solution, on the contrary, decreases,
which can be considered as the transfer of H+ ions through the cation-exchange membrane (Fig.
1, b).
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Figure 1. Ammonium ions transfer through the cation-exchange membrane:
a – experimental results; b - model of the hydrolysis effect.
Numerical simulation of the average flux of hydrogen ions in the concentration section (Fig. 2,
a) shows that if the salt does not undergo hydrolysis in an aqueous solution, then at pre-limiting
current densities, the flux of hydrogen ions is negligible and relatively sharply increases when ilim
is exceeded. At the same time, if the salt is formed by a weak base, then the flux of hydrogen ions
is very large, regardless of whether the limiting current density is reached or not. When the current
limit is exceeded, such a decrease in pH leads to an additional increase in the hydrogen ions flux.
To test the adequacy of the mathematical model, an experiment was conducted on
electrodialysis for solutions of ammonium nitrate and potassium nitrate under conditions that make
it possible to measure the intensity of ion generation in the medium by cationic and anion-exchange
membranes of the desalination chamber. The fluxes of hydrogen ions obtained by electrodialysis
of ammonium nitrate and potassium nitrate solutions are shown in Fig. 2, b. In the case of
ammonium salts, the fluxes are higher, and the result is consistent with the calculations obtained
by numerical simulation. The transport mechanism of cations of a weak base through a membrane
during electrodialysis is developed on the basis of analysis of experimental data on voltammetry,
pH measurement for NH4NO3, KNO3 alkali metal halides solutions.

а
b
Figure 2. Hydrogen ions flux through the cation-exchange membrane vs. dimensionless current
density curves: a - numerical simulation results (1 - salt is not subjected to hydrolysis in aqueous
solution; 2 - salt is formed by a weak base); b – experimental results (1 - KNO3, 2 - NH4NO3).
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The study of the transport characteristics of heterogeneous cation-exchange membranes MK40 in solutions of strong and weak electrolytes has been carried out. For the first time, the analysis
of these parameters takes into account protonation / deprotonation reactions involving cations of
a weak base and shows their significant effect on the productivity on salt ions during electrodialysis
vs. current curves. The mechanism for transporting cations of a weak base in an electro-membrane
cation-exchange membrane / salt solution system has been proposed.
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Introduction
Swelling is an important property of charged gels and membranes. The size of pores and,
therefore, membrane properties such as conductivity, diffusion and hydraulic permeability,
permselectivity depend on water content and degree of swelling.
In this work, the effect of pH and NaCl solution concentration on the transport characteristics
of heterogeneous anion-exchange membranes (AEM) containing weakly basic functional groups
is modeled. The model is based on the previously developed model [1] for equilibrium swelling
of an ion-exchange membrane, as well as on the microheterogeneous model [2].
The proposed model includes Donnan equilibrium equations as well as equations for
equilibrium of charged and uncharged ionogenic groups; electroneutrality condition in membrane;
the Gregor [1, 3] and van’t Hoff equations for the osmotic pressure in membrane and solution,
respectively; the equation for the relative elongation (Hook’s law); the Nernst-Plank equations and
equations of microheterogeneous model [2].
To take into account the complicated porous membrane structure, for the sake of simplicity, as
in microheterogeneous model, we will distinguish only two structural elements: a relatively
homogeneous part of the membrane, which is microporous polyelectrolyte gel, and macropores,
which include structural defects and voids. The structural element called “polyelectrolyte gel” will
include, along with the ion-exchange resin particles, the polymer binder and the reinforcing
fabric/net. The membrane polymer matrix is considered as ideally elastic and isotropic. The
membrane contains functional groups of different nature (primary, secondary, tertiary and
quaternary amines); these groups can be charged or uncharged depending on the pH. Only the
protonated functional groups take part in ion-exchange, however both protonated and deprotonated
groups contribute to membrane swelling [1].
In the model, the portion of intergel spaces is given as a function of the amount of “free water”
in the membrane, i.e. water, located in the macropores and in the central part of the mesopores.
The dependence of the diffusion coefficients of ions in the membrane on the degree of swelling is
also taken into account. This dependence is described by the equation proposed by Mackie and
Meares [4], using the “tortuosity coefficient” as a function of the fraction of the volume occupied
by the polymer matrix impermeable to diffusion.
The input parameters of the model are the concentration and pH of bathing solution.
The fitting parameters are the portions of secondary (primary), tertiary and quaternary amines;
the fraction of macropores; the structural parameter ; the equivalent volume of dry gel which
contains 1 mol of functional fixed groups.
The output parameters are the concentrations of all species in the membrane, the number of free
and bound water per equivalent of functional groups, the equivalent volume of the gel and that of
the membrane (including macropores). It is possible to calculate the membrane exchange capacity,
water content, membrane thickness, local coefficient of diffusion permeability, electric
conductivity and transport numbers of ions in membrane.
Results and Discussion
A good agreement is found between the simulated curves and experimental data [5]
representing the dependence of MA-40 and MA-41 membranes electric conductivity, diffusion
permeability and ions transport numbers on bathing solution concentration and pH (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. pH dependencies of electric conductivity (a), local coefficient of diffusion
permeability (b) of MA-40 and MA-41 membranes; transport numbers (c) of Na+ ions in MA40 (solid lines) and MA-41 (dashed lines) membranes. Concentration of NaCl bathing
solution is 0.1, 0.5 and 1 M.
The dependence of water content (Figure 2a) of the studied AEMs on the concentration of NaCl
solution at a fixed pH = 3 (when the exchange capacity of the membranes is maximal) responds to
the well-known concept of the effect of solution concentration on ion exchangers swelling [6]:
with increasing salt concentration, swelling (and, therefore, the water content) of the membrane
decreases because the osmotic pressure of the external solution increases, whereas the osmotic
pressure of the internal solution in the membrane remains almost unchanged. The increase in
external osmotic pressure increases the external resistance to the tendency of the matrix to stretch
under the action of internal osmotic pressure.
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Figure 2. Water content (a), fraction of the “gel” phase (b) and the “tortuosity coefficient” in
MA-40 and MA-41 membranes as functions of pH. Concentration of NaCl bathing solution is
0.1, 0.5 and 1 M.
With an increase in the pH of the external solution, deprotonation first of the tertiary amino
groups, and then secondary (and primary) [1, 5, 7] ones occurs.
In the case of MA-40 membrane, where the portion of quaternary amines is up to 20% [1, 8],
with an increase in pH from 3 to 6 at a given concentration, an increase in water content occurs
(Figure 2a). A similar dependence is observed in the case of the MA-41 membrane. As shown in
Kozmai et al. [1], such a dependence can be explained by a large hydration number of deprotonated
tertiary amino groups as compared to their protonated forms. The greater water content of MA-41
membrane (Figure 2a), which is 38% at an external NaCl solution concentration of 0.5 M [8], is
probably due to the fact that the hydration number of quaternary amino groups is higher than the
hydration number of secondary (primary) and tertiary ones [1]. The MA-41 membrane may
contain more than 66% of quaternary amino groups [7]. As in the MA-40 membrane, in MA-41,
the maximum water content is observed within such a pH range (about 6-7), where the tertiary
amino groups are completely deprotonated, and the secondary ones are not yet.
At pH over 7 there is a difference in the dependences of the water content on pH of MA-40 and
MA-41 membranes. Thus, in the MA-40 membrane there is a noticeable decrease in the water
content. This can be explained by the deprotonation of secondary amino groups. A significant loss
of exchange capacity leads to a decrease in membrane swelling. However, with an increase in
external salt concentration at low exchange capacity (the portion of which at pH 9 is about 1020% [1, 5]), co-ions sorption occurs. Co-ions entering the membrane together with their hydration
shells, causing an increase in water content.
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On the contrary, in the MA-41 membrane, with an increase in pH, the water content (with the
exception of the smallest concentration of the external solution) increases. This may be due to the
fact that the portion of secondary amino groups in this membrane is relatively small, and at a pH
= 6 and higher, strongly hydrated deprotonated tertiary amino groups are added to relatively
strongly hydrated quaternary amino groups. As in the case of the MA-40 membrane, as the external
concentration of salt increases, the concentration of co-ions in the MA-41 membrane increases,
which causes a relatively high increase in the water content of this membrane at a pH greater than
6 and the concentration of NaCl solution of 1 M.
In the case of both membranes, a sharp increase in water content at a pH of more than 11 is due
to an increase in the concentration of OH– ions in the membranes [1].
Since the portion of intergel spaces (and, accordingly, the portion of gel) (Figure 2b) is
determined as a function of free water content, and the diffusion coefficients of ions in the gel
phase of the membranes depend on the tortuosity coefficient (Figure 2c), which in turn is a function
of the volume of the swollen gel, then the change in the transport characteristics of the membranes
with changes in the pH of the external solution (Figure 1) occurs in accordance with the change in
their water content and the structural features determined in the microheterogeneous model
through the parameter .
Thus, by the influence of two opposing factors at each pH value of the external solution, namely
the effective exchange capacity and the water content of the membrane, it is possible to explain
the effects observed in Figure 1: a slight increase in the electrical conductivity of the MA-41
membrane at a pH of about 7 and the concentration of the external NaCl solution more than 0.1
M; a significant decrease in the electrical conductivity of the MA-40 membrane at a pH of about
8 and its sharp increase at a pH of more than 11; a slight decrease in the diffusion permeability of
both membranes at a pH of about 3, its sharp growth and the presence of a maximum at a pH of
about 7.
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THEORY AND PRACTICE OF WATER DEOXYGENATION BY METAL-ION
EXCHANGE NANOCOMPOSITES
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The most General Theory of water deoxygenation macrokinetics and dynamics by metal-ion
exchange nanocomposites is constructed. Mathematical models of macrokinetics and dynamics of
redox sorption processes involving nanocomposites are created, numerical solution of direct and
inverse problems is performed, kinetic parameters are found, comparison with the experiment is
carried out. The practical implementation is a development a new sorption-chemical and sorptionelectrochemical methods of water deoxygenation.
Introduction
Water can not be considered ultrapure if dissolved oxygen presents in it. Catalytic and sorptionchemical approaches are known for deep removal of dissolved oxygen in water, based respectively
on the interaction of oxygen molecules with hydrogen in the presence of catalyst nanoparticles
(palladium) deposited on hollow-fiber membranes and chemically active metal nanoparticles
(copper) deposited in macroporous ion-exchange matrices. This work aim is a mathematical
describtion of water deoxygenation macrokinetics and dynamics.
Theory
Physico-chemical model. The formulation of the problem is based on the idea that the process
of interaction of a solid porous redox sorbent (metal-ion-exchange nanocomposite, NC) placed in
the liquid phase with a dissolved oxidant consists of the sorbate diffusion to the active centers
followed by a successive oxidation-reduction reaction. Oxidation-reduction conversion of a
homogeneous redox sorbent material occurs according to the scheme
k1
k2
B 
 C 
D

(1)

The reaction of the oxidant with the active centers of the sorbent a localized area of the
interfaces B/C, C/D are characterized by effective rate constants k1 and k2. The reagent diffuse
through the layers of intermediate and final reaction’s products with a thickness of 1, 2, with
diffusion coefficients D1 and D2, respectively. The process is accelerated by the electric current of
the cathode direction.
The macrokinetics of the redox sorption [1, 2]. We used the method of replacing the boundary
with the flow of the substance on the reaction (active) layers for solving this problem. These layers
have infinite diffusion permeability ( D1, D2   ), finite thickness ( 1,  2  const ) and interact
with the oxidant in whole volume. The difference upon electrochemical polarization, lies in the
boundary condition of the component’s balance a flow densities at the nanocomposite-solution
interface, taking into account the surface electrochemical reaction

O2  4H   4e   2H 2O
j2  R0   ws  j  R0  .

(2)
(3)

Here wS is the function of the flow, which determines the disappearance of component A as a
result of reaction (2) and depends of the electric current density i in the system wS  i / ( zF ) , z is
the number of electrons involved in the reaction, F is Faraday's constant.
We obtain a system of ordinary differential equations described the propagation of the
boundaries of the individual stages of the sequential chemical reaction of oxidation of metal
particles with oxygen during the electrochemical polarization of NC
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where ilim is the density of the limiting diffusion current component A, i
dimensionless coordinate of i-front of the reaction, R0 is the radius of grains, dimensionless
complexes kinetic constants, Di and kj are the coefficient of internal diffusion in the i-layer and
the rate constant of the reaction in the j-layer, Bi is the Biot’s criterion
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(5)

The global minimum was found by the gradient descent method. Kinetic curves on a thin granular
layer were calculated and compared with experimental ones using the internal parameters dij. The
results suggest the adequacy of models and experiments.
Dynamics of the redox sorption. The kinetic parameters of dij were used to calculate the
dynamics of oxygen uptake in a redox column with a granular layer using the material balance
equation and obtained a satisfactory agreement of the calculation with experimental data. In the
case of oxygen redox sorption dynamics on the cathod-polarized granular layer of nanocomposite,
a current was introduced into the transport equation along the column to preserve the material
balance. Columnar granular layer of NC is energized and is considered as an electrical circuit, in
which each resistors Ri(y) represent a general Ohmic resistance of the elementary section column
layer (along the section plane) and the polarization resistance of Faraday’s reactions in this section.
Here y is axis coordinate directed along the layer in the direction of flow. The resistance of the ilayer of nanocomposite as oxidation is assumed to vary from a certain source RNC ( =0) to the
final RNC ( =1)

RNC ( i )  RNC (1)    RNC (0)  (1   i )

(6)

where  is the degree of completeness of oxidation of NC.
Knowing the total current at the reactor I of height L, it is possible to calculate the distribution
of this current in layers located at different heights,

Ii  I

 
L

i

 RNC (1   i )

 i  RNC (1   i )

where RNC 

RNC (0)
.
RNC (1)

(7)

During 100 h of experiment there is a natural decrease the dissolved oxygen obsorption rate
from water at the granular layer outlet in the absence of polarization and the establishment of a
constant rate of oxygen absorption concentration under the influence of an electric current.
Polarization of the system allows for a long time to maintain the chemical activity of metal
particles and a stationary level of oxygen redox sorption.
Experiments
Sorption-chemical method. The schematic diagram of deoxygenating electrolyzer is shown in
Fig. 1. The external heating system 1, including the heating boiler 2, pipelines, radiators, is closed
to an additional circuit with an oxygen-free installation. Calculation and experiment show that the
concentration in the system will decrease from 8 mg/l to 10 µg/l in a short time after switching on
the redox filter.
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Figure 1. Diagram of the device for deoxygenating water: 1 – external closed-loop water system,
2 – boiler, 3 – oxygen, 4 – pump, 5 – control valves, 6 – rotameters, 7 – meter, 8 – thermometer,
9 – mechanical filter with pressure gauge, 10, 17 mechanical fine filters, 11 – sorption filter
(coal), 12, 16 – mixed ion exchange filters, 13, 14, 15 – redox filters with granular NC.
Sorption-electrochemical method. The main processes’ system occurring in sorption membrane
electrolyzer can be represented as a set of electrode and ion processes (Fig. 2). Deoxygenation of
water occurs without changing the pH. As a result of long-term tests, the possibility of continuous
maintenance of the oxygen level at the step-polarized granular layer outlet of nanocomposite has
been established. Stability is provided by simultaneous oxygen reduction due to electric current
and chemical activity of copper nanodispersed particles.

Figure 2. The scheme of processes in
deoxygenator (sorption-membrane
electrolyzer with the granular layer of
NC): A – anode, C – cathode, MK –
sulfocation-exchange membrane.

Conclusions
Proposed and implemented in production sorption-chemical method of deep water
deoxygenation in closed flow systems (<10 µg/l) on copper-containing nanocomposite with
optimal capacity. The theoretical calculation showed that the sorption-electrochemical process
carried out in series connected multistage electrolyzers with polarization each stage in the limiting
external diffusion current mode allows to obtain water in open flow systems with a given residual
dissolved oxygen content.
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Introduction
Acid whey, a by-product of cottage cheese, casein and strained yogurts production, offers a
variety of valuable nutritional constituents, including lactose and whey proteins. However, the
industrial processing of acid whey is complicated due to high content of lactic acid that affects
whey crystallization and drying processes significantly [1]. Nanofiltration [2] and electrodialysis
[3] are considered as the promising methods to remove sufficient part of lactic acid from acid whey
and thus provide a material for production of high-quality whey concentrates. Also, a sourness of
acid whey hampers its application as an additive to various food products without altering of
sensory characteristics. To lower whey acidity, alkaline reagents are applied, typically these are
sodium or potassium hydroxide solutions. The alternative is a non-reagent alkalization of whey by
means of bipolar electrodialysis (electrodialysis with bipolar membranes, EDBM) [4].
Neutralization of acid whey in EDBM occurs as the electrogenerated OH– ions migrate from the
boundary layer of bipolar ion-exchange membrane (BPM) to the whey stream during the
processing. Subsequently, strong basic media is maintained at the anion-exchange side of BPM.
High pH values are known to favour undesirable membrane scaling in dairy media containing
Ca2+, Mg2+ and PO43– [5]. Moreover, the possibility of whey proteins denaturation emerges with
the excessive rise of pH combined with heating both in isolates [6,7] and in situ [8]. In this context,
membrane fouling is a subject of a thorough examination. The aim of the present work was to
evaluate the problem of membrane fouling in case of acid whey EDBM processing and to suggest
the origins of its formation.
Experiments
The acid whey obtained from industrial cottage cheese production was subjected to EDBM
processing on a laboratory-scale circulation ED unit P EDR-Z in order to rise whey pH up to 6.5.
The ED cell was equipped with heterogeneous ion-exchange membranes RALEX AM(H)-PP,
CM(H)-PP and bipolar RALEX BM and configured as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. ED cell for acid whey treatment. E, D and C indicate electrode solution, diluate and
concentrate stream, respectively; CEM, AEM and BPM are cation-exchange, anion-exchange
and bipolar membranes, respectively.
The effective electrode area was 64 cm2. The acid whey, tap water and 0.2 M sodium nitrate
were utilized as diluate, concentrate and electrode solution, accordingly, with respective flow rates
of 75, 75 and 100 l∙h–1. The volumes of the streams were 0.30, 0.25 and 1.00 l for diluate,
concentrate and electrode solution, respectively. The current density throughout EDBM treatment
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was 40 to 61 A∙m–2 and the constant voltage applied to the electrodes was 25 V. Temperature of
bulk acid whey in the tank of ED unit was 24±1 °C throughout ED run. The duration of ED run
was 30 min. The ED cell was disassembled immediately after the processing avoiding any cleaning
procedure.
Results and Discussion
No visible fouling was found on the unipolar membranes after ED run. On the contrary, the
surface of BPM in contact with whey stream was clogged with a large amount of white gellike
deposit. (Figure 2). Although the observed fouling was located exclusively on the BPM anionexchange surface, it was distributed unevenly on the membrane and built-up more in the area close
to the inlet. This feature corroborates with the said hypothesis of pH-induced fouling. The
alkalinity of the incoming whey stream is lower than that of the stream leaving diluate
compartment, i.e. the pH gradient is formed in the diluate chamber adjacent to BPM. The
conditions for both protein denaturation and precipitation of salts of divalent cations enhance
towards the outlet.
However, the hydrodynamic characteristics of the diluate stream should be also accounted. It
is important that the turbulization occurs in the ED stack compartments due to spacer design. Flow
disruption makes washing of the fouling less intensive. Additionally, the fouling from the bottom
of the diluate compartment (close to the inlet) is likely to be washed away and participate in
deposition at the top of the compartment.

Figure 2. Image of BPM with membrane fouling after acid whey processing and membrane
spacer layout. The ED cell was oriented vertically during operation.
Protein precipitation is often related to electrostatic interactions between protein molecules or
thermal denaturation [9]. Sufficient temperature for whey proteins denaturation ranges from 62 to
78 °C [10]. These values are significantly higher than that maintained in diluate during EDBM
run, though the alkaline reagents are known to lower the temperature threshold of whey proteins
precipitation [7]. Isoelectric points of major whey proteins, β-lactoglobulin and α-lactalbumin, are
in acidic medium (5.2–5.4 and 4–5, accordingly) [9,11,12]. This pH values were exceeded during
the treatment, as far as pH changed from 4.5 to final 6.5. Thus, the coagulation of protein molecules
in the conditions of a minimal net charge could take place. Ultimately, we consider the pH-induced
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denaturation of whey proteins [6,7] as the main cause of organic fouling deposition. Yet, there are
few data on whey proteins behavior in alkaline media apart from heating.
Mineral precipitates could also contribute to the observed membrane fouling. Acid whey is rich
on calcium and phosphate [13] tending to form insoluble salts in alkaline media. The
electrogenerated OH– ions could therefore induce precipitation of mineral salts in the diluate
stream and, particularly, on the BPM anion-exchange surface, where the concentration of OH– is
relatively high.
The revealed issue of membrane fouling is to be analyzed in detail hereafter. Chemical
composition of the fouling matter should be determined to suggest possible ways of its reduction
and prevention. Also, it is important to ascertain causes and mechanisms of fouling formation.
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Introduction
Obtaining chemically pure water is an urgent problem in the modern world. The process of
water purification is currently being carried out with the help of new innovative technologies that
allow for deep, but at the same time unalloyed removal of oxygen. The development of ion
exchange technologies and the emergence of a wide range of ion exchange resins have made them
the most used in water treatment and deoxygenation processes. Lewatit K 3433 and Lewatit K
7333 (Germany), doped with palladium, are used for catalytic removal of oxygen from water. In
technologies patented by Bayer (Germany), Lewatit MP 62 WS resin is used for deoxygenation of
water. Patented devices and materials for deep deoxygenation of water in a closed system, the
main material of which are nanocomposites based on ion exchanger KU-23 (Ukraine).
Nanocomposites based on ion exchange resins differ in capacity by counterions to the metal
component, as well as in their structure (size and distribution of pores and metal particles by size
and granule).
The aim of this work was to clarify the role of ion exchange matrices in the process of molecular
oxygen sorption by various nanocomposites.
Experiments
Synthesis of nanocomposites Ag,Cu·КУ-23 (Н+), Cu·Lewatit SP-112H (Н+), and
Ag,Cu·Lewatit K 2620 (Н+) was carried out by the known technique of ion exchange saturation
and chemical deposition of metal. The metal content in the samples was regulated by the number
of metal deposition cycles.
Comparison of physico-chemical characteristics monopolistic ion-exchange resins Lewatit
preparesto conducted regarding ion-exchanger KU-23 (tab.1.). The size and radial distribution of
copper particles in the grain were estimated from x-ray analysis (x-ray x-ray diffractometer
Thermo ARL x'tra (Switzerland) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) obtained from JSM6380LV electron microscope (Japan). The efficiency of the created materials was evaluated based
on the results of the study of the absorption rate of molecular oxygen dissolved in water at a
temperature of 20±1оС. Kinetic tests of the nanocomposite were carried out in a gasometric cell
with water containing dissolved oxygen.
Table 1: Basic physical and chemical characteristics of ion exchange resins
Characteristics

CU-23

R  SO

Functional group
Granule size d, mm
Surface area, m2/g
Porosity
Pore size, nm
Ion-exchange capacity
meqv/sm

3

Н

 +
H
3

0.1-0.5
30-40



,

Lewatit SP-112H

R  SO

 +
H
3

Lewatit K 2620

R  SO3 H+
0.4-0.6
33

10-100

0.6
30
Macroporous
33

1.2

1.6

1.9

41

Results and Discussion
Comparison of kinetic curves for three samples of copper-containing nanocomposites, differing
ion exchange bases, showed a sufficiently high efficiency of materials based on monodisperse
matrices Lewatit SP-112H and Lewatit K 2620, not inferior, and at the initial stage for the
nanocomposite Cu∙Lewatit SP-112 H (H+) even superior polydisperse nanocomposite Cu∙KU-23
(H+) in the rate and degree of absorption of dissolved oxygen in water (fig. 1) Analysis of the
kinetics of oxygen reduction on copper – ion exchanger nanocomposites revealed that all the
studied nanocomposites behave almost the same in terms of the rate and degree of oxygen
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absorption. Differences in the rate and degree of absorption of oxygen do not exceed 6-8%. Some
decrease in the degree of sorption during a long experiment time for Cu∙Lewatit nanocomposites
may also be associated with lower pore availability and a slightly higher copper content on the
surface.
а

b

t, min

t, min

Figure 1. Kinetic curves for the degree of absorption of oxygen α from water as a function of
time t by nanocomposites: 1 - Cu·КУ-23(Н+), 2 - Cu·Lewatit SP-112 H(Н+),
3 - Cu·Lewatit K 2620(Н+) with various cycles of deposition of copper; а) N=1 b) N=5.
The intensity of the process occurring on the basis of Lewatit is influenced by the high exchange
capacity of composites by hydrogen ions and copper particles, as well as the smallest size of copper
agglomerates in Lewatit K 2620. In addition, from a technical and economic point of view, the
high metal capacity on Lewatit composites is achieved in fewer deposition cycles due to the high
hydrogen exchange capacity. High-capacity nanocomposites obtained on the ion-exchange bases
of Lewatit have crystallite sizes that practically coincide with the pore size of the polymer matrix
(tab. 1), unlike the nanocomposite based on CU-23, whose pores are not fixed. This leads to an
increase in the reproducibility of the oxygen absorption kinetics on them and a reduction in the
confidence interval in comparison with the curve for Cu∙KU-23 (H+) by almost two times.
The increase in the metal content from one to five deposition cycles levels differences in the
kinetic properties of nanocomposites with different ion exchange matrices.
Similar patterns are observed for kinetic curves with different matrices for silver-containing
nanocomposites (fig.2). It is seen that the highest degree of oxygen absorption is achieved on
nanocomposites synthesized on the Lewatit K2620 matrix. Due to the monopolistic nature of the
b
а

t, min

t, min

Figure 2. Kinetic curves for oxygen uptake а) Ag0·CU-23, b) Ag0·Lewatit K 2620 with different
metal deposition cycles N: 1) N=1; 2) N=3; 3) N=5; 4) N=7.
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matrix oxygen slowly diffuses to the center of the grain, a high ion exchange capacity for hydrogen
ions helps to maintain the acidic environment during the process, which contributes to the
formation of soluble oxidation products, and, in addition, a high amount of hydrogen cations
catalyzes the process and maintains its flow until the hydrogen.
With an increase in the amount of silver in nanocomposites, differences in the kinetics of oxygen
sorption are also leveled, but the nanocomposite synthesized on the Lewatit K2620 matrix shows
greater efficiency in the process of oxygen removal at low capacitance values.
Conclusion
High-performance composite nanomaterials based on copper and silver and ion exchangers
Lewatit K 2620 and Lewatit SP-112 H were synthesized for deep removal of oxygen from aqueous
solutions. The obtained materials are characterized by a high content of the metal component,
porous structure and monodisperse distribution of copper particles in size. Chemically synthesized
nanocomposites show higher recovery rates of absorbed oxygen at a single copper deposition and
almost the same parameters at a five-fold metal deposition, and are characterized by a higher
reproducibility of the kinetics of oxygen absorption on them compared with the analog KU-23.
The study of the structure of nanocomposites confirms the assumption that the previously noted
regularities are associated with the monodisperse of the Lewatit K 2620 and Lewatit SP-112H
matrices, which are more preferable for practical application.
The work was supported by the Russian Foundation for basic research (project code № 17-0800426_a)
The results of microscopic studies were obtained on the equipment of the Center for collective
use of scientific equipment VSU.
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INFLUENCE OF STABILIZERS ON THE MORPHOLOGY OF PLATINUM
DISPERSION ON THE SURFACE OF PERFLUORINATED MEMBRANE
Darya Kudashova, Irina Falina, Natalia Kononenko
Kuban State University, Krasnodar, Russia, E-mail: pirina71@yandex.ru

Introduction
Development of fuctional materials for hydrogen fuel cells is an important field of the material
science [1-2]. The prospective route is to cover the surface of the perfluorinated membrane by
platinum dispertion give the membrane catalytic properties [3]. The addition of organic
substancies in working solutions during the preparation of electrocatalysts allows controlling the
size of the nanoparticles formed and contributes to an increase in the active metal surface area [45]. The study of the possibility of using stabilizers of the platinum dispersion in the process of its
deposition on the surface of perfluorinated membranes was not previously been carried out. The
aim of this work is to study the influence of organic substances on the morphology of platinum
deposited on the surface of perfluorinated membranes, and to evaluate the efficiency of using
modified membranes in a hydrogen-air fuel cell.
Experiments
The objects of study was perfluorinated membrane MF-4SK (JSC Plastpolymer, St.
Petersburg), modified with a platinum dispersion. The membranes modification was carried out in
a two-chamber cell by the counter-diffusion of oxidant (H2PtCl6) and reducing agent (NaBH4)
solutions through the membrane during an hour. The oxidant solution contained ethylenglycol
(EG) and polyethylenglycol (PEG) of various concentrations to stabilize the platinum
nanoparticles. Modification conditions are presented in Table.
Table: Conditions of modification of the membranes MF-4SK by platinum dispersion
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Reducing agent solution
0.05 М NaBH4 +0.5 М NaOH
0.05 М NaBH4 + 0.25 М NaOH
0.025 М NaBH4 + 0.25 М NaOH
0.05 М NaBH4 +0.5 М NaOH
0.05 М NaBH4 +0.5 М NaOH
0.05 М NaBH4 + NaOH (pH=12)
0.05 М NaBH4 + NaOH (pH=12)
0.025 М NaBH4 + NaOH (pH=12)

Concentration of organic matter
–
25% vol. EG
50% vol. EG
5 g/L PEG
10 g/L PEG
–
25% vol. EG
50% vol. EG

After modification membranes were washed with distilled water to remove the sorbed solution.
The study of the membranes surface morphology was performed using a JEOL JSM - 7500
scanning electron microscope. Testing of hybrid membranes in the fuel cell was carried out at a
temperature of 25 °C, the feed rate of hydrogen and air was 20 and 300 L/h, respectively.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows SEM-images of surfaces of the samples obtained. One can see, that addition the
25% vol. EG to the oxidizing solution results in a uniform coating of the membrane surface with
a catalyst (Fig. 1b) and decrease in the aggregation of particles compared to sample 1 (Table) (Fig.
1a). This effect indicates the stabilizing action of EG. The increase in EG content to 50% vol. leads
to growth of layer heterogeneity (Fig. 1c). EXD-analysis of the surfaces elemental composition
shown that Pt content decreases as EG concentration rises. Similar results are observed in the case
of using PEG as stabilizer: for concentration 5 g/L the platinum layer consists of individual small
agglomerates (Fig. 1d); for concentration 10 g/L Pt content on the surface significantly reduces
(Fig. 1e).
To study the effect of pH on the morphology of the platinum dispersion we obtained the samples
using the solution of reducing agent containing an excess of alkali (pH 13.5) or with pH 12. In the
case of pH 12 a uniform dense coating is formed. Samples obtained by simultaneously adding
stabilizers to the oxidant solution and adjusting the pH of the reducing agent solution contain
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significantly larger amounts of platinum on the membrane surface than other samples, but intense
peeling and precipitation of the metal into the solution was observed (Fig. 1f).

a

b

c

d
e
f
Figure 1. SEM-images of modified surface of hybrid membranes MF-4SK/Pt: a-f - samples 1-5,
7 in Table 1, respectively.
The obtained samples were tested as polymer electrolytes in the membrane-electrode assemble
(MEA) of a hydrogen-air fuel cell. The characteristics of MEA with samples 1-3 is higher than
with the initial membrane that indicates the catalytic activity of the platinum coated on the
membrane surface. The power density of the MEA with sample obtained without stabilizers (92
mW/cm2) is higher than with 25% vol. EG (76 mW/cm2) and decreases with the increase in the
content of EG in the oxidizer solution. It may be due to the smaller amount of platinum coated on
the membrane surface. The power density of MEA with samples 4-5, obtained using PEG, is less
than with the initial membrane MF-4SK. The blocking of the platinum catalytic layer and
membrane transport channels by the stabilizer could cause it.
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FLUID FLOW THROUGH MEMBRANE: AN ANALYTICAL APPROACH FOR
NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION BY LIE SYMMETRY ANALYSIS
Mukesh Kumar
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In the present work, Lie symmetry analysis has been performed to obtain symmetry reductions
and group invariant solutions of unsteady viscous incompressible fluid flow through membrane.
The Navier-Stokes equation is widely used in diverse physical contexts such as fluid flows, motion
of suspended and dissolved solutes in pressure driven membrane processes etc. Lie symmetry
transformations have been applied to generate various forms of invariant solutions of the NavierStokes equation. All possible vector fields and commutative relations are constructed under
invariance property of Lie groups. A repetition of symmetry reductions transforms the equation
into system of ordinary differential equations, which provide invariant solutions. The obtained
solutions are supplemented by numerical simulation, which exhibit multisoliton profiles, soliton
interaction and their annihilation on the variation of time. The nature of solutions is investigated
both analytically and physically through their evolutionary profiles by considering adequate
choices of arbitrary functions and constants.
Keywords: Navier-Stokes equations, similarity transformations method, symmetry reductions,
invariant solutions.
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It is well known that platinum is the best catalyst for processes occurring in low-temperature
fuel cells and, in particular, in fuel cells with direct oxidation of liquid fuels (methanol, ethanol,
formic acid) [1]. An alternative to expensive platinum catalysts may be palladium, which is able
to exhibit higher catalytic activity than platinum in the oxidation of alcohols, formic acid, both in
acidic and alkaline media. [2].
Both Pt-based catalysts and Pd-based catalysts are often obtained by standard methods for such
systems.: impregnation-reduction method [3], polyol process [4]. Electrochemical methods for the
preparation of Pd-based catalysts based on the electrochemical reduction of palladium ions from
a solution of its salt are presented to a lesser extent. [5].
In this paper, we showed the applicability of the pulse alternating current (PAC) method for the
synthesis of a Pd/C catalyst for the proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell application, which
was previously successfully applied to the synthesis of Pt/C catalysts [6]. The presence of
palladium complexes in the electrolyte after PAC synthesis is demonstrated by UV-vis
spectroscopy, which indicates a different mechanism for the formation of Pt and Pd nanoparticles
under these conditions. The microstructural characteristics and catalytic activity of synthesized
Pd/C catalyst were compared with those of Pt/C catalyst which was prepared under the similar
conditions. Pd NPs of Pd/C catalyst exhibited smaller average size and narrower particle size
distribution. The electrochemical study highlighted that the electrochemically active surface area
of Pd/C catalyst was 1.4 times higher than for Pt/C. The rate of ethanol oxidation on Pd/C catalyst
exceeded the rate of ethanol oxidation on Pt/C by 2.6 times, while the rate of oxidation of formic
acid was comparable on both catalysts. However, on Pd/C, there was a significant decrease in the
overvoltage of the formic acid electrooxidation reaction as compared to the Pt/C sample (by 590
mV).
The authors thank the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (No 18-33-20064 mol_a_ved)
for financial support of this work.
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Introduction
Recently, much attention has been paid to the study of the physical properties of various
materials introduced into porous matrices with a pore diameter of the order of units and tens of
nanometers. Porous glassy membranes (PGs) have a number of advantages compared with other
porous membrane materials: homogeneous chemical composition, low impurities, thermal,
chemical and microbiological stability, transparency in the visible part of the spectrum, adjustable
structural characteristics. In this work, iron-containing PGs were produced by introducing an iron
(III) oxide into the batch during a melting of sodium borosilicate glass. PGs produced in this way
are essentially membrane materials of new generation, important for various practical applications.
Analysis of the literature data shows that in recent years the number of studies of morphology and
physical characteristics (magnetization, dielectric constant, electrical conductivity, spectral
characteristics, etc.) of iron-containing porous glasses has increased, while their characteristics in
electrolyte solutions remain unexplored. In this regard the study and comparison of the transport
characteristics (filtration coefficient, counterion transport numbers, surface conductivity,
streaming potential) of iron-containing micro- and macroporous (MIP and MAP) glasses (Fe-4) in
10-1-10-4 M solutions of an indifferent electrolyte NaCl [1,2] and of KNO3 specific to the silica
surface with the parameters of MIP and MAP glasses previously obtained from basic sodium
borosilicate (8V) glass were carried out. Taking into account the fact that triply charged
counterions have the maximum capacity for specific adsorption, a comparative analysis of
transport characteristics of basic 8V membranes in NaCl, KNO3 and FeCl3 [2] solutions was also
carried out.
Experiments
The sodium borosilicate glasses without or with iron oxide (8V or modified Fe-4 glasses) were
chosen as objects of study. To obtain MIP glasses (as defined by S.P. Zhdanov [3]), two-phase 8V
and Fe-4 glasses in the form of polished discs with diameter of 30 mm and thickness of about 1
mm were leached in 3M solutions of hydrochloric or nitric acid. To obtain MAP glasses (as defined
by S.P. Zhdanov [3]), the MIP samples were treated with 0.5M KOH solution at
20 0С for 4
hours (porous glasses 8V), or for 1, 2.5 and 4 hours (porous glasses Fe-4). Macroporous ironcontaining glasses are marked as “1”, “2” and “3” in order of increasing alkaline treatment time.
X-ray phase analysis method was used to identify the magnetite phase in MIP and MAP ironcontaining glasses. The iron content (averaged over 5–9 EDX spectra for each PG sample) in
micro- and macroporous iron-containing membranes is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: The relative iron content in the samples of porous glass
Iron content
weight %
atomic %

Fe-4 МIP
2.59
1.14

Membranes
Fe-4 МAP-1
Fe-4 МAP-2
6.31
6.83
2.36
2.38

Fe-4 МAP-3
10.49
3.76

Results and Discussion
Filtration coefficients G used to calculate the through pore radius (r) were measured for MAP
8V and Fe-4 glasses in 0.1 M NaCl [1,2], KNO3 and FeCl3 [2], solutions before and after the
measurements of electrosurface transport characteristics. It was found that with increasing alkaline
treatment time of Fe-4 MIP membranes from 1 to 4 hours, the filtration coefficient increases in
accordance with the removal of secondary silica from the pore space. During long-term contact
(about 4 weeks) of iron-containing MAP glasses with KNO3 solutions, the filtration coefficient
increased 1.5–2 times, which corresponds to an increase in average pore radius from 6.3-15 nm up
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to 7.0-17.7 nm. Note that the tendency of an increase in G and r values for Fe-4 MAP glasses
during the contact of membranes with 1:1 electrolytes in the neutral pH region was more
pronounced than for 8V MAP glasses (their r values changed from 13 up to 13.9 nm in NaCl
solutions and from 15 up to 15.6 nm in KNO3 solutions). This phenomenon can be explained by
the greater dissolution of the silica skeleton of Fe-4 glasses than that of 8V. It was also obtained
that the values of G and r for 8V MAP in the FeCl3 solutions in the acidic pH region remained
practically unchanged (15.1 and 15.6 nm for parallel samples).
The results of measurements of the specific electrical conductivity of the membranes were used
to calculate the specific surface conductivity KS, the cause of which is the excess ion density in the
electrical double layer (EDL) in the pore space of the membranes and efficiency ratio  (equal to
the ratio of the specific electrical conductivities of pore and free solutions). An analysis of the
results shows that the specific surface conductivity in 1:1 electrolyte solutions for both PG
compositions has the usual order — 1010 . The KS values of MIP glasses in NaCl and KNO3
(fig. 1) solutions are close to each other and tend to slightly increase with increasing electrolyte
concentration, which is characteristic of PG, in the pore space of which secondary silica is
contained. A decrease in the degree of its swelling with increasing concentration leads to an
increase in the average mobility of counterions, which, along with an increase in the absolute value
of the surface charge, increases the surface conductivity. Note that a decrease in the amount of
secondary silica due to additional alkaline treatment of MIP glasses, leading to an increase in the
size of the pore channels, leads to an increase in the average pore mobility of Na+, K+ ions and an
increase in KS values. This phenomenon is associated with a large surface charge of the MAP glass
compared with MIP glass. The results of the study showed that the  obtained for microporous 8V
and Fe-4 glasses are close in a neutral pH region and more than one both in NaCl solutions and in
KNO3 solutions, whereas both for MIP and MAP 8V membranes in the FeCl3 solution there are
concentration regions in which the electrical conductivity of the free solution exceeds the electrical
conductivity of the pore solution ( <1). That leads to the negative KS values in these concentration
regions as a result of a sharp slowdown in the mobility of specifically adsorbed Fe3+ions in a pore
liquid.

Figure 1. Dependencies of specific surface conductivity of iron-containing Fe-4 porous glasses
on the concentration of NaCl[1] and KNO3 solutions.
It was found that the values of the transport numbers of sodium and potassium counterions (n+)
practically do not depend on the composition of the MIP PGs. As the concentration of the
electrolyte increases, the values of n+ decrease in accordance with the decrease in the contribution
of ions of DEL to membrane transport processes. The counterion transport numbers of MAP Fe-4
were larger than those of MAP 8V membranes due to the larger surface charge |σо| of Fe-4 porous
glass. With an increase in the treatment time of the Fe 4-6 MIP membranes with an alkali solution,
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that is, with an increase in the pore size, the values of transport numbers K+ decrease. Note that n+
values of Na+ ions are larger than those for specifically adsorbed K+ ions at C≤0.01 M. At C = 104
M all membranes have high selectivity (n+ = 0.87– 1.00).
From the measured values of the streaming potentials for all the porous membranes under study,
the values of the zeta-potentials (z) were calculated taking into account the electrical conductivity
of the pore solution and the overlapping of DEL. Comparison of the values of z-potentials found
in NaCl and KNO3 solutions shows that the values of |z| for MAP membranes with the same size
of pore channels (8V MAP and Fe-4 MAP-3) decrease during the transition from NaCl to KNO3
due to the pronounced specificity of potassium ions, resulting in a greater degree of Stern layer
filling, and, therefore, to a decrease in the absolute values of the electrokinetic potential. For MAP
membranes, the ratios |z| for basic PG 8V and a Fe-4 membrane, the same: at concentrations of C
> 10-3 M, the values of |z| in NaCl solutions are higher than in KNO3 solutions, and at C < 10-3 M,
the values of |z| in both electrolytes converge. The observed patterns are associated both with
different specificity of counterions and with the influence of secondary silica contained in the pore
space of the MIP glass on all transport characteristics of PG. Electrokinetic potential is negative
in the whole study area of NaCl and KNO3 concentrations and only at very low concentrations of
FeCl3. As the FeCl3 concentration increases, the system passes through the isoelectric point and
the z values become positive.
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Introduction
Diffraction effects associated as a rule with the interaction of light waves with micropores are
considered when studying the optical properties of nuclear filters (NF) [1]. At the same time
relatively little attention is paid to the study of interference patterns (IP) observed in the NF optical
spectra [2].
The aim of this study was to investigate the changes in IP observed in the transmission spectra
of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) films irradiated with Xenon ions due to chemical treatment
and the formation of numerous micropores.
Experiments
NF samples were obtained from biaxially oriented PET films with a thickness of 10±1 μm (State
Standard 24234-80); the degree of orientation is 3, the level of crystallinity is not higher than 50%,
the polymer density is 1400 kg/m3, the molecular weight is 31000. The material contained kaolin
as a filler; its mass fraction is 0.2. Irradiation with a flux of heavy ions (54Xe129, energy ~ 1
MeV/nucleon, ion fluence ~3×108 cm-2) was carried out at the Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions
named after G.N. Flerov (JINR, Dubna) on the U-400 accelerator of heavy ions in vacuum
conditions at room temperature. Chemical treatment of the ion-irradiated PET films was carried
out for 3–60 min in aqueous solutions of 0.5–5 N NaOH in the temperature range 303–353 K. As
a result an array of open micropores of approximately cylindrical shape with an average diameter
of ~ 0.2 μm appeared in a PET film (Figure 1). Registration of the optical absorption spectra of
PET and NF samples in the form of disks of Ø25 mm was carried out in air at room temperature
using a UV-365 spectrophotometer. The size and distribution of pore size in nuclear material were
determined by analyzing of electron microscopic images obtained using a Quanta 200 3D scanning
electron microscope.

Figure 1. a, b) Electron microscopic images of the nuclear filter samples surface irridated by
xenon ions with an energy of ~ 1 MeV / nucleon to ~ 3 x 10 cm-2 polyethylene terephthalate
films, after chemical treatment in aqueous solutions of 5N NaOH at 343 K for three minutes; c)
pore size distribution function and the result of its approximation by a lognormal distribution.
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Results and Discussion
The optical absorption spectrum of a PET film irradiated with xenon ions is determined by an
intense absorption band with the maximum at the wavelength region of λ ≤ 300 nm. Its origin can
be associated with the terephthalic groups in the PET monomeric array. Besides optical spectrum
of PET film contains an interference pattern observed at the wavelengths from 300 to 2500 nm
and further to the infrared (IR) region (Figure 2). The interference pattern has the form of a
standing wave and includes four wave packets located in the region λ = 320–400 nm (wave packet
I in Figure 2); 400-565 nm (II); 565 - 1130 nm (III); 1130 -> 2500 nm (IV). Complex form of the
interference pattern is due to anisotropy of the PET refractive index. It can be explained the
occurrence of birefringence of PET film as a result of orientation extension when manufacturing
[3].

Figure 2. Interference patterns observed in the spectral range of 1250 - 2250 nm in the
transmission spectra of the Xe-ion-irradiated PET films before (1) and after (2) chemical
treatment in aqueous NaOH solutions at 343 K for three minutes. I - IX - numbers of interference
fringes.
Formation of a micropore system significantly changes the shape of the optical absorption
spectrum of PET due to the appearance of an intense diffraction background whose long-wave
edge appears in the region of λ ≥ 1100 nm. At the same time a low-intensity interference pattern
can be observed on the decay of the diffraction background which located at the wavelengths from
1300 - 2500 nm and extending further into the IR region. It was found that the intensity of the
long-wave edge of the diffraction background band varies proportionally to λ-2 in accordance with
the Rayleigh-Gans model [4].
Numerous pores filling the NF significantly reduces the visibility of the interference pattern
(Figure 2). Diffraction background "masks" the NF interference pattern in the spectral range λ ≤
1400 nm. Interference bands begin to appear in the wavelength region from 1400 to 2250 nm and
further. Comparison of interference patterns of ion-irradiated PET films in the optical absorption
spectra and NF in the same spectral range shows that in both cases of interference patterns contain
the same number of interference fringes of different intensity.
In this case the spectral shape of the interference fringes in the NF interference pattern is
significantly deformed compared with the spectral shape of similar interference fringes in the
interference pattern of the ion-irradiated PET film. Deformation of the shape of interference
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fringes contained in the NF interference pattern may be associated with an increase in the surface
roughness of the PET film after the formation of open pores [2].
The most significant difference is the short-wavelength shift of the NF interference pattern
relative to the interference pattern for ion-irradiated PET film. The magnitude of the shift
corresponds to the change in phase angle by π/2. Possibly this shift of the NF interference pattern
is connected with a thickness decrease of the PET film during the alkaline hydrolysis of the ionirradiated polymer. Analysis of the both interference patterns shows that the thickness of the PET
film decreases from 11.55 to 10.97 μm as a result of chemical treatment. As noted above the
visibility of interference pattern in the NF transmission spectra decreases by three times compared
with the interference pattern of ion-irradiated PET film (from 0.06 to 0.02). In both cases, there is
a tendency to increase the contrast of the interference pattern with increasing wavelength from
1400 to 2250 nm.
The same type of the NF and the ion-irradiated PET film interference patterns (Figure 2), the
results of the evaluation of the thickness of PET films before and after etching allow us to conclude
that the interference pattern observed in the transmission spectrum of NF is a part of the
interference pattern that is observed in the transmission spectra of an ion-irradiated PET film. The
rest of the interference pattern in the NF transmission spectrum is hidden under the diffraction
background.
Thus it was shown in the present study that the interference patterns observed in the
transmission spectra of NF and ion-irradiated PET films have the same origin. It is due to the
interference between the probing light beam and the light reflected from the surfaces of the film.
However, the formation of a pore structure and a decrease in the thickness of the PET film as a
result of chemical treatment lead to a decrease in intensity and a short wavelength shift deformation
of the spectral shape of the interference bands due to the appearance of distortions caused by
changes in the NF surface topography.
This study was carried out with the support of the Russian Foundation for basic research
(project No. 17-07-00524).
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Introduction
Pervaporation is a membrane separation technology applying for selective removal of
impurities and isolated of industrial important liquids. Comparing with conventional methods, this
process has many advantages of low energy consumption, easy operation, and moderate
conditions. Moreover, pervaporation is not limited by thermodynamic VLE (vapor-liquid
equilibrium) and is efficient in separating azeotropic mixtures.
In order to overcome the trade-off relationship between permeability and selectivity, several
attempts have been made such as modification polymer materials with different fillers, thermal
annealing and chemical cross-linking. Among them, preparation of mixed matrix membranes is
the most popular and effective method since it allows combining ease of fabrication and reasonable
separation performance of polymer material and mechanical stability and exceptional transport
properties of inorganic fillers.
This paper presents the study of membranes based on the industrial polymer poly(m-phenyleneiso-phtalamide) (PA) modified with star-shaped macromolecules (SM) with a C60 fullerene core
containing 6 arms of polystyrene (PS) and 6 arms of poly-tret-butyl methacrylate (PTBMA) for nbutanol dehydration via pervaporation.
Experiments
The composites PA/SM were prepared by mixing solutions of PA and SM in N,Ndimethylformamide. The polymer films were obtained by pouring onto a glass plate and dried in
a vacuum oven at 60 ° C to constant weight.
PS

PTBMА
С60
Figure 1. Structures of PA and hybrid star-shaped macromolecule.
Membranes` structures were studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and X-ray diffraction analysis. Thermal characteristics were obtained during
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and the method of differentiating scanning calorimetry (DSC).
The transport properties of the membranes were studied using pervaporation experiments on the
dehydration of n-butanol.
Results and Discussion
The physical characteristics of new hybrid materials based on PA with the addition of a starshaped fullerene-containing modifier were studied.
The effect of the star macromolecules inclusion in the PA matrix on the membrane morphology
was studied by SEM. Figure 2 shows micrographs of cross-section for PA and PA/SM containing
2 and 5 wt% star filler. It is observed that significant changes occur in the internal structure of PA
membrane with the inclusion of a star modifier.
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(a) PA
(b) PA/SM(2%)
(c) PA/SM(5%)
Figure 2. SEM micrographs of and membrane cross-section.
The table 1 presents some physical parameters of the membranes, namely density and contact
angels for water and n-propanol.
Table 1: Physical parameters of membranes
Contact angles
Water
Toluene
20.6
79.2
82.5
16.5
86.7
15.6

Density,
g/sm3
1.312
1.305
1.299

Membrane
PA
PA/SM(2%)
PA/SM(5%)

As a result of SM inclusion, modified membranes exhibit less compact structure and lower
density than that of the pure PA membrane.
Additives of SM containing nonpolar PS and PTBMA arms promote an increase the contact
angle of water and decrease contact angle of n-propanol on the membrane surface (Table 1). The
surface of the modified membranes becomes more hydrophobic compared to the surface of PA
membrane.
The transport properties of polyamide-based membranes containing 0, 2, 5 wt.% star-shaped
modifier were investigated during vacuum pervaporation for dehydration of n-butanol
(experimental conditions — 50 ° C, residual pressure under the membrane — 0.2 bar, the feed —
2-12 wt% water).
Figure 3a and 3b show the main transport parameters of the membranes: the total flux and the
separation factor as a function of the water concentration in the feed. Increase of water
concentration in the feed leads to the increasing total flux through all the membranes. The higher
SM containing the more water passes through membranes. As it is shown in Figure 3b, separation
factor of all membranes decrease with an increasing the water concentration in the feed.
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Total flux, g/m h

PA/SM (5%)

PA
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3. Dependence of (a) total flux (water-n-butanol) on water concentration in the feed
and (b) water concentration in permeate on water concentration in feed and for pervaporation
water-n-butanol mixture, 50 °C.
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Conclusions
Novel mixed matrix membranes with star-shaped fullerene-containing nanomodifiers for
diffusion separation methods characterized by high thermal stability, mechanical strength and
chemical stability have been developed. Increasing of the star-shaped modifier content up to 5
wt% SM leads to decreasing density. Furthermore, the PA/SM membrane has a relatively loose
structure that is suitable for the penetration of molecules and formation of transport channels. It is
shown that the mixed matrix membranes have improved transport properties and are highly
efficient in the process of n-butanol dehydration. PA/SM membranes the total flux through
membrane increases, and the value of separation factor increases with the growth of SM content
in membranes.
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Introduction
Nowadays, the ion transport in nanopores and nanochannels attracts a great interest. This
scientific direction is relevant and exhibits a fundamental value in various fields of science and
technology, including the separation of mixtures and the production of pure substances [1], the
electrochemical conversion of energy [2], the development of chemical sensors [3], the
physiology, molecular biology of cells [4], etc.
Hybrid or composite membranes containing various nanoparticles have been actively studied
in the last decade [5-7]. It was previously shown that the presence of different inorganic particles
in the membrane structure can lead to a change in the transport and selective properties of the
membrane. On the other hand, investigation of the shift of the plasmon absorption band of gold
nanoparticles with the presence of various ions and molecules in their surroundings is also very
important problem [8]. Thus, the combination of the transport properties of nanochannels and
particles exhibiting plasmon resonance has great potential for application in many technologies.
The current work is aimed to studying of new mechanisms of selective separation of solution
components in the presence of an inhomogeneous electromagnetic field inside the pores of the
micro- and nanofiltration membranes.
Experiments
In this work, the method of laser-induced metal deposition is used for the formation of a new
type of membrane [9]. Laser radiation is monochromatic and has a small beam divergence. Due to
the possibility of focusing, the laser beam is a good source of energy for initiating chemical
reactions in micron-sized regions, in turn; the irradiation parameters can be selected in such a way
that the radiation power sufficient for proceeding the chemical reaction is reached only at the focal
point of the laser beam. One of the most important factors of the method of laser-induced metal
deposition is the possibility of the formation of the deposits on the surface of the optically
transparent dielectrics.
We propose to use various porous glasses as a basis for the synthesis of membranes. Porous
glass (PG) samples (in the form of plane-parallel polished plates 10 × 10 × 1.0 mm3 in size) have
been prepared by chemical etching of phase-separated sodium borosilicate glass with two-frame
structure [10] in HCl and KOH solutions consistently with subsequent washing in distilled water
and drying at 120 ° C in an air atmosphere as described in [10, 11]. The PG’s porosity and average
pore diameter are 0.5 (cm3/cm3) and 25 nm respectively [12].
The potentiometric methods was use in order to study the selective properties of the membrane.
Previously, this methodology was successfully applied for studying the transport properties of
membranes [13, 14]. In this method, a potential difference between two electrolyte solutions of
different concentrations separated by a membrane is measured. The main element of the setup is
an electrochemical cell consisting of two half-cells divided by the test membrane. As material for
production of a cell transparent plexiglas will be used optically, it is necessary to have an
opportunity to light a membrane with an external light source. A double-junction Ag/AgCl
reference electrode connected to the input of a P-20 X potentiostat (Elins, Russia) was placed in
each of the half-cells. In this configuration, the potentiostat was used as a millivoltmeter with high
input resistance (1012 Ω). For minimization of influence of concentration polarization pumping of
solutions through half-cells will be used.
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Results and Discussion
A new type of membrane containing gold nanoparticles was synthesized. A porous glass with
an average pore size of 20 nm was used as the basis for these membranes. Gold nanoparticles were
synthesized inside the pores. As part of the work, the selective properties of the obtained
membranes in model solutions of KCl and NaCl salts were investigated. It was shown that the
formation of particles inside the pores of the membranes leads to a dramatic change in their
selective properties. The results obtained can be widely used in various technologies.
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Introduction
This work is aimed to solve a global problem - the use of renewable energy sources, such as
solar energy. Recently, the interest of direct conversion a gradient of a salt concentration between
seawater and fresh water into electric power using reverse electrodialysis has sharply increased.
Reverse electrodialysis is an electromembrane process of generating electricity using a
concentration gradient. This method of obtaining energy is environmentally friendly. The resulting
electricity can be obtained: by mixing sea and river water; at the enterprises, dumping sewage with
high salinity; on ships of the navy, to create energy-saving devices.
Experiments
The cell for reverse electrodialysis consists of alternating cationic and anion-exchange
membranes, between which salt and fresh water flows. The potential difference arising on the
membranes is summed up and can be used as an energy source. MK-40 and MA-40 were used as
ion-exchange membranes. The number of paired chambers in the cell was 5, the working size of
the membranes was 5x20 cm2; model solution of salt water: saturated NaCl (350g/l), and fresh
water: NaCl with a concentration of from 0.001 to 3.5 g/l; flow rate through all chambers –
260 ml/min; load range: 0-500 Ohms. To convert the current of ions into electric current, it is
necessary to use the RedOx system. The RedOx system was used: a mixture of 0.025 М
K4[Fe(CN)6], 0.025 М K3[Fe(CN)6], and 0.25 М NaCl. solutions. In this case, a reversible reaction
proceeded:
[Fe(CN)6] 3– + e ↔ [Fe(CN)6] 4–
In another case, the electrode chambers were fed with a saturated solution of sodium chloride
to abandon special RedOX system, while irreversible electrolysis reactions occurs:
(–)K: 2H2O + 2е → H2↑ + 2OH–
4H2O – 4е → O2↑ + 4H+
(+)A:
2Cl– –2e → Cl2↑
Dependence of power versus current density were obtained by connecting various ohmic loads.
Results and Discussion
The dependence of the received power on the current density on the cell is shown in Fig 1.

Figure 1. Dependence of the maximum
specific power on the current density
for various concentrations of NaCl in a
model solution of fresh water. Numbers
in the legend - NaCl concentration,
g/L.
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The dependence of the maximum power received on the concentration of sodium chloride is
shown in Fig.2. As the salt concentration in fresh water increases, the power grows due to a
decrease in the ohmic resistance of the fresh water chambers. When the concentration rises, the
power characteristics decrease due to a decrease in the concentration gradient.

Figure 2. Dependence of the maximum specific power on the concentration of NaCl in the model
solution of fresh water for various RedOx systems.
The effect of various RedOx systems on the electrical power received was then evaluated. When
refusing to use ferri/ferrocyanide in electrode chambers, the received power decreases several
times.
Conclusions
A laboratory setup was created to obtain the power characteristics of the reverse electrodialysis
cell. The influence of salt concentration in fresh water on the output power is determined. It is
shown that the presence of a special RedOx system significantly increases the power received.
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Introduction
One of the promising way for the development of electro-membrane technologies is the
preassigned modification of ion-exchange membranes in order to give them the necessary
properties to increase the efficiency of the electrodialysis process. Promising method for such
modification is profiling of membranes with their simultaneous surface modification with various
modifiers, including functionalized hyperbranched polymers.
Objects and methods of research
In this work, the profiled membranes obtained by the technology, described in [1], were
investigated. It is known that during hot pressing of ion-exchange membranes, their microstructure
changes: the number of macro- and mesopores increases, which leads to an increase in the
diffusion permeability of samples and a decrease in their selectivity [2, 3]. The application of a
layer of a homogeneous cation-exchange film on the membrane surface reduces negative effects
[3].
Samples of membranes were made, on the surface of which a different amount of MF-4SK
solution in isopropanol mixed with functionalized hyperbranched polymer based on Boltorn H20
was applied [4]. The specific volumes of the applied modifier were 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and
2.0 ml/cm2. The thickness of the samples as a result of the application of the modifier film to the
membrane surface did not change within the measurement error of the micrometer.
In this work, we used the method of studying the diffusion of an electrolyte solution through a
membrane into deionized water. The calculation of the diffusion flux was carried out on the basis
of an experimental determination of the diffusion rate of electrolyte through the membrane in a
non-flowing two-chamber cell. The cell was thermostated in an air thermostat at a temperature of
25 °C. The volume of each chamber was 100 ml. The membrane under investigation was fixed
between two chambers. Control of the increase in the concentration of the electrolyte in the water
chamber was carried out by the conductometric method using platinized platinum electrodes
connected to an immittance meter.
Experiments
Profiled samples of heterogeneous membranes were used as initial membranes for
modification. The membrane surface was pretreated with “glacial” acetic acid to increase the
adhesion of the modifier according to [5]. Then a mixture consisting of a 10% solution of
perfluorosulfopolymer in isopropyl alcohol, a phosphorylated hyperbranched polymer based on
Boltorn H20 and glacial acetic acid was applied on a profiled surface. After evaporation of volatile
solvents (isopropanol and acetic acid), the membranes were dried at 90 °C. With this method of
obtaining bilayer membranes, polyethylene is interlaced with the hydrophobic part of the
sulfonated polytetrafluoroethylene matrix to form a new intermediate layer, which due to the
presence of the hydrophobic part has high adhesion to the hydrophobic part to sulfonated
polytetrafluoroethylene, and due to the polar part - high adhesion to the substrate membrane. This
method allows to obtain mechanically strong membranes with improved electrochemical
characteristics that can function stably in electrodialysis cells.
Results and Discussion
The dependence of the diffusion flow of salt upon diffusion of 0.1 M NaCl into the deionized
water on the amount of modifier is shown at the Figure 1. Since the membrane has one side with
a smooth surface and the other is profiled, the measurements were performed with a different
orientation of the membrane to the salt flux. The diffusion permeability of the profiled membrane
decreases with an increase in the amount of modifier.
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The orientation of the membranes in relation to the flux of sodium chloride:
1 - smooth surface; 2 - profiled surface.
Figure 1. Dependence of the diffusion flux density of sodium chlorided through the
membranes on the specific volume of the applied modifier.
Conclusions
In present work, profiled membranes were obtained, the surface of which was modified, as well
as its mixture of perfluoropolymer with functionalized phosphoric acid groups, hyperbranched
polymer, the optimal amount of modifier was determined. The dependence of diffusion
permeability on the amount of modifier was measured, asymmetry of diffusion permeability was
found depending on the orientation of the membrane to the salt flow. The resulting membrane is a
promising material for use in electrodialysis.
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Introduction
In the privies publication [1, 2, 3] synthesis and properties of activated carbon fibers based on
new precursor – polyoxadiazole – were discussed.
Experiments
In the present report on describe the process to obtain the adsorption active carbon-carbon
composites in the form of electro conductive membranes. To produce the membranes on utilized
as the filling materials or the nonwoven materials or the tissues made of activated carbon filaments.
The carbonized phenolic resin acts as a matrix. The scheme employed in order to make the
composite membrane is as follows: in the first step on impregnate the activated carbon fiber
material by phenolic resin so on obtain the prepreg; in the same time on polymerize the plate and
in the same time on polymerize the resin at the temperature of 175-180 °C. After that on carbonize
the previous obtained plate the inert atmosphere by the temperature 750-800 °C.
On can obtain the carbon-carbon composite plates with various thickness.
Results and Discussion
The structure of plates first of all depends on the structure of the filling materials. The thickness
and apparent density depends not only on the structure of fibrous fillers but also on the matrix
quantity and the compression degree of prepreg. Typically the composite plates are the thickness
0.5-3 mm and bulk density 1,3-1,4 g/cm3. The plates also possess the electrical conductivity. There
resistivity is usually ranges from 0,02 to 0,03 Omcm.
Regarding the adsorption capacity it can be stated that the obtained carbon-carbon composites
can adsorb more of some metal ions then the precursor activated carbon fibers materials. Right
for example the adsorption of Ag+ and Cr6+ ions activated carbon fibrous materials was 9 mg/g
and 20 mg/g respectively. In the same time the composite adsorption capacity for Ag+ and Cr6+
ions under the same conditions was 18 mg/g and 40 mg/g. Adsorption conditions was: temperature
– 22 °C, time of adsorption 60 min, initial concentration of metal ions 100 mg/l.
The adsorption active carbon-carbon composite plates can be utilized as a filters for metal ions
removal from contaminated waters or in some electrochemical processes. Also they may be the
catalysts carriers.
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Introduction
The energy production methods widely used at the present moment are drastically affecting the
environment. This forces the development of environmentally-friendly and, in particular,
renewable energy sources. In respect to long-term storage, the most promising technology is the
hydrogen cycle based on a fuel cell (FC). About 90% of fuel cells produced currently are the lowtemperature proton-exchange membrane FCs. Their main advantages are a quick start-up and
simplicity of operation. At the same time, a high humidity of the supplied gas should be
maintained, and a high-purity hydrogen should be used [1]. This makes it impossible to use a
cheaper hydrogen produced by conversion of the natural gas, alcohols or biomass [2]. Therefore,
it is necessary to develop fuel cells able to operate at 120-200°C and at relatively low humidity. In
this context, considerable attention is drawn to the membranes based on polybenzimidazoles
(PBIs) doped with phosphoric acid, that are able to operate at elevated temperatures, have high
chemical resistance, and thermal stability.
Stabilization of phosphoric acid in the polymer matrix is one of the primary challenges in the
development of PBI-based composite membranes. The main approach is associated with
introduction of inorganic dopants with a high sorption activity [3]. In addition, the conductivity of
PBI membranes usually correlates with the phosphoric acid content, the latter acting both as a
charge carrier and conduction medium.
The aim of the present paper is to study hybrid PBI membranes containing silica particles with
propyl-imidazoline groups-modified surface (SiO2-Im).
Experiments
The phthalide-containing PBI (PBI-O-PhT) and polybenzimidazoles obtained from 2,6- or 2,5pyridinedicarboxylic acids (PBI-2,6Py and PBI-2,5Py) were used as starting materials. Two
methods were used for polymer modification: casting of a solution with the pre-synthesized silica
particles (SiO2Im-ex, the 1st method) or with a precursor for their synthesis (SiO2Im-in, the 2nd
method). In both synthesis methods, the silica content was varied from 0 to 20 wt%. All the
obtained samples were kept in phosphoric acid at 25°С for 7 days. Its concentration was 75% and
60% for PBI-O-PhT and PBI-2,5Py (PBI-2,6-Py), respectively. After the treatment, the weight of
the membranes increased 2.5-3 fold. Finally, the samples were dried under vacuum at 70°С for 4
h.
Results and Discussion
Incorporation of the silica with additional basic nitrogen atoms on the surface leads to an
increase in the doping degree of phosphoric acid for all the studied polymers. The most pronounced
increase is observed in the case of modification with SiO2Im-in. It is probably due to a smaller
particle size compared with SiO2Im-ex or a higher sorption capacity. The interactions between 3(2-imidazolin-1-yl)propyl group of silica and nitrogen-containing moieties of the PBI can also play
a role in the packing of polymer chains. As a result, the grafted functional groups of silica and the
nitrogen atoms of the PBI itself become more accessible to the acid.
With increasing relative humidity, the growth of conductivity is observed for all the PBI-based
hybrid membranes (Fig. 1). For the membranes obtained by the 1st method, the highest
conductivity increase is 26% for the PBI-O-PhT/SiO2Im-ex-15 membrane (at RH = 50%) and 43%
for the PBI-2,6Ру/SiO2Im-ex-10 membrane (at RH = 85%). For the membranes obtained by the
2nd method, the conductivity increases up to 32% for the PBI-2,6Ру/SiO2Im-in-10 membrane (at
RH = 50%) and 40% for the PBI-O-PhT/SiO2Im-in-10 (at RH = 50%). The reason for the
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conductivity enhancement in this case is the increase in charge carrier concentration due to a larger
dissociation degree of phosphoric acid in a more dilute solution within the pores. In addition, the
growth of relative humidity lowers the viscosity of the “solution” within the membrane (due to an
increased water uptake) thus promoting an increase in ion mobility and, consequently, an increase
in conductivity.

a
b
Figure 1. Plots of conductivity versus relative humidity at 90°С for the PBI-O-PhT (1), PBI2,5Py (2), PBI-2,6Py (3) membranes containing 15 wt% of SiO2Im-ex (a) and 15 wt% of
SiO2Im-in (b).
The temperature dependence of the conductivity in composite membranes without additional
wetting revealed that incorporation of the modified silica leads to a conductivity enhancement
regardless of the membrane preparation method. For the hybrid membranes obtained by the 1st
method, the maximum in the conductivity-composition curves appears at 5-15 wt% of SiO2Im-ex.
Further increase in its content leads to a decrease in the hybrid membrane conductivity. For the
membranes modified by the 2nd method, the highest conductivity enhancement is observed for the
PBI-2,5Py-based samples. Notably, the difference in the structure of the obtained hybrid
membranes (mutual positions and packing of polymer chains) has a significant impact on the
observed composition effect.
Incorporation of small amounts of silica surface-modified with basic groups results in a
reduction of hydrogen permeability. Yet, in the case of SiO2Im-еx incorporation, the increase in
its concentration leads to a considerable enhancement of gas permeability, whereas in the case of
SiO2Im-in, an opposite effect is observed. This effect is due to different particle sizes used in
different methods.
The results suggested that the obtained hybrid membranes are promising electrolytes in high
temperature proton exchange membrane fuel cells without additional moistening.
This work was financially supported by the Russian Science Foundation (project
no. 17-73-10447).
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Introduction
The constant growth of the interest in the processes associated with refinery gases and their
components (ethane, propane, butane) is observed [1]. These gases are known as not only a fuel,
but also as a raw material for the synthesis of valuable products having olefins as the products of
the first stage of the processing. The oil industry is under pressure to find replacements for the
high octane blending components in gasoline which are no longer allowed. And olefins like
isobutylene, butene and their oligomers (octenes), have a high potential as their blending octane
values are much higher-up to 164.
One of the problems along this path is the separation of saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons
mixtures. Industrially, this separation is carried out by cryogenic distillation, which is highly
energy-intensive. The membrane separation has some advantages in comparison with distillation
and adsorption methods due to its low energy consumption, moderate cost and compact design [2].
However, butene/butane separation using conventional membranes has some difficulties caused
by the similar structure and sizes of their molecules. This problem can be solved with the use of
membranes in which the facilitated transport mechanism is realized [3]. The significant attention
to such materials and processes is determined by their high efficiency. One of the examples is the
process of facilitated olefin transport via the selective formation of complexes with silver and
copper ions contained in the membranes. The advantages of these systems are high olefin
permeability coefficients and selectivity of the gas mixture separation processes. In light of the
above, the ion exchange membranes form can be suggested as the most promising solution. The
membranes based on polyethylene with radiation chemically grafted sulfonated polystyrene (SPS)
were chosen because of the possibility to obtain membranes with a wide range of carrier
concentrations by varying the polystyrene grafting degree and its sulfonation [4].
In this paper, the dependence of the transport processes selectivity of butenes/butane mixture
components on the concentration of sulfonic acid groups and the gas stream humidity in
membranes based on polyethylene with radiation chemically grafted SPS.
Experiments
The sulfocathionite membranes obtained by post-radiation graft polymerization of styrene on a
low density polyethylene (PE) film with a thickness of 20 μm were studied, followed by
sulfonation of the grafted polystyrene (PS) by the procedure described in [4]. The membranes with
different grafting degrees were studied (0-122%). The grafting degree of polystyrene (Δp) was
calculated as the weight gain of the film, referred to the original film mass.
The permeability measurements of the polymeric membranes based on polyethylene grafted
with sulfonated polystyrene for the butene/butane mixture separation were carried out in a stainless
steel flow-through diffusion cell divided by a membrane with an area of 3.46 cm2 into two noncommunicating chambers. The studied gas mixture was introduced into one of the chambers, while
helium was introduced into another chamber and acted as a carrier gas. Both gas streams were
moistened by passing through the bubbler. The relative humidity level (from 30 to 80%) was
created by changing the temperature of the bubblers with distilled water. Before each experiment,
the membrane was pre-moistened with a stream of moistened gases for two hours. Humidity of
gases was determined at the outlet from the membrane cell.
The permeability coefficients of ethylene and ethane (P) were determined as the individual
gases fluxes through the membrane at room temperature and expressed in Barrers [1 Barrer =
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10-10·cm3(STP) cm/(cm2·s·cm Hg)]. The separation factor of ethylene and ethane was determined
as the ratio of the permeability coefficients of these gases.
Results and Discussion
The development of test modes for C4 olefin/paraffin mixtures separation with the use of the
polyethylene-graft-sulfonated polystyrene membranes in a flow-through diffusion cell with gas
chromatographic analysis of the penetrated through the membrane mixtures has been occurred.
A comparative study of butenes permeability was performed on a sample with PS grafting
degree of 50% and the gas humidity of 80%. The membrane was fed a mixture of butenes and
isobutylene in a 1: 2 ratio, obtained during the butanol dehydration reaction. It was shown that the
butene permeability 3 times exceeds the isobutylene permeability (450 versus 150 Barrer). In this
regard, further permeability studies were carried out for isobutylene, having the lowest
permeability in a series of isomers. The effect of the gas mixture humidity on the permeability
coefficient of isobutylene was studied on a membrane with a PS grafting degree of 36%. The
moistening process was performed using the thermostatic barbaters with distilled water
simultaneously on the membrane both sides in order to avoid the appearance of a humidity gradient
across the membrane thickness. It was shown that with a humidity increase, the permeability of
isobutylene increases. The membranes permeability for isobutylene increases substantially with
an increase in the relative humidity and, accordingly, in the moisture content of the membranes.
However, permeability actually reaches saturation with increasing humidity.
A study of the membranes permeability with varying PS grafting degrees (36, 50%) for
individual butane and isobutylene gases showed that the isobutylene permeability in all studied
systems exceeds the butane permeability strongly, despite the larger effective cross section of the
branched isobutylene molecule. This indicates a significant role of the facilitated transport in the
penetration process (due to the formation of a isobutylene complex with a proton through a double
bond). The permeability coefficient value and the separation factor decreases with the PS grafting
degree increasing.
Table 1: Gas permeability coefficients and separation factors of C4H8/C4H10 mixtures for
the membrane with PS grafting degree of 36%. Relative humidity 80%
The
isobutylene/butane
mixture composition
10:90
25:75
65:35

Gas permeability coefficient, Barrer
isobutylene

butane

665
250
77

26
29
24

Separation factor of
isobutylene/butane
mixture
26
8,6
3,2

It was shown that butane permeability from the mixtures with a relatively low content of
isobutylene is much lower than the permeability of isobutylene (Table 1). The separation factor
and the permeability of isobutylene increases with a decrease in its concentration in the mixture.
The highest permeability coefficients for isobutylene and separation factors are observed when
using a mixture of i-C4H8/C4H10 containing the minimal amounts of isobutylene. At the same time,
the value of the permeability coefficient of butane practically does not change with an increase in
the isobutylene concentration in the mixture.
The dependences obtained (Fig. 1) indicate an increase in the isobutylene permeability with an
increase in the polystyrene grafting degree from 8 to 36% and a further decrease in the isobutylene
permeability with an increase in the PS grafting degree, wherein butane permeability varies
slightly. The gas separation factor maximum value is also observed for a membrane with a grafting
degree of 36%, and its subsequent increase leads to a drop in the separation factor magnitude.
The effect of isobutylene/butane mixture humidity changes on the permeability coefficients was
studied. The Isobutylene permeability increases with the relative humidity, while butane
permeability gradually decreases. As a result, the factor of their separation increases with the gas
mixture humidity increasing; its maximum value is achieved in the membrane with the grafting
degree of of 36%.
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Figure 1. The permeability coefficients dependence of gases recovered from the isobutylene and
butane mixtures of composition С4Н8 / С4Н10 = 10:90 v / v. on the membrane PS grafting degree:
1 - isobutylene permeability, 2 - butane permeability, 3 - isobutylene - butane mixture separation
factor. Relative humidity - 80%.
This work was supported by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation
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Introduction
Nowadays the membrane gas separation technologies are a high-tech, energy-efficient and
environmentally friendly process. The presence of possible numbers of membrane polymers
usually shown on Robeson plot [1]. But in gas separation commercially there are used not many
membranes. Moreover, from the economical point of view any technological process should be
calculated on only with consumption of product creation, but also by membrane disposal after its
usage. In the literature very a few works are devoted to the topic of membranes polymers
utilization, the study of ways to recycle membranes. Despite the fact that the volume of membrane
polymers relative to the volume of polymeric wastes throughout the world is not comparatively
small, toxic substances are not rarely involved in their production, which, when dumping or
burned, can seriously harm the environment. It is important to understand what substances
polymers decompose during recycling, so the aim of the presented work is to study of the
utilization of used membranes based on polyelectrolytes after gas separation. From the ecological
point of view the interest to biopolymers which can easily degraded is the area of high interests.
For the current study, the membranes based on natural polymer chitosan (CS), the macromolecule
of which is a polyelectrolyte in the protonated form in weakly acidic aqueous solutions, as well as
a stable polyelectrolyte based on the quaternized derivative of chitosan (qv- CS) were chosen due
the fact its practical application in gas separation and pervaporation processes [2,3].
Experimens
Chitosan (CS, molecular weight (MW) = 1.05·105 Da, deacetylation degree (DD) = 80%) was
supplied by Bioprogress CJSC (Russia). Figure 1 suggests that uaternized derivative of chitosan
was obtained by the following reaction:

Figure 1. The reaction of CS with glyceryl-3-methylammonium chloride (GTMAC).
Quaternized derivative of chitosan was synthesized by a quaternization reaction with GTMAC
in the ratio of components 5:15 in an aqueous medium for 16 hours at a temperature of 353 К.
After separation of the reaction product and extraction with ethanol in the Soxelet extractor for 24
hours, the yield of the quaternized product was 70%. The formation of qv-CS was proved by IR
spectroscopy. Solid polymer membranes were obtained by pouring a solution of the polymer on
an inert substrate.
The fungus resistance of the obtained CS and qv-CS was evaluated in vitro in vitro by the strains
of the fungi Aspergillus niger, A. terreus, A. oryzae, Chaetomium globosum, Paecilomyces
variotii, Penicillium funiculosum, P. chrysogenum, P. cyclopum, Trichoderma viride. The
experiments identified true destructors capable of enzymatic degradation the components of the
material.
In the course of the experiments, real destructors capable of enzymatic degradation of
membrane materials based on CS and qv-CS were identified. The essence of the method consists
in keeping the film materials infected with spores of various fungi under optimal conditions for
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development (T=302 K) on the complete nutrient medium of Chapek Doks and sucrose-depleted
with a subsequent assessment of the degree of development of moldy fungi.The total aerobic
biodegradation of polymers under controlled incubation conditions was conducted in the activated
sludge media by measuring gravimetrically the amount of carbon dioxide emitted.
The thermophysical properties of CS and qv-CS are characterized using of evolved gases
analysis (EGA) mass spectrometry during pyrrolitic decomposition in an inert medium. For direct
EGA-MS measurements, a temperature-programmable Multi-Shot Pyrolyzer EGA/PY- 3030D
(Frontier Laboratories, Fukushima, Japan) was used.
Results and Discussion
The results of fungus resistance showed that the studied samples of the qv-CS in comparison
with the initial CS in Chapek Doks's media complete nutrient media and sucrose-depleted, have a
prolonged effect. On CS films, the growth of Aspergilus Niger is pronounced, which uses the
material as a power source in competition with Penicillium Funiculosum and Trichoderma viride,
and on the fragments of qv-CS
According to the results of the study of the biodegradation of materials on the basis of CS and
qv-CS, it was found that polymers are bioavailable and on the third week of testing the rate of
decomposition of polyelectrolytes, in comparison with the zero day, increases by two and half
times.
The results of the thermal degradation of the qv-CS correlate with the literature data, the
decomposition begins at a temperature of just over 500 K (table 1.), while the thermal degradation
of the original CS is initiated 40 degrees higher. It should be noted that almost all chitosan
derivatives, including copolymers with vinyl monomers, have a lower decomposition temperature
than the initial CS (543 K).
Table 1: Results of evolved gases analysis (EGA) mass spectrometry during pyrrolitic
decomposition
Sample

Chitosan

Quaternized
derivative of chitosan

m/z
18
28
44
59
80
94
18
17
58
88

Substance
Water
Nitrogen
Carbon dioxide
Acetamide
Butandinitrile
Dimethylpropanedinitrile
Water
Ammonia
N, N-Dimethylaminoethanol
1- 1-Dimethylamino-2,3-propandiol

Temperature of
degradation, K

> 543

> 508.15

Conclusion
Quaternized derivative of chitosan did not affect the properties of the fungus resistance and
biodegradability of the materials, the most competitive in terms of development were identified
strains of Aspergillus niger, Trichoderma viride and Penicillium funiculosum, which are capable
of enzymatic hydrolysis of CS-based membranes and qv-CS. During thermal destruction of
membranes on the basis of CS and qv-CS release of toxic decomposition products was nodetected.
Comparing the results of membrane utilization methods, we can say that all of them are applicable,
but with respect to preserving the ecology of ecosystems, it is preferable to choose
biotechnological methods for processing gas separation membranes, in which materials are
destroyed due to complete aerobic biodegradation. The applicability of this method to membranes
of different nature can be determined using rapid fungus resistance tests.
This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation (grant no. 18-19-00453).
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Introduction
The molecular-level separation using membrane processes are widely studied for their
application in the petrochemical industry. It is attractive to combine membrane and absorption
technologies for olefin/paraffin separation in gas-liquid membrane contactors. In this case, a
membrane acts as interphase between gas and liquid, whereas separation results from the different
solubility of saturated and unsaturated alkanes in absorption liquid [1]. The common absorbents
are solutions of transition metals salts able to form -complexes with olefins. The goals of this
study were (1) the development of composite hollow fiber membrane with a thin layer made of
ultra-permeable poly(1-trimethylsilyl-1-propyne) (PTMSP) and (2) modeling of ethylene/ethane
separation in the membrane contactor with aqueous AgNO3 as an absorbent.
Experimental
Asymmetrical polysulfone (PSf) supports were fabricated according to the well-known NIPS
(nonsolvent-induced phase separation) technique. Deposition of thin PTMSP layer was performed
by casting 1 wt. % PTMSP solution in n-hexane on the lumen surface of PSf support. The
composite PSf/PTMSP membranes were characterized with pure ethylene and ethane permeance
( PA l ) by constant pressure/variable volume method. Gas-liquid membrane contactor experiment
was performed on laboratory setup described elsewhere [2]. С2H4/C2H6 (20/80 mol %) gas mixture
was brought to the fibers shell side. Aqueous silver nitrate solution was brought into the fibers
lumen in counter-current flow mode. The gas mixture was periodically sampled, and its
composition was determined by the gas chromatograph Crystallux-4000M. The concentration of
AgNO3 (aq) was varied from 1 to 6 M, the liquid flow rate was 4.5, 9.0, and 18.0 mL/min (linear
velocities 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 m/s). The experiment was performed under constant temperature
(T = 298 K) and pressure of feed gas (p = 105 Pa).
Modeling
The experimental overall mass transfer coefficient (MTC) based on the gas phase K A for
component A can be calculated from the observed mass transfer flux JA: J A  K A DpA

where

DpA is the log-mean of the partial pressure difference of component A in the gas mixture (feed)
and the bulk liquid (permeate). Selectivity in the membrane contactor was defined as the ratio
between ethylene and ethane MTCs or overall permeances:   KC2H4 KC2H6 .
Gas mass transfer in a contactor includes three stages: diffusion from the bulk gas to gasmembrane interface with the MTC kG , permeation through the membrane with the MTC kM and

the gas transfer from the liquid-membrane interface to the bulk liquid with the MTC k L . According
to the resistance-in-series model, the overall resistance, i.e. the reciprocal of the overall MTC,
equals the sum of the gas film resistance, the membrane resistance, and the liquid film resistance
is given by [3]

do
1
1
1 do
1



,
phys
K A kG k M d ln k L EA S A di

(1)

where SAphys is the partition coefficient of the physically absorbed olefin, d o , di and d ln are the
outer, inner and log-mean diameters of the hollow fibers (in our case do dln  1.3 , do di  1.6 ),
EA is the enhancement factor due to the chemical reaction of the olefin with silver ions.
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The membrane contribution kM to the overall MTC is equal to the composite membrane
permeance, kM  PA l . The liquid phase contribution to the overall MTC at physical gas
absorption can be estimated using the known correlation ratios [4]. To calculate the liquid film
resistance, it is necessary to find the enhancement factor EA, which is the ratio between the olefin
fluxes across the liquid boundary layer, with and without the chemical reaction.
The interaction between ethylene and silver ions to form the olefin-Ag+ complex can be
considered as an instantaneous reversible reaction taking place at the gas-liquid interface [5]. In
this assumption, an equation for the enhancement factor has been derived:

EA  1   SAchem SAphys   SAchem SAphys ,

(2)

where γ is the degree of dissociation of AgNO3, SAchem is the partition coefficient for chemically
absorbed gas. The approximate equality in the Eq. (2) is obtained considering the fact that physical
solubility being significantly lower than the chemical solubility. The values of γ are known from
chem
the literature. The parameter SA is related to the equilibrium constant K p of the chemical
absorption of gaseous C2H4:
C2H4 (g) + Ag+  C2H4–Ag+
This constant was found by approximation of the experimental data of ethylene absorption in
AgNO3 (aq) using Langmuir-like equation. It has been obtained that the equilibrium constant
chem
decreases while the value of SA increase (from 8.8 to 32.3) when the AgNO3 (aq) concentration
increases from 1 M to 6 M. The chemical solubility of ethylene in AgNO3 solution (in the limit of
small partial pressures) was calculated as SAchem  RTcAg K p where cAg is the total AgNO3 molarity,
R denotes the gas constant, T is the temperature. Thus, we have found that the product EA SAphys ,
which is included in Eq. (1), can be expressed in terms of known parameters:
EA SAphys   RTcAg K p

(3)

Results and Discussion
In this study, the hollow fiber membranes with a thin selective layer based on PTMSP with the
thickness of 4-5 m on porous asymmetric PSf support were fabricated. These membranes were
applied for the separation of ethylene from ethane in the gas-liquid membrane contactor using
aqueous AgNO3 solutions.
During the process the gas mixture flows alongside the hollow fiber membranes. Some amount
of gas mixture penetrates through the membrane and dissolves in the AgNO3 solution. The ethylene
is absorbed preferentially due to the complexation reaction with silver ions. The mole fraction of
ethylene at the outlet of the contactor decreases, whereas ethane fraction increases. The ethylene
recovery   1  xAout xAin ( xAin and xAout is the molar fraction of ethylene at the inlet and the outlet of
the membrane contactor, respectively) reaches the value of 33% for 1 М solution and 44% for 5
М solution.
It was found that the ethylene overall permeance in the membrane module increases with the
liquid flow rate and AgNO3 concentration. The effect of AgNO3 concentration in the absorbent is
presented below (Fig. 1). The overall permeance of ethylene increases from 63 GPU for 1 M salt
solution to maximum value 83 GPU for 5 M solution, and then declines to 71 GPU for 6 M
solution. Ethylene/ethane selectivity reaches the maximal value of 7.1 for the 5 M silver nitrate
solution. To the best of our knowledge, the realized value 83 GPU (0.22 m3 (STP)/m2·h·bar) is
result exceeded the values for the previously studied thin film composite membranes by an order
of magnitude.
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Figure 1. The overall permeance of ethylene and ethylene/ethane selectivity as a function of
AgNO3 concentration. The liquid velocity was 0.2 m/s; GPU denotes gas permeance unit, 1 GPU
= 3.35·10-10 mol/(m2·s·Pa).
An important aspect of the membrane applicability is the stability of transport properties over
time in the gas-liquid membrane contactor. The membranes were operated for six months under
membrane contactor conditions and showed acceptable mass transfer stability confirmed by the
fact that the ethylene overall permeance was decreased only by quarter from 80.7 to 61.5 GPU.
The membrane and liquid phase contributions to the overall ethylene mass transfer resistance
within the resistance-in-series model was estimated using simple approximate formula for the
enhancement factor which is the product of AgNO3 degree of dissociation and the ratio of chemical
to physical solubility of ethylene in the liquid absorbent. The resistances of membrane and liquid
phase were shown to be 50 and 39 %, respectively, i.e. both resistances are significant and
comparable.
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Introduction
Understanding the impact of ion exchange membrane surface charge, estimated by measuring
zeta-potential (ζ), on its electrochemical properties is of great interest. According to Rubinstein
and Zaltzman [1, 2] increasing ζ should lead to an increase in electroconvection (EC) rate.
Here the effect of the surface charge of ion-exchange membranes on transition time found by
chronopotentiometric curves treatment is reported.
Experiments
The objects of study are Nafion 117 and Nafion 438 homogeneous ion-exchange membranes
differing in surface structure and chemical composition. The studied samples consist of a
perfluorosulfonic acid and polytetrafluoroethylene copolymer. Samples differ in equivalent weight
that is the number of grams of dry Nafion per mole of sulfonic acid groups when the material is in
the acid form, 1100 g/mol and 4300 g/mol, respectively [3].
The Nafion 438 membranes have a structure that differs from those of the Nafion 117. There is
a flat reinforcing net of polytetrafluoroethylene with high strength. In addition, Nafion 117 and
Nafion 438 membranes differ in surface morphology: the first is smooth on both sides, and the
second has a rough relief from one side (the other is smooth).
Results and Discussion
Transition time is an important characteristic that can be determined from chronopotentiograms
obtained at overlimiting current densities. This is the point in time where the mechanism of ion
delivery to the membrane surface is changed from electrodiffusion to a more complex one,
associated with water dissociation and convection initiated by current flow.
Figure 1 shows the experimental and theoretical chronopotentiograms calculated using the
developed 2D mathematical model.
a

b

Figure 1. Experimental Chronopotentiograms for Nafion 117 and Nafion 438 Membranes (a)
and Calculated Chronopotentiograms Using the Developed 2D Mathematical Model (b)
(ξ-potential values were changed in the range from -0.5 to 0.5 V, the direction of increase ξ is
indicated by an arrow, the dashed line indicates the chronopotentiogram for ξ = 0 V) at
j = 1.25jlim.
We have developed a 2D model based on the Nernst-Planck-Poisson-Navier-Stokes equations,
where zeta-potential enters as parameter. Our computations show that the value of zeta potential
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significantly affects the value of the transition time (Fig. 1b). In addition, zeta potential affects the
stationary potential drop on chronopotentiograms. However, with an increase in the current density
the effect of the zeta potential in both cases becomes less significant. This is due to the fact that at
currents close to the limiting value, the electroconvection occuring as the electroosmosis of the
first kind has the greatest influence on the behavior of an electromembrane system [4]. At currents
greater than 1.4 jlim electroconvection becomes dominant due to the action of the electric force on
the extended space charge region. The contribution of the surface charge to the intensity of
electroconvection is leveled, and differences in the behavior of the membranes associated with the
chemical composition are reduced.
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Introduction
In the recent work [1, 2], it was theoretically shown that the membranes with specified surface
tailoring can possess mass transport characteristics exceeding the homogeneous membranes. The
questions of precise fraction of insulating surface and other parameters affecting the mass
transport, such as hydrophobicity, is required for such improvements. The aim of the work is to
show the effectiveness of membrane surface hydrophobization in the mass transport improvement.
Experiment
The object of the study was the commercially available homogeneous membrane AMX (Astom,
Japan), the samples of which were coated with dots of inert hydrophobic fluoroplast-42 material.
Modified membranes differ in the fraction of coverage modifier.
Theory
The conventional equations system (Nernst-Planck-Poisson-Navier-Stokes) of the basic
mathematical model [3] and electric current stream function [4] were applied to simulate the ion
and volume transport in an electrodialysis system with a homogeneous membrane partially
covered by nonconductive hydrophobic material. The model is two dimensional and nonstationary.
An anion-exchange membrane whose surface consisted of alternating hydrophilic conductive and
hydrophobic insulating stripes was examined.
Results and Discussion
The shape of numerically simulated and experimantal chronopotentiograms (ChPs) allows
distinguishing three regions, differing in the mode of ion delivery to the membrane surface. In the
first one, the dominant mechanism of ion delivery is electrodiffusion.
The second region is characterized by a steep increase of potential drop caused by depletion of
the solution at the membrane surface. A low potential drop and strongly nonlinear concentration
profile near the membrane show that the mechanism of ion delivery becomes mixed. However, the
electroconvective mixing here is weak and occurs only close to the membrane surface near the
conductive stripes.
In the third region, smooth but quite significant growth of potential drop appears due to
depletion of the solution near the conductive stripes. Then the potential drop growth steeply
decreases and the system reaches a stationary condition.
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Introduction
It is known that world production of polypropylene (PP) approaches one hundred thousand tons
per year, being second only to polyethylene. But after the synthesis of PP, the catalyst and other
substances involved in the creation of the final product fall into the category of unnecessary and
unknown impurities, and their presence may determine the properties of the material that are not
inherent to PP. The presence of such impurities in the polymer is revealed by the study of transport
properties – diffusion, sorption, pervaporation, which are sensitive to changes in the molecular and
supramolecular structure of the polymer. The goal of this work is to investigate the interaction of
such impurities contained in polypropylene membranes with hydrophobic and hydrophilic probe
fluids at different temperatures using the pervaporation method.
Experiments
The objects of the study were industrial films of isotactic PP of grade 01030 with a thickness
20 μm, density 0.96 g/cm3, melting point 160–168 °C, the volume fraction of the amorphous phase
47.5%. To study the permeability of hydrophobic isotactic PP, hydrophilic substances acetone,
isopropanol and water, and hydrophobic substances hexane and dioxane were chosen. The
temperature dependence of the permeability of PP films was studied by the pervaporation method.
The vapor that passed through the membrane was condensed in a trap cooled with liquid nitrogen.
To calculate the flux density, the mass of the condensed substance was determined.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the temperature dependences of the pervaporation flux density of the selected
individual substances through films of isotactic PP. Acetone and isopropanol both contain two
hydrophobic methylene groups, still remaining hydrophilic compounds due to the presence of
carbonyl and hydroxyl groups with dipole moments of 2.850 and 2.660 D, respectively. Water has
a dipole moment of 1.840 D, does not wet the PP film, does not dissolve in hydrocarbons and can
penetrate through the films only if the hydrophobic polymer contains impurities with pronounced
hydrophilic properties.
The densities of pervaporation flows of hydrophilic acetone, isopropanol and water are
insignificant, practically coincide and do not depend on the direction of temperature change. The
temperature dependences of the permeability of PP with respect to hydrophobic dioxane and
hexane have a different appearance. In the range of 20–40 °C, the flux density of dioxane is close
to the values of the flux density for hydrophilic substances, and then increases sharply and at 70 C
reaches a value about 5 times higher than the initial (at 20 C), and the permeability of hexane is
two orders of magnitude higher than that of hydrophilic substances. The flux densities increase
apparently due to the swelling of the films in dioxane and hexane, which leads to an increase in
the free volume of the polymer, to a change in its supramolecular structure, and the transmembrane
flow flushes out the impregnated hydrophobic impurities.
The permeability of PP films with respect to hydrophilic substances is significantly influenced
by the sorption options of hydrophobic substances. Figure 2 shows the changes in the permeability
of the PP film with respect to acetone and water with different variants of the experiment. From
the data it can be seen that if the modification of the film is carried out in the process of
pervaporation, the so-called one-sided sorption, then the hydrophobic hexane is sorbed on the side
of the film facing the liquid and modifies the supramolecular structure of the polymer not over all
its thickness, since on the side of the film facing the chamber containing the vapor phase, pressure
≈ 15 Torr. It is possible to modify the structure of the PP over the entire thickness of the film, if it
is previously held in liquid hexane outside the pervaporation installation, i.e., if two-sided sorption
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of hexane is carried out. When replacing acetone with water, similar dependences were obtained,
showing that the preliminary sorption of hydrophobic hexane due to an increase in the free volume
of the polymer during its sorption leads to an increase in permeability.
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Figure 1. Temperature dependences of the pervaporation flux density of individual substances
through isotactic PP films: 1 – acetone, 2 – isopropanol, 3 – water, 4 – dioxane, 5 – hexane.
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Figure 2. Temperature dependences of the pervaporation flux density of individual substances
through isotactic PP films depending on the method of their modification:
1 – acetone, 2 – acetone after one-sided sorption of hexane, 3 – acetone after two-sided sorption
of hexane, 4 – water, 5 – water after one-sided sorption hexane, 6 – water after two-sided
sorption of hexane, 7 – hexane.
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Figure 3. Temperature dependences of the pervaporation flux density of individual substances
through isotactic PP films depending on the method of their modification: 1 – water, 2 – water
after one-sided sorption of dioxane, 3 – water after two-sided sorption of dioxane, 4 – dioxane,
5 – dioxane after one-sided sorption of water, 6 – dioxane after two-sided sorption of dioxane.
Figure 3 shows the temperature dependences of the density of the pervaporation flow of water
and dioxane through PP films, depending on the method of their modification. It can be seen that
the permeability of the PP film with respect to hydrophilic water can be slightly increased if oneand two-sided sorption of hydrophobic dioxane is carried out, and the permeability of dioxane
itself increases, if its two-sided sorption is first carried out.
Thus, in the work, the pervaporation properties of industrial PP films of grade 01030 with
respect to model hydrophobic and hydrophilic liquids and their temperature dependences were
determined for the first time. It was shown that one- and two-sided sorption of hexane and dioxane
leads to a modification of the supramolecular structure of polypropylene films, making it possible
to increase their permeability and partially remove the hydrophobic and hydrophilic impurities
contained in them.
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Introduction
Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) features a high resistance to non-polar and low-polar solvents (alcohol,
hydrocarbons) and thermal stability. [1] PAN-based membranes are widely used in the
ultrafiltration process [2] and as supports for composite gas separation, pervaporation and
nanofiltration membranes. However, PAN is rarely applied in the form of homopolymer, in most
cases it is copolymer with itaconic acid, methylacrylate, methylmethacrylate, vinylacetate, etc.
The aim of the work was to study the influence of the chemical composition and molecular weight
of acrylonitrile copolymers on the structure and performance of porous membranes.
Experiments
Porous membranes based on PAN were obtained by a non-solvent induced phase inversion
method. Copolymers of acrylonitrile were dissolved in N, N dimethylformamide (DMF) and
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (12-16 wt.%) for the preparation of casting solutions. In this work,
various acrylonitrile copolymers were used as membrane-forming polymers to obtain samples of
porous flat shet membranes. The main composition, molecular weight and the degree of
polydispersity of acrylonitrile polymers used in this work are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: The main properties of the used copolymers of acrylonitrile
Intrinsic
viscosity
η

Producer

2.31

1,414

VNIISV, Russia

61156

1.72

0,809

Open Joint Stock
Company “Naftan”,
Belarus

poly (acrylonitrile-so-itaconic
acid) (99: 1)

98700

2.56

1,285

European Carbon
Fibers, Germany

PAN -4

poly (acrylonitrile-co-methyl
acrylate) (93.6: 6.4)

75900

2.88

0,647

HAIHANG INDUSTRY
CO., LTD , China

PAN -5

poly (acrylonitrile-co-methyl
acrylate) (91.5: 8.5)

81000

2.35

0,955

HAIHANG INDUSTRY
CO., LTD, China

Name

Copolymer composition

Mw, Da Mw/Mn

PAN-1

Poly (acrylonitrile-co-methyl
acrylate) (92: 8)

107126

PAN -2

poly (acrylonitrile-co-methyl
acrylate-co-itaconic acid)
(92.7: 6.0: 1.3)

PAN -3

The casting solution was applied onto the glass plate as a thin layer using a casting blade with
a thickness of 160 μm and thereafter precipitated in distilled water to obtain porous PAN
membranes. The structure of the obtained membranes from acrylonitrile copolymers was
investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The intrinsic viscosity was studied using a
capillary viscometer with an internal capillary diameter of 0.56 mm. Polymer solutions
concentration of 0.5 wt. % in DMF was used, the system is the system was thermostatically
controlled to ensure a constant temperature of 25 °C. Determination of the dynamic viscosity of
the casting solutions was performed on a “Brookfield RV DV-III Ultra Programmable Rheometer”
viscometer. The study of the transport properties of the membranes was carried out in cells with
magnetic stirrers.
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Results and Discussion
The viscosity of the casting solution, the pure water flux (Figure 1) and rejection during
ultrafiltration (P=0,1 МPа, T=25◦С) of 3 g·L-1 polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP K-30, average
molecular weight 40,000 g/mol) aqueous solution were determined.

a

b

Figure 1. The pure water flux y of membranes from a) PAN-DMF, b) PAN-DMSO.
Curves: 1 - PAN-1, 2 - PAN-2, 3 – PAN-3, 4 – PAN-4, 5 – PAN-5.
Figure 1 shows that the performance of flat membranes obtained from solutions of PAN-1,
PAN-3 and PAN-4 (up to 15%) in DMF, on average, weakly depends on the polymer concentration
in the casting solution. In the case of membranes obtained from a solution of PAN-4 in DMF, there
is a sharp decrease in the pure water flux (from 250 to 37 l/(m2h)) after reaching a concentration
of 15%. On the contrary, membranes obtained from solutions of PAN-2 and PAN-5 in DMF,
whose productivity is quite high, decrease with increasing polymer concentration in the casting
solution. For all membranes obtained from PAN-DMSO solutions, a similar picture is observed:
an increase in the concentration of the polymer in DMSO (from 12 to 16%) decreases the pure
water flux. Thus, it was found that the concentration dependences of the membrane performance
for all copolymers have a different character in DMF and DMSO.
It was found that with increasing of polymer concentration in the dope solution with DMSO,
the structure of the resulting membrane undergoes significant changes: the number of finger-like
macrovoids decreases, the thickness of the layer with a spongy-like structure and dense separation
layer increases, which, in turn, leads to decrease in the membrane pure water flux. On the contrary,
the structure of the membranes obtained from the dope solution with DMF slightly depends on the
concentration of the polymer.
Figure 2 shows the SEM micrographs of flat membranes obtained from solutions of some
acrylonitrile copolymers (PAN-1 and PAN-4) in DMSO at the same concentration of 16%. It can
be seen from the Figure 2 that the membranes obtained from solutions of polymer with a higher
molecular weight (therefore, with a higher viscosity of the dope solution) have a spongy-like
structure, a thick selective layer. At the same time, for membranes obtained from solutions of
polymer with a lower molecular weight, are characterized by the presence of large finger-like
macrovoids, a thin selective layer.
The differences in membrane transport characteristics can be explained by different values of
the viscosity of the dope solutions, as well as different thermodynamic affinity of DMF and DMSO
for the PAN polymer. It has been established that an increase in the viscosity of the dope solutions
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changes the structure of flat membranes: a spongy-like structure is formed, the number of
macrovoids decreases.

a

b

Figure 2. SEM cross-section images of flat membranes obtained from dope solution of a) PAN-1,
b) PAN-4 in DMSO, 16%.
Based on the data obtained, the further task is to produce the composite porous hollow fiber
membranes for gas separation.
The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research project
№18-51-00001 Bel_a and BRFFR according to the research project №Х18Р-083.
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WASTEWATER TREATMENT FROM ORGANIC COMPOUNDS BY THE
EXAMPLE OF ACETIC ACID ELECTRODIALYSIS
Stanislav Melnikov, Elena Nosova, Anastasia But
Kuban State University, Krasnodar, Russia

Introduction
The problem of environmental pollution with sewage containing organic compounds is highly
relevant today because organic matter is a waste of food, cosmetic, paint and varnish industry,
agricultural activities and other types of industrial activity.
One of the approaches to the solution of the problem is a treatment of waste waters using
electrodialysis technology [1]. The main problem preventing the use of the electrodialysis is the
low electrical conductivity of solutions containing organic compounds [2].
The purpose of this work is to study the process of removal of organic substances of ionic nature
by the method of electrodialysis and the search for ways to optimize the process to increase its
efficiency.
Experiments
A 0.1 M solution of acetic acid was used as an object of study.
The membrane stack of an electrodialysis unit contained alternating heterogeneous anion- and
cation-exchange membranes, MA-41 and MK-40, which formed 5 elementary pairs. A working
area of each membrane was 5x12.5 cm2. The tests were conducted in a batch mode. The volume
of the studied solutions was 1 L for desalting and concentrating compartments and 0.5 L for
electrode compartment. To prevent solutions overheating a cooler was added into the desalting
compartment. The flowrate through desalting and concentrating compartments was set at a
constant value of 25 L/h. The flowrate through electrode compartment was set at 20 L/h.
Scheme of the electrodialysis apparatus is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Diagram of the process of electrodialysis.
The process parameters are shown in table 1.
Table 1: Electrodialysis process parameters
Set
Current strength (I, A)
Flow rate (W, dm3/h)
Working membrane area (S =
0,625 dm2)
Channel width (h, mm)

Measure
Voltage (U, V)
Changes in the concentration in
the DC and CC (ΔС, mol/dm3)
Volume change in DC and CC
(ΔV, dm3)
Time (τ, h)
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Count
Flux (J, mol/ dm2×h)
Current efficiency (η, %)
Linear velocity (v, cm/s)
Power consumption (E, kWh/mol)

To calculate the current efficiency (η), the following equation was used:
𝐹𝐽 𝐹 ∆𝐶∆𝑉
𝜂=
=
𝐼𝑆 𝐼𝑛 ∆𝜏

(1)

where F is the Faraday number, equal to 26.8 (Ah/mol).
Results and Discussion
To optimize the process of electrodialysis in order to increase its effectiveness in solutions of
organic compounds, a phased approach to solving the problem was chosen. At the first stage, the
analysis of the behavior of MA-41 membranes in acetic acid solutions of different concentrations
was carried out (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Concentration dependence of the electrical conductivity of ion-exchange membranes
in solutions of acetic acid (a) and sodium chloride (b): 1 - MA-41; 2 - electrolyte solution.
The figure shows that for acetic acid there is no point of isoelectric conductivity, which is
associated with a weak degree of dissociation of acetic acid [2]. This means that most of the
molecules in the solution are in the form of neutral molecules and do not conduct electrical current.
Despite this fact, experimental data showed that the electrical conductivity of the membranes in
the acetic acid solution is higher than the solution itself.
It can be concluded that the limiting stage of the process of electrodialysis is not the electrical
conductivity of the membranes, but the solution itself. Therefore, it is necessary to change the
design of the electrodialysis apparatus.
The results show that reducing the thickness of the desalination channel should have a positive
impact on the energy consumption of the process of electrodialysis. To test this assumption, the
characteristics of electrodialysis apparatus with a desalination channel thickness of 1.9 mm (linear
velocity 1.58 cm/s) and 0.9 mm (linear velocity 3.63 cm/s) were investigated.
The obtained dependences of current and energy output are shown in Figure 3.
It can be seen from the graphs that with decreasing thickness of the channel, the current
efficiency increases (Fig. 3a). This fact can be correlated with the fact that when the thickness of
the desalting channel decreases, the linear velocity of the solution increases. In turn, the linear
velocity of the solution is associated with the thickness of the diffusion layer in such a way that
with increasing linear velocity the thickness of the diffusion layer decreases, which positively
affects the overall mass transfer in the desalination channel.
Also, with a decrease in the thickness of the channel, the linear velocity of the solution passing
through the apparatus increases, and the ohmic losses decrease. This leads to a reduction in energy
consumption (Fig. 3 b, c, d). As can be seen from the graphs, with an increase in the degree of
desalination, the energy consumption also increases, but with a smaller frame thickness, the costs
decrease by almost 4 times.
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Figure 3. Current efficiency vs current density (a)and specific energy consumption vs
desalting degree at 0.32 (b), 0.64 (c), 0.96 (d) A/dm2.
Desalination channel width: 1 – 0.9 mm; 2 – 1.9 mm.
Conclusions
The behavior of MA-41 membranes in acetic acid solution was studied, the design of the
electrodialysis apparatus was adjusted based on the results obtained, the results of the operation of
the electrodialysis apparatus were obtained for different desalination chamber channels.
It is shown that the adopted changes in the design of the device have improved important
characteristics of the process such as: current efficiency and energy consumption. The advantages
of the new installation are especially noticeable with a high degree of desalting, which is important
when desalting water to 5 mg/L and below.
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CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF BILAYERED ION-EXCHANGE
MEMBRANES IN SODIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTION
Stanislav Melnikov, Svetlana Shkirskaya
Kuban State University, Krasnodar, Russia

Introduction
Today membrane technologies are widely used in various industries, and also find their
application in everyday life. Further improvement of membrane technology is possible by
combining two independent processes (chemical transformations and separation) in one system,
which will significantly increase the efficiency of technological processes, the degree of their
energy saving and environmental expediency. This is the way to improve chemical technology can
ensure the sustainable development of society. Moreover, these processes can be carried out in one
stage in a film, the thickness of which is tenths or even hundredths of a millimeter.
To study the characteristics of new membranes, it is convenient to use the voltammetry method,
since it allows you to easily and quickly evaluate the effect of modifications on the properties of
membranes in a wide range of currents.
Experiments
Four samples of ion-exchange membranes were selected for study: Ralex AMH (membranesubstrate), and the membranes on the surface of which were applied various ion-polymers MF4SK, polyaniline, MF-4SK/polyaniline. The properties of the objects of the study are summarized
in Table 1.
Table 1: Physicochemical properties of studied samples
1.25
1.16
1.36
1.27

Ww,
g H2O/gwet
0.40
0.39
0.40
0.39

n m,
mol H2O/mol N+
17.8
18.7
17.1
16.3

±0.08

±0.01

±1.0

Membrane

l, cm

Q, mmol/g

Ralex AMH
Ralex/MF-4SK
Ralex/PANi
Ralex/MF-4SK/PANi
Standard deviation of the
value

0.052
0.056
0.058
0.057
±0.003

The measurements were carried out in a four-compartment electrochemical cell (Fig. 1) with
an active membrane area 2.27 cm2. The Luggin-Haber capillaries connected to silver chloride
electrodes were used to study the current-voltage characteristics and monitor the potential drop on
the membrane during measurement of the transport numbers. The tips of the Luggin-Haber
capillaries were located at a fixed distance from the membrane surface equal to 0.2 mm. Auxiliary
membranes on both sides from the membrane under study prevent its contact with products of
electrode reactions. The cell was fed with a 0.02 M NaCl. The solutions feed rate was 2 ml/min.
The solutions and the cell were kept at a constant temperature – 25±0.1С.
A dynamic method of measuring the current-voltage characteristics was used. The test
membranes were pre-conditioned for 30-40 minutes in an electrochemical cell (Fig. 1) with the
pump on and without current. After that, a linearly increasing current was applied to the cell with
the help of a Potentiostat/Galvanostat/EIS Analyzer Parstat 4000, and the current-voltage
characteristic was recorded. Current sweep rate was set at 2×10–5 A/s.
When comparing the electrochemical behavior of different membranes by voltammetric
measurements it is convenient to use corrected potential drop (∆𝜑 ′ ) instead of the total potential
drop (∆𝜑), which can be defined as :
∆𝜑 ′ = ∆𝜑 − 𝑖𝑅ef
(1)
where Ref is the effective resistance of the membrane system at low current densities.
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Figure 1. The scheme of the experimental cell
and ions fluxes through the studied membrane.
C – cation-exchange membrane MF-4SC; A –
anion-exchange membrane МА-41; A* –
membrane under study.
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The same cell was used for studying the effective transport number of hydrogen ions.
The effective transport number of hydrogen or hydroxyl ions can be calculated by the formula:
𝑇𝑊 =

𝐹𝑐𝑊 𝑉

(2)

𝑖𝑆𝜏

where 𝑐𝑊 is the concentration of the hydrochloric acid at the outlet of the cell, mol/L; V is the
volume of the solution, L; i is the current density, A/cm2; S is the cell area, cm2; 𝜏 is the sample
collection time, s.
Results and Discussion
The current-voltage characteristics of the composites studied in sodium chloride solution are
presented in Figure 2.
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NaCl solution for membranes: 1 - Ralex
AMH, 2 - Ralex/MF-4SK, 3 - Ralex/PANi, 4 Ralex/MF-4SK/PANi.

From the obtained results it can be seen that the behavior of the investigated membranes when
they are polarized by current is significantly different.
So for the original Ralex AMH membrane is characterized by a rather long plateau of the
limiting current, which abruptly turns into an over-limiting current. The main mechanism of
current growth for this membrane is the onset of the water-splitting reaction at the
membrane/solution interface. In the work [1] the authors pointed out the substantial contribution
of this mechanism of overlimitting mass transfer for this membrane. This assumption is confirmed
by the measured transfer numbers of the products of water-splitting reaction (Fig. 3).
For a membrane with a thin MF-4SK film, a decrease in the value of the limiting current and
the absence of a pronounced plateau of the limiting current are observed. This effect is explained
by the fact that when a cation-exchange film is deposited on an anion-exchange membrane, a
bipolar boundary is formed at the interface of the cation-exchanger/anion-exchanger. As a result,
for this membrane, the transfer numbers of water-splitting products approach 0.9 (Fig. 3, curve 2).
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Such behavior is described in detail in a number of papers in which the authors call such
membranes asymmetric bipolar [2, 3]. The same effect can be obtained by sequential deposition
of layers of ionpolymers with charges of different signs [4].
In contrast to the aforementioned work by Wessling et al. in our case, deposition of a layer of
polyaniline (a positively charged ionpolymer) on a layer of MF-4SK (a negatively charged
ionpolymer) does not significantly accelerate the dissociation of water. Apparently this is due to
the fact that polyaniline is embedded in the volume of the MF-4SK film and does not form with it
a sharp boundary, which is necessary for the formation of the space charge region and the watersplitting at a noticeable rate. In our case, the interfering boundary of the anion-exchanger/cationexchanger/anion-exchanger can also serve as an interfering factor, which reduces the current
efficiency of water dissociation products. At the same time, a sharp current increase is observed at
the current-voltage characteristic, accompanied by significant potential oscillations at a current
density above 1.2 mA/cm2 (Fig. 2). Such a behavior of the current-voltage characteristic is
currently explained by the development of non-equilibrium electroconvection, often referred as
the electroosmosis of the second kind [5, 6]. Also, the electroconvective nature of this current is
indicated by the fact that the measured Hittorf transport numbers of water-splitting products for
this membrane do not exceed 0.07 (Fig. 3, curve 4).
An increase in the limiting electrodiffusion current can be caused by the development of a
membrane surface microrelief. The appearance of geometric inhomogeneities on the membrane
surface leads to the development of equilibrium electroconvection [7], which manifests itself in an
increase in the value of the limiting electrodiffusion current [8].
A similar behavior is observed for the polyaniline-modified membrane (Ralex / PANi),
however, for it, the potential jump oscillations are somewhat lower (Fig. 2), while the transfer
numbers of water dissociation products almost coincide (Fig. 3, curve 3).
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Introduction
The direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) is a relatively recent development in hydrogen energy.
Methanol offers several advantages over other fuel cells as fuel: it can be easily transported and
stored, it is inexpensive, it can be quickly refilled into a tank, or it can be replaced with fuel
cartridges. The fuel cell can be used in mobile devices due to its portability. However, the
widespread commercial use of such devices makes some problems difficult. One of these problems
is the poisoning of the cathode catalyst with methanol oxidation products due to its crossover
through the membrane. The goal of our work was to obtain trimetallic catalysts (PtxCuyAuz/C) that
have high activity in the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and the electrooxidation reaction of
methanol (MOR) [1,2].
Experiments
We obtained samples containing different amounts of Au by atomic fractions (1/5, 1/10, 1/20,
1/30 atomic fractions). Catalysts were studied by X-ray diffraction to determine of the average
crystallite size (Table 1); cyclic voltammetry on a disk electrode for measuring of the
electrochemically active surface area (ESA), and activity in ORR and MOR.
Table 1: The average crystallite size
Materials
PtxCuyAuz/C 1/5
PtxCuyAuz/C 1/10
PtxCuyAuz/C 1/20
PtxCuyAuz/C 1/30

Average size (nm)
3.9  0.5
3.7  0.5
3.2  0.5
2.7  0.5

Pt loading (%)
38.6  4
43.8  4
34.8  3
33.7  3

Results and Discussion
The ESA of the obtained materials was determined by two methods: adsorption/desorption of
hydrogen and CO-stripping. Values turned out to be lower than for commercial material (Table 2).
However, the activity of some materials in ROM was higher, both in terms of mass and specific
characteristics (Figure 1, 2). Also, the some materials are more active in the ORR than the
commercial JM40 (Table 2), high tolerantly materials containing 1/10 and 1/20 of Au, to the
intermediate products of oxidation of methanol (Figure 2a).

Figure 1. Histograms of activity of materials in ROM.
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Figure 2. (a) Chronoamperogramms and (b) Cyclic voltammograms to Pt/C and PtCuAu/C
catalysts, electrolyte 0.1M HClO4 + 0.5M CH3OH, saturated with argon, at atmospheric
pressure; potential sweep rate 20 mV/s.
Table 2: The ESA material on two methods and activity of ORR
Materials
Pt/C
PtCu/C
PtCuAu/C 1/5
PtCuAu/C 1/10
PtCuAu/C 1/20
PtCuAu/C 1/30

ESA (ad/des H2),
m2/g(Pt)
78
40
16
29
39
36

ESA (CO),
m2/g(Pt)
74
38
17
30
35
35

n, number of ē

Ik A/g(Pt)

3.8
3.9
3.7
3.7
3.7

180
165
160
200
114

It was found that the PtCuAu/C 1/20 catalyst show higher activity in the methanol
electrooxidation reaction, because this material was demonstrated highest value of currents of
methanol oxidation in compare with different studied materials.
Thus, a comparative study of Pt/C and PtxCuyAuz/C catalysts showed, that a small addition of
Au can increase activity in the methanol electrooxidation reaction, in despite of the smaller
electrochemically active surface area then JM40.
The work was carried out within the framework of the Russian Science Foundation № 18-7300161.
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Introduction
Membrane separation processes were used in dairy industry for many applications [1]. It has
also been considered for separate the lactose and the mineral salts from the whey permeates. The
concentrate stream in whey demineralization which is rich in lactose and calcium content is often
treated as the waste. Furthermore, more stringent environmental regulations make its disposal
more expensive. Thus, alternative applications for the lactose content are being searched. Two
methods have been proposed for the concentration and separation of whey from cheese production,
the nanofiltration (NF) [2, 3] and the electrodialysis (ED) [4]. Both techniques are capable of
removing the high quantities of sodium, potassium and chloride ions [5]. The corresponding acids
are then processed and utilized. In addition, minerals such as calcium may also be separated out
and used as a supplement in existing and new products.
Processes such as precipitation, ion exchange, electrodialysis and membrane filtration may be
used to remove the minerals. Membrane filtration, ion exchange and electrodialysis do not
denature proteins thereby preserving protein solubility in demineralized whey produced by such
methods. The exact process used will determine the mineral profile of the final product.
Demineralized whey often will have a less salty flavor because of the removal of minerals.

Figure 1. Manufacture of sweet or acid whey A); manufacture of demineralized whey B [6].
Experiments
A series of experiments were carried out and data were obtained in industrial conditions. The
whey contains a content up to 20% total solids was processed using electrodialysis unit. The
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composition of the whey treated by NF/ED is obviously dependent upon the operating conditions
of the upstream stages, and the origins of the whey. Using the developed integrated process, the
control of the mineral profile of the final product was possible. The flow diagram of the apparatus
is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. NF and ED flow diagram.
Results and Discussion
It can be seen that both methods are capable of partial separation of lactose and divalent salts
from undesirable monovalent salts such as KCl and NaCl. Hence, to select the more efficient
technology, several factors including: level of demineralisation, solids concentration, efficiency of
ion separation and efficiency of lactose rejection must be taken into account. The parameters of
concentrated sweet and acidic whey after nanofiltration are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Concentrated whey solutions (sweet and acidic) by nanofiltration
Parameter
pH
Ash
Ash OD
Total solids
Titratable
acidity
Na+
K+
Mg2+
Ca2+
ClSO42PO43NO3Citrates
Lactose
Lactates
True protein
NPN
Fat

%
%
%

Sweet
whey
5.85
1.19
5.97
20

ºSH

18.9

84.7

ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
%
%
%
%
%
%

685
2415
214
1248
1057
1291
999
62
0.38
15.73
0.14
2.05
0.44
0.21

509
1785
353
3143
1267
246
1503
9
0.40
13.3
2.21
1.74
0.51
0.21

Unit

Acidic whey
4.51
1.62
8.11
20

Nanofiltration can be used as the first step of the demineralization, because NF process can remove
minerals and part of organic acids up 30%. Electrodialysis effectively removes salts and organic
acids from whey. The results are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: Demineralized whey solutions (sweet and acidic) by electrodialysis to 70% and
90% of purity
Parameter
pH
Ash
Ash OD
Total solids
Titratable
acidity
Na+
K+
Mg2+
Ca2+
ClSO42PO43NO3Citrates
Lactose
Lactates
True protein
NPN
Fat

%
%
%

Sweet
whey
D70
5.72
0.44
2.3
19.6

Sweet
whey
D90
5.2
0.19
1
19.4

Acidic
whey
D70
4.34
0.45
2.5
18.3

Acidic
whey
D90
4.3
0.17
1
17.4

ºSH

11

8.2

37.2

19.3

ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
%
%
%
%
%
%

339
831
114
663
56
549
478
17
0.14
16.23
0.06
2.14
0.40
0.22

171
131
58
339
6
140
271
10
0.06
16.41
0.03
2.16
0.37
0.22

73
128
179
1116
96
14
633
2
0.12
14.11
0.88
1.87
0.48
0.22

23
30
65
363
75
4
422
1
0.04
14.28
0.33
1.89
0.45
0.23

Unit

One of the important goals is the production of lactose dry concentrates. By ED the result of further
processes such as concentration and drying can be improved. Moreover, the product which
contains the minimum amount of salts and acids can be used to standardize various food products.
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Introduction
Alternative sources of energy are widely used nowadays. Among others there are lowtemperature fuel cells (FC), including platinum containing catallysts[1-2]. With platinum being an
expensive metal, researchers are trying to decrease its content by means of different methods.
Embedding a less noble metal into the structure of nanoparticles (NP) favorably affects
electrochemically characteristics of materials. However, while in commision an alloying
constiuent is being dissolved, what results in a proton exchanging membrane being poisoned and
FC length of service being decreased. In order to decrease this effect, catalysts are acidly preprocessed[3-4].
This study is aiming at examining the influence of acid processing on stability of catalysts with
bimetal structure of NP.
Experimental section
In the course of this research catalysts with gradient structure of NP [5] before acid processing
and after it were used. For comparison the commersial sample JM 20 and Pt/C material with 40%
platinum scaling PM40 were tested. Nanoparticles with gradient structure were obtained with
consecutive precipitation of platinum and copper followed by decreasing amount of copper. The
material was being processed in 1M of HNO3 for 60 minutes.
Before stability tests the phase of preparation is carried out and an initial value of
electrochemically active surface area ESA is measured. The latter is respectively equal to 103
m2/g(Pt) – Grad; 84 m2/g(Pt) – Acid; 94 m2/g(Pt) – PM40; 96 m2/g(Pt) – JM20. Catalysts stability
was examined by means of nonsingle cycling in the range of potentials between 0.6–1.0V (5000
cycles), 0.6–1.4V (1000 cycles) at the temperature of 230С. 1M of chlorid acid was used as an
electrolyte, the involuting speed was equal to 100 mV/s. This way to evaluate stability is called
"stress-test". Stability was measured regarding variations of electrochemically active surface area.
Results and Discussion
The obtained platinum-copper catalysts are characterized by an actual composition close to the
calculated one: the mass fraction of metals in Alloy and Grad samples is 28% and 29% with pure
platinum content of 21% and 20%, respectively (Table 1). The results of the X-ray fluorescence
analysis of their composition confirmed that the ratio of metals in the samples is close to the
calculated ratio of 1: 1.
Comparison of the relative stability of catalysts during long cycling makes it possible to
consider the most stable sample Grad, which demonstrates high values of ESA both before and
after the stress test (Table 1, Fig. 1a, b). Significantly lower is stability of Alloy and commercial
Pt/C catalyst E-TEK (Figure 1a).
Table 1: Electrochemical characteristics of Pt(Cu)/C and Pt/C catalysts
Test material
Grad
Acid
PM40
JM20

ESA m2/g(Pt) after stress-test
0.6 – 1.0V
0.6 – 1.4V
81
71
76
60
72
39
61
>19
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Stability, %
0.6 – 1.0V
0.6 – 1.4V
78
69
90
72
77
42
64
>20

Figure 1. Stability change during voltammetry stress-test in potential range (a) 0.6 – 1.0V (b) 0.6
– 1.4V. 0.1 M HClO4, Ar atmosphere.
In the narrow range of potentials the catalyst Acid manifests the biggest stability (90%). In the
range of potentials between 0.6–1.4 V the material after acid processing MK is characterised by
higher stability (70%), than the initial material M (63%), and the commersial catallyst JM shows
stability <20% (Table 1, Fig. 1a, b). It is connected with platinum NP catalyzing the process of
carrier oxidation under the given conditions with direct contact.
The ultimate analysis shows that during stress-tests an alloying constituent in the material after
acid processing is practically not dissolved. This means that the obtainable copper was mostly
dissolved while leaching. Perhaps, this was for reorganisaion of NP surface, which resulted in
platinum producing a protecting monolayer and preventing the alloying d-metal from being
dissolved. Acid processing causes the stability increase.
The research was supported by State specification (№ 13.3005.2017/PCH).
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Introduction
In present days, the process of electrodialysis is carried out at underlimiting current densities.
The use of overlimiting current modes will reduce the capital cost of ion-exchange membranes,
due to the reduction of the active surface area. In such conditions, a positive effect is achieved due
to the intensification of ion transfer by electroconvection [1]. This phenomenon is quite well
studied for the case of strong electrolytes. In weak electrolytes, protonation-deprotonation
reactions take place, which contribute to the emergence of new charge carriers at overlimiting
current densities. The question of the presence of electroconvective mixing in such solutions
remains open. In this work, experimental data were obtained that confirm the presence of
electroconvection.
Experiments
For visualization of concentration distribution, 10 μM rhodamine 6G (R6G) were added to the
solution. 0.01 and 0.1 M NaCl and NaH2PO4 solutions were used in the experiments. The flow
rate of the solution in the chambers of the cell was controlled by the height of the liquid column.
At a current six times higher than the limiting value, videos of electroconvective vortices were
obtained. Dark areas correspond to a high concentration of the solution, light – low. Due to the
high resolution of shooting, the shape of electroconvective vortices is clearly visible.

Figure 1. Image of the Electrodialysis Cell Developed for Visualization of Electroconvective
Vortex.
Results and Discussion
In solutions of a binary electrolyte, intense electroconvective mixing is observed at overlimiting
current densities. The size of the electroconvective mixing region increases with the decrease of
the initial solution concentration. In solutions of sodium dihydrophosphate, the overlimiting mass
transport is due to electroconvective vortices mixing. All the experimental results are in good
qualitative agreement with the theoretical data presented in [2, 3].
With an increase in the concentration of the initial electrolyte solution, the region of
electroconvective mixing decreases. This behavior is due to a decrease in the space–charge region
with increasing concentration at fixed ratio of current density to its limit value. In NaH2PO4
solutions, the intensity of electroconvective vortices is lower than in NaCl solutions. This is due
to the protonation-deprotonation reaction of dihydrophosphate anions. As a consequence of the
Donnan exclusion, the split protons are quickly removed from the membrane against the
movement of anions, the space charge region decreases and, therefore, the electroconvective
vortices intensity decreases.
In addition, the effect of flow rate on the electroconvective vortices intensity has been studied.
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Figure 2. Images of the Electroconvective Vortices in Strong Electrolyte (left) and Ampholyte
(right) Solutions at i=6ilim.
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Introduction
Today the most common commercial product for the proton exchange membrane fuel cell is the
membrane Nafion™ produced by the DuPont® company, but still there are a lot of attempts to
make another promising membranes or modify existing. The structure of short-side chain polymer
membranes, as Aquivion®, is different in comparison to traditional long side-chain polymer
membranes, as Nafion™ [1-2]. This difference in structures strongly influence on the final
properties of the membrane. The aim of this work is to study structure – protonic conductivity
correlations in new type of proton-exchange membranes, made from new short-side chain
perfluorinated sulfopolymer Inion - Russian analogue of Aquivion® [3].
Experiments
Proton-conducting membranes were obtained by solution casting method from new ionomer
Inion (Russian analog of Aquivion). Obtained membranes were annealed for 20 h at different
temperatures (at temperature range from 100 ⁰ C to 220 ⁰ C). The structures of all experimental
samples were investigated by small-angle X-ray diffraction methods. . It was shown, that the
ionomer peak, corresponding to the formation of cylindrical structures, could be observed only
above Tan ≥ 130 ⁰ C. With the increase of annealing temperature up to 190 ⁰ C and higher ionomer
peak shifted towards smaller angles that indicated the formation of broader cylindrical channels.
Also it was shown that higher annealing temperatures led to significant increase of specific proton
conductivity, measured at different temperatures (20, 30, 50 and 70 ⁰ C) and 100% relative
humidity. This increase was observed up to Tan = 170 ⁰ C, where specific proton conductivity
reached its maximum and then drastically fell down. The membranes, annealed at Tan = 170 ⁰ C
demonstrated the values of specific proton conductivity even higher, than those of commercial
membrane Nafion NR212 and the activation energies, calculated from the temperature
dependences conductivity were about Еа≈0.1 eV, which is much less than those of a membrane
based on Nafion NR212, where Еа is about 0.25 eV.
Results and Discussion
In this case, our investigations showed that the transport characteristics and dielectric properties
of water in nanopores strongly depend on the membrane morphology and its pore size. In this
connection, it can be assumed that the lower activation energy Еа and higher values of specific
proton conductivity of prepared polymer samples may be due to a smaller diameter of the proton
transport channels in the matrix of such a polymer than the diameter of the Nafion NR212 polymer
channels. The theoretical model was proposed, according to which a decrease in the dimensions
of the channels leads to an increase in the concentration of bond defects and, consequently, to a
decrease in the activation energy Еа of the migration process, which was observed in our
investigations.
From SAXS data, which are presented on the Figure 1, it can be seen, that the ionomer peak,
corresponding to the formation of cylindrical structures, could be observed only above annealing
temperature ≥ 130 ⁰ C. With the increase of annealing temperature up to 190 ⁰ C and higher
ionomer peak shifts towards smaller angles, that indicated the formation of broader cylindrical
channels.
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Figure 1. The ionomer peaks of membrane samples annealed at different temperatures.

Figure 2. The structure – protonic conductivity correlation for membranes annealed at different
temperatures.
On the Figure 2 it is shown that higher annealing temperatures led to significant increase of
specific proton conductivity, measured at different temperatures. All this data is strongly correlated
with the position of ionomer peak.
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Till now filtration process was investigated mostly in macroscopic scale. At the same time the
microscopic aspects of filtration, separation absorption are of great interest. The application of
new-developed optical techniques seems to be very useful for detection of individual nanoparticles
during the filtration process.
Modern technologies make new demands on methods and instruments for characterizing new
materials, structures, and devices based on them. Important problems include development of
methods for rapid diagnostics of structure and dynamic processes with nanometer spatial
resolution. Considerable potential for solving such problems is demonstrated by super-resolved
far-field fluorescence microscopy methods (nanoscopy). Optical nanoscopy methods are based on
the fact that the accuracy of recovery of the spatial coordinates for a point light source (molecule,
nanocrystal) in detection of its fluorescent image using a far-field microscope equipped with an
ultrasensitive array detector (CCD and CMOS) is determined only by the signal-to-noise ratio of
the detected luminescence, the total number of collected photons,and the stability of the apparatus.
Computer analysis of the fluorescent image taking into account the apparatus function for a point
source in a modern experiment gives an accuracy in recovery of the lateral coordinates of the
emitter within a few nanometers for detection of several thousand photons. So we have possibility
to determine position of individual nanoparticle with a high accuracy and to determine movement
of this particle with high time resolution.
We have used fluorescence nanoscopy for direct imaging of adsorption of individual colloidal
quantum dots of diameter ~10 nm (spherical core/shell CdSeS/ZnS semiconductor nanocrystals,
functionalized by organic oleic acid ligands) in nanopores of a nuclear filter (a polypropylene track
membrane with pores of diameter ~500 nm). We have shown that when a colloidal toluene solution
passes through the pores of the membrane, the nanoparticles are completely retained at a depth of
10 μm.
We have demonstrated the feasibility of direct imaging of ultrafiltration of semiconductor
nanocrystals, functionalized by ligand shells, from a colloidal toluene solution in nanopores of a
track membrane, using super-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. Fluorescent images of
individual nanocrystals (quantum dots) and their agglomerates are recorded in an epiluminescence
scheme at different depths along the thickness of a track membrane, after ultrafi ltration and
complete evaporation of the solvent. In the case of a propylene membrane with pore diameter ~500
nm, we imaged the adsorption of ~10 nm quantum dots all the way down to a depth of 10 μm.
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Introduction
The selectivity of ion-exchange membranes is especially important for the membranes using in
electromembrane processes. The true transport number of ions is the fundamental characteristic of
the selective properties of ion-exchange membranes and used for a theoretical description of
transport phenomena. The purpose of this work was to estimate the true transport number of ions
in the MK-40 and MK-40/PANI membranes in sodium chloride and hydrochloric acid solutions.
Experiments and theory
A heterogeneous membrane MK-40 and a modified MK-40/PANI were the objects of the study.
The modification was carried out by the method of sequential diffusion of polymerizing solutions
through the membrane to water [1]. The conducting properties (km) of initial and composite
membranes were studied by the mercury contact method as an active part of the membrane
impedance. Diffusion permeability was found by the diffusion rate of electrolyte from solution
through the membrane to distilled water. The water transport numbers (tw) were measured in a
two-chamber cell with reversible silver chloride electrodes by the volumetric method [2]. The
apparent counterion transport number (t+app) in the membrane was determined by the
potentiometric method using a two-compartment cell and silver–silver chloride measuring
electrodes. The concentration on the two sides of the membrane differed twice [3]. The
measurements were carried out for the MK-40 and MK-40/PANI membranes in NaCl and HCl
solutions. Two approaches were used to estimate the true ion transport numbers that are shown
schematically in Table.
Table: Schematic representation of methods for assessing the selectivity of ion-exchange
membranes
By Schachard equation
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The first approach allows to calculate the true transport numbers of the counterions (t*+) using
the Schachard equation (1) which takes into account the water transport numbers (tw) and the
apparent transport numbers of counterions (t+app). The other approach establishes a relationship
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between the true transport numbers of the counterions t*+(C) and the electrodiffusion coefficients
of the counter- L*+(C) and coions L*-(C) according to equation (4). The concentration dependences
of electrodiffusion coefficients were calculated based on concentration dependences of electrical
conductivity (km) and diffusion permeability (P*) of the ion-exchange membrane according to
expressions (2, 3). In Eq. (2, 3), π± is the correcting coefficient taking into account solution
imperfectness

  1


d log  
,
dC

where γ± is the average activity coefficient of the electrolyte. The membrane conductivity under
d
direct current (k m ) was calculated by the equation:

k md  k m t (1 f ) ,

(5),

where t+ is transport numbers of the counter-ions in solution; (1-f) is the parameter of the twophase microheterogeneous model, which characterizes the volume fraction of the intergel solution
in the swelled ion-exchange membrane [4].
Results and Discussion
The concentration dependences of the apparent transport numbers of counterions and water
transport numbers (Fig. 1) in NaCl and HCl solutions were used to calculate the true transport
numbers of counterions for the MK-40 and MK-40/PANI membranes by the Schachard equation
(1). It was shown (Fig. 1) that the values of apparent ion transport numbers for both the initial and
the modified membranes are less in NaCl comparison with HCl solutions.
Investigation of the water transport numbers in the initial and modified membranes in a wide
range of different electrolytes concentrations showed that tw value in HCl is 2-2.5 times lower
than in NaCl solutions. It is associated with different mechanisms of transport of these ions in the
electric field. In HCl solutions the water transport numbers for both membranes practically do not
change with increasing concentration.
Evaluate of values t*+(C) showed that the selectivity of the modified membranes remains fairly
high in both NaCl and HCl solutions (Fig. 2).
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Figure 1. Concentration dependences of apparent transport numbers counterions and water
transport numbers for MK-40 (1) and MK-40/PANI (2) membranes in NaCl (a) and HCl (b)
solutions.
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Figure 2. Concentration dependences of the true transport numbers of counterions calculated by
Schachard equation for MK-40 and MK-40/PANI membranes in NaCl (a) and HCl (b) solutions.
To validate the results obtained based on the equation Schachard we additionally calculated the
concentration dependences of true transport numbers of hydrogen ions for both membranes based
on the electrodiffusion coefficients of counter- L*+ and coions L*-. The results of the true proton
transport numbers for both membranes are close to 1 (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. Concentration dependences of the true transport numbers of counterions calculated
using electrodiffusion coefficients for MK-40 and MK-40/PANI membranes in HCl solutions.
Thus, all the methods used to calculate the true numbers of ion transport confirm the
preservation of a sufficiently high selectivity of the MK-40 membrane after modifying with
polyaniline.
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Introduction
Pervaporation (PV) has recently gained much attention as an alternative separation process for
azeotropic, close-boiling and thermally unstable mixtures. Moreover, PV is an energy-saving and
easy scale-up process.
Nowadays research in pervaporation is focused on finding new membrane materials with higher
transport characteristic. Membranes based on polyamides are promising due to their high
mechanical, thermal and chemical stability with appropriate separating properties.
The aim of the present work is an investigation of physico-chemical and transport
characteristics of aromatic polyamide (PA) and complex polymer-metal PA-Cu(I) in the process
of fuel desulphurization by pervaporation. Thiophene along with other sulfur-containing
compounds causes environmental pollution due to sulfur dioxide emissions from fuel combustion.
Thus, the reduction of sulfur level in fuels is a relevant problem in the petrochemical industry. In
this paper, n-heptane was chosen to simulate gasoline, with thiophene as the representative sulfur
impurity.
Experiments
PA was obtained by polycondensation reaction. The PA-Cu(I) complex was obtained by
adding the equimolar amount of copper (I) chloride dissolved in N-methylpyrrolidone to
the solution of PA. It should be emphasized that formation of metal-polymer complex is
accompanied by a marked increase in viscosity of polymer solution. Dense nonporous

membranes were obtained by casting polymer solution in N-methylpyrrolidone onto a glass
plate. The membranes were dried at 90oC in vacuum until the constant weight was reached.

Figure 1. Scheme of PA to PA-Cu(I) transformation.
The mechanicals properties and structure of membranes were characterized using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermogravimetric analysis,
sorption experiments toward the components of the separating mixture and measurement of
contact angles with water and ethanol.
The transport properties in pervaporation of the n-heptane-thiophene mixture were measured
using a laboratory cell having an effective membrane area of 23.8 cm2 at 20°С. Downstream
pressure below 10-2 mm Hg was maintained. The composition of permeate was determined using
gas chromatograph «Chromatec–Crystal 5000.2» (Chromatec, Russia) with thermal conductivity
detector.
Results and Discussion
A detailed study of the internal structure of membranes was carried out by SEM. Figure 2 shows
the morphology of PA and PA-Cu(I) cross-sections. The PA film cross-section exhibits
comparatively smooth structure. Introduction to copper leads to changes in the polymer film.
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a)

b)

c)
d)
Figure 2. SEM micrographs of PA (a,b) and PA-Cu(I) (c,d) cross-section.
DSC shows that the glass transition temperature is 201°С for PA и 203°С for PA-Cu(I).
According to this data, polymers are in a glassy state during separation process.
Separation of n-hepatane–tiophene mixture through PA ana PA-Cu(I) membranes was studied
by pervaporation experiments in the concentration range of 0.1 — 0.2 wt% of tiophene in the feed
at 20oC. Figure 3 shows the dependence of thiophene concentration in permeate on thiophene
concentration in feed during the pervaporation of n-heptane-thiophene mixture through
membranes. The content of thiophene in the permeate is higher than in the feed; with an increase
in the amount of thiophene in the initial mixture, its content in the permeate increases. As can be
seen PA-based membrane is more selective for thiophene compared to the polymer-complex
membrane PA-Cu(I).
PA

Thiophene in permeate, wt%

0,2

PA-Cu(I)

0,1

0,10

0,15

0,20

Thiophene in feed, wt%

Figure 3. Dependence of thiophene concentration in permeate on thiophene concentration in
feed in the pervaporation of n-heptane-thiophene for PA and PA-Cu(I) membranes.
Figure 4a and 4b show the main transport parameters of the membranes: total flux and
separation factor as a function of the thiophene concentration in the feed. As shown in Figure 4b,
separation factors of both membranes insignificantly decrease with an increasing the thiophene
concentration in the feed. It is evident that PA membrane is more permeable and more selective to
thiophene as compared to the PA-Cu(I) membrane in the separation of n-heptane-thiophene
mixture. Increase of thiophene concentration in the feed leads to the decreasing total flux through
PA-Cu(I) membrane and to a slight change in flux through PA membrane. Values of this parameter
of PA-Cu(I) membrane exceed that of PA membrane.
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Figure 4. Dependence of (a) total flux and (b) separation factor(thiophene/heptane) on
thiophene concentration in the feed for pervaporation of n-heptane-thiophene mixture using
membranes: PA and PA-Cu(I), 20С.
Conclusions
Polymer‒metal complex PA-Cu(I) and its prepolymer PA were successfully used for dense
membranes preparation. The physical characteristics of polymers were studied. It is shown that
the studied membranes are highly thermally stable and can be used as a material for pervaporation.
Mass transfer through PA and PA-Cu(I) membranes was studied by sorption and pervaporation
tests toward thiophene and n-heptane. In the separation of n-heptane-thiophene mixture by
pervaporation the PA membrane is less permeable but more selective to sulfur containing
compounds as compared to the PA-Cu(I) membrane.
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Introduction
The microheterogeneous model [1] makes it possible to describe many transport properties of
ion-exchange membranes using a single set of parameters, but it is applicable in a limited range of
concentrations of electrolyte solutions. We propose a new modification of this model, taking into
account the contribution of the electric double layer (EDL) at the internal boundaries of the gel
and the solution phases to describe the conductivity of the membrane in dilute electrolyte solutions.
Theory
The model takes into account that the thickness of the EDL in the internal solution phase
increases with the dilution of external solution. Since the EDL is more conductive than the
electroneutral part of the solution, it is possible to describe the trend of the concentration
dependence of the membrane conductivity more accurately in comparison with the basic
microheterogeneous model [1]. The new version of the microheterogeneous model uses an
additional parameter – the effective pore radius – which was absent in the basic version of the
model.
Results and Discussion
The behavior of a specially prepared homogeneous cation-exchange membrane, similar in
structure and composition to commercial Nafion membrane was studied. Calculated concentration
dependences of the electrical conductivity of the membrane shows a good agreement with the
experimental data (Fig. 1). The larger the size of the effective pore radius, the more the electrical
conductivity decreases and the lower the threshold concentration of the equilibrium salt solution.
Figure 1. Experimental (dots) and Calculated
(lines) Concentration Dependences of the
Membrane Conductivity in NaCl Solutions.
Calculations are made for pores with a flat
geometry. The dashed line is the prediction of
the base microheterogeneous model [1]; solid
lines - prediction of the modified
microheterogeneous model. The arrow shows
the direction of increase rp = 1, 3, 6, 10, 20,
30 nm.
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Introduction
Oxygen-permeable (OP) membranes from oxides with mixed oxygen and electronic
conductivity are now widely used in various innovative technologies. They have 100% selectivity
with respect to oxygen, are easily incorporated into high-temperature processes, for example,
partial oxidation of hydrocarbons (methane conversion to synthesis gas, etc.).
In order to achieve acceptable for practical use of the values of oxygen flows, the membrane
OP must be heated to a temperature above 600°C. Usually this is achieved by external heating, as
well as heat generated by the exothermic chemical reactions on the membrane surface. Since, at
T> 600 ° C, membrane materials, in addition to ionic, also possess high electronic conductivity,
we have for the first time shown the possibility of direct / direct heating of OP membrane
capacitance by passing an electric current through it [1,2]. On the one hand, this method of heating
oxygen-permeable membranes allows increasing their energy efficiency, productivity and
efficiency of control. On the other hand, it opens access to the surface of the working membrane,
and, therefore, makes it possible to study the mechanism of oxygen permeability by various in situ
physico-chemical methods. In addition, when the membrane operates in a catalytic membrane
reactor mode (when gaseous reagents, for example, hydrocarbons are supplied from the permeable
side), sharp temperature gradients occur in the supplied gas, which allow quenching nonequilibrium products of oxidative conversion of hydrocarbons (for example, acetylene during
oxidative pyrolysis of methane). Such quenching can lead to a significant increase in the selectivity
of the processing of hydrocarbons into target products (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Conversion of hydrocarbons using hollow fiber oxygen-permeable membranes.
Results and discussion
In the work, (1) new possibilities were studied that open up to study the mechanism of oxygen
permeability and (2) the features of practically important processes that occur when using direct
heating of membranes with electric current.
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Electroconvection (EC) and water splitting (WS) are two main phenomena causing overlimiting
conductance in membrane and microfluidic systems. However, in most cases, EC is desirable
effect, which increases mass transfer rate and reduces membrane fouling, while WS is undesirable,
as it reduces current efficiency and provokes scaling and fouling. In this contribution, interactions
between these two effects are examined.
EC is produced by the action of the electric force on the space charge region adjacent to the
membrane (electroosmosis) or on the residual space charge of the stoichiometrically electroneutral
macroscopic bulk solution (bulk EC). It can be shown that the ratio of the extended space charge
region thickness,  SCR , to the diffusion layer thickness,  , is approximately expressed by the
following equation:

 SCR /     С10 / C1s 

2

(1)

where С10 and С1s are the counterion concentrations in the bulk solution and at the membrane
surface, respectively;  is a small dimensionless parameter at the derivative in the Poisson
2
equation,   2  LD /   , LD is the Debye length in electrolyte solution with concentration С10 . It
is clear that more the  SCR value, the stronger EC, which therefore is a function of the С10 / C1s
ratio. Note that the С10 / C1s can be considered as a measure of concentration polarization (CP) of
the membrane system by the applied electric field.
In the spirit of irreversible thermodynamics, we can consider EC as a thermodynamic flux,
which is caused by a driving force. EC can be quantified by the ratio of the counterion partial
0
current density, i1, to the theoretical value of the limiting current density, ilim
. As for the driving
force, in general, concentration polarization can be considered as this force. Then we arrive at the
following relationship:
0
i1 / ilim
 LEC С10 / C1s
(2)
where LEC may be called electroconvection effective conductance coefficient.
Eq. (2) shows that less the С1s value, stronger the EC. LEC depends on the membrane surface
properties; the more appropriate these properties are (an optimized electric and geometric
heterogeneity [1], suitable distribution of hydrophilic and hydrophobic surface areas), the stronger
the EC.
Similarly, a relationship between the rate of WS (denoted as RH/OH, in moles of H+/OH−
generated per m3 and per s) and the driving force (which can be measured by С10 / C1s , as above)
can be written:
RH /OH  LWS С10 / C1s
(3)
where LWS is the water splitting effective conductance coefficient.
Justification of Eq. (3) follows from the reason that the H+ (OH−) ions produced in water
splitting reaction should successfully compete with the salt counterions in their transport across
the membrane. If the concentration of the salt ions will be very high in comparison with that of the
H+ (OH−) ions, the flux of the latter will be too small. It is known that within the space charge
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region in the depleted solution, diffusion transport of ions is negligible. Therefore, the competition
between the salt and H+ (OH−) ions can be evaluated by their electromigration transport numbers
proportional to the product of the ion diffusion coefficient and concentration. Since the diffusion
coefficient of H+ (OH−) ions is about ten time higher than that of salt ions, the concentration of
salt ions should be no more than 100 times higher than that of H+ (OH−) ions to obtain a flux of
water-splitting products, which is comparable with that of salt ions. When taking the characteristic
concentration of the H+ (OH−) ions equal to 10−7 M, we can evaluate the threshold salt
concentration, С1s , as 10−7 M, when water splitting becomes noticeable. However, this condition
of low salt concentration at the interface is necessary, but not sufficient to obtain a high rate of
water splitting.
It is known that WS rate is favored ( LWS is high) by catalytic participation of membrane
functional fixed groups and/or metallic hydroxides such as Mg(OH)2 or Fe(OH)3 present at the
membrane/solution interface [2, 3]. The rate of water splitting can be presented as follows:
RH / OH  B  kd*  kr*cH cOH 
(4)
where k d* and kr* are the effective dissociation and recombination rate constants for water splitting
reaction, respectively; B depends on the basicity/acidity of membrane functional group, so that
this value is a function of catalytic activity of these groups in relation to water splitting. k d* and

kr* satisfy the same relationship kd* / kr*  K w  1014 (mol/L)2, as in free solution. kr* is always
very high, of the order of 1010 (L mol−1 s−1) independently of the electric field, while k d* is a
function of electric field, E, in the reaction layer [3]:
kd* ( E )
 f ( E )  exp   E 
(5)
kd*0
where k d*0 stands for the case where no external electric field is applied;  is a fitting factor.
Along with the catalytic participation of functional and/or other groups present at the interfacial
layer and catalysing water splitting, there is an important feature of this reaction, which is that the
reaction occurs within the entire space charge region, no matter how thick it may be. Even if the
reaction rate constant is rather low in depleted SCR of solution, the large thickness of the SCR
reaching several m at high voltages can cause great fluxes of the H+ (OH−) ions generated in
water splitting reaction [4]. The problem for the application of ED at high voltages, e.g. in shock
electrodialysis [5], is in the fact that this effect cannot be mitigated by changing membrane
functional groups.
When LEC is high, it is possible to obtain an intensive EC in conditions of relatively low value
of С10 / C1s . Therefore, in these conditions, the driving force of WS can be low, which reduces the
WS rate. In other words, WS can be partially suppressed, if the membrane surface is optimized in
a way favoring EC. Experimental evidences of this effect were obtained in [6, 7], where it was
found that application of a thin Nafion film on the MK-40 membrane surface simultaneously
increases EC and reduces WS. Note that in this case, there was only optimization of the surface
heterogeneity without changing the chemical nature of the functional groups, because it was SO3−
groups in both cases, hence, without changing the LWS parameter.
Inversely, an increase in WS rate by changing the nature of functional groups [8] or by adding
particles forming a bipolar interface (such as DNA molecules in the experiments of Slouka et al.
[9]) on the membrane surface (an increase in LWS ) reduces EC. The cause is in the fact that the H+
(or OH−) ions, the products of water splitting, enter the space charge region at the depleted
membrane surface as co-ions and thus reduce the space charge density [10]. Thus, to increase
electroconvection, it is necessary to reduce water splitting. This reduction in the case of anionexchange membranes is possible by grafting quaternary ammonium groups in a near-surface
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membrane layer [8]. These groups do not have a catalytic effect on the water dissociation reaction
[3].
Another effect of WS occurs in the case of anion-exchange membranes with weakly basic
functional groups. In this case, OH− ions generated in water splitting at the depleted membrane
interface deprotonate these functional groups, that is, discharge them. Due to this current-induced
membrane discharge [11] reduces EC because of lower membrane surface charge.
The conclusion is that to enhance mass transfer, it is not sufficient to optimize membrane surface
heterogeneity, but it is also necessary to exclude from the membrane interface the species, which
are catalysts for the WS reaction.
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Introduction
Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are expected to find wide application as
mobile, portable, and distributed stationary power sources owing to their outstanding advantages,
such as high efficiency, zero or low emission, high power density, and rapid start-up. One of the
basic elements of the fuel cell with a proton exchange membrane (PEM) is the membrane electrode
assembly (MEA). The efficiency and performance of PEMFCs are mainly determined by the
parameters of MEA, which depend to a large extent on the structural features of the catalyst layers
(CLs). The CLs with a thickness around several micrometers are the critical components of
PEMFCs, whose specific structure allows attaining the high rate of the electrode reactions with a
minimum amount of the expensive catalyst. The overall CL performance depends on the following
critical factors: (i) large three-phase interface in the CL; (ii) efficient transport of protons; (iii) easy
transport of reactant and product gases and removal of condensed water; and (iv) continuous
electronic current passage between the reaction sites and the current collector. Identification of the
electrode structures and operation conditions is therefore essential [1]. The morphology of the
carbon nanomaterial has a significant effect on the characteristics of СL.
The aim of this work was to establish the role of carbon support morphology on catalyst
performance.
Experiments
Pt/C catalysts have been prepared via Pt electrochemical dispersion under the action of the AC
pulse current in the presence of a carbon nanomaterial, as was described in details in [2, 3]. Various
multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were used as the carriers of catalysts: (i) nanotubes by
the Russian branch of LG Chem Company (LGCNT), (ii) lab-made samples of carbon nanotubes
acquired by the pyrolysis of a propane–butane mixture on a Cu–Ni catalyst (S-0CNT), and (iii)
nanotubes produced by the catalytic pyrolysis of methane on Fe–Mo/MgO (FWCNT). Vulcan XC72R (Cabot) carbon soot was used as the reference support. The synthesized catalysts were labeled
as Pt/LGCNT, Pt/S0CNT, Pt/FWCNT, and Pt/Vulcan.
TEM images were obtained with a JEM-2100 unit (200 kV). SEM images were acquired on a
Hitachi S4500. The electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) of Pt/C electrocatalysts was
determined by oxidative COads desorption (CO stripping), using a standard three-electrode
electrochemical cell and a PI-50-1 potentiostat (Elins, Russia), as was described in our previous
papers. CO was adsorbed at the surface of the working electrode by bubbling CO through 0.5 M
H2SO4 for 15 min, while the electrode was kept at a constant potential of 300 mV vs. RHE. After
CO bubbling, the electrolyte was purged with N2 (30 min) to remove the dissolved CO, and the
CV curves were measured. The ECSA was evaluated by calculating the charge accumulated during
CO adsorption after subtracting the double-layer charging current taking into account that the
charge required for the desorption of a COads monolayer was 420 μC cm−2 of the true surface.
Results and Discussion
According to the TEM study and the particle size distribution histograms (Figs. 1e–h), the CNTbased Pt/C catalysts are characterized by the agglomerates with the dimensions above 20 nm,
unlike the Vulcan soot-based catalyst.
The variations in the ECSA values calculated from the hydrogen desorption integrals with the
cycle number during the APCT are shown in Fig. 2. It can be clearly seen that the ECSA of the
Pt/Vulcan catalyst reduces more than 60% after APCT. However, the ECSA of Pt/CNTs catalysts
decreases by 35, 26, and 13% for Pt/FWCNT, Pt/S0CNT, and Pt/LGCNT, respectively, after the
same tests, showing that the Pt/CNT catalysts are much more stable than the standard Pt/Vulcan
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catalyst. These results are in agreement with the onset oxidation temperature of Pt/Vulcan and
Pt/CNTs. The main reasons for degradation of the platinum are the dissolution, reprecipitation,
and Pt particle separation from the carbon support [4, 5]. It is a well-known particle size effect:
smaller Pt particles dissolve faster [6]. Moreover, corrosion of the carbon support is possible. The
OH groups formed by the electrochemical oxidation of platinum spill over the carbon surface with
the emergence of the·OH radicals adsorbed on the carbon surface.

Figure 1. SEM (a–d), TEM (e–h) images, Figure 2. Relationship between the ECSA and the
and platinum particles size distribution of
cycle number during the APCT.
Pt/Vulcan (a, e), Pt/FWCNT (b, f),
Pt/S0CNT (c, g), Pt/LGCNT (d, h)
catalysts.
The role of carbon support morphology on the Pt/C catalyst performance was established. It
was found that formation of Pt agglomerates is more typical for Pt/C catalysts based on CNT than
for carbon black. However, this causes no decrease in electrochemically active surface areas. ORR
activity of the synthesized catalysts increased in the sequence Pt/Vulcan < Pt/LGCNT ≤ Pt/S0CNT
< Pt/ FWCNT. The maximum power of MEA was obtained with the use of FWCNT which can be
due to the difference in the value of the total pore volume of the carbon supports, causing
differences in the structure of the CLs and better mass transport properties (O2 and H+) of MEAs
based on FWCNT.
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Introduction
Reverse electrodialysis (RED) is a relatively new trend in the development of an electric
generation. For the first time, RED was described in 1954. In [1] author assembled the
electrodialysis apparatus using chambers each of which contains a pair of anion and cation
exchange membranes and electrodes (anode and cathode). In contrast to a regular electrodialysis
apparatus, this unit was not connected to a power source. The electrodes were connected by an
external closed circuit, which included an ammeter and a voltmeter. Sea water was introduced into
the desalting chambers (salt content 35 g/l) and the concentration and pre-electrode chambers were
rinsed with fresh river water. In this case, the separate transfer cations and anions were transformed
into an electron flux in the external network from the anode to the cathode due to redox reactions
at the electrodes. Since then, this topic has become popular (more than 200 publications already
in 2015). In 1980 it was shown that making the RED process viable in industrial scale could
improve anion-exchange membrane properties (minimization of their thickness, stability of
properties during long-term operation, reduction of their electrical resistivity), which will
overcome the main economic RED disadvantages – high production cost [2]. Another direction of
reducing RED electric potential losses can be realized by decreasing the inter-membrane distance
in the assembly from 0.5 to 0.2 mm. Moreover, optimization of gaskets geometry also improves
the performance of the system [3].
Earlier, we proposed to implement the RED process using carbonized aqueous solutions of
monoethanolamine (the electrical conductivity of which is close to sea water) as a working fluid
instead of sea water.
Experiments
Experiments were carried out using the laboratory apparatus described earlier [4]. Carbonized
aqueous of monoethanolamine (MEA) solutions were obtained according to [5]. The specific
electric conductivity of solutions was measured using conductometer MultiLine P4 (WTW,
Germany). The concentration of MEA anions was determined qualitative and quantitate on ion
chromatograph “Akvilon Staier-M”. Solutions with 30% and 12% concentration MEA were
chosen for the purpose of this research. Scheme of RED lab-scale with three chambers is shown
on Fig. 1. Anode and cathode were made of platinized titanium. Dilution chamber was formed by
the anion-exchange membrane MA-41 and cation-exchange membrane MK-40 (Shchekinoazot).

Figure 1. Scheme of RED lab-scale. I – anode, II – cathode, III – anion-exchange membrane, IV
– cation-exchange membrane, A – ammeter, V – voltmeter, 1 – dilution chamber, 2 – pre-anode
chamber, 3 – pre-cathode chamber.
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Results and Discussion
This work is aimed at studying the effect of the circulation rate of the MEA solution in the
dilution chamber and in the pre-electrode chambers on the RED parameters. Achieved
carbonization degree is higher for 12 wt. % solution than 30 wt. % solution (0.70 and 0.58 mol
CO2/mol MEA respectively). The RED process was implemented in a non-stationary mode
without and with forceful pumping of chambers: feed solution was filled dilution chamber and
distilled water or MEA solution without CO2 was filled pre-electrode chambers. Ion transport
processes in different chambers are schematically present in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Ion transport in RED processes.
It was found that in the process of energy generation in the pre-electrode chambers, the MEA
solution is regenerated. The quantitative value of these processes is going to be determined with
experiments using RED apparatus, consisting of several dilution chambers.
Figure 3 shows the current output of RED operation at the example of 30 wt. % MEA in the
case of the presence and absence of circulation of solutions for various combinations of solutions
in the near-electrode chambers. The average linear velocity of solutions in electrodialysis
chambers was maintained at 0.15 cm/s in circulation case.
As we can see, the circulation of the solutions in the near-electrode chambers and the desalting
chamber leads to stabilize the electrical characteristics of the RED process. This allowed us to
estimate the generated power of the process: in case 30 wt. % MEA in the pre-electrode chamber
– 2.4 W/(h·m2); in case distilled water in the pre-electrode chamber – 23.2 W/(h·m2). Moreover,
in the case of distilled water in the pre-electrode chamber, the amount of removed CO2 was 43 g/l;
and in case 30 wt. % MEA in the pre-electrode chamber, the amount of removed CO2 was 21 g/l.
Thus, the use of distilled water for pumping the pre-electrode chambers allows intensifying the
RED process.
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Figure 3. Current output in case 30 wt. % MEA solution. 1 – distillate water in the pre-electrode
chamber with circulation, 2 – distillate water in the pre-electrode chamber without circulation, 3
– 30 wt. % MEA solution in the pre-electrode chamber with circulation, 4 – 30 wt. % MEA
solution in the pre-electrode chamber without circulation.
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Introduction
At the present stage of technological development, platinum nanoparticles deposited on a
porous carbon carrier are the only catalysts used in low-temperature fuel cells, since platinum has
the highest activity in the oxygen reduction reaction among all pure metals [1]. Increasing the
durability of the electrocatalyst and reducing platinum loading is one of the most actively
developing areas of research in the field of fuel cells. Both indicators are closely related, and often
the reduction of platinum loading on the electrode leads to a decrease in the life of the fuel cell. At
the same time, various reasons are considered as causes of a decrease in the service life of a fuel
cell: degradation of the membrane, bipolar boards and seals, moisture content of gases, the
concentration of aggressive additives in gases, etc. [2]
A simple way to prevent carbon carriers at the cathode from corrosion is to replace soot with
alternative materials that are less susceptible to degradation. As an alternative approach, oxides of
tin, titanium and their mixtures with carbon are considered [3].
The aim of this work was to obtain platinum catalysts on oxide-carbon carriers and study their
activity in the reaction of oxygen reduction and electrooxidation of alcohols.
Experiments
To obtain SnO2-C electrocatalysts electrolysis conducted in galvanostatic conditions with
stirring the carbon suspension (Vulcan XC-72), in a tin electrolyte (SnCl2 solution, 0.1-1 M). The
technique is described in detail in the article [3]. As the background electrolyte was used a 2M
H2SO4. Current strength 9 A. Thus, a series of SnO2-C materials with different mass fraction of
SnO2 was obtained. Further, the reduction of platinum with formaldehyde [4] in the liquid phase
received a series of Pt/ SnO2-C materials.
The resulting materials were investigated by gravimetry, x-ray diffraction, x-ray fluorescence
analysis and cyclic voltammetry.
Results and Discussion
Platinum nanoparticles were deposited on SnO2/C composites, the mass fraction of which was
about 20%. Studies by X-ray diffraction confirmed the presence of a platinum phase in all
materials, the average crystallite size of which was 1.3-2.3 nm.
The calculation of the electrochemically active area of Pt from cyclic voltammograms after
surface standardization showed that the resulting catalysts have rather high area values. Most
materials have an electrochemically active surface area of about 130 m2·g-1, which exceeds the
electrochemically active surface area of the commercial Pt/C catalyst HiSPEC 3000.
The activity of electric catalysts in ORR is comparable to that of a commercial analogue, and
in some cases exceeds it (fig. 1). The values of the maximum currents in the reactions of electrooxidation of alcohols on the forward and reverse voltammograms, as well as the area under the
corresponding maxima for the Pt/(SnO2-C) catalysts were noticeably higher than for the
commercial counterpart.
Apparently, this behavior of oxide-containing electrocatalysts is due to the presence of threepage structures Pt-SnO2-C. Depending on the ratio of the sizes and the mass fraction of platinum
and tin oxide, the number of such contacts will vary, which affects the characteristics of the
obtained electrocatalysts. Stronger adhesion of such nanoparticles to the surface of a composite
carrier can impede platinum degradation during the stress test, and the presence of a Pt/SnO2
contact can provide a bifunctional mechanism of catalysis in the electro-oxidation reaction of
methanol.
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Figure 1. Voltammograms of the reaction of electroreduction of oxygen.
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Introduction
The separation of media, including the purification of liquids, is extremely important for the
majority of technological processes. At the same time, the unusual properties of nanostructures are
well studied and are actively used to create materials with unique properties. Structuring the pore
geometry of the membranes gives hight results [1,2]. The result of the application of
nanostructuring in membrane technology will be an increase in productivity and selectivity of
membranes.
There are a lot of methods for producing nanoparticles of noble metals (gold, platinum ...) [3].
However, most methods have a some limitations or are not applicable to achieve the goal of this
work.
The purpose of this work is the deposition of gold nanoparticles on the surface of pores of
membranes. Nanoparticles should have a high uniformity in size and shape, be rigidly fixed on the
surface (withstand high pressures and liquid flow), and the growth of nanoparticles should occur
mainly in the pores of the membranes.
MIRROR
LASER

LASER RAY

lENS 2
lENS 1

LASER
RAY
SOLUTION
MEMBRANE

Figure 1. Installation scheme for obtaining a laser beam of the required parameters.
Experiments
The method of laser-induced deposition of metals proved to be the best method for the task [4].
This method is based on the initiation of the reaction of deposition of metals on the surface of the
dielectric under the action of laser radiation [5].
As can be seen from the experiments, the growth and size distribution is determined by
parameters such as laser wavelength, laser pulse power and frequency, exposure time, solvent
properties and concentration. The growth of gold nanocrystals of a given shape and size occurs in
a very narrow range of the indicated synthesis parameters.
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Figure 2.SEM images of gold nanoparticles on a glass substrate.

Figure 3. Au nanoparticle absorption spectra.
Results and Discussion
At the first stage, the optimal parameters of the laser (power, wavelength, number of pulses per
second) were selected. At the second stage, the selection of optimal irradiation regimes was carried
out (exposure time, the thickness of the solution layer).
The correlation between the modes of synthesis and the properties of the particles obtained was
established by SEM, spectrometric methods, and the reliability of particle attachment to the
surface. The results are presented in table 1.
Reliability of fixing was estimated on a conventional scale from 0-5 (5-particles can be removed
only by the action of aqua regia; 4- preparation in an ultrasonic bath; 3-under water pressure for
an hour or more; 1- washed away under water pressure in less than 1 hour; 0-separated immediately
or not formed). Samples with a value of 3 and below are not suitable for use. The presence of
particles of a triangular shape was determined quantitatively, by an SEM study and corresponds
to: 0 - there are no particles of a triangular shape; ◊ - particles with a triangular shape of less than
10%; ◊◊ -particles with a triangular shape of 10-50%; more than 50% of particles of a triangular
shape. In addition, the presence of plasma resonance was determined (the wavelength
corresponding to the maximum peak). In the absence of a dash was put.
Typical SEM images of the obtained nanoparticles are shown in Fig. 2. From the presented
images it can be seen that at low concentrations of the precursor (0.025 M) single-crystal gold
nanoparticles of a triangular, round and oblong shape are formed. Typical particle size of 50 nm
(in one direction). Typical absorption spectra of the particles obtained are shown in Fig. 3. A clear
peak is observed on the absorption spectra at a wavelength of about 540 nm. According to the
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literature, this absorption is typical for particles with an average diameter of 50 nm. Which
confirms the data of the SEM.
Table 1: The dependence of the results on the operating parameters
Time, min
1
2
4
8
16
30

1
3;0;3;0;0
3;0;0
4;0;510
4; ◊;550
4;0;510

Solution layer thickness, cm
2
3
4
5
3;0;3;0;0
3;0;0
2;0;0
1;0;0
3;0;0
3;0;0
2;0;0
2;0;0
3;0;0
3; ◊;0
3;0;0
3;0;510
3; ◊;0
3; ◊◊;0
3; ◊;0
3; ◊;530
3; ◊;0
4, ◊◊;536
2, ◊;530
4;0;510
5;0;0
5, ◊;480
2, ◊;530

6
2;0;0
3;0;0
3;0;0
3;0;0
4;0;0
4;0;0

As you can see from the table, the optimal solution layer thickness is 4 cm, the exposure time
is 16 minutes. Below are the size, shape and absorption spectra of nanoparticles obtained by laserinduced deposition. The above method allows you to synthesize nanoparticles of a given shape
and size.
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Introduction
In the context of fossil fuels depletion and climate change pending threats, expectations for
cleaner and more sustainable transport solutions are being embodied in electric vehicles [1].
The highest redox potential value and the highest specific heat capacity of any solid element of
lithium make it the hottest commodity for modern life and a key element for modern electric
vehicle revolution. So, due to the rapid expansion of worldwide lithium ion batteries market, the
procurement of this metal is becoming a matter of importance worldwide [2].
Therefore, the selective separation, purification and recovery of Lithium from seawater and
brine water generate great attention from scientists, engineers, and industrialists [3].
Experiments
The present work consists on the synthesis of novel lithium ion-selective membranes based on
Lithium Ion Conductor (LICGC) as Lithium Ion Sieves embedded in a copolymerized matrix of
an Anionic Polymer (PECH-DABCO) and (NH2-PES). A nonionic surfactant (Brij76) was also
used to prevent the agglomeration of inorganic Lithium conductor in the polymer matrix. To
optimize both the synthesis and the appropriate composition, several experiments have been
carried out. The morphological and thermal properties of these prepared membranes were
determined using SEM and TGA. Additionally, water uptake, contact angle and conductivities of
these membranes were also determined. To test the performances and the selectivity of these
membranes, Diffusion Dialysis experiments of Li and Na mixture solution were affected using a
two compartments cell.
Results and Discussion
Morphological results confirm the homogeneity of our membranes, the good dispersion of the
inorganic fillers into the polymer matrix and the compatibility between different compounds.
Thermal characterization shows that these membranes are stables up to 200°C. Conductivities of
these membranes are more important in Li solution then in Na media.
The performance of these composite membranes was tested in diffusion dialysis of
reconstituted solutions containing a mixture of sodium (0.05 M) and lithium (0.05 M) ions. We
observed a remarkable selectivity for Li+ which we attribute to the effect of the lithium-conductor
powder (see Table 1). The highest selectivity coefficient was obtained for the membrane M3 that
contains 50.5 %wt. of LICGC, 25.5 %wt. of PECH-DABCO, 18 %wt. of NH2-PES and 6 %wt. of
Brij76. The main physicochemical characteristics of this membrane are: Thickness (130 µm),
water content (11.3 %wt.), contact angle (61°), conductivity in 0.1 M LiCl solution (7.5×10-4 S.cm1
) and conductivity in 0.1 M NaCl solution (3.2 ×10-4 S.cm-1).
Table 1: Ionic flux of Li+ and Na+ from equimolar solution after 4 hours of dialysis
Membrane
M1
M2
M3

Li+ flux
(10-9 mol cm-2 s-1)
22.30
20.00
30.53
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Na+ flux
(10-9 mol cm-2 s-1)
1.15
0.15
0.08
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Introduction
Every year for the needs of alternative energy requires more and more high-purity hydrogen.
The most common method to obtain it is reforming of organic raw materials with gas mixture
formation and subsequent release of high-purity hydrogen, with the help of various types of metal
membrane filters. As a basis for creation of these membrane filters palladium and its alloys are
used as they have unique properties in relation to the hydrogen transmission.
The formation of nanostructured palladium layer capable for chemisorbing of hydrogen on the
surface of membrane increases the actual operating surface, which leads to increase of
chemisorption centers quantity, which role is most often played by crystallites angles and facets.
Moreover in case of sufficiently small Pd crystal size the majority of octahedral interstices belong
to the surface, that facilitates the transmission of hydrogen and reduces the probability of hydrogen
atom capture by various kinds of surface defects. This modification may be effective in case of
limiting the process of hydrogen transfer through the membrane by dissociative-associative
absorption-elimination processes at the boundaries.
In the present work an attempt is made to create a thin palladium-silver membrane and its
modification by creating a nanostructured (palladium star-like nanocrystallites) layer on its
surface, which accelerates the chemisorption and dissociative processes of hydrogen transmission.
The developed membrane can become the base not only for low-temperature diffusion purification
of hydrogen and creation of hydrogen electrode for oxygen-hydrogen fuel element, but also for
processes of hydrogen isotopes separation. Also, these membranes are integrated into methanol
steam reforming plants, which allows to make compact membrane reformers effective for
producing hydrogen in situ [1].
Experiments
Modification of palladium membranes according to the method of "nanostars" was carried out
as follows. Pd-23% Ag alloy film – were fixed in a holder, washed by 96% ethanol, defatted by
boiling for 30 min. in concentrated 6 M NaOH solution, and then transferred for mordanting to
60% HNO3 solution for 30 sec., then immediately put into a vessel with flowing distilled water
for 10 minutes. Then the palladium-silver alloy film was transferred to a cell with 0.1 M HCl and
anodically polarized at a current density of 10-20 mA / cm2 using a potentiostat-galvanostat P250I, washed, cathodically polarized at 0.05 M H2SO4 at current density of 10-20 mA / cm2 , then
filled with 2% H2PdCl4, tetrabutylammonium bromide 0.1 M used as a sealing surfactant. The
black precipitation was carried out at current density of 2-6 mA / cm2 for 0.5 hours, after that it
was washed with bidistillate and cathodically polarized in 0.05 M H2SO4.
Micrographs of the samples were obtained using a JEOL JSM-7500F scanning electron
microscope. Measurement of hydrogen permeability was carried out with the help of the apparatus
developed by us on the basis of a microgasovolumetric method [5].
Results and Discussion
In the course of this study, two types of surface modification of hydrogen permeable
membranes were developed: “nanostars” and “nanopores”. The microphotographs of the films
surface obtained by JEOL JSM-7500F scanning electron microscope are shown in Fig. 1. In Fig.
2 the data is shown on the measurement of hydrogen permeability for a palladium-silver alloy
modified by coating of “nanostars” type (a) and coating of “nanopores” type (b).
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a
b
Figure 1. Microphotographs of palladium-silver films surface with modified surface, obtained by
the method of “nanostars” (a), and by the method of “nanopores” (b).
From fig. 2 it is obvious that the dependence of the flow density on hydrogen overpressure on
the input side of the membrane with modified surface is well approximated by a line of the 1st
order, which indicates according to [2] that hydrogen penetration velocity is limited by dissociation
of hydrogen on the surface.

Figure 2. Dependence of the rate of fluence (the ratio of hydrogen flow to the area of a sample)
on the excess pressure of hydrogen on the outer face of the membrane for the method
“nanostars” (a) and the method of “nanopores” (b).
Thus it has been experimentally confirmed that the velocity of hydrogen transmission under
conditions of low temperature (<90 ° C) and pressure (<0.6 MPa) through sufficiently thin
palladium membranes (<10 μm), is limited by dissociative-associative processes at the boundaries,
and can be significantly increased (up to order of magnitude) due to acceleration of the limiting
stage by applying a superficial modifying palladium coating. Modification of membranes with
“nanostars” type of coating allows achieving hydrogen flow density up to 0.76 mmol / (s*m2) that
is 1.6 times greater than with modified by “nanopores” type of coating
This work was supported by the scholarship of the President of the Russian Federation to young
scientists and post-graduate students SP-1237.2018.1.
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Introduction
Electrodialysis is increasingly used for cleaning, concentrating and conditioning ampholytes
(proteins, amino acids, anions of polybasic inorganic and organic acids, etc.), which are products
of biochemical processing of biomass, or are contained in liquids of food and pharmaceutical
industries. Similar substances (phosphates, ammonium ions) are extracted as nutrients from
municipal and livestock wastewaters. The study aim is the identify regularities of mass transfer
during electrodialysis of ampholyte-containing solutions in underlimiting and overlimiting current
modes.
Experiments
The experiments were carried out using a laboratory scale four-chamber flow-through
electrochemical cell, the membrane stack of which contains CMX cation-exchange membranes
and AMX anion-exchange membranes (Astom, Japan). The active surface area of each membrane is 4 cm2, the intermembrane distance is
0.66 cm, the flow rate of a 0.02 M NaH2PO4
solution is equal to 0.4 cm/s. This cell, the setup and the method of obtaining the total and
partial current-voltage characteristics (CVC)
of the membranes forming a desalination
channel through which a solution of a strong
electrolyte (NaCl, KCl) is pumped, are
described in detail in [1]. The case of
NaH2PO4 or KH2PO4 solution is described in
[2].
Distribution of the phosphoric acids
species as functions of pH presented in fig. 1.
Figure 1. Distribution of the Phosphoric Acid It is calculated using the constants of the
reactions of protonation - deprotonation of
Species (in Mole Fractions) as Functions of
phosphoric acid in the first, second and third
pH.
stages.
Theory
The calculation of the CVC, as well as the transport numbers, partial fluxes and partial currents
of ions in the membrane system is carried out using a stationary 1D model described in detail in
[3]. A three-layer system under direct current conditions is considered. It consists of an anion
exchange membrane AMX and two adjacent diffusion boundary layers (DBL). Migration and
diffusion transport of ampholyte species and the products of protonation-deprotonation reactions
H+ (OH-) in all three layers are taken into account. The model is based on the Nernst-Planck
equation under the local electroneutrality condition. It uses the assumptions of the independence
of the current density and the total flux density of phosphorus-containing species from the
coordinate as well as local chemical equilibrium between the ampholyte species participating in
protonation-deprotonation reactions in the AEM and in the DBLs. Besides the condition of ionexchange equilibrium at the membrane / solution boundaries is applied.
Results and Discussion
Fig. 2 shows the theoretically and experimentally obtained total and partial CVC of the AMX
membrane in NaH2PO4 solution.
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b)

a)
)

Figure 2. Total and Partial Current-Voltage Characteristics of AMX Membrane in 0.02 M
NaH2PO4 Solution: Calculation Using Model (a), Experiment (b). The dashed line is the limiting
current calculated using the Leveque equation.
Analysis of the calculation results and experimental data allows us to conclude that when a
current is applied, the solution at one of the surfaces of anion-exchange membrane is desalted, that
leads to an increase in the Donnan exclusion of H+ ions and an increase in the fraction of doubly
(triply) charged anions in the membrane. Due to Donnan exclusion of protons from the anionexchange membrane (as co-ions), the pH of the internal solution in the micropores of the
membrane is higher than the external solution pH. Therefore, the fraction of doubly (triply)
charged anions in an anion-exchange membrane is always higher than in the external solution. For
phosphates, there are two inclined plateaus, whose appearance can be related to two limiting
currents. The first limiting current occurs when the NaH2PO4 salt diffusion to the membrane
surface is saturated, the second limiting current corresponds to the saturation of the proton flux
when the membrane is almost completely converted into the H 2 PO4 form. A current increase
above the second limiting current in the phosphate-containing system is possible due to two
mechanisms: the membrane transition into the form of triply charged phosphates and / or the water
splitting. The shape of experimental and theoretical dependences i, ii vs Δφ' basically coincides.
Higher experimental values iHAEM
(Fig. 2b,) and jP (Fig. 3a) compared with those calculated by
PO 
2

4

the model are mainly due to the effect of exaltation of the limiting current. They arise because the
protons, which are excluded from the membrane into solution, carry a positive charge, which
creates an additional electrostatic field attracting H 2 PO4 anions from the bulk solution to the
depleted membrane surface. The increase in the charge of anions of orthophosphoric acid in the
membrane compared with the solution is a parasitic process in relation to the transfer of the target
component - phosphorus in AMX membrane. Therefore, the flux of phosphorus jP, the transfer of
which in AMX is carried out by all phosphorus containing species, is much less than that which
can be expected using Eq: jPlim = ilim / F (Fig.3a). The fact is that in the practice of electrodialysis,
the limiting current is usually determined by graphic processing of CVC (Fig. 3b), represented in
CB
2
Cowan–Brown coordinates [4] ( ilim  ilim
). This current corresponds to the value ilim
(Fig.2b) at
which doubly charged phosphorus-containing anions are mainly transferred in the membrane.
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Figure 3. The Dependence of the Experimental (markers) and Theoretical (curve) Phosphorus
Fluxes in the Investigated AMX Membrane Upon the reduced Potential Drop (a).
The dash-dotted line is the flux defined using the Eq: j=itot/F. Dotted lines are fluxes determined
using the limiting currents: ilimLev is calculated by the Leveque equation; ilimC-B is determined
using the current-voltage characteristic represented in the Cowan–Brown coordinates [6] (b).
The results obtained explain the reason for the unexpectedly low current efficiency of the target
components or the unexpectedly high energy consumption [5,6] during electrodialysis of
ampholyte-containing solutions.
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Introduction
The experimental current-voltage characteristics of the anion-exchange membrane (AEM),
obtained [1] in ampholyte-containing sodium dihydrogen phosphate (𝑁𝑎𝐻2 𝑃𝑂4) solution, indicate
a significant increase of the limiting current in a vertical direction of the desalination channel (DC)
of an electrodializer, compared to a horizontal one with the DC located under the membrane. This
is explained by the influence of gravitational convection, which evolves in a vertical position of
the DC. At the same time, this effect is much lesser observed during electrodialysis under the same
conditions of solutions that do not contain ampholytes, e.g. NaCl solution. One of the reasons for
the observed gravitational convection in ampholyte-containing systems is presumably the thermal
effects arising from deprotoning-protoning reactions [2]. Here we study this phenomenon with the
direct mathematical modeling.
Theory
Simulating the process of electrodialysis desalination of 𝑁𝑎𝐻2 𝑃𝑂4 solution, we directly
consider the transfer of the molecules of orthophosphoric acid (𝐻3 𝑃𝑂4 ) and four kinds of ions
(𝑁𝑎+ , 𝐻2 𝑃𝑂4− , 𝐻 + , 𝐻𝑃𝑂42− ). The scheme of the compound interaction in the transverse section of
the DC, are simplified in Fig. 1. Herein 𝑥 = 0 corresponds to the interphase boundary
AEM/solution, 𝑥 = ℎ is the conditional boundary diffusion layer (DL) / bulk of the solution.

Figure 1. Scheme of the ions transport in the diffusion layer.
Ellipses indicate the 5 particles taken into account in the model.
Two reactions during electrodialysis of the 𝑁𝑎𝐻2 𝑃𝑂4 solution are considered:
𝐻2 𝑃𝑂4− + 𝑄1 ↔ 𝐻 + + 𝐻𝑃𝑂42− ,
(1)
𝐻 + + 𝐻2 𝑃𝑂4− + 𝑄2 ↔ 𝐻3 𝑃𝑂4.
(2)
A more detailed description of the reactions is given in [2] and [3]. The 2D model for this
problem for 3 types of ions and with an assumption of the electroneutrality condition fulfillment
was described in detail in [4].
During the electrodialysis of solutions using intensive current modes (“over-limiting” modes),
the electroneutrality condition is violated near the membrane / solution interfaces, where space
charge regions (SCR) are formed that can significantly effect on electrochemical characteristics of
membrane systems. So the new 1D stationary mathematical model based on Nernst-Planck,
Poisson, material balance and heat transfer equations is created. It allows to compute
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electrochemical and thermal components of the ampholyte electrodialysis (e.g. concentrations,
fluxes, electric potential, electric field intensity, current density, space charge, temperature and
heat sources). Heat sources we have considered include the Joule heating and sources Q1 and Q2
of chemical reactions (1),(2). Moreover, a heat transfer through the membrane is taken into
account. On the second stage of the study we use the calculated 1D temperature distribution for
the 2D modelling of the hydrodynamics of an ampholyte containing solutions in a desalination
channel of electrodialyzer. This 2-stage method simplifies the 2D simulation in orders.
Results
The model computation results show that deprotonation of 1-charge dihydrophosphate occurs
mainly in the quasi-equilibrium SCR. The flux of hydrogen reaches values of 10-6 mol·m–2s–1
(Fig. 2a). Then hydrogen ions, migrating towards the cathode, enter into the protonation reaction
with dihydrogen phosphate to form orthophosphoric acid. Thus, the regions of deprotonation of
dihydrogen phosphate and the formation of acid are separated in space. This is indirectly indicated
by concentration profiles (Fig. 2b).

a
b
Figure 2. Fluxes (a) and concentrations (b) of 𝐻3 𝑃𝑂4, 𝐻 + and 𝐻𝑃𝑂42− for 𝑁𝑎𝐻2 𝑃𝑂4 solution
with concentration 20 mol/m3 at a given potential drop in the diffusion layer 𝑑𝜙 = −0.2𝑉.
Both reactions occur with the absorption of heat. The distribution of heat sources is shown in
Fig. 3. It can be seen that heat sources due to Joule heating are at least an order of magnitude
greater than the sources of both chemical reactions (and in the quasi-equilibrium SCR – by
several orders of magnitude). This is especially noticeable in solutions with low concentrations.
Therefore, even local cooling of the solution due to the deprotonation reaction of 1-charge
dihydrogen phosphate (Fig. 3b, curve 3) and the acid formation reaction (Fig. 3b, curve 4) near the
AEM/solution boundary does not change the overall heating trend of the solution (Fig. 3b, curve 1)
caused by the Joule heating (Fig. 3b, curve 2) magnitude.
The Joule heating domination is negligible in prelimiting current modes, but in overlimiting
ones the temperature increase may reach several degrees (up to +7K in our simulations).
Calculations using a 2D model show that under similar conditions, even with a sufficiently high
pumping rate of the solution (0.65 mm/s) a gravitational convection develops in a vertical position
of the channel, which affects the physicochemical characteristics of the system, in particular,
causes the behavior of the CVCs observed in the experiment [1].
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a
b
Figure 3. Heat sources for 𝑁𝑎𝐻2 𝑃𝑂4 solution with concentration 1 mol/m3 (a) and 20 mol/m3
(b) at a given potential drop in the diffusion layer 𝑑𝜙 = −0.2𝑉.
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Introduction
Electroseparations with ion-exchange membranes are often accompanied with unwanted
processes of fouling by charged organic compounds [1]. Fouling causes deterioration of membrane
transport properties and brings additional expenses for membrane cleaning and replacement. The
latter can make up to 50 % of the production costs for certain separations [2]. The aim of our
contribution is to determine characteristic internal dimensions of the ion-exchange resins, the main
functional component of the heterogeneous ion-exchange membranes, and to study mutual
interactions of the resin and the large organic counterions with the size larger than the critical one.
Our research brings new knowledge about the behaviour of the ion-exchange resins in the presence
of possible fouling agents.
Experiments
The experiments employ electrochemical measurements (CVC, CA) and simultaneous video
capture of the electrokinetics in the surface vicinity of the single ion-exchange resins in
polycarbonate microcells, which are fabricated according to the in-lab developed methods.
DOWEXTM HCR-S/S strong base cation exchange resin particles with sulfonic R-(SO3)–
functional groups (for industrial demineralisation systems) are used in our experiments. Solutions
of tetra-alkylammonium chlorides of increasing molecular weight (from (CH3)4N+Cl– to
(C6H13)4N+Cl–) with selected molar concentrations are used as model fouling agents.
Results and Discussion
As it can be seen from the Fig. 1, the current-voltage curves of the DOWEXTM HCR-S/S in the
solutions of quaternary ammonium cations display strong dependence on the molecular weights
and the diameters of the organic counterions. The characteristic internal dimension of the ionselective system corresponds to the one of tetrabutylammonium cation (green half filled
hexagons), which is visible from the course of the CVC curve, whereas tetrapentylammonium
cations display negligible conductivity (blue asterisks) and their transport is hindered.

Figure 1. DOWEXTM HCR-S/S current-voltage
curves for aqueous solutions of
tetraalkylammonium chlorides of increasing size.
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Figure 2. Pristine DOWEXTM HCR-S/S
particle in a polycarbonate microcell
before the experiment.

Figure 3.Electroconvection velocity magnitude map for DOWEXTM HCR-S/S particle in the
solution of teramethylammonium chloride 0,01M during the CVC measurement.

Figure 4.Electroconvection velocity magnitude map for DOWEXTM HCR-S/S particle in the
solution of terapentylammonium chloride 0,01M during the CVC measurement.

Figure 5. CVC complementary to the velocity maps for DOWEXTM HCR-S/S particle in the
solution of tetramethyl and terapentylammonium chlorides 0,01M.
The electrokinetics of the studied systems in tetramethylammonium and tetrapentylammonium
chloride 0.01M solutions are demonstrated in Fig. 3 – 5. Significantly different vortex patterns
were observed for the two solutions. Namely, two pairs of vortices with varying effective diameter
(central microvortices and larger boundary ones) were observed for tetramethylammonium
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solution, as it is indicated in Fig. 3 and 5. The electroconvection pattern corresponding to
tetrapentylammonium solution is characterized by a set of microvortices of lesser intensity.
CA measurements with PBS buffered working electrodes were conducted to evaluate pH and
specific conductivity variations in the all the chambers of the PCB microcell. The pH and specific
conductivity remained almost unchanged for all the 6 tetralkylammonium chloride solutions after
300 s with a final load of 6V. The results summarized in Tab. 1. Are presented to demonstrate the
effect of water splitting phenomenon in the total ionic transport through the ion-exchange resins.
Table 1: pH before/after chronoamperometry (6V, 300s)
(C6H13)4N+Cl–
(C5H11)4N+Cl–
(C4H9)4N+Cl–
(C3H7)4N+Cl–
(C2H5)4N+Cl–
(CH3)4N+Cl–

Counter el.
5.357/6.539
5.975/6.595
6.193/6.463
6.682/6.451
6.169/6.492
6,396/6.372

Reference el.
5.357/6.116
5.975/6.257
6.193/6.193
6.682/6.356
6.169/5.983
6,396/6.367

Working sense el.
5.357/5.684
5.975/6.507
6.193/6.200
6.682/6.269
6.169/6.214
6,396/6.250

Working el.
5.357/5.684
5.975/6.466
6.193/5.439
6.682/6.517
6.169/6.370
6,396/6.226
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Introduction
Acid salts of the MxHy(AO4)z family (M = Cs, Rb, K, Na, Li, NH4; A = S, Se, As, P) are
characterized by superionic phases with structural disordering of hydrogen bonds network,
increased proton mobility and high proton conductivity, up to σ ~ 10–3–10–2 S/cm at 100–250°C.
CsH2PO4 is the most conductive compound of the family and promising material for use as a
proton conductive membrane for medium-temperature fuel cells and other electrochemical
devices. As for the related salts based on disubstituted hydrophosphates of cesium and rubidium,
until recently there were no quite correct data on the transport properties, composition of
crystalline hydrates. Only recently crystalline structures were developed. At the same time, the
study of (1-x)MH2PO4–xM2HPO4·2H2O (M=Rb, Cs) mixed systems is of fundamental scientific
interest for the relationship between the structural features of the crystal lattice and proton transfer
parameters, which can serve as a basis for understanding the proton transport mechanism in acid
salts, targeted regulation of the functional properties of compounds and the search for new highly
conductive phases.
The aim of this work is to investigate the phase composition in the systems based on mono- and
disubstituted phosphates of cesium and rubidium (1-x)MH2PO4– xM2HPO4·2H2O (M=Rb, Cs) to
compare the electrotransport and thermodynamic properties of the phases, to identify and
characterize new compounds.
Results and Discussion
A detailed study of the phase composition, transport and thermodynamic characteristics of
systems based on mono- and disubstituted cesium and rubidium phosphates (1-x)MH2PO4–
xM2HPO4·2H2O (M=Rb, Cs) was carried out over a wide range of compositions (0≤х≤1). The
new phases Cs3(H2PO4)(HPO4)·2H2O (x=0.5) and Rb5H7(PO4)4 (x=0.25) were identified in the
cesium and rubidium systems. Cs3(H2PO4)(HPO4)·2H2O single crystals were synthesized and their
crystal structure, as well as thermodynamic characteristics and proton conductivity, were
determined for the first time. The compound crystallizes in Pbca space group and forms a structure
with strong hydrogen bonds connecting phosphate tetrahedra with a length 2.445 Å and 2.549 Å.
The compound was shown to have no superionic phase transitions. Anhydrous
Cs3(H2PO4)(HPO4)·is stable up to 275oC and crystallizes in a monoclinic C2 space group. In the
rubidium system a monophasic region was found at x=0.25, corresponding to the Rb5H7(PO4)4
compound. Its electrotransport and thermodynamic properties were investigated. It is shown that
Rb5H7(PO4)4 has a phase transition at 252°C to the high-temperature phase, which is characterized
by high proton conductivity. At the other values of the mole fraction two-phase regions are realized
in (1-x)MH2PO4–xM2HPO4·2H2O (M=Rb, Cs) systems. Phase composition of these regions
corresponds to the initial component prevailing in this region and the newly formed compound,
which significantly affects the physicochemical properties of the system.
This work was carried out with a partial financial support from state assignment to ISSCM SB
RAS project 0301-2019-0001.
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Introduction
Metal organic polymers (MOF) represent a new interesting class of compounds with
crystallinity and porosity [1]. The inclusion of various compounds into the pores of the MOF with
different size allows the synthesis of functional materials with desired properties. This work is
aimed to the studying new proton-conducting materials based on mesoporous MOF and
compounds with different acidic properties. Mesoporous Cr3O(H2O)Y(bdc)yHNO3* nH2O(bdc 1,4-C6H4(COO2)2, Y = F, NO3, y = 0.15, n = 13) so called Cr-MIL-101 was used as a
heterogeneous matrix for the synthesis of nanocomposites, as well as CrMIL-100 and CrMIL-53
analogues. Cr-MIL-101 is characterized by high thermal stability, porous structure with a system
of cavities ~ 3.8 nm and 2.9 nm and a large pore volume.
Experiments
Phosphoric acid of various concentrations with the low volatility was used as inclusion
compound. A number of the acid salts of the MnHm(XO4)p family such as CsH2PO4, CsHSO4,
CsH5(PO4)2), as well as imidazolium triflate and benzimidazolium triflate were used to create new
highly conductive compounds at medium temperatures (100-250°C). Hybrid materials of various
compositions were studied by X-ray diffraction, DSC and TA analysis, IR, Raman, 1H-NMR and
impedance spectroscopy at different temperatures and different partial pressures of water vapor.
The samples of H3PO4-CrMIL-101 hybrid compounds were synthesized in a wide range of
phosphoric acid concentrations by different preparation methods.
Results and Discussion
The X-ray diffraction patterns of all compounds confirm the stability of the CrMIL-101 crystal
structure after the repeated conductivity measurements and heating, as well as a long storage. This
is also observed for hybrid compounds with a high concentration of H3PO4. The proton
conductivity and thermal properties significantly depend on the synthesis conditions of hybrid
compounds, H3PO4 content, mesoporous structure of matrix of CrMIL-101, CrMIL-100 and
CrMIL-53 and relative humidity. The data of thermal analysis show that only the water molecules
release from composites when heated to 250°C and H3PO4 are not removed from pores when
heated. The transport of protons is carried out according to the Grotthuss mechanism with the
effective activation energy of ~ 0.25 eV. Hybrid compounds H3PO4 - CrMIL-101 are characterized
by high proton conductivity (> 3•10–2 S•cm–1 at T=60–80°C), which strongly depends on the acid
concentration [2, 3] and atmospheric humidity. A change in relative humidity over a wide range
affects both the concentration of water molecules in hybrid compounds and the network of
hydrogen bonds for efficient proton transfer and proton mobility. The correlation of proton
conductivity and water sorption for different relative humidity was found for H3PO4 - CrMIL-101
and H3PO4 - CrMIL-100 hybrid materials.
The significant nanocomposite effect was shown for different acid salts such as CsHSO4,
CsH5(PO4)2) and imidazolium triflates or benzimidazolium triflates with high dispersed
nonconducting CrMIL-101. The addition of nonconducting MOFs was shown to increase
significantly the proton conductivity up to three orders of magnitude, depending on composition.
The highest proton conductivity σ ~ 10-1 -10-2 S/cm at 230°C was observed. The unusual behavior
of salts in the MOFs nanospace and a significant increase in conductivity are associated with the
surface interfacial interaction and the formation of a disordered amorphous state of salt in the
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mesopores. Hybrid compounds with high conductivity are promising as membranes in fuel cells
and supercapacitors.
This work was supported by the RFBR grant 18-29-04039.
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THE MAIN ROLE OF EQUIPOLAR CONTACTS ION-EXCHANGERS GRANS IN
THE ELECTRODEIONIZATION
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Introduction
Filling the electrodialyzer sections with a mixed bed of granulated ion exchangers was first
used by W. Walters, D. W. Weiser, L. J. Marek for treatment of radioactive aquatic waste [1]. E.
Glueckauf applied this method for water demineralization, created his theory based on
dissociation of water molecules in heteropolar contacts of ion-exchange membranes and granules,
ion exchange of regenerating hydrogen and hydroxyl ions with ions of electrolytes dissolved in
water, but did achieve good practical results [2]. N. P. Gnusin and V. D. Grebenyuk [3] paid
attention to the flow of electric current through heteropolar contacts of granules. They found that
at the boundaries C  A there is a concentration of electrolytes, and at the boundaries A  C
desalination, which leads to the exclusion of these contacts from mass transfer. However, they
concluded that the absence of concentration changes on equipolar boundaries C  C and A  A
. In practice, however, the method EDI Z. Matȇjka got clean water with a specific resistivity of 10
MΩ cm [4], V. A. Shaposhnik, A. K. Reshetnikova and other ultrapure water with resistivity of 20
MΩ cm, suitable for use in microelectronics [5]. The objective of this work is the proof of the
decisive role of equipolar contacts the process of deep deionization.
Experiments
Experimental work was carried out in a flat electrodialyzer, in which circles of ion-exchange
membranes were simulated ion exchange granules. A universal indicator was introduced into the
solution, which allowed to determine the transition time by measuring the pH of ion exchangers.

Figure 1. The dependence of the transition
time at the boundaries of the anion exchange
membrane and cation exchanger granules
(1), anion exchange membrane and solution
(2), anion exchanger granules (3) and cation
exchangers (4) on the current density during
electrodialysis of 0.001 M sodium chloride
solution.

Discussion
Figure. 1 shows that the transition time at the boundaries of the equipolar ion exchangers is
achieved at lower current densities than at the contacts of granules with the membrane and
solutions. Upon reaching the transition time in equipolar contacts on the boundary of the equipolar
ion exchangers is leaking process is irreversible dissociation of water molecules, which leads to
the conjugated transport of mobile hydrogen ions with the cations of the electrolyte in a chain of
granules cation exchangers and hydroxyl ions and anions of the electrolyte in a chain of granules
anion exchangers. The small contact surface of the granules enhances the non-equilibrium
dissociation of water molecules.
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Figure 2. Scheme of ions electromigration in chains of equipolar ion exchangers by continuous
electrodeionization.
This process was considered from the standpoint of nonequilibrium thermodynamics [6]. An
alternative approach to the interpretation of overlimiting ion transport was developed in the work
of Kharkats Yu. I. and called the effect of exaltation [7]. Processes on heterogeneous contacts
neutralize each other, therefore, the main processes in which deep demineralization is achieved is
the conjugated transport of mobile ions of the medium and ions of desalted electrolytes.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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COMPETITIVE TRANSFER OF SODIUM AND CALCIUM IONS THROUGH ION
EXCHANGE MEMBRANES MODIFIED BY POLYANILINE
Nazar Romanyuk, Sergey Loza, Natalia Loza
Kuban State University, Krasnodar, Russia, E-mail: romanyuknazar@mail.ru

Introduction
Ion exchange membranes are widely used in industry and technology. They are mainly used to
process solutions containing several components by different processes such as electrodialysis
demineralization of salty water [1], extraction of acid from wastewater [2] and desalination of
whey solutions [3, 4]. The selective separation of single and multiple charged ions is not only
important for industrial use, but also an interesting fundamental problem. The actual problem is
the modification of ion-exchange membranes in order to make they selective to definite charge of
ions to increase the efficiency of the separation of the mixture. Therefore, the aim of this work is
to study the competitive transfer of sodium and calcium cations through ion-exchange membranes
modified with polyaniline.
Experiments
The competitive mass transfer of ions was studied in a laboratory electrodialysis cell (Fig.1),
consisting of alternating 5 cation-exchange and 6 anion-exchange membranes. Heterogeneous
electrodialysis membranes MA-41 were used as anion-exchange membranes, cation-exchange
membrane were MK-40. The experiments were carried out in a potentiostatic mode at voltages of
0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 2.0 and 4.0 V on a pair chamber (Up.c.) consisting of one concentration chamber
(CC) and desalination chamber (DC).
To study the charge selectivity of cation-exchange membranes, a mixture of 0.1 М sodium
chloride and 0.05 М calcium chloride solutions was used. The volume of solutions in the feed of
desalting and concentration chambers varies depending on the applied voltage, and was chosen in
such a way as to ensure a constant rate of desalting during all experiments.
To measure the concentration of sodium and calcium cations, solution samples were taken from
CC and DC at the inlet of the apparatus at fixed intervals. The concentration of ions was
determined by ion chromatography using an ion chromatograph “Stayer” manufactured by
Aquilon.

А – anion-exchange membrane; С – cation-exchange membrane;
DC – desalting chamber; CC – concentration chamber; EC – electrode chamber
Figure 1. Experimenal setup to study the competitive electromass transfer of sodium and calcium
cations.
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Results and Discussion
During the experiments, the mass transfer characteristics of the MK-40 membranes in the
Ca2+/Na+/Cl– system were studied at voltage drops 0.75 - 4.0 V per pair chamber. The dependences
of changes in the concentration of calcium and sodium chlorides in the DC and CC on the time of
electrodialysis were obtained. Ion flux densities were calculated by equation:

DCiV
tSN
where Ji is the integral ion flux, mol-eq∙m-2∙s-1; DCi is the change in the concentration of the ith
ion during the experiment, mol-eq/m3; V is the volume of the desalting chamber, m3; t is time, s;
N is the number of cation-exchange membranes; S - membrane area, m2.
Analysis of the data shows that at low voltage drops (Up.c.= 0.75-2), calcium is more preferably
transferred through the MK-40 membranes. As the voltage drop rises, the flux density increases
for both ions. At higher voltages (Up.c.= 2-4), the fluxes reach the plateau and remain almost
unchanged. This is probably due to the onset of an overlimiting state on cation-ion exchange
membranes. The onset of the overlimiting state also confirms a sharp change in the electrical
conductivity and pH of the solutions, due to the dissociation of water at the border of the ionexchange membrane/solution, from neutral to acidic in CC and DC at voltages of 2 and 4 V.
To change the specific selectivity of cation-exchange membranes MK-40, they were modified
by polyaniline. Modification was carried out directly in the electrodialysis apparatus, according to
the method described in the patent [5]. For this purpose, an electrodialysis cell was assembled as
shown at the Fig. 2. The appearance of the modified membrane is shown at the Fig. 3.
Ji 

А

-

А

C
S2O82-

C6H5NH3+

H+

SO42-

+

SO42-

DC

CC

PANI
А – anion-exchange membrane; С – cation-exchange membrane; DC – desalting chamber;
CC – concentration chamber; EC – electrode chamber; PANI –polyaniline layer
Figure 2. Scheme of MK-40 membrane modification by polyaniline.

Figure 3. Image of the membrane MK-40 modified by polyaniline (active area 5х20 cm2).
After the modification, the electrodialysis apparatus shown at the Fig. 1 was assembled from
the obtained membranes, so that the layer modified with polyaniline was facing the desalination
chamber. Experiments on processing a mixture of solutions 0.1 M sodium chloride and 0.05 M
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calcium chloride were carried out under the same conditions as the experiments with the initial
membranes.
Analysis of the data obtained shows that a layer of polyaniline deposited on the surface of the
cation-exchange membrane retards doubly charged calcium ions. Their total flux decreases on
average by 2 times, while the flux density for sodium ions decreases by 25%.
Conclusions
Thus, an electrodialysis desalination study was performed on a mixture of solutions 0.1 M
sodium chloride and 0.05 M calcium chloride using MK-40 and MK-40 membranes modified with
polyaniline. It was shown that membranes modified by polyaniline are capable of retaining
calcium ions, as compared with the original membranes.
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Introduction
The transfer of ampholytes in systems with ion-exchange membranes is associated with the
chemical reactions of protonation-deprotonation. A large number of substances (including
nutrients or valuable components of food) possess the ability to be involved in these reactions. A
feature of electrodialysis processing of ampholyte-containing solutions is that these species
transform from one form to another not only in the solution, but also inside the ion-exchange
membrane. This research is aimed at studying the chemical reactions at the anion-exchange
membrane/ampholyte solution interface using impedance spectroscopy.
Experiments
The experiments were carried out in a flowthrough desalination channel of an electrodialysis
cell. This channel is formed by the auxiliary cationexchange membrane CMX and the AMX anionexchange membrane under study. Both membranes
are made by the paste method (manufacturer
ASTOM, Japan). The membranes underwent
standard salt treatment before the experiment [1].
The electrodialysis cell and setup for the research
are described in detail elsewhere [2].
Electrochemical impedance spectra were obtained
using the FRA2 module for Autolab-100n in the
Figure 1. Distribution of Tartaric Acid frequency range 0.03-30000 Hz. The studies were
Species (in Mole Fraction ) as a Function carried out in 0.02 M solutions of KCl and
potassium hydrotartrate (KHT). KCl is a typical
of pH.
strong electrolyte that does not participate in
protonation-deprotonation reactions with water. KHT is involved in protonation-deprotonation
reactions. The result of these reactions is a change in the chemical structure and charge of this
tartaric acid species depending on the pH of the medium (Fig. 1).
Results and Discussion
Some of the electrochemical impedance spectra of the АМХ membrane in 0.02 М KCl and
KHT solutions are presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Dependencies of the effective rate constant of
Lev
water splitting reaction (  ) upon current density (i) normalized to the limiting current ( i / ilim ),
which is calculated by Leveque equation, are presented in Fig. 4. These constants are calculated
from the value of frequency at the maximum point of the Gerischer arch using the equation [4]:

 3
2
It is established that in the KCl solution water splitting with the involvement of fixed secondary
Lev
and tertiary amino-groups of AMX membrane is registered if i / ilim ≥1. The χ values of this
reaction increase with increasing current density. These data are in agreement with the known
concepts of water splitting in the case of strong electrolytes [4].
f III 
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Figure 2. Electrochemical Impedance Spectra Obtained for the AMX Membrane in 0.02M KCl at
i/ilimLev: 1.0 (а); 1.2 (b); 1.4 (c); 1.6 (d).
a

b

c

d

Figure 3. Electrochemical Impedance Spectra Obtained for the AMX Membrane in 0.02M KHT
at i/ilimLev: 1.5 (а); 1.6 (b); 2.0 (c); 2.3 (d).
It is well-known that the reaction zone is located within the interfacial electrical double layer
where there is a strong electric field (about 108 V m-1 [5]), which produces several effects on the
water splitting reaction. First, under the action of a strong electric field, the H – OH bond in the
water molecule is stretched, which weakens it and leads to an increase in the dissociation rate
constant (the second Wien effect) [5,6]. Second, in a strong electric field, the rotational mobility
of water molecules increases [7], and the orientation of the water molecules is more favorable for
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the proton transfer [8]. Third, a strong electric
field promotes faster removal of products (H+
and OH- ions) from the reaction zone, for
example, from the vicinity of the fixed groups
located at the membrane/solution interface
[9]. In the system AMX/KHT solution, two
chemical reactions occur. Based on the
determined values of the effective constants,
we can assume that one of these reactions is
water splitting with the involvement of fixed
secondary and tertiary amino-groups of the
membrane (AMX / KHT-2, Fig. 4). The
second reaction: HT– → T2– + H+ (AMX /
KHT-1, Fig. 4) occurs when a single-charged
tartaric anion from the solution gets into the
membrane. This reaction is irreversible due to
the Donnan exclusion of the proton from the
membrane into the solution. The electric field
helps to remove the protons from the reaction
zone (membrane). Therefore, the effective
constant of this reaction growth with
Lev
increasing i / ilim .

Figure 4. Values of the Effective Rate
Constant of Water Splitting Reaction at the
Lev
Membrane/Solution Interface vs i / ilim
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Introduction
Over the last two decades, the development of nanopores and nanochannels with controlled ion
transport has attracted a lot of research attention. The applications of such structures include
separation and purification processes, water treatment, chemical sensors, and synthetic analogues
of biological ion channels and pumps [1, 2]. Tunable ion transport can be realized via the
interaction of pore geometry and surface physicochemical properties with external stimuli, such
as electric field, radiation, temperature, solution pH, etc [3].
The use of electric field for switching the ionic selectivity of a nanoporous membrane was first
demonstrated in [4]. The membrane was prepared by electroless plating of gold on the pore walls
of track-etched polymeric support. It was shown that its selectivity can be continuously and
reversibly switched from cation to anion by applying the prescribed potential to the conductive
membrane surface. The modulation of membrane potential at zero current by the external electric
field in solid-state channels was also demonstrated in [5].
Recently, a new type of highly porous ceramic membranes (C-Nafen) with a conductive coating
was suggested [6]. The membranes were prepared by vacuum filtration of a colloidal solution of
Nafen alumina fibers with a diameter of about 10 nm through a porous substrate and subsequent
drying and annealing. The deposition of a thin carbon layer on the nanofibers by chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) provided the formation of an electrically conductive membrane surface. The
preliminary experimental results on controlling the membrane potential at zero current and ionic
conductivity by externally applied potential were reported in [7].
In this work, we develop one- and two-dimensional mathematical models for describing the
variation of membrane potential by application of a prescribed potential to the membrane surface.
An extensive comparison between theoretical predictions and experimental data obtained by the
authors as well as other researchers is performed.
Theoretical
The membrane is modelled as an array of cylindrical pores of radius R and length L. The NavierStokes, Nernst-Planck, and Poisson equations are used to describe the ion transport in a single
nanopore. The two-dimensional (2D) model is based on the extension of Space-Charge model [8]
to the case of nanopores with conductive surface [9, 10]. In the present work, it is further
generalized by including the Stern layer next to the nanopore surface, which is characterized by
thickness δ and relative permittivity ε. The latter is significantly reduced near the nanopore surface
in comparison with its central part due to preferential orientation of water molecules under high
electric field.
One-dimensional (1D) model is derived from two-dimensional one by assuming that the
potential, ion concentrations, and pressure do not depend on the radial coordinate. It is a valid
approximation when the pore radius is smaller than the Debye length. The Stern layer capacitance
used in 1D model is calculated on the basis of cylindrical Stern layer thickness δ and its relative
permittivity ε according to the formula

CS 

 0

 R    ln  R / ( R   ) 

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity.
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Figure 1. The dependence of membrane potential on the surface potential for KCl aqueous
electrolyte with CL=10 mM, CR=1 mM (a) and CL=100 mM, CR=10 mM (b). Experiment (dots)
and theoretical models (blue curves – 2D, magenta curves – 1D). The fitted value of pore radius is
12.9 nm (a) and 11.0 nm (b), pore lengths is 400 μm.
The 1D model reduces to the system of ordinary differential equations, which are integrated
along the pore under conditions of equal pressures and different constant concentrations in the
reservoirs, which are separated by the membrane. All models are realized as a software tool with
graphical user interface, which allows not only calculation, but also fitting experimental curves to
experimental data and determining model parameters (pore radius, Stern layer thickness, dielectric
permittivity, etc).
Experimental
To investigate the switchable ionic selectivity, we measure the membrane potential at zero
current of C-Nafen membranes under different surface potentials. The experimental setup [7]
consists of two half-cells, between which the membrane is clamped. The half-cells are filled with
aqueous KCl or NaCl electrolyte of different concentrations (CL and CR). To minimize the
concentration polarization, the solutions in both half–cells are stirred by a closed loop pumping
system based on Lead ﬂuid BT601L peristaltic pump. The potentiostat P-20X (Elins, Russia) is
used for applying a prescribed potential to the conductive membrane surface with respect to 4.2.
Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The membrane serves as a working electrode, while the two
platinum wires (counter-electrodes) are placed in both half-cells. The second potentiostat Pi-50Pro
is used for measurement of zero current voltage between the half-cells. The measurements are
performed at different surface potentials in the range –600 … + 600 mV.
Results and discussion
The dependence of membrane potential on the applied surface potential is presented in Fig. 1
(a) for aqueous KCl electrolyte with CL=10 mM, CR=1 mM. The experimental results are shown
by dots. It can be seen that when the applied potential is changing from +600 mV to –600 mV, the
membrane potential continuously varies from approximately –50 mV to +50 mV. It indicates that
at high positive applied potentials (> 400 mV), the membrane is anion selective, while for high
negative applied potentials (< –400 mV), it is cation selective. In these cases, the values of
membrane potential approach the Nernst potential, which corresponds to ideal selectivity. In the
intermediate range, the continuous change from anion- to cation-selective state is observed.
Theoretical results based on 2D model are shown by continuous blue curve. The curve was fitted
to the experimental data by varying the pore radius. The Stern layer thickness was taken as 0.33
nm, while the relative permittivity in the Stern layer was taken as ε=1. The fitted value of R=12.9
nm correlates with the pore size distribution of C-Nafen membrane [9]. The 1D model gives almost
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the same results as the 2D model. The Stern layer capacitance in 1D model CS=0.027 F/m2 was
calculated according to (1).
Figure 4 (b) shows the dependence of membrane potential on the applied potential for CL=100
mM, CR=10 mM. The increase of concentration leads to the decrease of Debye length, which in
turn reduces the membrane selectivity. It results in significant reduction of membrane potential
variation. The predictions of 1D and 2D models agree with the experimental data quite well.
Conclusion
In this work, we have demonstrated both experimentally and theoretically with the help of 1D
and 2D models that the variation of potential applied to nanoporous membrane surface can provide
a continuous change of membrane selectivity from anion to cation. The selectivity becomes
stronger with decreasing the electrolyte concentration.
The reported study was funded by Russian Foundation for Basic Research, Government of
Krasnoyarsk Territory, Krasnoyarsk Regional Fund of Science, to the research project 18–48–
242011 "Mathematical modelling of synthesis and ionic transport properties of conductive
nanoporous membranes".
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Introduction
Chitosan is a linear half-stranded crystallizing polymer and has a good balance of hydrophobic
and hydrophilic properties, solubility in dilute acids, high ability to physico-chemical modification
and film formation, availability and renewability of raw materials for its production, full
biodegradability in natural conditions. Therefore, chitosan is perspective as a raw material for the
production of film materials of various physicochemical modifications, including for the
manufacture of filtration membranes [1].
The complex of physico-chemical properties of the initial powdered chitosan raw material is
determined by molecular and supramolecular levels of structural organization. At the same time,
the functional characteristics of chitosan film products depend mainly on the supramolecular
structure of the initial chitosan, which has not been studied sufficiently.
The processing of powdered chitosan into films and filtration membranes is carried out through
its solutions. In solutions, chitosan from the basic chemical form, in which it is found in the
feedstock, is converted to the salt chemical form. The type of chitosan salt in solution depends on
the type of acid used to prepare the polymer solvent. In the process of preparing the molding
solution, the supramolecular structure of the initial chitosan, which is characterized by a complex
of amorphous-crystalline parameters (the angular position of the diffraction crystal reflexes and
the corresponding interplanar distances, the type and parameters of the elementary crystallographic
cells, the dimensions of the crystallized and amorphous regions of the polymer matrix, the integral
degree of crystallinity, etc. ) will undergo kinetic changes.
Getting chitosan membranes occurs by casting a solution on a solid substrate with the
subsequent transfer of the solution (sol) to the gel. In the process of gelation, prerequisites are
created for the formation of new supramolecular structures that reflect the kinetic features of the
sol - gel processes in the preparation of film materials from chitosan salts.
Salt chitosan films have antibacterial activity, however, they dissolve in water. To obtain waterinsoluble and durable filtration membranes, salt chitosan films are treated with alkali solutions,
which leads to the transition of chitosan from the polysol form to the polybase form. At the same
time, due to the chemical reaction of modification, the supramolecular structure of chitosan in the
film material may again undergo changes.
Thus, the supramolecular structure of chitosan filtration membranes, on which their
deformation-strength and other performance characteristics mainly depend, will be determined by
kinetic transformations along the entire technological process of processing the initial chitosan
raw materials into finished products. The study of these kinetic transformations of the
supramolecular structures of chitosan was the task of this work.
Experiments
In this work, the most demanded for the manufacture of film materials of various
physicochemical modifications and functional purposes of powdered crab chitosan, obtained from
chitin by the method of alkaline deacetylation, was used as a raw material. The viscosity average
molecular weight of chitosan was 420 ± 10 kDa, the degree of deacetylation - 80 ± 2 mol.%.
Chitosan membranes were obtained from 2% solutions of the feedstock in 2% acetic acid by
pouring onto a glass substrate, followed by drying the castings under room conditions for three
days. The conversion of chitosan in the membranes from the salt form to the main form was carried
out by treating them with a 10% aqueous solution of NaOH, followed by washing with water until
neutral.
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To study the supramolecular structure of chitosan and membrane materials obtained from it, we
used the methods of full-profile X-ray diffraction analysis (PAP), which were experimentally
implemented using the computer-based diffractometer DRON-3.
The figure shows the experimental diffraction patterns, as well as the results of their full-profile
analysis for the initial chitosan (a), membranes with chitosan in salt form (b) and membranes with
chitosan in the basic form (c).

а

b

c
Figure 1. Graphical interpretation of the results of full-profile analysis (PPA) of experimental
diffractograms for chitosan and chitosan membranes: a - initial chitosan, b - membrane with
chitosan in salt form, c - membrane with chitosan in basic form.
A bimodal Gauss function was used to approximate the crystal reflections and diffuse scattering
of the amorphous structures of chitosan and membranes. The resulting approximation curves
served as the basis for calculating such parameters of supramolecular structures as the size of the
coherent radiation scattering region in the crystalline (Lcr.) And amorphous (Lam) parts of the
polymer matrix, as well as the interplanar spacings (d) characterizing the modification of the
elementary crystallographic cells of the polymer.
The calculated values of the parameters of the supramolecular structure of chitosan and
membranes are given in the table.
The analysis of the results showed that high-molecular crab chitosan used for the manufacture
of filtration membranes of various functional purposes, contains both crystalline and amorphous
areas. The degree of crystallinity of chitosan was 50%, salt films -14%, basic membranes - 17%.
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Table 1: Calculated values of the parameters of the supramolecular structure of chitosan
and membranes
Structure parameters
Calculated angle 2θ, hail
Integral intensity J, pulse
/ second
Peak width β, radian
Interplanar distance d, Å
Sizes of
Lкр, Å
coherent
Lам, Å
scattering
regions
Calculated angle 2θ, hail
Integral intensity J, pulse
/ second
Peak width β, radian
Interplanar distance d, Å
Sizes of
Lкр, Å
coherent
Lам, Å
scattering
regions
Calculated angle 2θ, hail
Integral intensity J, pulse
/ second
Peak width β, radian
Interplanar distance d, Å
Sizes of
Lкр, Å
coherent
Lам, Å
scattering
regions

10,3
40,0

17,1
377,3

18,0
214,1

18,4
3188,6

7,0
8,55
2,2

2,14
5,2
7,3

0,54
4,93
30,0

10,4
4,81
-

-

-

-

15,0

Chitosan
20,0
116,6

35,3
2446,9

38,5
121,5

1,45
4,45
18,0

55,0
2,53
-

21,5
2,36
-

-

3,0

20,3

Membranes with salt form of chitosan
8,58
11,56
13,7
16,2
18,25
22,2
538,6
121,6
340
410

20,31
1400

22,89
2023,5

25,68
1106,6

0,36
10,35
24,56

2,51
7,71
32,9

2,10
7,0
-

5,15
5,51
16,3

1,32
4,86
33,8

4,37
4,38
-

4,32
3,89
19,7

4,68
3,47
-

-

-

7,2

-

-

19,4

-

18,1

22,9
1414,1

33,5
17,1

Membranes with the main form of chitosan
8,7
11,43
13,6
15,44
18,1
20,34
20,66
353,8
21,5
914,8
618,0
1024
0,49
10,28
18,1

2,19
7,75
38,1

0,75
7,2
16,0

4,72
5,75
17,9

2,32
4,91
37,1

3,67
4,34
-

4,02
3,88
-

0,3
2,75
16,5

-

-

-

-

-

23,0

21,1

-

During the processing of chitosan through solutions into membrane products, a radical
reorganization of its amorphous-crystalline structure occurs. The report describes the kinetic
mechanism of this rearrangement in successive processes of chitosan swelling in distilled water,
dissolving the polymer by solvating its individual functional groups with dissociation and forming
salt (chitosan acetate), including NH3 + and CH3COO- ions, producing a solid chitosan acetate
membrane through the stage of transition of the solution into the gel casting, the treatment of the
salt membrane with alkali and its final drying.
Results and Discussion
It was established that when chitosan is dissolved, its initial amorphous-crystalline structure is
“disassembled”. In the process of gelation and the production of salt and base membranes, a new
amorphous-crystalline structure is formed, as evidenced by the appearance of new crystalline
reflexes that were not observed on the diffractogram of the initial chitosan.
The change in such amorphous-crystalline parameters, such as the angular position of the
diffraction crystal reflections and their corresponding interplanar distances, the sizes of crystallites
and ordered amorphous formations, the integral degree of crystallinity (see table).
The obtained Lcr values indicate that the crystallized regions of the initial chitosan, salt and
basic chitosan membranes have a microcrystalline structure with crystallite sizes less than 40Å.
For comparison, it can be noted that the size of "mature" polymer crystals can reach 106Å [2].
References
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Introduction
Various types of biofuels such as biomethane, biohydrogen, biodiesel and bioalcohols are
currently produced more and more widely. There is a significant production of bioalcohols as
alternative fuels due to the possibility of their utilization as directly as additives to gasoline. The
production of bioalcohols formed diluted water-alcohol mixture with typical ethanol concentration
of about 10 wt.% (after ethanol fermentation) and butanol concentration of about 1.5 wt.% (after
ABE fermentation). In the case of subsequent alcohols use as renewable energy carriers the
recovery and further concentration steps should be highly effective in order to provide maximum
overall utilization of energy.
Vapor-phase membrane method (VPMM) was proposed previously for alcohols concentration
from dilute water-alcohol solutions. This method combines stripping and subsequent membrane
separation of vapors. Stripping provides recovery of alcohols from liquid and preconcentration.
Membrane separation of vapors provides further concentration of alcohols in vapor phase and
allows to achieve high final concentration of organic components. Alcohol-selective or waterselective membranes can be applied at this step in contrast to pervaporation which demands
alcohol-selective membranes for such purpose. Application of water-selective membranes seems
to be much more promising first of all due to the considerably higher membrane selectivity and
secondly due to the benefits of concentration of target component in retentate that allows to achieve
low content of water in the product.
Experiment
Experimental study was performed in semi-batch mode of operation: recovery and
concentration of organic components from fermentation broths after ethanol and ABE
fermentation by VPMM was continuous with progressive decrease of alcohols concentration in
initial solution. Membrane module with water-selective membrane was applied in the process.
Initial concentrations of ethanol and butanol in fermentation broths were 9 and 2 wt.%
respectively. ABE fermentation broth also contained acetone and ethanol with concentrations
around 1 and 0.2 wt.% respectively.
Results
It was found that VPMM provides effective concentration of organic components even in semibatch mode of operation. Achieved ethanol concentration varied from 76 to 81 wt.% at the level
of ethanol extraction degree from fermentation broth from 99 to 90 % respectively and productivity
of 0.8-1 kg/(m2∙h). Achieved butanol concentration varied from 49 to 59 wt.% at the level of
butanol extraction degree from 99 to 94 % respectively and productivity of 0.2 kg/(m 2∙h). The
overall ABE concentration varied from 76 to 92 wt.% at the level of the extraction degree from 99
to 90 % respectively and productivity of 0.3 kg/(m2∙h).
The productivity of the system and purity of organic components can be significantly improved
keeping the same level of alcohol extraction degree in case of addition of stripping column. The
modeling of the process with stripping column shows the improvement of productivity from
several times to one order. The estimation of appropriate energy consumptions was carried out.
Acknowledgements
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Thermoelectric effect in membranes
For electrodialysis with highly selective membranes, if the diffusion contributions and pressure
drop between the sections are neglected, the linear Onsager law for mass and energy flows can be
written in the form

dj    1 d T 

J 1  L11 X 1  L12 X 2  ui ci   zi
  

dx  R  T dx 


(1)

(L is the phenomenological coefficient of the fluxes of mass and energy, X is the generalized
thermodynamic force causing the flow of mass and energy, u – electric mobility, φ is the electric
potential, λ - coefficient of thermal conductivity). In 1821, T. Seebeck discovered the
thermoelectric effect in conductors of the 1st kind, when at X1 = 0 the temperature gradient causes
the flow of electricity. This effect is used thermocouples. The thermoelectric effect in the
conductors of the second kind (membranes, solutions) can be measured by electrodialysis in
potentiostatic regime, if the ion flow when applying the electric potential gradient is constant, and
only the temperature varies. Fig. 1 shows the linear dependence of cation transport through the
cation exchange membrane during electrodialysis of the suspension of slightly soluble strontium
and barium sulphates, which allows to maintain a constant concentration in the desalination
section. The linear increase of strontium and barium cation fluxes as a function of temperature at
a constant electric potential gradient proves the coupling of mass and energy fluxes during
electrodialysis with ion-exchange membranes.
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Figure. 1. The dependence of the fuxes of
ions of strontium (1) and barium (2) in
electrodialysis of sulphate suspensions on
the temperature at a voltage of 50 (1) and
200 (2) with alternating anion exchange and
cation exchange membranes MA-40 and
MK-40.
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For electrodialysis in galvanostatic mode to more efficiently apply the theory of the Arrhenius,
which allows to write for the electric mobility of ions

u2 T1
E T  T1 

exp a 2
u1 T2
R T1 T2

(2)

( Ea is the energy of activation and R is the universal gas constant). Equation (2) allows describing
not only linear but also nonlinear processes. We obtained an exponential dependence of the
limiting current density and temperature consistent with the experimental data [1].
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Joule heat and recombination of hydrogen and hydroxyl ions as internal sources of energy
during electrodialysis.
Sources of heat during electrodialysis can be external and internal. External sources are hot or
preheated before it enters the section solutions. The particular interest are the internal sources of
energy. Dissipation of electrical energy leads to the release of Joule heat

q  i 2 

(3)

(i is the current density, ρ is the electrical resistivity). In [2] the linear dependence of the
temperature increment as a function of the square of the current density was obtained, which
corresponds to equation (3). In accordance with equation (2), the electrodialysis temperature
should be higher in the desalting section solution. However, this occurs only up to densities not
exceeding the limit diffusion. At extreme current densities, the temperature in the concentration
sections is higher (Fig.2). The reason is the release of heat of recombination of hydrogen and
hydroxyl ions formed during irreversible dissociation of water on the interfacial surfaces of
membranes and solution into water molecules. The heat of recombination is highlighted in sections
desalting and concentrating sections, however in sections of desalting heat is absorbed by
irreversible dissociation.
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The presence of endothermic and exothermic effects causes self-oscillating process and the
phenomenon of thermo-electroconvection, which lead to dynamic chaos [3], increased convection
and mass transfer through the membranes, which can be effectively used for deep purification of
solutions during electrodialysis.
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During creating electrodialyzers, the need arises to select the type of ion-exchange membranes
that provide its best performance. One of the main characteristics of ion-exchange membranes,
which determines the current efficiency of a substance, the specific energy consumption and
productivity of the process, is the ion transport numbers through the membrane. Among the known
types of ion transport numbers across membranes, only effective transport numbers that reflect all
the ion transport mechanisms in membrane systems are suitable for calculating the main
characteristics of electrodialyzers. In the case, such as in bipolar electrodialysis, when chemical
substances in solutions are capable of undergoing protonation and deprotonation reactions, the task
of measuring transfer numbers becomes much more complicated. The reason is the complex
multicomponent composition of solutions surrounding the membranes in such electrodialyzers.
Among the known methods for measuring the effective transport numbers through membranes in
such systems, the method proposed in [1] is most applicable. However, the well-known method
[1] does not allow to determine the ion transport numbers through the membrane in systems that
coincide with membrane systems of electrodialyzers, since they require the use of auxiliary
solutions.
For experimental measurement of ion transport through bipolar, cation-exchange and anionexchange membranes in the systems "organic acid solution and its salt – alkali solution" and
"amine solution and its salt – sulfuric acid solution" more general method of measuring fluxes
through the individual membrane under investigation was developed on the basis of the
hydrodynamic isolation method [1]. The developed method makes it possible to determine the
fluxes of all ions and molecules of organic acids and bases through the investigated membrane.
The proposed method can be used to measure the transport numbers of inorganic ions and
molecules across membranes. The advantage of this method is the ability to determine transport
numbers of those ions and molecules that can be oxidized, or reduced at the electrodes.
Mathematical model of a membrane system consisting of bipolar membrane and two diffusion
layers on both sides containing solution of organic acid and it’s salt near the cation exchange layer
of bipolar membrane and alkali solution with organic base salt near the anion-exchange membrane
layer is developed. The model takes into account the reaction layers in which the recombination
of ions and molecules takes place: recombination of hydroxyl ions generated by the space-charge
region of the membrane and acid molecules diffusing through the cation-exchange layer to the
bipolar boundary, and recombination of hydrogen ions generated by the space-charge region of
the membrane with anions of organic acid. In determining the relationships between the ion and
molecular fluxes in the layers of the membrane system, the generation of hydrogen and hydroxyl
ions in the space-charge region of the bipolar membrane is also taken into account. The transport
of ions and molecules is described by the Nernst – Planck equations. The system of equations of
the mathematical model is solved by numerical method. The model makes possible to calculate
the fluxes and concentration profiles of ions and molecules, the electrical potential difference
across all layers of the membrane system.
Study was supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research, research project
№ 17-08-01689.
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Introduction
Electrophoresis is a fundamental phenomenon in theoretical physics with ever-increasing
applications in microfluidics and bio-analysis. The behavior of a charge-selective particle was for
the first time investigated only recently [1] for a small Debye layer and weak external field, using
asymptotic methods. We extend this study by performing numerical simulations.
Simulation
We consider a solid spherical microparticle with an ideal cation-selective surface that moves in
a certain direction in an electrolyte solution. Such a particle can be treated as a sophisticated type
of electric membrane. Once a proper hydrodynamic condition for the particle's movement is
imposed, the electroosmotic effects that occur near the particle's surface can be investigated with
the same methods as those applied to planar membrane systems [2]. In this study, we assume a
zero-force condition. Since the statement has an axial symmetry, we can reduce it to a twodimensional one. Some analysis of such statement is presented in [3].
Results and Discussion
For a not very large external field, a steady-state solution was achieved eventually. Three
boundary layers that are nested inside each other are formed: the EDL region, the SCR, and the
thin diffusion layer (Figure 1). At the external electric field above the critical value, the steadystate solution loses its stability, which is justified by linear stability analysis. For very large
external fields, our numerical analysis fails, and a sophisticated semi-analytical solution is
obtained instead. Both simulated and semi-analytical solutions are in a reasonable good agreement
with the available experimental data.

Figure 1. Boundary layer structure (left) and electroosmotic vortex formation (right)
near a charge-selective particle.
The study has been supported by RSF project 17-79-10343 and joint RFBR+Ministry of
Education and Science for Krasnodar region project 19-48-233010.
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WATER TRANSPORT IN MODIFIED ION EXCHANGE MEMBRANES
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Introduction
Among membrane methods, electrolyte solution concentration by electrodialysis occupies an
exclusive position since it makes it possible to obtain solutions with high salt concentrations [1].
It is well known that the concentration process by electrodialysis is influenced by a variety of
technological and physicochemical factors. Physicochemical factors include properties of the
membranes forming the membrane packet. It is established that the dominant influence on salt
solution concentration have the electroosmotic and osmotic flux of water transport while the
diffusion component of the salt flux has a negligibly small influence [1]. One of the promising
methods for increasing of work of the electrodialyzer–concentrator is the development of a new
type of membrane, which makes it possible to increase the level of salt solution concentration.
Such membranes must be characterized by low electroosmotic permeability for decreasing the
volume of water entering the concentration chambers in the structure of counterion hydration
shells and by low osmotic permeability for decreasing free water transport. Therefore, the purpose
of this work is to evaluate changes osmotic and electroosmotic water flux in MF-4SK membrane
and composite with polyaniline based on it (MF-4SK/PANI) in NaCl solutions.
Experiments
A homogeneous sulphocathionite membrane on perfluorinated matrix MF-4SK and
MF-4SK/PANI were the objects of the study. The modification was carried out by the method of
successive diffusion of polymerizing solutions through the membrane to water [2]. The
electroosmotic flux (m2/s) was measured by the volumetric method in a two-chamber cell with
reversible silver chloride electrodes and measuring capillaries under the application of electric
current [3]. The osmotic water flux (m2/s) was measured at the same cell by measuring changes of
solution volume under concentration gradient 10 times. In this work the total water flux was also
determined by measuring changes of solution volume in measuring capillaries under both
concentration and electric potential gradient according to equation (1).

where V – volume of water flux passing through surface membrane area S per unit time τ;
Mw – is the volume of a mole water.
Results and Discussion
The real electromembrane processes of concentrating electrolytes are carried out under both
concentration and electric fields. As a result there are different fluxes appear in electromembrane
cells such as diffusional, electroosmotic, osmotic. The total water flux (jw(total)) transfers through
membrane by electroosmotic and osmotic mechanism as presented in Figure 1. So during the
electrodialysis concentration the osmotic (jw(OS)) and electroosmotic (jw(EO)) fluxes of water
coincide and transport to concentration chamber of electrodialysis cell:
This makes it possible to calculate the contribution of electroosmotic and osmotic mechanisms
to the total water transport. Figure 2a shows that the total water flux through cation-exchange
membrane MF-4SK in NaCl solution while maintaining a constant concentration difference of 10
times does not change with increasing absolute values of concentrations (from 1/0.1 till 3/0.3).
However, it was found that the contribution of osmotic and electroosmotic fluxes in the total water
transport changed. It was shown that increasing concentration leads to decrease of the
electroosmotic flux contribution. This is due to a decrease of the water amount in the hydration
shell of the Na+-ion with increasing concentration.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the electroosmotic and osmotic mechanisms of water flux
through cation-exchange membrane in NaCl solution (C1>C2).

a

b

Figure 2. The total water flux through MF-4SK (a) and MF-4SK/PANI (b) membranes in NaCl
solutions: OS and EO - the contribution of osmotic and electroosmotic mechanism of water
transport correspondently.
It was found that the modified membrane MF-4SK/PANI reduces the total water flux by 2.5
times (Fig. 2b). It corresponds to our earlier data on the determination of the water transport
numbers for the same composites during the investigation of their electroosmotic permeability [2].
It should be noted that the contribution of osmotic water flux is reduced more significantly – 5-6
times compared to the original membrane, while the electroosmotic transfer is reduced only 1.5
times. This is due to the barrier effect of the polyaniline layer to the water transport through the
composite membrane, as a result only water of close hydration is transported. The decrease of
osmotic flux through MF-4SK/PANI membrane is related to a reduce of the membrane water
content [2], therefore the transport of free water through modified membrane essential decrease.
Thus, the contributions of electroosmotic and osmotic fluxes to the total water transport through
individual membranes were first time experimentally determined.
The present work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (project
№ 19-08-00925).
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STUDY OF ELECTROCHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FUJI TYPE – X
ANION EXCHANGE MEMBRANES PRODUCED VIA ELECTROSPINNING
METHOD
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Introduction
In recent years, manufacture began to produce ion-exchange membranes the structure of which
is fundamentally different from those widely used in electrodialysis and dialysis. The basis of this
membranes consist of three-dimensional structure of thin fibers made by the method of
electrospinning. This work is aimed at studying the electrochemical characteristics of one of these
membranes as well as it surface structure before and after a long operation in electric field.
Experiments
The homogeneous aliphatic anion exchange membrane (AEM) Type – X was investigated
(Fujifilm, Netherlands). This membrane is made using electrospinning method. The homogeneous
aromatic membrane AMX (Astom, Japan) produced by the paste method was studied for
comparison [1]. The experiments were carried out in NaCl solutions at 25 ° C in a flow-through
four-chamber electrochemical cell using the AutolabPGStat-100 electrochemical complex. This
cell and technique to determine partial current voltage characteristics were described in [2].
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the partial current-voltage characteristics of the AEM Type-X and AMX
membrane.
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Figure 1. Partial current-voltage characteristics of AMX and AEM Type-X membranes obtained
in a 0.02 M NaCl solution. The dashed line is the limiting current calculated using the Leveque
equation.
It is shown that partial current-voltage characteristics of both membranes are almost identical.
The partial currents of Cl- ions increase in the overlimiting current mode. Apparently, the
geometrically inhomogeneous surface of both membranes stimulates the development of
electroconvection. Water splitting at the surface of the investigated membranes is insignificant.
The transfer of OH– ions in both membranes under study does not exceed 20% over the entire
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range of reduced potential drops. We can concluded based on the results of the work that AEM
Type-X can be effectively used for the electrodialysis of dilute solutions.

a
b
Figure 2. Optic images of the AEM Type – X surface before (a) and after (b) it long-term
operation in the electric field.
Unfortunately long-term operation of the AEM Type-X in the electric field leads to the
degradation of the ion-exchange polymer. The result of this degradation is the formation of
cavities, which are visible on optical images of the membrane (Fig.2b). A similar process was
observed in the case of AMX membranes [2]. In the future, we will study the influence of this
electrochemical degradation on the efficiency of the AEM Type-X operation in electrodialysis
process.
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Introduction
The Sand equation commonly used for determination of chronopotentiometric transition time
was deduced for the case of infinitely large diffusion layer (DL). However, in the real systems the
influence of finite-length DL of ion exchange membrane (IEM) system on its behavior is observed
using different electrochemical technics such as chonopotentiometry, impedance spectroscopy,
voltammetry or chronoamperometry. In the present paper, we specify the range of currents, at
which the Sand equation is applicable for the systems with diffusion layer of finite length. For
other current densities, we adapted the approximate equation, which was proposed by Soestbergen
and coauthors for the case of electrode systems [1].
Experiments
The experimental setup consists of an electrodialysis cell, hydraulic and measuring systems
already used for voltammetric studies of IEM and described in detail in [2]. A Neosepta CMX
homogeneous cation-exchange membrane and the commercial homogeneous cation exchange
Fujifilm CEM Type I membrane were investigated.
Theory
The system under study is considered as a plane one-layer system involving a depleted diffusion
layer restricted by the bulk solution at the left side and the IEM at right side. 1D electrodiffusion
of a binary electrolyte is studied. The dependence between spatial and time concentration
variations is described by the second Fick’s law.
The value of steady-state limiting current density, ilim, may be calculated using the Peers
equation. This problem was solved analytically. Taking into account that at tr the electrolyte
concentration reaches zero at the depleted DL/membrane interface (at position x=) we get:
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here the transition time τtr is an implicit function of the current density.
Results and Discussions
In the first order approximation (i.e. n=1) the transition time is explicitly related to the current
as:

i 
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ln  1  lim  
(2)
2
 D 8 
i 
Eq.(2) is valid for small applied currents, and for the current densities 1.92 times higher than
ilim this equation starts to deviate from the analytical solution as shown at Fig. 1a. For the first time
it was derived by Soestbergen and coauthors in [1].
For large applied currents (more than 1,92ilim) the transition time is well described by the
classical Sand equation (Fig. 1a):
2
  D   ck 0 zk F  1
(3)
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 4   Tk  tk  i

 app  
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Figure 1. Dependence of normalized by Sand on i/ilim. The solid curve is the exact analytical
solution. a) The doted horizontal line is the Sand (Eq.(2)), the dashed line is the app (Eq. (3)). b)
Points are the experimental data of Fuji CEM Type I and Neosepta CMX adapted from [2].
There are two partial analytical solutions each of which represents precisely the dependence of
transition time on current density for two non-overlapping ranges of current. Since the inaccuracy
of the partial solutions is less than 0.3% and it appears only in the thin range of current densities
near the 1.92ilim, it is mostly convenient to apply them separately: Eq. (1) suits at the current
densities less than 1.92ilim and the Eq. (2) suits at the current densities more than 1.92ilim.
The transition time calculated using 1D model is in good agreement with experimental data at
wide range of current densities as shown in Fig. 1b. It should be mentioned that the experimental
data of Neosepta CMX membrane, presented in [2], are closer to the theoretical ones. We suppose
that the higher deviation of transition time of Fuji CEM Type I is due to the lower transport number
of counterions in its volume and higher surface heterogeneity, than in the case of CMX.
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Introduction
Over the past 60 years, ion exchange membranes have evolved from a laboratory tool in the
commercial product a significant technical and commercial potential. Membranes for the
desalination of sea and brackish water, the treatment of industrial effluents, the purification of food
and pharmaceuticals are successfully used, as well as for the production of basic chemical
products. [1]. Recently, membranes with a poly(ethylbenzene-1,4-dicarboxylate) (in russian –
lavsan (лавсан)) reinforcing component, obtained by the polycondensation filling method, are very
promising, since interest in reinforced polymer membranes based on thermosetting matrices and
high-temperature fibers is growing [2]. Research "structure, formation and properties of
membranes" on the basis of thermosets (polyester, phenolic and epoxy) which were reinforced
with chemical fibers (polypropylene poly(propene) - (PP), viscose, polyacrylonitrilepoly(1acrylonitrile) (PAN), novoloid phenol-aldehyde fibers with phenol-formaldehyde (NPF) and
others) were previously carried out by us. The main regularity of the reinforcement process is the
mutual influence of the polymer components of the membranes on their structure and properties,
which we have discovered. The study of the effect of fibrous fillers and comparison of the sorption
characteristics of “Polikon A” membranes based on them with “Polikon A” membranes obtained
on poly(ethylbenzene-1,4-dicarboxylate) was the aim of this work.
Experiments
The membrane was synthesized by polycondensation of polyethylene polyamines with
epichlorohydrin (EDE-40P) and fibrous filler (poly (ethyl benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate)) in a ratio
of 70% to 30%. The prepared fiber was impregnated with the composition of the impregnation
bath at a temperature of 20-30oC for 15 min. The synthesis was carried out at a temperature of
57oC for 30 min. The obtained prepreg was dried for 30 min at a temperature of 70oC. Curing was
carried out at a temperature of 90-100oC for 24 hours. The morphology and elemental composition
of the finished membrane structures were studied on an electronic analytical complex (Figs. 1 and
2).

a)

b)

c)

Figure 1. SEM image membrane “Polikon A” on the base of poly(ethylbenzene-1,4dicarboxylate).
Results and Discussion
The research data on the influence of the choice of fibrous base on the sorption characteristics
of anion-exchange membrane structures are presented in table 1. From a comparison of
experimental data (table 1), we see that the anion-exchange membrane structure “Polykon A” on
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the base of poly(ethylbenzene-1,4-dicarboxylate) has sorption characteristics 20% higher than
those of materials based on PAN, NPF fibers and 40% higher than on viscose and PP fillers.

Figure 2. EDX spectra membrane “Polikon A” on the base of poly(ethylbenzene-1,4dicarboxylate).
Table 1: Sorption properties of composite chemisorption fibrous materials "Polikon A"
anion-exchange
capacity,
mg-eq/g
2,6
2,0
2,0

Polikon A
poly(ethylbenzene-1,4-dicarboxylate)
NPF
PAN

water-absorbing
capacity, %
54
64
55

viscose

1,8

43

PP

1,5

35

Curing processes at poly(ethylbenzene-1,4-dicarboxylate) are much slower that we had seen.
The change in kinetic curing conditions depends on the composition of the binder at the fiber
surface and the molding pressure. The magnitude of the equilibrium moisture capacity directly
depends on the concentration of the fiber (in terms of the polymer matrix) and determines the
optimal porosity of the entire membrane. Thus, the influence of fibrous filler on the membrane
structure is ambiguous: - the choice of fiber affects the speed and depth of curing of the binder, as
well as the nature of its supramolecular formations; - the fibers in the polymer matrix form their
own fibrous structures with their own deformability under load; - thin surface layers are formed
on the surface of the fibers, differing in structure and properties from the polymer in volume and
interlayers. It is the structure and properties of these layers that determine the porosity of “Polikon
A” membranes.
The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research project №19-08-00721 А.
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Introduction
Present wastewater treatment methods include various technologies, such as combination of
classical and electro-membrane separation methods. One of the promising methods for water
purification is electrodialysis metathesis. Basically, the main idea of it is that in one of the two
concentration chambers, singly charged cations and all anions are collected, and in the other, singly
charged anions and all cations are collected. Thus, the possibility of precipitation is excluded. The
membranes used in such processes must meet rather high requirements. Consequently, the study
of the transport of multiply charged ions through them is a very topical problem.
Experiments
Heterogeneous MK-40 cation exchange membrane and MA-41 anion exchange membrane
(Shchekinoazot, Russia) as well as homogeneous Neosepta CMX cation exchange membrane and
Neosepta AMX anion exchange membrane (Аstom, Japan) were chosen as the objects of the study.
Such a choice of objects for the study is due to the fact that the ion-exchange matrix of all
membranes is made of a copolymer of styrene and divinylbenzene, and the fixed groups are
sulfonic groups for cation-exchange membranes and quaternary ammonium bases (with a small
number of tertiary and secondary ones) for anion-exchange.
For experiments we used the laboratory-made distilled water (electrical conductivity 0.5 µS/cm
at t=25 °C, pH=5.5), and solid NaCl, CaCl2 and Na2SO4 (Vekton, Russia). The diffusion
permeability coefficients for each membrane were obtained using flow cell with controlled
thickness of diffusion layer [1] in NaCl, CaCl2 and Na2SO4 solutions.
Results and Discussion
Concentration dependences of the integral diffusion permeability coefficient of ion-exchange
membranes in binary solutions (NaCl) and ternary (CaCl2, Na2SO4) electrolytes are presented on
Fig. 1.
In general, the obtained dependences of the diffusion permeability of heterogeneous
membranes in the studied electrolyte solutions are higher than ones of homogeneous membranes.
These data are consistent with the results obtained earlier for the membranes MK-40 [2] and can
be explained by the diffusion of electrolyte through macropores present in the structure of
heterogeneous membranes and absent in homogeneous ones. Replacing a single-charged co-ion
with a double-charged (Cl- to SO42- for СМХ and МК-40; Na+ to Ca2+ for АМХ and МА-41)
significantly reduces the integral diffusion permeability coefficient. Apparently, this can be
explained by a stronger Donnan exclusion of doubly charged co-ions, which reduces the diffusion
of the electrolyte solution through the ion-exchange membrane.
On the contrary, the replacement of a single-charge counter-ion (Na+ to Ca2+ for СМХ and МК40; Cl- to SO42- for АМХ and МА-41) leads to an increase in the integral diffusion permeability
coefficient. This may be through the fact that the sorption of electrolyte in the presence of a doublecharged counter-ion is enhanced due to an increase in the force of attraction between the ion and
the counter-ion. Because of the fact that the limiting factor in the process of electrolyte diffusion
is the concentration of co-ions, the transition to a doubly charged counter-ion leads to an increase
in diffusion through the membrane. In addition, more complex interactions of ions with functional
groups and the membrane matrix are quite possible.
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b

a

Figure 1. Concentration Dependences of Diffusion Permeability of Cation-Exchange
Membranes CMX and MK-40 (a), Anion-Exchange Membranes AMX and MA-41 (b) in NaCl,
CaCl2 and Na2SO4 Solutions.
A comparison of cation- and anion-exchange membranes among themselves shows that if for
the first, with an increase in the concentration of the electrolyte solution with which the membrane
contacts, there is a regular increase in the integral diffusion permeability coefficient, then for the
second in a solution of sodium sulfate, it decreases. The latter phenomenon can probably be
explained by the fact that the diffusion coefficient Na2SO4 in solution decreases more strongly
with increasing concentration compared to other electrolytes (NaCl and CaCl2) (Fig. 2).
This phenomenon is explained by the high ability of sulfate ions to water structuring [3] or the
formation of ion associates [4]. With increasing electrolyte concentration, the proportion of such
associates increases, resulting in a sharp drop in diffusion coefficients of Na2SO4.

Figure 2. The Concentration Dependence of the Diffusion Coefficient of the Electrolyte D at
the Temperature 25°C. Values of D normalized to the diffusion coefficient corresponding to each
electrolyte at infinite dilution of the solution, D0). The curves are plotted from experimental data
taken from [5,6].
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Introduction
The development of alternative energy sources, including hydrogen-air fuel cells, is an
important task of modern electrochemistry. The high cost of catalysts for electrode reactions is
one of the main factors limiting the development of this equipment [1]. Bimetallic alloys
containing platinum and d-elements are currently being developed to increase the specific
characteristics and reduce the cost of the catalyst. However, selective dissolution of the alloying
component can lead to poisoning of perfluorosulfonic acid, which is part of the catalytic layer, and
the membrane.
The aim of this work was to study the process of poisoning the perfluoropolymer with copper
cations during the degradation of bimetallic catalysts based on platinum and copper nanoparticles.
Experimental
The Table presents the set of investigated catalysts, which included commercial platinum
catalyst E-TEC and experimental samples of copper and bimetallic catalysts, which were prepared
by the scientific group from the Southern Federal University. The bimetallic catalyst has the alloytype structure with "loosely bound" copper [2].
Table: Objects of research
Catalyst
E-TEK C1-40
Cu/C
PtCu2.8/C

Weight fraction Pt, %
40
18

Weight fraction Cu, %
14
16

The membrane-electrode assemble (MEA) is obtained by hot pressing of gas diffusion layers
and proton exchange membrane. It consists of electrodes, which are carbon paper with catalytic
ink, and the membrane MF-4SK. The composition of the catalytic ink includes water, isopropyl
alcohol, solution of the polymer Nafion (12.5 % wt. of catalyst) and the catalyst (Pt loading of
electrodes was 0.4 mg/cm2).
MEA tests were carried out by its holding for ten hours under the potential drop of 500 mV;
every two hours we measured the electrochemical impedance spectrum of the MEA.
Preparation of membranes in mixed ionic form H+/Cu2+ was carried out by immersion of MF4SK in H+-form in a copper sulfate solutions of different concentrations. The content of copper
ions in the copper sulfate solution was determined by copper-selective electrode vs standard silversilver chloride electrode. Spectrophotometry was used to estimate the degree of membranes
saturation with copper ions (Ɵ). Conductivity (κ, S/m) of the membranes in H+/Cu2+-form was
measured by the mercury-contact method as the active part of the cell impedance.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1a shows the changes of the current density produced by MEA on the testing time. It is
seen that for the MEA with platinum catalyst, an increase in the current density is observed.
Current densities for MEA with copper and bimetallic catalysts are significantly lower than with
platinum one. Fig. 1b shows the conductivity of the membrane calculated according to the ohmic
resistance of the MEA. The dependence of the membrane conductivity on test time for bimetallic
catalyst is similar to the dependence for the platinum catalyst. The conductivity of the MEA with
the copper catalyst is significantly lower and reduces during the testing.
We studied the dependence of the conductive properties of perfluorinated membrane on its
saturation degree with copper ions. The saturation degree of the membranes with copper ions was
calculated according to eq. taking into account the exchange capacity of the membrane (Q), its
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a
b
Figure 1. The time dependence of current density(a) and dependence of the electrical
conductivity of the MEA on time at a potential difference of 0.5 V (b); 1.E-TEK-C1-40 (Pt);
2.Cu/C; 3.PtCu2.8/C.
weight (m), quantity of copper ions in initial solution (n0), after sorption (n1) and desorbed in water
(n2).
.
The sorption isotherm is presented on Fig. 2. The shape of the isotherm indicates the selectivity
of the sulfocationic membrane towards the double-charged cations. One can see that the saturation
degree of the samples by Cu2+-ions in the most concentrated solutions exceeds unit. This may be
due to the over-equivalent donnan sorption or experimental error in determining the composition
of the solutions. Figure 3 shows the dependence of membrane conductivity on saturation degree
with Cu2+-ions. As can be seen, the electrical conductivity decreases significantly with increasing
saturation of the membrane with copper ions. This is caused by the replacement of highly mobile
hydrogen cations by less mobile copper ions.

Figure 2. The dependence of the degree of
saturation of the membrane with copper ions
from the equilibrium concentration.

Figure 3. Dependence of the membranes
conductivity on the saturation degree of the
membrane with copper ions in solutions of
copper sulfate.

It can be assumed that the main reason for the decrease in the characteristics of the MEA with
bimetallic catalyst is the poisoning of the perfluorosulfonic acid that is part of the catalytic ink,
and with copper catalyst, both the perfluoropolymer and the perfluorinated membrane are
poisoned.
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So the preliminary acid treatment of electrocatalysts containing PtCu nanoparticles is the
essential step in their synthesis to remove the "loosely bound" copper and to prevent the reduction
of MEA characteristics. The catalysts based on bimetallic nanoparticles with a special structure
("shell-core", "gradient") are interesting for the study.
The work was funded by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation
(project No 13.3005.2017/4.6)
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Introduction
Polymeric ion exchange membranes are nanoporous structures are widely used in various
industries, and one of the most technologically advanced types of materials [1]. The aim of this
work was to expand the range of already widely studied “Polikon” membrane structures [2],
namely, membranes with mosaic-lateral morphology.
Computing experiment
The computational experiment is based on elementary units involved in chemical synthesis of
substances (figure 1). Simulation at the atomic level, taking into account the bond length and / or
Van der Waals interatomic interaction forces, and quantum chemical calculations were carried out
using the Atomistix Toolkit QuantumWise software package. The geometry was optimized using
the quasi-Newtonian method.
The results of the computational experiment are presented by calculating the energy dependence
of the density of states and analyzing the elemental contribution of the chemical elements included
in the molecular model, which makes it possible to judge the most probable type of chemical
interaction of polycondensation synthesis.

Figure 1. Computing Experimental Data.
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Table 1: Energy characteristics of the model “Polikon CA”
interaction type
exchange-correlation
kinetic
electrostatic
total energy system

Polykon CA,
eV
-6475.09106
13190.40742
-28053.87016
-21338.55380

NPF, eV

AEL, eV

CEL, eV

-1948.74737
4134.59890
-8691.65423
-6505.80270

-3062.70814
6089.40089
-13005.66935
-9981.97687

-3407.15077
7101.00653
-15047.22729
-11353.37153

Experiments
Striped membrane "Polikon CA" was obtained based on «Kynol» novolac phenolformaldehyde fibrous matrix (KYNOL EUROPA GmbH, Germany) - NPF. Ion exchange
constituents were synthesized directly inside fibrous matrices. As a filler of the cation-exchange
layer (strip), the analogue of KU-1 strongly acidic resin containing -SO3H groups was used. In
order to obtain an anion exchange layer (strip), the analogue of EDE-10P anion exchange resin
was synthesized in the matrix. This analogue contains secondary, tertiary and quaternary
aminogroups The mentioned ion-exchangers are produced by the United Chemical Company
"Schekinoazot" LTD, Russia. The stripes (4 mm of a width) were formed successively on the
surface and in the bulk of the fibrous matrix. The formation was carried out according to the
developed methods of synthesis and curing of ion exchanges resins directly in fibrous matrices.
First of all, cation exchange stripes were formed leaving loose strips for the subsequent formation
of anion exchange matrix. The thickness "Polikon CA" of the was 0.6 mm.
The surface morphology and elementary chemical elemental composition of the samples of
laminar-mosaic membranes were studied on an optical microscope and a scanning MIRA II LMU
scanning microscope with an attachment of energy dispersive analysis. Mechanical properties
(tensile strength) were investigated on a tensile testing machine Unimat 052, the magnitude of the
mechanical load was recorded on the Physimeter 906 MC. Dry samples measuring 90x90 mm
were cut into strips 10 mm wide and 90 mm long along the deposited portions of ion exchangers
so that the test sample had both cation-exchange and anion-exchange sections in a 50/50 ratio.
Results and Discussion
Morphology and developed surface of the obtained membrane are shown in Figure 1 a, b. Figure
1c shows a typical end section perpendicular to the membrane surface.

a
b
c
Figure 2. Morphological and structural features: optical image “Polikon CA” (a); SEM
image of fragment “Polikon CA”: from the left side – cation-exchange layer, on the right side –
anion-exchange layer (b); cross-section of the sample structure (c).
The data of elemental analysis of the analyzed cation-exchange, anion-exchange and
transition sites (in accordance with Fig. 1 b) are presented in Table 2.
Elemental analysis and the results of a computational experiment make it possible to
characterize the resulting membranes as membranes with a pronounced cationic asymmetry.
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Table 2: Data EDX analysis of the elementary chemical composition of the membrane
“Polikon CA”
EDX Spectra
cationite layer
anionite layer
transition layer
mean value
standard deviation
max
min

C
70.84
74.20
72.95
72.66
1.70
74.20
70.84

O
25.36
24.64
25.82
25.28
0.60
25.82
24.64

S
2.79
0.73
0.81
1.45
1.17
2.79
0.73

Cl
1.01
0.42
0.41
0.62
0.34
1.01
0.41

Total
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

The physicomechanical properties under investigation are the tensile test results of the obtained
membrane with the movement speed of the clamps 50 mm / min presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Physicomechanical properties of the membrane “Polikon CA”
Polikon CA
Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3
Sample 4

tensile stress, N
40
37
46
34
mean value

tearing strength, MPa
5,71
5,29
6,57
4,86
5,61

We calculated the maximum possible theoretical level of static exchange capacity for the anionexchange and cation-exchange layer (the dimensions of the elementary models from Figure 1 were
used in the calculation) to study the prospects of development of this laminar-mosaic modification
of membranes. The length, width and thickness (in angstroms) for anion exchange resin are 11.63,
6.86, 17.83 and for cation-exchanger (8.82, 6.75, 12.84), respectively 5.2 mg-eq/g and 7.2 mgeq/g. The experimentally obtained exchange capacity does not reach the maximum possible
theoretical value, which suggests that it is possible to further improve the material being
developed.
The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research project №19-08-00721 А.
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The deficiency of fresh water constrains the development of industry, agriculture and tourism
in the Caspian Sea region of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The Astrakhan-Mangyshlak water
pipeline built in the middle of the 20th century does not cover the requirements of the rapidly
growing needs of the area. A technical and economic study of the distillation and reverse osmosis
units currently operated in the area showed that the former is very expensive in terms of price and
maintenance and the latter does not ensure the stable operation during the year due to the seasonal
fluctuations in temperature and salinity.
A combined seawater desalination scheme was developed: the first stage includes the
electrodialysis reversal process, and the second stage includes reverse osmosis (Fig.1).

Figure 1. Desalination process flow diagram.
The proposed scheme allows reducing capital costs, improving the efficiency of the treatment
and desalination process, increasing the reliability and service life of equipment and minimising
the amount and consumption of reagents.
A project for a pilot plant with a capacity of 2 m³/hour and feasibility study on the design of a
desalination plant with a capacity of 3,000 m³/day was developed. In the future, it is planned to
create a research and production division together with a service centre in the region for the prompt
solution of emerging problems with the introduction of membrane technologies in various areas
of the industrial and agricultural sectors.
The long-term experience of operating membrane systems allows concluding that the combined
process flow diagram will more flexibly respond to changes in external factors and ensure high
quality of desalinated fresh water during the entire period of operation.
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Introduction
The composition of municipal wastewater contains large amounts of nutrients, such as
potassium ions, phosphates and nitrogen in the form of ammonium ions. Nutrients are biologically
active substances involved in the vital activity of the body. Electrodialysis is one of the most
effective methods for the simultaneous extraction of potassium, ammonium and phosphate ions
[1]. Some researchers note that in intensive current modes, the current outputs of phosphates and
ammonium ions are lower than in solutions of strong electrolytes, for example, NaCl. In particular,
it has been shown that one of the reasons for the decrease in current efficiency is the increase of
water splitting in ammonium-containing solutions [2]. The purpose of the work was to clarify the
nature of this phenomenon.
Experiment
A desalination compartment formed by the homogeneous ion-exchange membranes AMX and
CMX from Astom (Japan) was investigated. The experiment was carried out using a fourcompartment electrodialysis cell [3], through which a 0.02 M KCl or NH4Cl solution was pumped.
The color indication of the pH of the internal solution of the AMX membrane was determined
using anthocyanins, the structure and color of which depend on the pH of the medium [4]. The
integral diffusion permeability coefficient, P, of the membranes was determined using a flowthrough two-compartment cell [5].
Results and Discussion
An analysis the effective chemical reaction constants [6] (table 1) found using Gerischer archs
of the electrochemical impedance spectra shows that the generation of H+ and OH- ions at the
interface of the CMX cation-exchange membrane/solution is extremely small and almost the same
in the case of KCl and NH4Cl solutions. It only slightly increases with sufficiently high currents.
Table 1: Values of the Effective Rate Constant of Water Splitting Reaction at the
Membrane/Solution Interface
Membrane
CMX
AMX

i/ilimtheor = 1.00
KCl
NH4Cl
158
325

i/ilimtheor = 1.24
KCl
NH4Cl
667
847

i/ilimtheor = 1.60
KCl
NH4Cl
1.6
77
1077
1233

In the case of the AMX anion-exchange membrane (AEM) in the NH4Cl solution, the Gerischer
arch on the impedance spectrum is clearly recorded already at a current equal to the limiting one.
The difference in AMX behavior in KCl and NH4Cl solution is reduced with increasing current
density (table 1). These data are in good agreement with the results of measurements of the partial
currents of Cl- and OH- ions, with electrodialysis desalination of the same solutions using MA-41
membranes [2]. Thus In electrodialysis, the presence of NH4+ ions in the feed solution causes a
significant increase in the rate of the water splitting reaction at the depleted boundary of the AMX
membrane, while the increase in the rate of this reaction on the CMX membrane is not significant.
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According to our hypothesis, this is due to the fact that in the case of KCl the rate of diffusion
is limited by the diffusion of the salt co-ion (K+), while the transport of NH4Cl across the
membrane is “facilitated” by the diffusion of NH3 molecules, whose concentration in the
membrane should be higher than that of the salt co-ions. Data of diffusion permeability confirm
this
hypothesis.
Indeed,
the
experimental
integral
diffusion
coefficients
are
equal
to
-8
2 -1
-8
2 -1
2.27 10 cm s and 1.70 10 cm s
in the case of 0.5 M NH4Cl and KCl
solutions.
The “facilitated” diffusion of NH3
molecules through the AEM (fig. 1)
allows to maintain a sufficiently
elevated concentration of the NH4+ and
NH3 species at the depleted
solution/AMX boundary to assure the
protonation
and
deprotonation
reactions of these species with water.
As a result of these reactions, there is
Figure 1. Schematic Representation of the
+
Transport of Nitrogen-Containing Species Through generation of H and OH ions at this
boundary by a mechanism similar
an Anion-Exchange Membrane.
earlier to that described by Simons [7]. As for
the “facilitated” diffusion, this phenomenon is
possible due to the shift of the pH of the
internal solution of the AEM to the alkaline
region compared to the external solution; the
latter is explained by the Donnan exclusion of
H+ ions from the membrane as co-ions (fig. 2).
An additional pH shift in the alkaline region is
due to the appearance in the membrane of OHions generated at the depleted membrane
boundary by the protonation-deprotonation
mechanism with the participation of fixed
secondary and tertiary amino groups present in
a small amount in AMX membranes. The pH
of the internal membrane solution in this case
can be at the level of 11-12. The elevated pH
Figure 2. Scheme of pH Shift in an Anionof the internal solution in the AEM causes an
+
Exchange Membrane.
almost complete conversion of the NH4 ions,
located in the enriched solution adjoining the
AEM in the concentration compartment, into the NH3 molecules inside the membrane at this
boundary. The NH3 molecules formed at this boundary diffuse to the opposite boundary of the
membrane, where they again transform in NH4+ with the release of OH- ions, which return to the
boundary with the concentration compartment.
The data of color indication of the internal solution and the results of measurements of diffusion
permeability as well as the shape of chronopotentiograms that were obtained in the AMX/KCl and
AMX/NH4Cl systems confirm the above hypothesis.
Protonation-deprotonation reactions between NH4+, NH3 and water in the system with a cationexchange membrane do not play such a noticeable role as in the case of AEM. This is explained
by a very small concentration of the molecular form of NH3 in the CEM internal solution due to
the shift of pH inside this membrane to the acid region as a result of Donnan exclusion of hydroxyl
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ions. On the other hand, electric current flow causes concentration polarization, which results in a
very low concentration of NH4+ ions at the depleted boundary of the membrane.
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Introduction
Traditionally, when describing gas transfer in a membrane, it is assumed that it is structurally
homogeneous and characterized by a constant diffusion coefficient. However, for polymeric
materials with structural heterogeneity, this assumption is incorrect. At present, the Fokker –
Planck equation in one of the three most well-known representations: Ito, Stratonovich or Khangi
– Klimontovich (the generalized Fick equation) is used to describe transport in structurally
inhomogeneous media. However, when studying gas transfer in a non-uniform membrane, this
approach has hardly been applied.
The purpose of this work was to study of gas diffusive through a dense membrane consisting
of two structurally inhomogeneous layers, by help the Fokker – Planck equationin the framework
of representation the Khanggi – Klimontovich.
Model of gas diffusion through inhomogeneous bilayer membrane
Consider the diffusion of gas through a bilayer membrane, when the surface of the first layer i = 1 is in contact with a diffusible gas (diffusant) at a pressure 𝑝in , and the surface of the second
layer - i = 2 is in contact with a permeate at a pressure 𝑝out (Figure 1a ), with 𝑝in > 𝑝out .

Figure 1. The scheme of gas diffusion through inhomogeneous bilayer membrane.

Assume that gas diffusion in membrane layers is stationary and thermodynamic equilibrium
has been established at the external and internal interfaces of the membrane.
Then in the representation of Khanggi – Klimontovich, diffusion flows through the membrane
layers are described by expressions of the form
𝐽1+ = −𝐷1 (𝑥)

𝑑𝑐1
𝑑𝑥

,

𝐽2+ = −𝐷2 (𝑥)

𝑑𝑐2
𝑑𝑥

,

(1)

where 𝐽𝑖+ , 𝑐𝑖 и 𝐷𝑖 (𝑥) – diffusion flow, concentration and diffusion coefficient of gas in the i-th layer.
Accordingly, on the outer and inner interfaces of the membrane thermodynamic equilibrium is
described by the following relations
𝑐1 (0) = 𝑆1 𝑝in, 𝑐2 (𝑙) = 𝑆2 𝑝out , 𝑐1 (𝑙1 )/𝑐2 (𝑙1 ) = 𝑆1 /𝑆2 = 𝐾

(2)

where 𝑙𝑖 – the thickness of the i-th layer, 𝑙 = 𝑙1 +𝑙2 – membrane thickness, 𝑐1 (0), 𝑐2 (𝑙) –
concentrations of the diffusant at the outer interfaces of the first and second layers, respectively,𝑆𝑖
– the solubility coefficient (Henry) of the gas in the i-th layer, 𝑐1 (𝑙1 ), 𝑐2 (𝑙1 ) - concentrations of the
diffusant in the first and second layers at the inner interface.
By taking into account the assumed assumptions, gas transfer in the opposite direction
(Fig. 1b) is described by the following equations
𝑑𝑐
𝑑𝑐
𝐽1− = −𝐷1 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥1 ,
𝐽2− = −𝐷2 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥2 ,
(4)
and the thermodynamic equilibrium at the corresponding boundaries is described by the
relations
𝑐2 (0) = 𝑆2 𝑝in , 𝑐1 (𝑙) = 𝑆1 𝑝out , 𝑐2 (𝑙2 )/𝑐1 (𝑙2 ) = 𝑆2 /𝑆1 = 1/𝐾
(5)
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The structural inhomogeneity of the membrane was modeled by the dependence of the
diffusion coefficients in the layers on the spatial variable - 𝑥
𝐷𝑖 (𝑥) = 𝐷0𝑖 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥)

(6)

where 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥) – function simulating the structural inhomogeneity of the i-th layer, 𝐷0𝑖 – constant
diffusion in the i-th layer.
Taking into account relations (1) - (6), expressions were obtained for gas flows - 𝐽+ , 𝐽−
and
gas permeability coefficients for two opposite directions of gas diffusion - 𝑃+ , 𝑃− for arbitrary
dependences of gas diffusion coefficients in layers
𝑙
𝑃+

=

𝐹1+
𝐷10 𝑆1

+

𝐹2+
𝐷20 𝑆2

𝑙1 𝑑𝑥

where 𝐹1+ = ∫0

𝑙

and

𝑙

, 𝐹 = ∫𝑙
𝑓 (𝑥) 2+

𝑃−
𝑙

𝑑𝑥

𝐹1−
𝐷10 𝑆1

+

𝐹2−

,

𝐷20 𝑆2

𝑑𝑥

𝑙

2

2 𝑓1 (𝑥)

, 𝐹2− = ∫0 2
, 𝐹 = ∫𝑙
𝑓 (𝑥)
𝑓 (𝑥) 1−

1 2

1

=

𝑑𝑥

(7)

.

In this paper, we considered the case when the structural heterogeneity of the membrane layers
was modeled by functions
𝑓1 (𝑥) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝( 𝑎1 𝑥/𝑙1 ), 𝑓2 (𝑥) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝( 𝑎2 𝑥/𝑙2 ),
(8)
where 𝑎𝑖 – parameter characterizing the degree of structural heterogeneity of the i -th layer.
In this case, expressions (7) take the forms
𝑙
𝑃+

where

=

𝑙1
𝑃e1

+

𝑙2
𝑃e2

𝑙

𝑙

𝑙2

𝑃−

𝑒𝑥𝑝( − 𝑎2 1 ),

𝐷 𝑆 𝑎

𝐷 𝑆 𝑎

10 1 1
20 2 2
𝑃e1 = (1−𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑎
, 𝑃e2 = (1−𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑎
))

2 ))

1

=

𝑙2
𝑃e2

+

𝑙1
𝑃e1

𝑙

𝑒𝑥𝑝( − 𝑎1 2 ),
𝑙1

(9)

– effective permeability coefficients of the

corresponding structurally inhomogeneous layers.
Results and Discussion
From the analysis of expressions (9) it follows that the structural heterogeneity of the membrane
layers initiates the dependence of the value of the gas permeability coefficient on the direction of
transfer (i.e. the effect transfer asymmetry - EAT).
For a quantitative assessment and analysis of the intensity of EAT , we have proposed the
coefficient of asymmetry intensity
𝑃 −𝑃

𝜒 = 𝑃+ +𝑃−
+

(10)

−

Using the Mathcad15 package, expression (9), and the asymmetry coefficient χ, we performed
an analysis of the dependence of the intensity EAT on the parameters of the structural
heterogeneity of the layers.
It was established that the intensity of EAT is significantly influenced by the degree of
structural heterogeneity of the layers, which are determined by the values of the parameters -𝑎1 , 𝑎2 .
It has been found that EAT can occur even if only one of the membrane layers is structurally
heterogeneous.
It is shown that the intensity of EAT also depends on the ratio between the thicknesses of the
membrane layers.
The study was supported by a grant from the Russian Science Foundation (project No. 18-1900738).
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Introduction
Solid electrolytes with high lithium-ion conductivity are important materials for solid state
lithium batteries. Among the solid electrolytes composite systems are of special interest as their
physical properties may be easily adapted to a particular application by variation of the type and
concentration of the components. Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are excellent porous
matrices for preparation of nanocomposites with unusual physical and chemical properties.
Results and Discussion
In the present work nanocomposite solid electrolytes LiClO4 – CrMIL101 were prepared and
their electrical properties were investigated at the temperature range of 300-450 K. It was
demonstrated that lithium perchlorate easily penetrates into the pores of MOF with formation of
nanocomposites. Reproducible heating-cooling cycles of conductivity were observed in vacuum.
The concentration dependence of the conductivity goes through the maximum and reaches ~10-3
S/cm at 430 K (Fig.1), the activation energy for conductivity changes from 0.93 eV for pure lithium
perchlorate to 0.62 eV in the nanocomposites. The value of electrochemical decomposition was
determined as 3 V at 500K. It suggests that the ionic conductivity is caused by lithium cations
rather that protons or electrons. The results were interpreted in terms of the model of the composite
in which the lithium salt uniformly covers surfaces of the MOFs pores. According to the model
with the increase in the concentration of the MOF the thickness of the salt layer may decrease to a
single layer level with the changing the salt properties due to size effect.

Figure 1. Concentration dependence of conductivity of the (1-x)LiClO4 - xCrMIL-101 composites.
The work is supported by the Russian Fund of Basic Research, grant No.18-29-04039.
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Introduction
In this paper, for the first time we carry out a theoretical analysis of current-voltage
characteristics (CVC) taking into account the oscillations of electric current where the applied
voltage increases linearly with a sufficiently low rate.
Problem definition
For the convenience of the analysis, the CVC chart was divided into sections selected on the
basis of physical meaning. Namely, the first section i [0, ilim ) corresponds to the change in the
current density from zero to the limiting current density, ilim . The second section

i [ilim , ikm ) -

from ilim to the current density where the first electroconvective vortices at the cation-exchange

membrane (CEM) appear. The third section i [ikm , iam ) corresponds to the range of current
densities, where there are electroconvective vortices at the CEM, but they are not at the anionexchange membrane (AEM). The fourth section i [iam , 2.7ilim ] corresponds to the range of
current density, where there are electroconvective vortices at both CEM and AEM, but they still
do not interact with each other [1-3].
As an example, we present the analysis of CVC in the fourth section:
2,9
2,8
2,7

i/i

пр

2,6
2,5
2,4
2,3
2,2
1,5

1,6

1,7

1,8

Δφ, V

b
a
Figure 1. The fourth phase of CVC: a) CVC plot, b) streamlines of the solution. It is seen that
electroconvective vortices at the CEM do not interact with electroconvective vortices at the
AEM.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the results of Fourier analysis of the fourth phase of CVC at a sampling rate
(the number of samples per unit of time) equal to 16.
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a

b

c

d

Figure 2. a) graph of the fourth section of the CVC at a sampling rate of 16; b) Plot with a
remote trend; c) power spectrum CVC; d) the main and accompanying frequency CVC.
The equation of the trend line is as follows: y  0.00002 x  0.05164 . The value of the
accuracy of the approximation R2  0.985 , R 2  1 , the dispersion is  2  1.8 105 .
Consequently, the trend line accurately approximates the physical process in the area of
CVC. Figure 2 (b) shows that the main energy of the signal is concentrated in the vicinity of the
frequency equal to 1 Hz. It follows that the frequencies concentrated in the vicinity of the
frequency equal to 1 Hz are predominant in the section 4 of the signal under consideration. After
filtering, we obtain that the main frequency is  1.15 Hz.

a
b
Figure 3. Solution flow lines: a) the position of the vortex cluster under study before passing
through the cross section; b) -the position of the vortex cluster under study after passing through
the cross section.
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From figures 3 a) and b), it is seen that the time of passage of the vortex complex through the
cross section of the channel is approximately 1 s, i.e. the frequency is 1 Hz.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 4. a) the initial position of the profile in the period of oscillation (168.4 s); b) the
maximum deviation of the plot (169.2 s); c) the final position of the profile (169.4 s).
As follows from figures 4 (a)-(c), the period of oscillation of the concentration profile in
the fourth section of the VAC is equal to 1 s. The frequency of oscillation of the concentration
profile is 1 Hz, and coincides with the frequency of passage of vortex clusters.
Conclusion
It is shown that the main oscillation frequency of CVC at each site of its change corresponds to
the frequency of passage of vortex clusters through the cross section of desalination channel (DC)
of electrodialysis apparatus (EA). In addition, the oscillation frequency of the concentration profile
also coincides with the frequency of passage of vortex clusters through the cross section of the DC
of EA. Consequently, the oscillations of CVC are caused by changes in conductivity and resistance
due to changes in concentration during the passage of vortex clusters.
The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research project: 19-08-00252 a
«Theoretical and experimental study of current-voltage characteristics of electromembrane
systems»
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Introduction
One of the ways of improving electrodialysis (ED) and some microfluidic processes is the
optimization of current regime. It is recognised now that the use of pulsed electric fields (PEF) in
ED allows enhancement of mass transfer and mitigation of fouling [1]. In this study, the effect of
the potential of a pulsed electric field (PEF) on the average current density in the ED cell is studied.
For this purpose, calculations of the average current density dependence on time in the PEF regime
were performed using the 2D mathematical model of overlimiting transfer in the ED cell [2].
Mathematical model
The system under consideration is half of a flow-through ED desalination channel at the cationexchange membrane (CEM), Fig. 1. Let x and y be the transverse and longitudinal coordinates,
respectively; x = 0 relates to the middle of the ED channel, x = h is the electrolyte solution/CEM
interface; y = 0 corresponds to the inlet and y = l to the outlet of the channel.

Figure 1. Scheme of the system under consideration: half of the ED cell adjacent to the CEM. Schematic
concentration profiles of cations (c1, solid line) and anions (c2, dashed line), direction of the electric


current i , forced flow velocity V , electroconvection vortices (blue color) are shown.

The non-stationary process of transfer of binary electrolyte ions in membrane systems in the
absence of chemical reactions,
taking into account electroconvection, is written as follows:




 
 1

V
1
 (V)V   P  DV 
F z1c1  z 2 c2 j , div V  0 ,
t
0
0

ci
 F
 div 
zi Di ci j  Di ci  ci V , i  1,2,
t
 RT

F
Dj   ( z1c1  z2 c2 ),

2


 F
i  F  zi  
zi Di ci j  Di ci  ci V  .
 RT

i 1

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Here V is the velocity; Di, zi and ci are individual ion diffusion coefficients, charge number
and concentration of the i-th ion; P is pressure; t is time; F is the Faraday constant; R is the gas
constant; T is the absolute temperature; φ is electric potential;  0 is the dielectric constant;  r is
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the solution relative permittivity;  0 is the solution density,  is the kinematic viscosity; i –


current density. V , p, c1, c2, j , i are unknown function of t, x and y.
The Navier–Stokes equations, Eqs. (1), describe the velocity field under the action of the forced
flow and the electric body force. The equations of Nernst–Planck, Eqs. (2), and Poisson, Eq. (3),
describe the ion concentration and potential fields. Equation (4) is a formula for the current density.
At the channel inlet (x[0, h], y = 0), the velocity profile is parabolic and satisfies Poiseuille's
law; the concentration is uniformly distributed along x; the condition for the electric potential sets
the zero tangential current density:
2
V x x,0, t   0 , V y x,0, t   1.5V0 (1  ( x / h) ) ,
(5)
сi x,0, t   c0 , i  1, 2 ,
(6)
j
x,0, t    2 RT 2
y
F ( z1 D1  z 2 D2 )c0


c
c 
 z1 D1 1  z 2 D2 2  .
y
y 


(7)

At the channel outlet (x[0, h], y = l) the velocity profile is again parabolic; the sum of diffusion
and migration tangential components of the cation (i = 1) and anion (i = 2) fluxes is zero; the
tangential derivative of the potential is set to be zero:
2
Vx x, l , t   0 , V y x, l , t   1.5V0 (1  ( x / h) ) ,
(8)
 ci
j 
 
x, l , t   0, i  1,2 ,
 zi ci
y 
 y
j
 x, l , t   0 .
y

(9)
(10)

At x = 0, y[0, l] (middle of the ED channel) the following conditions are applied:
Vx 0, y , t   0 , V y 0, y, t   1.5V0 ,
ci 0, y, t   c0 , i  1, 2 ,

(11)
(12)
j0, y , t   0.
(13)
At x = h, y[0, l] (the solution/membrane interface), the no-slip condition is applied; the
counterion concentration, c1, is set as a constant value Nc greater than the bulk solution
concentration, c0; continuous flow of co-ions; the normal to the membrane surface component of
the electric field strength is specified as function of the electric current density:
V x h, y , t   0 , V y h, y, t   0 ,
(14)
c1 h, y, t   N c c0 ,
(15)

1  T1  i h, y, t 
c
F
j 

c2
,
  D 2 2  z 2 D2
h, y, t  
x
x
RT
x 
Fz2

j(h, y, t )  Dj .

(16)

(17)
Here, V0 is the average velocity of the forced solution flow, c0 is the concentration in the solution
bulk, ∆φ is the potential drop.
Calculation were made for the following system parameters: thickness of the considered region
h=0.25∙10-3 m; channel length l=10-3 m; average velocity of forced flow V0=3.8∙10-3 m/s; input
concentration of the electrolyte solution of NaCl c0 = 0.1 mol/m3.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the current-voltage curve (CVC) calculated by setting the potential drop in Eq.
(17) to ∆φ=t,  = 0.01 V/s. The value of  is chosen sufficiently small so that the electric regime
can be considered quasi-stationary. The CVC has a linear initial part. Then, after an intermediary
non-linear underlimiting region, the current density grows over the limiting value, ilim. There is a
sloping plateau where the PD smoothly increases with increasing current density. Then the plateau
is replaced by a more rapidly increasing region in which oscillations of the PD appear.
Calculations of the current density in the PEF regime were performed for average potential drop
values corresponding to both the underlimiting and overlimiting currents: Uav=0.05, 0.1, ..., 0.7 V
(Fig. 3). The duty cycle of the PEF α = Ton/(Ton + Toff) = 0.5, where Ton and Toff are the pulse and
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pause durations, respectively. Thus, Ton = Toff = 0.5 s; the potential drop during a pause Ton is ∆φ
= 0; the potential drop during a pulse Toff is ∆φ= Uav/α= 2Uav. In Fig. 2, the values of the average
current density for the period in PEF are identified with markers.
From Fig. 2, it can be seen that in the initial linear part of the CVC (Uav ≤ 0.1V), the use of the
PEF insignificantly affects the current density (differs less than 4%). At 0.1 V < Uav < 0.45 V, the
average current density for the period in PEF regime is less than in a quasi-stationary one (Fig. 2,
3b). When Uav > 0.45 V, the value of the potential drop during the pulse, ∆φ = 2Uav, is sufficiently
large for the development of intensive electroconvection. Electroconvective mixing of the
electrolyte solution in the area near the membrane surface increases the efficiency of mass transfer.
Therefore, the average current density in PEF regime is higher than in quasi-stationary (Fig. 2, 3c).
The maximum effect of the PEF regime is observed when the average potential drop equals
Uav = 0.65 V, which corresponds to the rise of the CVC due to the development of
electroconvection. This fact is confirmed by experimental study [3].

Figure 2. CVC (1) and dependence of the average current density on potential of the PEF (2).
Here ilim



 h 2V0
Dc 0 F 
1.47
 lD
h T1  t1  








13


 0.2


is the limiting current density [1].

Figure 3. Dependences of the current density on time at the quasi-stationary (1) and PEF (2)
regimes for the average potential drop equals Uav = 0.1V (a), 0.45 V (b), 0.65 V (c).
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OXYGEN ELECTROREDOX – SORPTION BY METAL ION-EXCHANGE
NANOCOMPOSITES. THE CURRENT EFFECT
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Voronezh State University, Voronezh, Russia, E-mail: vakhnin.dima@rambler.ru

Introduction
Dissolved oxygen removal from water is the main task in various industries, such as
semiconductor industry, pharmaceuticals, biotechnology etc. It is known that dissolved oxygen
removal can be carried out using physical and chemical methods [1]. The most effective method
is catalytic reduction, which allows to achieve an oxygen concentration at least 10 ppb [2].
Experiments
Molecular oxygen electroreduction from flowing distilled water was carried out in a singlestage three-chamber electrolyzer, the scheme of which is shown in fig. 1 on thin and granular
layers copper-sulfocationites nanocomposites (NC). The metal was deposited into granules of
macroporous high-acid ion exchanger Lewatit K2620 (Germany) by chemical method [3]. The
capacity of the synthesized metal nanocomposites was Me = 9.6 mEq/cm3. The installation
consisted of two anode compartments with platinum anodes and a central cathode compartment
separated by MK-40 membranes. The cathode was a granular layer of porous copper-ion exchange
nanocomposite with a current supply of thin copper wire. Anode compartments contained a
granular ion exchanger in required ionic form. Cation-exchange membrane provided the continuity
and the directional migration ions from anode to cathode chambers. Polarization was carried out
by the power source B5-47 (Russia) by direct current I, which is a certain proportion of the limiting
current Ilim on the granular NC layer with height l.
The processes occurring during the electrochemical polarization can be represented as follows:
- on platinum anodes:
I
2H2 O 
 O2  4H  4e ;

(1)

- ions H + transfer through the cation exchange membrane from anodes to the cathode;
- electrochemical oxygen reduction at the composite cathode:
I
O2  4H  4e 
 2H2 O;

(2)

- oxygen chemical reduction due to copper nanoparticles self-dissolution and reverse copper
reduction from oxides:
О2 ,Н 2 О
О2 ,Н 2О


Cu 0 
Cu 2 O 
CuO.


е

е

(3)

Figure 1. Sorption-membrane electrolytic cell scheme.
Results and Discussion
The experiment was carried out at different current forces, which corresponded to the relative
currents I/Ilim within 0 to 1. The external polarizing current value has a significant effect on oxygen
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concentration in water. The oxygen concentration is falling with increasing current. It is necessary
to pay attention to a significant decreasing concentration at high currents. The minimum value is
reached at the relative current I/Ilim = 0.8. At a higher current, the side hydrogen release becomes
significant and dissolved oxygen concentration at the outlet of granular layer increases.
The dependence of the consumed oxygen amount from water from time on Cu0·Lewatit K2620
(Na+) composite is shown on fig 2. Based on the fact that oxygen can be restored only through a
chemical reaction with metal nanoparticles in current-free conditions, so the electrochemical
reaction is added during the polarization.

Figure 2. Reduction oxygen quantity on Cu0·Lewatit K2620(Na+) nanocomposite at the time t, h:
1 – 1; 2 – 2; 3 –3; 4 – 4; 5 – 5. Experiment conditions: l= 1·10-2 m, u=0.23 cm/sec, Ilim(l) =2.9
mА. Experiment time is 5 h.
For a relatively short time (5 h) of the nanocomposite’s metal interaction with the oxidizer,
electric reduction of oxygen prevails (97-100 %) at a whole (table 1).
Table 1: Chemical ωch and electrochemical ωelch components’ depositions of oxygen
reduction process and current efficiency of oxygen ηC(О2) and copper oxides ηC(ox) on
Cu0·Lewatit K2620(Na+). с0=(8.20.2) mg/l
Polarazing current
intensity I, mА
0
1.0
1.5
2.4
3.1
3.7
6.2
8.6
11.1

ωch,
ωelch,
q,
q(O2),
%
%
Cl
Cl
l = 1·10-2 m, Ilim(l) =2.9 mА. Experiment time is 5 h.
0
100
-

ηc(О2),
%

ηc(ox), %

-

-

0.3
58.3
41.7
18.0
19.3
0.5
56.3
43.7
27.0
27.0
0.8
70.3
29.7
43.2
42.5
1.1
56.3
43.7
55.8
54.0
l =6·10-2 m, Ilim(l) =12.3 mА. Experiment time is 100 h.
0.3
54.1
45.9
1332
1154
0.5
36.1
63.9
2232
3690
0.7
25.5
75.5
3096
2686
0.9
40.3
59.7
3996
2049

100
100
98.4
96.8

0
0
1.6
3.2

86.64
86.76
51.28

13.36
13.24
48.72

I/Ilim

In a long-term experiment (100 h) there is an increase electrochemical stage contribution of
oxygen reduction in comparison with its consumption in chemical stages due to copper
nanoparticles oxidation. The current efficiency of electrochemical stage increases as a result of
oxidized copper reduction.
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The dependence of absorbed oxygen amount from polarizing current value is particularly
interesting (fig.3). It has an extreme form, and over time the maximum is more pronounced. It is
shown that with increasing of superimposed current density, the amount of oxygen absorbed by
the nanocomposite increases. As well as a thin granular layer, at high currents the side hydrogen
electroreduction is shown.

Figure 3. Reduction oxygen quantity on Cu0·Lewatit K2620(Na+) nanocomposite at the time t, h:
1 – 5; 2 – 15; 3 – 30; 4 – 45; 5 – 60, 6 – 80; 7- 100. Experiment conditions: l= 6·10-2 m u=0.23
cm/sec, с0=8.10.2 mg/l, Ilim(l)=12.3 mА.
Conclusions
The feature of redox-sorption process is the simultaneous consideration of electrochemical due
to current and chemical due to metal nanoparticles oxygen reduction on the granular layer of metalion exchange nanocomposite. The main consumption of electricity for electrical recovery of
oxygen is obvious.
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ELECTROCONVECTIVE
INSTABILITY
IN
SYSTEMS
WITH
HETEROGENEOUS MEMBRANES RALEX WITH DIFFERENT CONTENT OF
ION-EXCHANGER
Vera Vasil’eva, Elmara Akberova
Voronezh State University, Voronezh, Russia, E-mail: elmara_09@inbox.ru

Introduction
The aim of the present work is to experimentally assess the effect of changes in fractions of the
sulfocation-exchanger on the current-voltage characteristics (CVC) and on the sizes of
electroconvective instability region in solution at the interface with heterogeneous ion-exchange
membranes Ralex.
Experiments
In the study there was evaluated the structure and CVCs of experimental samples of
heterogeneous membranes Ralex CM Pes (MEGA a.s., Czech Republic) with fraction of cationexchanger from 45 to 70%. The membranes were obtained by rolling the homogenized mixture of
milled ion-exchanger and polyethylene.
Experiments were carried out in a horizontally oriented electrodialysis cell at a concentrationtemperature stable stratification. The height of membrane channel L was of
4.1∙10-2 m, width was of 1.4∙10-2 m, intermembrane distance was h = 2.0∙10-3 m. Sodium chloride
solutions with the initial concentration of 2.0∙10-2 M were supplied with the rate of 1.3∙10-3 m/s,
that corresponds to laminar flow (Re=3). The CVC of the test membrane were measured using two
silver–chloride probes placed on each side of the membrane at a distance of 1.3 mm from its
surfaces.
Visualization of a hydrodynamic picture of interphases was carried out by using of Mach –
Zender type interferometric set up. Thickness of convective instability region at the interphase
membrane-solution d was determined as the distance from membrane surface where the
interference band and concentration profile, respectively, are of unstable, oscillation character.
The experimental studies of surface morphology of swollen membranes were conducted using
the method of scanning electron microscopy at JSM-6380 LV microscope (Japan) equipped with
regulated pressure. Microphase fractions and sizes were estimated by means of an original
software system.
Results and Discussion
There is a comparison of current-voltage characteristics of samples of heterogeneous Ralex CM
Pes membranes with different volume ratio of conductive (ion-exchanger) and non-conductive
(polyethylene) phases in Fig. 1a. The CVCs have a traditional shape with three regions that have
a different slope to the potential axis. A comparative analysis of the characteristics of the currentvoltage curves of the membranes shows that they are determined by the fraction of the ionexchanger in the membrane composition. With an increase in the content of the ion-exchanger in
the membrane, an increase in the limiting diffusion current density, a reduction in the length of the
limiting current plateau of the current-voltage curve was established. The reduction in the plateau
length indicates that electroconvection in the unstable regime, which is accompanied by the
appearance of nonstationary vortices, begins at a smaller potential drop. The results of measuring
the thickness of the electroconvective instability region (Fig. 1b) are direct evidence of a more
intensive mixing of the solution at the interface with the membrane with an ion-exchanger content
of 70%.
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а
b
Figure 1. Current-voltage curves (a) and thickness of the convective instability region
normalized to the intermembrane distance h (b) in solution at the boundary with cationexchange membranes with the sulfocation-exchanger fraction of 45 % (1) and 70% (2).
The changes in the microstructure of membranes with different content of the ion-exchanger
determine their electrochemical behavior at overlimiting currents. It was established that the
fraction of the conductive areas and the porosity on the swollen membrane surface increase but
the radii of microphases remained constant with the increase in the ion-exchanger content and the
distances between them decreased (Table 1).
Table 1: Surface characteristics of heterogeneous CM Pes membranes
S, %
P, %
r , µm
Rmin  Rmax
rmin  rmax
R , µm

Ion-exchanger
content

, µm

l , µm

, µm

45

20

2.3

0.5 – 18

2,2

1.5

0.4 – 8

4.9

70

38

2.1

0.5 – 17

3,6

1.4

0.4 – 6

2.5

where S is the proportion of the ion-exchanger; P is the porosity; R and r are the radii of the ion
exchangers and macropores, respectively; l is the distance between conductive areas.
Thus, the parameters of current-voltage characteristics and the sizes of electroconvective
instability region depend on the properties of the membrane surface that determine the intensity of
electroconvection under intensive current regimes.
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A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF PHENYLALANINE ON
PHYSICOCHEMICAL, STRUCTURAL AND TRANSPORT CHARACTERISTICS
OF PROFILED HETEROGENEOUS ION-EXCHANGE MEMBRANES MK-40
AND MA-40
Vera Vasil'eva, Mikhail Smagin, Elena Goleva
Voronezh State University, Voronezh, Russia, E-mail: viv155@mail.ru

Introduction
The study of the causes for organic contamination of ion-exchange membranes in solutions is a
topical problem [1]. The effect of amino acids can diminish the performance properties of
membranes and decrease the efficiency of membrane processes [2-4]. Low mobility of amino
acids, their ability to manifest the acidic and basic properties, the presence in the amino acid
structure of both positive and negative charges result in the deterioration of the transport properties
of ion-exchange membranes in amino acid solutions [5,6] .
The goal of the present work is to make a comparative analysis of the effect of the aromatic
amino acid on the physicochemical, structural and transport characteristics of the profiled
heterogeneous ion-exchange membranes.
Experiments
Heterogeneous cation-exchange membranes MK-40 and anion-exchange membranes MA40 with geometrically inhomogeneous (profiled) surface were selected as the test objects. The
experimental membrane samples with a profiled surface were manufactured by the innovative
company OOO “Membrane Technology” (Krasnodar). The membrane profiling technology is
described in [7, 8]. The method for profiling consists in the method of hot pressing of swollen
commercially produced membranes (manufactured by OOO ОKhK Shchekinoazot, Russia) to
obtain a given geometric surface relief. Before the experiments were carried out, the membranes
were subjected to salt pretreatment [9] and then transferred to the hydrogen and hydroxyl ionic
form.
Aqueous
solutions
of
the
neutral
alkylaromatic
amino
acid
phenylalanine NH2CH(CH2C6H5)COOH (99% PS ,“Panreac”) were chosen as the test solutions.
Phenylalanine is an ampholyte, i.e. a substance that enters with water into the protolysis reactions
with the formation of H3O+ and OH - ions and changes its charge depending on the pH of the
solution. Phenylalanine is a hydrophobic amino acid having a non-polar side substituent (a
benzene ring) in its structure. It does not bear a partial charge and is not noticeably solvated by
water. In model solutions, phenylalanine was mainly in the form of bipolar ions at pH 5.60 ±
0.05 (pI = 5.91).
To assess the effect of the amino acid on the physicochemical characteristics of the membrane,
we used relative changes in the measured values (Δ A, %), which were calculated using the
formula: Δ A, % = 100·(At-A0)/A0, where At is the value of the physicochemical characteristic of
the membrane after contact with the amino acid, A0 is the corresponding parameter of the
conditioned membrane sample. The total static exchange capacity of the membrane (Q0,
mmol/gsw) was found by the method of acid-base titration; the moisture content (W,%) was
established by the method of air-heat drying [9]. The thickness of the swollen membrane was
measured with Schut Digital micrometers (accuracy 0.001 mm). The thickness of the membrane
with a profiled surface was measured along the sample length of 5×5 cm2 with an interval of 15
mm [8]. The result was taken as the arithmetic mean value. The diffusion properties (the integral
coefficient of diffusion permeability) of the membranes were determined by measuring the amount
of amino acid transferred from the phenylalanine solution of a given concentration under the
influence of diffusion forces through the investigated membrane into water. The analytical control
of the amino acid concentration was performed using the method of absorption spectroscopy with
an SF-2000 spectrometer at a wavelength λ = 257nm (the detection limit of phenylalanine
is 5.8∙10-6mol/dm3).
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The microstructure of the swollen membranes was investigated by scanning electron
microscopy
technique
(SEM)
in
the
low-vacuum
mode
with
JSM-6380
LV microscope (Japan). The information on the share of macropores (P) and the share of the ionexchange parts (S) of membranes was obtained by using of the author software package [10]. The
morphology of the membrane surface was visualized using atomic force microscopy (AFM) with
NT-MDT Corporation’s scanning probe microscope of the SolverP47 Pro model (Zelenograd,
Russia) in semi-contact mode on air-dry samples.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the kinetic curves of the relative changes in the physicochemical characteristics
of the investigated profiled membranes after contact with the phenylalanine solution of
concentration С0=0.15mol/dm3.

a
b
Figure 1. The kinetic dependences of the relative changes in moisture content (W), total
exchange capacity (Q) and thickness (d) of the membranes MK-40pr (a) and MA-40pr (b) after
contact with the phenylalanine solution of concentration С0=0.15mol /dm3.
In the first 5-10 hours, there is a sharp decrease in the values of the total exchange capacity,
moisture content and thickness compared with the corresponding parameters of the conditioned
samples. After that, the rate of change in characteristics drops and after 40-50 hours the membrane
parameters remain almost unchanged (Table 1).
Table 1: Physicochemical characteristics of the membranes MK-40pr and MA-40pr before
and after contact with phenylalanine aqueous solutions of concentration С0=0.15
mol/dm 3 during 80 hours
Characteristics
Ion exchange capacity, Q, mmol/gsw

МК-40pr
1.56±0,1

МА-40pr
2.70±0,1

МК-40pr+Phe
1.27±0.1

МА-40pr+Phe
2.32±0,1

Water content, W, %
Thickness in the swollen state, d,
μm

45.5±1
650±10

44.6±1
755±10

21.0±1
560±10

23.0±1
695±10

The estimation of the total exchange membrane capacity with respect to mineral ions shows
that contact with the phenylalanine solution during 80 hours resulted in the decrease in the total
content of active functional groups by 2 2.8% in the MK-40 membrane and by 6 .4% in the MA40 membrane.
To a greater extent, the phenylalanine solutions have an effect on the moisture content of the
membranes. After contact with the amino acid solution during 80 hours, the moisture content of
the membranes is halved. The decrease in the moisture content and thickness of the membrane is
caused by the elastic compression of the ion-exchange matrix due to the introduction of the
aromatic amino acid into micro- and macropores of the hydrophobic ions.
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A significant effect of phenylalanine on the physicochemical characteristics of the sulfo cationexchange membrane compared with the anion exchange membrane is caused by the higher
sorption of phenylalanine due to the structural similarity of a side aromatic amino acid radical with
the polystyrene cation-exchange matrix.
The decrease in the moisture content in the membrane MK-40pr leads to a compacting of its
structure (reducing the height and radius of the surface profile elements, as well as the share and
size of macropores both on the surface and in the volume of the membrane) and to a smoother
surface microrelief (reducing all the amplitude parameters of the initial membrane surface).
The concentration dependences of the integral coefficients of diffusion permeability of the
membranes МК-40pr and МА-40pr in the phenylalanine solutions are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Dependences of the integral coefficients for the diffusion permeability of the
membranes MK-40pr (1) and MA-40pr (2) on the concentration of the phenylalanine solutions.
The decrease in the diffusion permeability of the membranes MK-40pr and MA-40pr with the
increase in the concentration of the contacting phenylalanine aqueous solution is connected
with the pore compression, the drop in moisture content and the decrease in the number of
the active functional groups in the membranes due to the formation of complex
associative structures of the amino acid in external and internal solutions.
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Introduction
Heterogeneous ion-exchange membranes are often used in the electrodialysis and
electrodeionization units operated in separation industry. Although they are usually characterized
by worse electrochemical properties such as resistivity or selectivity, they outperform
homogeneous ion-exchange membrane in their mechanical and chemical stability.
Heterogeneous ion-exchange membranes usually consist of (i) finally ground ion-exchange
resin, (ii) plastic binder and (iii) polymeric mesh laminated on both sides of the membrane [1].
While the binder and the polymeric mesh are passive components of the membrane regarding the
functionality of the membrane, the resin provides the membrane with the property of ion selectivity
which is then responsible for selective ion transport in DC electric field [2]. It is thus reasonable
to assume that the properties of the resin will largely affect the functional properties of the final
heterogeneous membrane. Quantitative properties such as overall resistance of the membrane are
influenced by the amount of the resin within the membrane and also its distribution in the binder.
Qualitative properties of the membranes are influenced by the properties of the pristine resin.
Here we investigate the ability of selected ion-exchange resin to split water in low concentrated
electrolytes. Water splitting occurs on depletion side of monopolar membranes when overlimiting
current [3] passes through the system. The extent of water splitting depends on the type of the
membrane and is strongly affected by the functional groups forming the fixed charge in the
membrane [4]. In bipolar membranes the water splitting is facilitated by localizing the depletion
region in between two monopolar membranes which make them suitable for applications involving
production of H+ and OH- ions [5].
The main aim of the presented research is to answer the question whether the properties of ionexchange resin is reflected in heterogeneous ion-exchange membranes containing the same resin,
in this case it is the ability of the monopolar systems to split water.
Experiments
The experiments are carried out in a specific fluidic cell that allows to insert and study single
ion-exchange resin particles (see Figure 1a) or small pieces of ion-exchange membranes (Figure
1b).
a)

b)

Figure 1. a) single ion-exchange resin particle, b) small piece of ion-exchange membrane
used for experimental studies.
The fluidic system consists of four chambers, two of them serving as desalination and
concentration chambers and two others as electrodes compartments [6]. We used frits filled with
strong buffer as electrode compartments. The buffer prevents changes in pH caused by
electrochemical reaction on the electrodes to influence measurement of pH values in the system.
The actual measurement proceeds in the following way. The four compartments are filled with a
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given KCl buffer whose pH is measured. Then constant voltage is applied on the studied system
and the current passing through the system is measured for five minutes. After five minutes the
solution in all chambers in the chip is well mixed and its pH is measured. We carried out the same
experiments on three systems for each studied ion-exchange particle and membrane.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 depicts the pH changes in the KCl solution adjacent to the studied ion-exchange
systems, namely cation exchange particle Suqing 001×4 in sodium form (Figure 2a),
heterogeneous cation-exchange membrane (Figure 2b), anion-exchange resin particle Suqing
201×4 in chloride form (Figure 2c) and heterogeneous anion exchange membrane (Figure 2d).
a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 2. a) pH changes of the cation-exchange particles, b) pH changes of the corresponding
cation-exchange membranes, c) pH changes of the anion-exchange particles, and d) pH changes
of the anion-exchange membranes. The red and blue lines correspond to the depletion and
concentration sides of the given ion-exchange systems. The error bars represent 65% confidence
interval form experiments on three systems with a give ion-exchange material.
Based on the theoretical analysis of the ion exchange systems, the depletion and the
concentration sides of anion exchange systems should be characterized by the decrease and
increase in pH, respectively, and the opposite should be true for the cation-exchange systems if
the water splitting reaction occurs. The pH of the original solution was 5.8 on average, which
means that the changes in pH in positive and negative direction are symmetrical in terms of
concentration changes of H+ and OH- ions. Since the ion-exchange systems has certain capacity in
terms of accumulating H+ or OH- ion, it is better to evaluate the extent of water splitting reaction
on the depletion side of the membrane. In our experimental arrangement, we also measured pH
changes in the electrode reservoirs to make sure that there are no pH changes that could affect the
measurement in the solutions on the depletion and concentration sides of the studied ion-exchange
systems. Our experimental study shows that: (i) cation exchange particles tested in this work do
not split water, at least under the applied voltage, (ii) cation-exchange membrane made of the same
cation exchange particles do not split water either, (iii) anion-exchange particles split water very
efficiently and is detectable for voltages as low as 4V, and (iv) anion exchange membrane made
of the same anion-exchange particle also tends to split water although to a much lesser degree. The
presented study is part of larger study looking at the possibility to predict the properties of
heterogeneous ion-exchange membranes from the behavior of ion-exchange resin particles.
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Introduction
The importance for electrochemistry of the science of activated carbon (AC) is evidenced by
the fact that A.N. Frumkin received his first government award in 1931 for research on AC. It is
known that ACs have the following unique properties: high specific surface area ~ 50 - 2500 m2/g,
high adsorption capacity, electronic conductivity and the presence of a large number of surface
groups (SG), for example:

Experiments and Discussion
The porous structure and hydrophilic-hydrophobic properties of a number of ACs were studied
in the widest range of pore radii ~ from 1 to 105 nm by the method of standard contact porosimetry
(MSCP) developed by us [1,2]. It was found that ACs are unique materials because they have both
hydrophilic and hydrophobic pores (see Fig.1 and Table). The dependences of the wetting angle
with water on the pore radius, which largely depend on the distribution of SG in pores of different
sizes (fig.2) [2], were measured.
Table: Cation and anion exchange capacity and porosimetric characteristics of AС
electrodes
Aсtivated
Carbon

Norit
СН900

Cation
exchange
capacity

Anion
exchange
capacity

Hydrophilic
Porosity

Hydrophobic
porosity

mmol g-1
0.56
0.06

mmol g-1
0.20
0.70

cm3g-1
0.60
2.95

cm3g-1
1.05
0.61

Total
specific
surface
area
m2g-1
1260
1520

Hydrophilic
specific
surface area

Average
wetting
angle

m2g-1
570
870

Degree
89
77

It turned out that the studied ACs have sufficiently high values of both cation-exchange and
anion-exchange capacities, comparable to the corresponding values of known ion-exchange
membranes, for example, Nafion (see Table). For the first time surface conductivity (SC) of AC
electrodes was obtained. The dependence of the ion conductivity on the concentration of dilute
KCl solutions in the pores of the AC electrodes was measured in a specially designed 5-electrodes
and 6-cells cell. When extrapolating to zero concentration, the values of SC are obtained, which
are due to the presence of a large number of ionogenic surface groups (SG) in AC (Fig. 3) [3].
The presence of sufficient value of SC made it possible to use these AC electrodes to obtain
clean drinking water by the method of capacitive deionization of water (CDI). The total ionic
conductivity in the pores of the AC electrode is equal to the sum of the conductivity of the solution
in the pores and the surface conductivity. After the clean water remains in the pores as a result of
the deionization process, then these electrodes remain ion-conducting due to the SC. To obtain
pure drinking water by CDI instead of the usual porous glass separator, we first used a cation –
anion – exchange membrane with a mosaic structure that has surface conductivity in pure water
due to the presence of ionogenic groups [2].
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Figure 1 Integral pore size distributions for
the electrode based on Norit carbon. The
curves are plotted as pore volume vs effective
pore radius.Working liquids: octane (1) and
water (2).

Figure 2 Wetting angle for water as a
function of pore radius. Materials are the
Norit carbon powder (1) and the electrode
based on carbon Norit (2).

Figure 3. Dependences of the electric
conductivity of (b) SAIT carbon electrodes on
the volume concentration of KCl. Illustration
of extrapolation to obtain.

Figure 6. Theoretical and experimental
4values of efficiency as functions of current
for ECSC based on Norit AC.

Fig. 4 shows the CVA curves obtained in an electrochemical cell with two AC electrodes
separated by a mosaic membrane (MM) and impregnated with pure water. Rather high specific
capacitances of 56–66 F/g for AC electrodes were obtained with a minimum scan rate. This is due
to the presence of surface conductivity in the AC and MM. Fig. 5 shows the CVA curves for the
same cell, measured at concentrations C= 0; 0.01 and 0.05 M KCl. As you can see, the maximum
values of capacity do not depend on the salt concentration. This can be explained by the fact that
this capacitance is determined by the concentration of surface groups in AC electrodes, and not by
the capacitance of a conventional electrostatic electric double layer (EDL). As a result we have
shown that using of AC electrodes and MM in CDI to obtain pure water is the way to solve the
problem of its efficiency and minimize energy costs.
AС electrodes is widely used in supercapacitors (SC) due to its high specific surface area. We
measured the energy efficiency as a function of current for SC. These dependences have maxima,
which are caused by the occurrence of two processes: charging — discharge of DEL and redox
reactions of SG in AC, as well as ohmic losses (Fig. 6) [4]. This property allows to optimize the
SC’ design for smoothing peak loads of electrical networks.
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Figure 4. Capacitance of static cell with pure
water as a function of voltage at different
scan rate: 1 - 0.1 mV / s; 2 - 0.5 mV / s; 3 - 2
mV / s; 4–5 mV / s.. Pure water, AC Norit ,
mosaic film membrane.

Figure 5. Capacitance of static cell as a
function of voltage for scan rate 0.1 mV s-1
for different KCl concentration. Pure water,
AC Norit , striped mosaic membrane.

We have developed a mathematical model of capacitive processes for SCs with AC -electrodes,
which well describes the experimental results (see Fig. 6). As a result of the deep cathode charging
of AC-electrodes in concentrated acids, we for the first time obtained a record capacity value of
1000 F/g. This new phenomenon is due to the intercalation of hydrogen into carbon until the
formation of a new compound С6Н. As a result of using MSCP for KJEC 600 carbon black and
carbon nanofibrous material, a new phenomenon of superhydrophilicity was discovered, which is
caused by the SG swelling.
Conclusion
Due to the remarkable properties of activated carbons they are excellent electrode materials
for capacitive deionization and supercapacitors.
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Introduction
Capacitive deionization (CDI) is a promising electrochemical method of water desalination.
Economically, it is the most attractive technique in comparison with reverse osmosis (3 times
cheaper), distillation, and electromembrane separation due to lower energy consumptions. CDI
involves the passage of aqueous solution through the electrochemical cell between two highly
dispersive carbon electrodes, often from activated carbon (AC) with high specific surface area
(500 – 2500 m2 g-1). Low potential difference (≥ 1.2 V) is applied providing a high safety level.
Deep water purification requires high energy consumptions also in the case of CDI because of high
ohmic losses caused by huge electrical resistance of pure water. At the same time, ionic
conductivity of AC electrodes is rather high even in pure water [1 ] due to surface conductivity
(SC) caused by large amount of ion exchange groups on the surface of carbon materials. Therefore,
at the final stage of the deionization process, energy consumptions are determined by practically
zero conductivity of water, which fills pores of the spacer between the electrodes. In this
connection, a new membrane - electrode assembly (MEA) was developed and investigated in [2]
for CDI processes to obtain pure water. The MEA design provides specially manufactured
membrane of mosaic structure (mosaic membrane, MM) instead of inert porous spacer in order to
decrease energy consumptions as much as possible. The membrane contained both cation and
anion exchange groups. It was also necessary to use ACs that are characterized by highly
developed surface and contain oppositely charged surface groups. The energy losses for the MEA
, containing MM, were much less than those for the cell containing a conventional porous spacer.
This is due to high ionic conductivity of MM that is caused by ion exchange groups. Both film and
fibrous MM were used in [2].Porous structure of the membranes was researched with MSCP in
[3]. As shown, the fibrous MM is characterized by higher total porosity and larger volume of
macropores in comparison with the film membrane. Thus, hydrodynamic permittivity of the
fibrous MM is higher. This gives a possibility to use this membrane for CDI processes under
dynamic conditions. The film MM is not suitable for use in CDI due to the fact that macropores
occupy only a small fraction of its porous structure, which does not provide the necessary
hydrodynamic permeability. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to examine the effect of the
manufacturing technique (and design) of fibrous mosaic cation-anion-exchange membranes on
CDI characteristics.
Experiments and Discussion
Pressed fibrous MM "Polycon" was manufactured with the method developed in the Engels
Technological Institute (Engels, Russia). The technique involves polycondensation filling of
polymeric composite materials. "Polycon" MM is the composite material containing both strongly
acidic cation exchange constituent and weakly basic anion exchange component. Synthesis of ion
exchangers was performed on the outer surface and inside fibrous phenol-formaldehyde matrix.
The cationite and anionite membranes were hot-pressed into each other. Analysis of micrographs,
obtained by SEM, showed that using such manufacturing technique of mosaic membrane causes
its nonsimilarity structure.
Striped mosaic membrane. 4 mm wide strips of weakly basic anion exchanger [4] and strongly
acidic sulfonic exchanger were sequentially formed on the surface and in the structure of novolac
phenol-formaldehyde fibrous matrix in accordance with the developed methods of synthesis and
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curing of ion-exchange matrices directly on the fibrous base. In contrast to a pressed mosaic
membrane, the striped membrane is completely similarity in chemical composition and structure
across the thickness of the samples. The objects of study were samples obtained by the method of
polycondensation filling on a fibrous basis (FB).
Composite carbon electrodes based on Norit DLC Supra 30 activated carbon (Norit The
Netherlands BV) have been obtained with thickness of 150 μm. The other electrode was made of
AC CH900 textile (Kuraray Company, Japan).
The values of cation and anion exchange capacity were determined both for the AC electrodes
and MMs. As seen, membranes and electrodes possess both cation and anion exchange ability.
This is fundamentally important for the CDI method to obtain pure water. The presence of cationexchange and anion-exchange capacity in the AC is associated with the presence of a large number
of surface groups.
The MSCP [3] was used to study the membranes. Water was used as working liquid for
porosimetric investigations of MMs. It is known that the main flow of the aqueous solution through
the membrane at CDI is carried out through macropores. From porosimetric data was obtained that
the macroporous values of both membranes are quite large, which is good for using them in CDI.
It was measured the dependence of specific electrical conductivity of pressed and striped
MMs on concentration of equilibrium solution NaCl. Extrapolation of the curves to zero
concentration gives the value of membrane conductivity in deionized water (surface conductivity),
which depends on the presence of functional groups that is similar to conventional ion exchange
membranes. It was shown, both MM studied possess significant surface conductivity, which leads
to their possible use for CDI in obtaining pure water.
A static cell (without liquid flow) was applied to study electrochemical characteristics of the
MEA that was preliminarily impregnated with deionized water. The cell contained two electrodes
from Norit AC and MM between their. Preliminarily the electrodes and MM were penetrated be
pure deionized water. Fig.1 illustrates cyclic Volt - Farad CVF) curves for a cell with a striped
membrane (a) and with a pressed membrane (b) at different voltage sweep rates
b
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Figure 1. Cyclic Volt Farad curves for a cell with a striped membrane (a) and with a pressed
membrane (b) at different voltage sweep rates: 1 - 0.1 mV/s; 2 - 0.5 mV/s; 3 - 2 mV/s; 4 – 5
mV/s.
These CVF curves for striped MM have the form of classical CVF curves for charging the
double electric layer as for double-layer capacitors (DSC) with concentrated electrolytes, despite
the fact that the curves in Fig. 1a were measured in pure water. This is due to the high concentration
of cation-exchange and anion-exchange groups in both the AC Norit electrodes and the mosaic
membrane. From fig. 1a, and fig. 1b it can be seen that the maximum values of specific capacitance
(C ) for striped MM and for pressed MM C = 66 F/g, and C = 60 F/g correspondingly. The higher
characteristics of the CVF curves for MEA with a striped membrane as compared to MEA with a
pressed membrane can be explained by the similarity of the structure across the thickness of the
striped membrane as compared to the substantial nonsimilarity of the structure of the pressed
membrane.
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In a dynamic cell (with liquid flow), comparative studies of CDI operation were performed for
two electrochemical cells with different mosaic membranes. The aim of the work was to obtain
clean drinking water. As the initial salt, the KCl salt was taken with a concentration of 0.004 M.
The following constant values of cell voltage were set: 1.2 V, 1.4 V, 1.6 V, 1.8 V and 2.0 V at
liquid flow rates of 2.5 ml / min, 5 ml / min, 10 ml / min and 15 ml / min. The dependence of the
electrical conductivity of an aqueous solution with time were measured during the stages of
deionization (charging) and concentrating (discharging). From these data, the dependences of the
concentration on the deionization time and concentrating time for different flow rates and voltages
were calculated (Fig. 2), as well as the degree of deionization

Figure 2. Dependence of KCl concentration
on deionization time and concentration for a
flow of 15 cm3 / min and voltage 2 V for
pressed (black) and striped (red) membranes.

Figure 3. Dependence of specific energy
costs on voltage for CDI with pressed and
with striped membranes at a flow rate of 15
cm3/min.

It was found that at a low flow rate (2.5 ml / min), the specific energy consumption per mole
of absorbed salt is less for a pressed membrane, while for high flow rates (10–15 ml / min) the
specific energy consumption is less for striped membrane. The degree of deionization at low flow
rates is greater for a pressed membrane, and for high flow rates it is more for a striped membrane
(Fig. 3). The specific energy consumption for deionization for the striped MM is 32 Wh / mol of
salt, and for the pressed MM 112 Wh /mol at a flow rate of 15 ml / min and a voltage of 2.0 V.
The degree of deionization under the same conditions is 0.47 for the striped MM, and for pressed
MM is 0.32.
Conclusion
In order to obtain clean drinking water, taking into account the performance of the CDI
installation, it is much preferable to use a striped membrane. In this case, there are large values of
the deionization degree and smaller values of the specific energy consumption.
The work was supported by Russian Foundation of Basic Research (Grant no. 17-03-00092).
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Introduction
Hydration processes control ionic transport in ion exchangers. Nafion membrane is the more
used and investigated among the rather wide ion exchange systems set. Membranes MSC, based
on polyethylene and grafted sulfonated polystyrene show a good selectivity for alkaline metal
cation separation Our presentation devotes to reveal the interconnection of cation hydration, water
and ionic translational mobility. For this goal attainment NMR is applied as the main technique
for direct hydration, ionic and water mobility in spatial scales from 10-10 to-4 m. The brief reviewer
and novel experimental results are presented.
Experiments
Sulfonic cation-exchange MSC membrane of 20 micron thickness was synthesized by post
radiation styrene grafted polymerization on peroxide low density polyethylene film following
sulfonating by 96% sulfuric acid. Sulfonated group concentration, ion-exchange capacity, was 2.5
mg-eq/g. Nafion 117 membrane was also investigated as model system. 1H,7Li, 23Na and 133Cs
high resolution spectra were recorded on AVANCE-III-500 Bruker NMR spectrometer. Selfdiffusion coefficients of water molecules and H+, Li+, Na+ and Cs+ were measured by pulsed field
gradient NMR on 1H,7Li, 23Na and 133Cs nuclei on AVANCE-III-400 Bruker NMR spectrometer
with diff. 60 unit. Ionic conductivity was measured by impedance spectroscopy.
Results and Discussion
The main particularities of sulfonate groups hydration, water molecule and alkaline metal cation
translational mobility and ionic conductivity were revealed by high resolution NMR, pulsed field
gradient NMR and impedance spectroscopy techniques in membrane MSC, based on polyethylene
and grafted sulfonated polystyrene and in Nafion 117 membrane as model system.
It was determined that at low water content in MSC and Nafion membrane counter ion H+ forms
hydroxonium ion H5O2+, but with humidity increasing cation H9O4+ is also arisen [1]. Hydration
number of Li+ cation in Nafion is about 3-4 water molecules per cation, some more details of
cation hydration in perfluorinated sulfocation membranes MF-4SC are given in [2]. The hydration
numbers are 4, 6 and 3 for Li+, Na+ and Cs+ correspondingly. Self-diffusion coefficients of water
molecules and cation Li+, Na+, Cs+ (for the first time in ion-exchangers) were measured by pulsed
field gradient NMR on 1Н, 7Li, 23Na, 133Cs nuclei. The dependences of water molecule and Li+,
Na+ and Cs+ self-diffusion coefficients on relative humidity RH are shown in Fig. 1,2. As it is
shown in Fig.1 water self-diffusion humidity dependence is similar to the Li+ self-diffusion
coefficient humidity dependence. It means that lithium cation translational mobility and water
molecule mobility are correlated.
Self-diffusion coefficient temperature dependences are shown in Fig. 3 for MSC membrane, as
example. The main self-diffusion coefficients temperature dependence features is the increasing
curve slopes in low temperature regions. High and low temperature dependence parts were
approximated by Arrhenius equitation. At high water content the activation energies are close to
bulk water activation energy. At low water content activation energies increase and became closer
to each other.
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Self diffusion coefficients of alkaline metal cation increase in the row Li+<Na+<Cs+ in MSC
membrane equilibrated with water as it is shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1. Cation conductivities were
also measured by impedance spectroscopy. It was shown that conductivity of H+ counter ion is
essentially more compare to alkaline metal cations Fig.2). The conductivity values are the next
row Li+<Na+<Cs+<Н (Table 2), which is agreed with self-diffusion data. Proton conductivity
humidity and temperature dependences calculated from Nernst-Einstein equation (1) and
experimentally measured conductivities are in symbasis.

  ne2

D
kT

(1)

+

where n is the number of charge carriers (H cation) per unit volume; e is the electron charge (1.9
10-19 C); D is the self-diffusion coefficient; k is the Boltzmann constant (1.38 10-23 J/K); T –
absolute temperature.
Ionic conductivities conductivities calculated from (1) are one order of magnitude more than
experimental values in MSC membrane (Fig. 1,2 and Table1). The conductivities of H+ and Li+
cations calculated from self-diffusion coefficients are also essentially more compare with
experimental conductivities in Nafion membrane. Evidently this fact is fundamental and more
deep theoretical and experimental investigation is necessary which may proposal task in future.

Figure 1. Humidity dependence of water molecule self-diffusion coefficients (curve 1); Li+ selfdiffusion coefficients (curve 2): ionic conductivity calculated from Nernst-Einstein equation
(curve 3) and experimentally measured (curve 4) in Li+ form of Nafion.
Table 1: Self-diffusion coefficients of water molecules DsH2O, Li+, Na+, Cs+ cations DsMe+;
ionic conductivities calculated from Nernst-Einstein equation σcalc and experimentally
measured conductivities σexp in MSC membrane in water
Ionic form
Li+
Na+
Cs+

DsH2O, m2/с
5∙10-10
7.8∙10-10
8∙10-10

DsMe+, m2/с
3.7∙10-10
4.6∙10-10
7.7∙10-6
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σcalc, S/сm
5∙10-2
6∙10-2
1∙10-1

σexp, S/сm
1.8∙10-3
3.1∙10-3
5∙10-3

Figure 2. Humidity dependence of ionic conductivities in MSC membrane in H+ and in Li+, Na+,
Cs+ forms.

Figure3. Temperature dependence of self-diffusion coefficients in acid form MSC membranes at
different water content.
This work was supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research (projects No. 18-08-00423
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Introduction
Nonstoichiometric oxides are characterized by high mixed (oxygen and electronic)
conductivity, which makes them promising for development of solid oxide fuel cells, membranes
for oxygen separation and oxygen sensors [1-4].
An important trend for such materials is the rate of oxygen exchange with the gas phase. To
study the kinetics of oxygen exchange, a new method of oxygen partial pressure relaxation has
been proposed. This technique is based on measuring the amount of oxygen, as a result of which
a sample is obtained with a sharp change in the partial pressure of oxygen in the gas.
The purpose of this work is to determine the rate constant of surface oxygen exchange k for
La0.6Sr0.4CoO3-δ oxide (hereinafter LSC).
Experiments
LSC was synthesized by standard ceramic method. The obtained LSC cylinders were tableted
from the fraction 56-64 microns. The sieved fraction was washed with alcohol to remove fines.
The resulting powder was pressed and sintered at a temperature of 900°C. As a result, a sample
with an open porosity of 25% was obtained.
Kinetic curves were recorded at a temperature of 600–800°C with a step of 50 degrees. Kinetic
curves measured at oxygen partial pressure (used oxygen partial pressures: 0.001, 0.002, 0.003,
0.005, 0.007, 0.010, 0.015, 0.020 atm).
Results and discussion
From the obtained relaxation curves, we calculated the rate constant of surface exchange
reaction k for LSC sample. The values of the constants: k600 = 4.1×10-4, k650 = 3.9×10-4, k700 =
3.5×10-4, k750 = 3.7×10-4, k800 = 2.2×10-4 см/с (error of determination of constants within 10%).
The obtained data are consistent with literature data obtained by other methods.
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Introduction
Numerous studies of mechanism of oxygen exchange of mixed ionic-electronic conducting
(MIEC) perovskites (ABO3-δ) with gas phase done in the last few decades [1-3] still leave many
blind spots in this field that do not allow formulating general principles and stages of processes
that determine the reaction on the oxide surface [4]. The interpretation of the kinetic data is
complicated by the strong dependence of the oxides properties on widely varying oxygen
nonstoichiometry δ [5]. A new fruitful approach, in which non-stoichiometric oxides are
considered as continuous δ-homologous series [6] proposed for solving this problem, requires the
development of a new methodology for the collection and analysis of kinetic data.
Experiments
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.75Fe0.2Mo0.05O3-δ (BSCFM5) δ-homologues were used as examples to demonstrate
the novel methodology for studying the kinetics of oxygen exchange by oxygen partial pressure
relaxation technique. It includes analyze of the kinetic data in an isostoichiometric cross-section,
a nonlinear model of relaxation kinetics, a detailed consideration of the mass balance in the reactor,
accounting the distribution of particle sizes in the sample and the response time of the experimental
setup.
Results and Discussion
For the continuous series of BSCFM5 δ-homologues, the Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi relationship
is established: the linear correlation of the Gibbs activation energy with the chemical potential of
the oxide, as well as the compensation effect between the activation parameters of the equilibrium
oxygen exchange rate.
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Introduction
Searching for the new materials for lithium and sodium-ion batteries (LIBs and SIBs) is one of
the most important tasks of alternative energy nowadays. Electrolyte, which provides ion transfer
between electrodes, largely determines the performance of the batteries. Most of ion batteries are
based on liquid electrolyte which are presented by the solution of some salts such as MClO 4,
MAsF6, MBF6, MTf, MPF6 and others (M=Li+, Na+) in different nonaqueos organic solvents. But
using this electrolytes is unsafe and can leads to degradation of cathode and anode materials.
Rejection of the most common liquid electrolytes and using the alternative types of electrolytes
can provide greater safety, better stability, as well as a more convenient battery geometry. One of
the most promising types of electrolytes are unipolar polymer electrolytes, containing lowmolecular aprotic plasticizers.
This work is devoted to the synthesis and investigation of properties of Li+ and Na+ conducting
polymer electrolytes with pores and channels filled with different aprotic organic solvents and
study of transport properties. Polymers based on sulfonated polystyrene: sulfonated block
copolymer of poly(styrene-ethylene-buthylene-styrene) (SSEBS), cross-linked sulfonated
polystyrene and polymethylpentene (PMP+SPS) with different grafting and crosslinking degree,
stretched polytetrafluoroethylene–sulfonated polystyrene (strPTFE+PS) were studied. The
relationships between nature of solvents and polymer matrices, swelling, ionic form and
conductivity were studied.
Experiments
PMP + sPS and strPTFE+PS films were synthesized according to a procedures described in [1]
and [2], respectively. SSEBS and PMP+sPS films were sulfonated in 3 vol % solution of
chlorosulfonic acid in dichloroethane at room temperature for 30 min. The reaction was terminated
by methanol addition. strPTFE+sPS and SSEBS films were converted to Li + and Na+ forms by ion
exchange in a 2M MCl solution (M = Li+, Na+). Ion exchange in the PMP+sPS polymer was carried
out in 1M solutions of MOH (M = Li+, Na+) in methanol in the temperature range 50 - 70 °С for 2
hours. To remove solvents from membrane pores, they were dried under vacuum at 70 °С for 4 h.
To obtain plasticized polymer electrolyte prepared samples were placed in glove argon-filled box
(with a moisture level <10 ppm) and placed in individual solvents dimethylformamide (DMF),
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), dimethyl acetamide (DMA), and also in a mixture of solvents:
ethylene carbonate and propylene carbonate (EC-PC); ethylene carbonate and dimethylacetamide
(EC-DMA) and ethylene carbonate, propylene carbonate, dimethylacetamide, tetrahydrofuran
(EC-PC-DMA-THF). The membranes were kept in these solutions over activated molecular sieves
3 Å for 2 days.
Ion-exchange capacity (IEC) was determined using acid-base titration method.
The solvation degree was determined as the ratio of the amount of sorbed solvent to the number
of sulfo-groups of the membrane. The amount of sorbed solvent was calculated based on the
increase in the mass of the membrane during swelling.◦
Conductivity of obtained membranes was determined by impedance spectroscopy by two probe
method in a frequency range from 2 MHz to 10 kHz using carbon sheets electrodes in the
temperature range of -20 ⁰C to 50 ⁰C under Ar atmosphere.
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Results and Discussion
The process of membrane swollen is observed after the previously dried membranes were put
into the organic solvents. During this process, organic solvents fill the system of pores and
channels of obtained membranes. In general, ionic conductivity of obtained membranes increases
with the increase of solvation degree and for the membranes under study, sorption of the organic
solvents is shown to decrease in the following order DMSO>DMA>DMF>EC-DMA>EC-PCDMA-THF>EC-PC. DMSO-containing membranes are characterized by the highest solvation
degree and ionic conductivity due to the high dielectric permittivity (=45) and dipole moment
(=3.96 D) and rather low viscosity (=2.0 mPa∙s) of DMSO.
Polymer electrolytes based on strPTFE+sPS membrane are characterized by the lowest
solvation degree and ionic conductivity among studied polymers (Figure 1a) and this values do
not exceed 5·10-5 S/cm at 25 °C and 6 molecules per 1 sulfo-group for membrane in Li+ form,
containing DMSO. Obtained electrolytes have higher Li+, than Na+ conductivity (Figure 1a) due
to the small size of Li+ and it’s greater mobility.

a
b
Figure 1. Ionic conductivity at 25 ⁰C and solvation degree of DMSO-swelling membranes (a),
ionic conductivity at 25 ⁰C of DMSO-swelling membranes in Li+ form versus their IEC (b).
In general, the ionic conductivity increases with the increasing of IEC of the membranes. The
exception is the SSEBS polymer (Figure 1b). This fact may be explained by the more flexible
nonpolar polymer chain of SSEBS, which contributes to the formation of long ion-conducting
channels.
DMSO-containing membranes are characterized by the highest ionic conductivity only at
temperature above 5 – 15 °C, which is caused by the freezing of DMSO in the pores of the
membranes. Membrane intercalated by DMF and a mixture of EC-PC-DMA-THF are
characterized by a constant phase composition in a broad temperature range and the highest ionic
conductivity at low temperature.
This work was financially supported by the Russian Science Foundation (project
No 17-79-30054)
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Introduction
Bromate anion, BrO3 , has recently been proposed as a prospective oxidant for redox flow cells
[1] since its 6-electron transformation into bromide anion, Br-, in combination with a high
saturation concentration of LiBrO3, about 9 M, means a very high value of its redox capacity
(redox-charge density), about 800 A h/kg and 1400 A h/dm3 [2]. Earlier this system had not
attracted attention for such application since bromate anions are not electroactive at all known
electrode surfaces because of the multi-electron character of the process accompanied by
rearrangement of several covalent bonds. As a way to overcome this problem it was proposed [1]
to use a mediator redox cycle composed of two steps: reversible transformation at the electrode
surface:
-

Br2 + 2 e- ⇄ 2 Br-

(1)

and comproportionation reaction inside the solution phase:
BrO3- + 5 Br- + 6 H+ → 3 Br2 + 3 H2O

(2)

to regenerate Br2 species.
Set of transport equations for the components of the system coupled with chemical step (2) in
solution and electrochemical step (1) as boundary condition for the bromate process at the rotating
disk electrode (RDE) was solved under steady-state conditions for various descriptions of the
convective mass transfer [2-5]. It was assumed that the bulk solution contains dominantly a
bromate salt and a strong acid, with a very small addition of the electroactive component, Br2.
Paradoxical results of this analysis for the maximal current density, jmax (corresponding to a
sufficiently high cathodic over potential) as a function of the RDE rotation frequency are shown
in Figures 1a and 1b.
Figure 1a demonstrates that an intensive convection (high rotation frequencies) leads to very
weak currents. Diminution of the convection intensity results in a drastic increase of the current
by several orders of magnitude, with passage of jmax via a maximum followed by a progressive
decrease of jmax for even lower rotation frequencies.
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Figure 1. Dependence of the maximal current density of the bromate reduction for RDE under
steady-state conditions on the electrode rotation frequency. Theoretical predictions (a) and (b).
Bulk solution composition: 1 M BrO3- + 1 mM Br2 + 5 M H+. Left: linear scale for both
coordinates. Right: bilogarithmic coordinates. Comparison of predictions (solid lines) with
experimental data (points) in bilogarithmic coordinates: (c). Bulk solution composition: x M
BrO3- + 1 mM Br2 + 2 M H2SO4; x = 0.5 M or 0.7 M.
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Figure 1b shows more distinctly quantitative features of this dependence. Its anomalous branch
(segment 3) where diminution of the rotation frequency leads to enormous increase of the current
separates two regions possessing quite different properties. Currents within the high-frequency
range (segments 1 and 2) are very weak and are of the order of the diffusion-limited current of Br2
so that they are proportional to the bulk-solution concentration of Br2. On the contrary, the lowfrequency range (segments 4 and 5) corresponds to very strong currents that are comparable to
(and even exceed) the diffusion-limited current density for the non-electroactive BrO3- species.
Moreover, jmax within this frequency region is independent of the bulk-solution concentration of
the catalytic species, Br2.
All these results are directly related to the autocatalytic property of the redox cycle, Eqs. (1)
and (2): 5 Br-+ ions consumed by one act of comproportionation step (2) produce 3 Br2 molecules
which generate 6 Br- ions so that passage of the cycle results in progressive accumulation of the
components of the catalytic redox couple, Br2/Br-, up to the level needed for the complete
consumption of BrO3- species diffusing from the bulk solution into the kinetic layer near the
electrode surface.
All these surprising predictions of the theory were confirmed by experimental data (Figure 1c).
This result represents a direct proof of both the autocatalytic reaction mechanism given by Eqs.
(1) and (2) and our analysis based on this reaction scheme.
Bromate reduction at microelectrode: theory [7] and experiments [8]
Studies of electrochemical reactions with the use of microelectrodes have recently become an
active area. Among their advantages one may note a much simpler equipment (no need in such a
complicated device as RDE) and rapidity of measurements (short relaxation period). For the
bromate process a very important merit is due to a small amount of the passing charge since this
charge changes easily the bulk-solution concentration of the catalytic species, Br2, in view of its
very low value (at the millimolar or even micromolar level).
In ref. [7] we have derived approximate analytical solutions of the same transport equations
based on Eqs (1) and (2) for the bromate process taking place at the surface of (hemi)spherical
microelectrode of a radius, r0.
Graphical illustrations of these solutions for the maximal current density, jmax, as a function of
the electrode radius are given in Figure 2a. One should keep in mind that jmax is proportional to r01
for a simple redox reaction, i.e. the current density is increasing monotonously for smaller
electrode radii. On the contrary, the same dependence predicted for the bromate process is given
by a complicated graph. The current density is very low for the range of smaller electrode radii.
For larger radii the current density increases drastically to reach a maximum followed by a slow
decrease for even larger radii.

Figure 2. Dependence of the maximal current density, jmax, of a microelectrode on: (a),(b) its
radius or (c) on its inverse radius, r0-1. Graphs (a) theoretical predictions for various bulksolution concentration of BrO3-; (b), (c) experimental data for 0.2М NaBrO3 + 4М H2SO4
(points) vs. theoretical line.
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This behavior may be interpreted again in terms of the autocatalytic character of the bromate
process.
If the radius is smaller than the kinetic layer thickness (where Br- ion generated at the electrode
are consumed by comproportionation reaction (2)), then the spatial area where Br2 species are
generated by step (2) is located outside the diffusion layer near the microelectrode surface so that
they do not return to the electrode surface to participate again in step (1). As a result there is no
catalysis of the bromate transformation by the Br2/Br- redox couple and the current is solely due
to the reduction of Br2 molecules from the bulk solution.
For sufficiently large microelectrode radii the diffusion layer is much thicker than the kinetic
layer. As a result, step (2) takes place deeply inside the diffusion layer and Br2 molecules generated
by this step return mostly to the electrode surface. Then, the mediator redox cycle becomes very
efficient and the Br2 and Br- concentrations grows strongly inside the kinetic layer, thus inducing
a rapid transformation of BrO3- ions via step (2) inside the solution phase, thus leading to a strong
current density.
For even larger radii the maximal current density is decreasing parallel to a lower diffusionlimited flux of bromate ion from the bulk solution into the kinetic layer.
Figure 2b provides experimental data points for the maximal current density of three
microelectrodes of various radii, 5 m, 10 m and 25 m. It increases for the 10 m electrode,
compared to the larger (25 m) one but the further decrease of the radius to 5 m leads to a
decrease of the current density.
One can also see from Figure 2b that the theoretical predictions (solid line) agrees well with
these experimental data.
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Introduction
In recent years, the studies of ion transport in nanopores and nanochannels have attracted
increasing interest. These studies are of fundamental importance in various fields of science and
technology, such as the separation of mixtures and production of pure substances [1], the
electrochemical conversion of energy [2], the development of chemical sensors [3], and
physiology and molecular biology of cells [4].
An important parameter in the characterization of membrane ionic permselectivity is the
membrane potential at zero current [5]. It appears between two electrolyte solutions with different
concentrations separated by a charged membrane. In this case, the Donnan equilibrium between
diﬀusion and electric forces results in the corresponding potential jumps at membrane/solution
interfaces, which both contribute to the value of membrane potential.
Earlier, it was shown that the ionic selectivity of a nanoporous track-etched membrane with
electrically conductive surface can be continuously switched from anion to cation by varying the
surface potential externally from positive to negative direction with respect to potential of zero
charge [6]. The selectivity was assessed by measuring the membrane potential at zero current.
Later, the possibility of controlling diffusion fluxes of ions by means of an external electric field
was demonstrated [7]. Preliminary experimental results on controlling the membrane potential at
zero current and ionic conductivity by externally applied potential were reported in [8]. The
authors used highly porous ceramic membranes (C-Nafen) made from alumina nanofibers (10–15
nm in diameter) covered by a conductive carbon coating [9, 10].
In this work, a detailed experimental study of switchable ion transport in nanoporous C-Nafen
membranes is performed. The variation of membrane potential by changing the potential applied
to conductive membrane surface is investigated for different electrolyte concentrations.
Experimental
To study the transport properties of the C-Nafen membranes, an experimental setup was
constructed (Fig. 1). The setup includes a fluoroplastic cell, which is divided into two halves by a
membrane, and two electrical measuring circuits. To minimize the concentration polarization, the
solutions in both half–cells are stirred by a closed loop pumping system based on Lead ﬂuid
BT601L peristaltic pump with Masterﬂex L/S Easy–Load II Head (USA). The setup comprises a
P-20X potentiostat (Elins, Russia), which is referred to as Potentiostat A (Fig. 1). This device
operates in accordance with a two-electrode circuit in the voltmeter mode and measures the
membrane potential, which characterizes the ion-selective properties of membrane. The setup also
includes Pi-50Pro potentiostat (Elins, Russia) referred to Potentiostat B. It operates in accordance
with a three-electrode circuit. The working electrode is a conductive membrane; the counter
electrode is a platinum wire. Potentiostat B is used to provide the polarization of the conductive
membrane. Predetermined electric field is generated inside the pores by setting the potential of the
conductive membrane surface relative to a 4.2 M Ag/AgCl reference electrode.
Results and discussion
The dependence of membrane potential on the applied surface potential is shown in Fig.2. The
concentrations of aqueous KCl electrolyte in the half-cells are kept at constant but different values:
CL=10 mM, CR=1 mM. The variation of the external potential in the range from
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Figure 1. The experimental setup.

Figure 2. The dependence of membrane potential on the potential applied to the membrane
surface. CL=10 mM, CR=1 mM. The lines correspond to ideal cation and anion selectivity.

Figure 3. Variation of membrane potential during transient state. CL=10 mM, CR=1 mM.
The applied surface potentials are +600, +400, +200, 0 mV.
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–600 to +600 mV leads to a change in the membrane potential from approximately +50 to –50
mV, respectively. This behavior can be interpreted as follows: in the case of the negative
polarization of the membrane, the pore surface is charged negatively; this effect leads to an
increase in the cation concentration in the pores (cation-selective membrane). In the case of
positive polarization, anions accumulate in the pores; as a consequence, the membrane becomes
anion-selective. For large applied potentials (< –400 mV and > +400 mV), the values of membrane
potential approach the Nernst potential, which corresponds to the ideal anion (or cation)
selectivity.
The transient behavior of membrane potential measured by Potentiostat A (see Fig. 1) is shown
in Fig. 3. During the transient time, the membrane is charged by the potentiostat B until the
charging current becomes close to zero. It can be seen that the membrane potential approaches
some stationary value at each applied potential. The points presented in Fig. 2 correspond to time
averaging of the signal shown in Fig. 3 when the stationary state is reached.
Conclusion
In this work, we have experimentally investigated the switchable ionic selectivity of C-Nafen
membranes. It is shown that the variation of potential applied to nanoporous membrane surface
can provide a continuous change of membrane selectivity from anion to cation.
The work is supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research Grant № 18-38-20046.
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Abstract: The present problem concern with the flow of viscous steady incompressible fluid
through non-homogeneous porous medium. Here, non-homogeneous porous medium is a
membrane built up by cylindrical particles. The flow outside the membrane is governed by Stokes
equation and the flow through non-homogeneous porous membrane composed by cylindrical
particles is governed by Darcy’s law. In this work, we discussed the effect of various fluid
parameters like permeability parameter k0 , discontinuity coefficient at fluid-non homogeneous
porous interface, viscosity ratio of viscous incompressible fluid region and non-homogeneous
porous region, etc. on hydrodynamic permeability of a membrane, stress and on velocity profile.
The comparative study for hydrodynamic permeability of membrane built up by nonhomogeneous porous cylindrical particles and porous cylindrical shell enclosing a cylindrical
cavity has been studied. The effects of various fluid parameters on the streamlines flow patterns
are also discussed.
Keywords: Stokes equation; Darcy's equation; Stream function; Hydrodynamic Drag force,
Hydrodynamic permeability.
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Introduction
Nodaway the membrane technologies for a gas separation are rapidly developing and
considered one of the most cost effective and environmentally friendly ways to extract targeted
gas substances. However, the efficiency of gas separation to the great extent correlate with
physico-chemical properties of the material chosen as a membrane material. In this regard, a huge
demand for new efficient, low-cost and stable materials for gas separation exists and promotes
further research in this field.
Silicon-based membranes, such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or poly
(vinyltrimethylsilane) (PVTMS) are commercially available. Thus they are widely used for gas
separation due to its high permeability and stability. Their main disadvantage of these materials is
comparatively low values of its selectivity. Ultrathin selective layer casted onto the PDMS or
PVTMS support can, to some extent, improve membrane selectivity and lead to the minor reduce
in permeability. Composite membranes have some unique advantages: they can be applied for
various separation techniques, show optimum combination of transport properties, as well as
rational use of custom-made functional polymer forming a selective layer. However, a production
of composite membranes is usually complicated by low adhesion of the selective layer to the
porous support due to the surface properties of the substrate – topography, surface free energy and
the presence of functional groups. Low adhesion lead to the defected selective layer, which cannot
be used for membrane applications. Modification of obtained polymers by exposure in O3 or by
plasma treatment can significantly improves surface adhesion through changes in surface energy.
Secondary advantage of this process, it could be enhanced selectivity of the modified membranes
due to the firs step of the gas separation process occurs on the surface of a membrane.
Experiments
PVTMS and PDMS membranes are commercial composite membranes supplied by Vladipor
JSC (Russia). Surface treatment was conducted in O3 flow (1 ml/sec) or in nonequilibrium
radiofrequency low temperature argon plasma at 10W or 40W under low pressure. Surface
modification was characterized by diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform IR-spectroscopy
(DRIFTS), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and wettability measurements. Roughness parameters
(Ra, Rz) and surface energies (γ, γd, γp) were calculated based on AFM analysis and contact angle
measurmetns. Transport properties such as permeability coefficient (P, Barrer) and ideal
selectivity (α) were estimated for individual gases: N2, CH4, CO2, H2S.
Results and Discussion
Spectroscopy results revealed carbonyl band formation on the surface of both PDMS and
PVTMS membranes after O3 treatment. In case of plasma treatment, the formation of Si-H
functionality was observed. AFM showed significant changes in bought PVTMA and PDMS
membranes topography after ozonation. In the case of plasma treatment, at 10W the topography
of membranes remained the same, while a slight decrease in roughness parameters. At 40W in the
case of PDMS the tendency to decrease roughness parameters is preserved and in the case of
PVTMS the decrease in roughness parameters was observed as well, however the membrane
topography has also changed. The results of wettability tests and surface energy calculation
supported the AFM conclusions. Ozonation has noticeably changed dispersive component of the
PVTMS surface energy, and polar component of the PDMS surface energy. In general, surface
modification by both ozonation and plasma treatment increased total surface energy in comparison
with initial membranes. The changes in surface topography, roughness and energies influenced
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membranes’ transport properties. The results of the gas separation experiments for PVTMS
membranes are presented in Figures 1 and for PDMS are presented at Figure 2.

Figure 1. Permeability coefficient and ideal selectivity of the initial and modified PVTMS
membranes.

Figure 2. Permeability coefficient and ideal selectivity of the initial and modified PVTMS
membranes.
Conclusion
According to the results, obtained from these experiments it is possible to conclude that
polymers modification by exposure in O3 or by plasma treatment can significantly improves
surface adhesion through changes in surface energy.
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Energy is becoming an increasingly important product in the modern world. No modern
technology can work without it. Statistics evidence that energy consumption doubles every 30
years. At the same time energy production it is not clean and safe process. So, thermal power plants
keep throwing huge amounts of carbon, nitrogen and sulfur oxides into the Earth’s atmosphere.
No smaller problems are caused by modern vehicles. Like thermal power plants, they provide a
large amount of oxide emissions into the atmosphere. The greatest harm is caused to the
atmosphere of megalopolises. Issues of environmental pollution make the humanity develop
ecologically safe and, primarily, renewable energy sources, including the energy of the sun, wind,
tides. However, it is obvious that all these sources work irregularly. Therefore, we need electrical
energy storage units to store and use it when the need for it exceeds its production. The most
promising among energy storage systems are batteries, fuel cells, and supercapacitors [1].
This report is devoted to the consideration of the possibilities of using different types of
membranes in modern energy.
Fuel cells are considered as one of the most promising ways of energy sources for mobile,
stationary and portable devices due to high efficiency (up to 90%), low level of environmental
pollution and noise. The problem is that hydrogen does not exist in nature in its pure form.
Hydrogen produced by the conversion of hydrocarbons or coal is the cheapest one. However, in
both cases, its production requires high temperatures and is accompanied by the formation of byproducts, the main one being CO. The stream reforming of alcohols can substantially reduce its
amount. Moreover, it proceeds at a much lower temperature and is much more selective. However,
operation of the low-temperature fuel cells requires high-purity hydrogen, since even CO traces
irreversibly poison the catalyst at temperatures below 120°C. Pure hydrogen can be produced by
filtration through palladium alloys-based membranes, which have 100% selectivity for hydrogen.
In the last years, composite membranes such as thin Pd and Pd/alloy layers deposited on porous
substrates have attracted considerable attention due to their characteristics of higher mechanical
resistance, reduced cost and higher H2 permeance [2]. A lot of works have been selected for the
use of both polymeric and inorganic (such as silica, carbon) membranes for H2 purification [3].
The hydrogen synthesis can be carried out in a single reactor, combining the processes of its
production and filtration, which increases the process efficiency [4]. Another way to produce pure
hydrogen is water electrolysis.
The most common membranes used in low-temperature fuel cells are perfluorinated sulfonic
acid membranes. They present a tetrafluoroethylene backbone with perfluorinated branches
terminated with functional ion-exchange -SO3H groups. One of the main advantages of these
membranes is their thermal and chemical stability which is due to the high C-F bond strength. In
addition, they have excellent plasticity, strength and high ionic conductivity. One of the modern
trends is the use of membranes with a shortened side chain. The advantages of such membranes
include better performance at low humidity. Such membranes are currently manufactured under
the name Aquion (Russian analogue Inion).
Much attention is paid to membranes based on polybenzimidazole doped with phosphoric acid.
They exhibit high thermostability (up to 160-200°C), conductivity up to 0.13 S*cm-1 at 160°C
and low methanol permeability. Such membranes showed high efficiency in high-temperature fuel
cells (up to 200°C) and were commercialized by PEMEAS and Celanese. Increasing the operating
temperature significantly reduces the requirements for hydrogen purity, high humidity and cooling
the system.
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A promising approach is the preparation of hybrid membranes containing inorganic
nanoparticles. High interest in hybrid membranes is determined by an increase in their ionic
conductivity, a decrease in gas permeability, and in some cases by increased thermal stability [5].
The increase in the pore size after nanoparticles incorporation leads to an increase in the size of
the connecting channels, which limit the conductivity of the membrane. Obviously, the nature of
dopant surface should affect the transport properties of the hybrid membranes. An important factor
is the hydrophilicity of the nanoparticles surface, which contributes to an increase in the membrane
water uptake. But the acid-base properties of dopant surface are even more important. In the case
of higher dopant acidity (through modification of its surface with strong acids), the carrier
concentration may increase due to protons of the dopant.
In the case of solid oxide FCs, oxygen-conducting membranes are employed. The О2- ion
transfer has high activation energy, because this ion has a charge of 2-, large radius, and poorly
deformable electron shell. Therefore, their high conductivity is usually manifested at temperatures
above 700оС. In solid-oxide FCs (SOFCs), ceramic membranes are used: zirconium dioxide
stabilized by yttrium or scandium oxide, lanthanum gallate, and doped cerium oxides. Numerous
attempts have been made to obtain materials that would allow reducing the working temperature
of SOFCs and thus would markedly increase their efficiency and nanomaterials with a pronounced
contribution of the transfer at grain boundaries [6].
One of the important approaches to lowering the operation temperature of high-temperature
fuel cells is the transition to proton-conducting oxides. It is believed that this may allow to reduce
the temperature of the SOFCs by 200 degrees. Proton conductivity of such systems take place due
to the sorption of water molecules by an oxide structure containing a high concentration of oxygen
vacancies. In this case, the carriers are protons moving along the interstices of such structures.
At lower temperatures, anhydrous acid salts are most often used. Researches in this area were
triggered by the discovery of a phase transition in CsНSO4. Above 141С, its proton conductivity
increases by more than three orders of magnitude. The conductivity of alkali metal and ammonium
hydrogen salts with tetrahedral anions, MnHm(XO4)p, approaches 10-1 S*cm-1 [7]. It is somewhat
surprising that alkali metal salts rather than polyvalent metal salts (as in low-temperature systems)
are used for this temperature range. This is due to the fact that the proton transfer takes place in
this case along a chain of hydrogen bonds between the Hm(XO4)pn- anions rather than between
water molecules. For the transfer cycle to be completed, not only proton hopping is required, but
also the anion rotation. This is the rate-controlling step, which takes place much more easily for
alkali metal salts in which the coordination bonds are much weaker. The formation of protonconducting composites based on cesium hydrogen sulfates (phosphates) and nanosized polyvalent
element oxides makes it possible to reduce the phase transition temperature and increase the proton
conductivity in the low-temperature range [8].
Another interesting application could be the use of membranes in lithium-ion batteries. At
present, their electrolytes are most often represented by solutions of lithium salts in organic aprotic
solvents. At the same time, the desire to make their work more secure determines the tendency to
use solid electrolytes in them. In particular, the use of proton-conducting membranes in lithium
form intercalated with aprotic solvents can be one of the most interesting approaches [9].
This work was financially supported by the Russian Scientific Foundation (project № 17-7930054).
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Introduction
In recent years, the interest for eco-friendly ways of energy generation has grown. One of these
methods is to produce energy using proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs). The
principle of PEMFC operation is based on the electrochemical hydrogen oxidation with the
electrical energy generation. To ensure the high performance membrane must have high proton
conductivity, low gas permeability, including high conductivity under low humidity. In this regard,
a primary aim is both the search for new membrane materials and the modification of commercially
available membranes. Among the modifying agents, conductive polymers - polypyrrol, poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), polyaniline can be noted. The polyaniline introduction into
the system of pores and membrane channels leads to an increase in the ionic conductivity,
selectivity of cation transfer [1] and, as a result, the fuel cell power [2]. There are few studies of
the modification effects of other conductive polymers on the transport properties of protonexchange membranes. The purpose of this work was the synthesis and investigation of the
transport properties of homogeneous perfluorinated Nafion membranes modified by PEDOT.
Experiments
Poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) was obtained by in situ polymerization in the Nafion matrix,
varying the concentrations and the reagent ratio, as well as the order of their mixing.
Results and Discussion
The highest conductivity in contact with water was found for composite materials obtained by
the membrane treatment with a monomer solution first and then by the oxidizer solution with a
low monomer/oxidizer ratio (Figure).
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Figure. The dependence of conductivity on temperature for the obtained composite membranes.
The monomer concentrations used and the monomer/oxidizer ratio are denoted in the Figure.
The PEDOT introduction leads to a decrease in the water uptake of the composite membranes,
which is determined by the partial water displacement from the membrane system of pores and
channels due to polymer incorporation. Based on the data on diffusion permeability and diffusion
of sodium/hydrogen cations, an increase in the rate of both cationic and anionic transport in the
acidic medium is shown.
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For samples, prepared by the membrane treatment by an oxidizing solution, and after be the
monomer, the study of the hydrogen permeability was carried out (Table). It is shown that
hydrogen permeability decreases for all modified membranes at 30 °C and for the most at 50 °C,
which suggests the prospect of their use in fuel cells.
Table: Hydrogen permeability (P, cm2/s) of the obtained membranes at different
temperatures and 30% relative humidity
Monomer concentration /
monomer:oxidizer ratio
0 (Nafion)
0,01 / 1:1,25
0,01 / 1:2,5
0,002 / 1:1,25
0,002 / 1:2,5

P(H2), 30°С

P(H2), 50°С

1,48·10-7
1,26·10-7
1,32·10-7
1,03·10-7
0,92·10-7

1,79·10-7
1,68·10-7
1,77·10-7
1,48·10-7
1,24·10-7
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Introduction
Whey is a by-product in the production of dairy products, such as cheese, yogurt and casein [1].
At the moment, it is reliably known that the volume of world production of whey is about 180
million tons [2], which draws attention to possible ways of processing this product.
In whey there is not only a variety of lipids, vitamins, minerals and lactose, but also a number
of proteins (β-lactoglobulin, α-lactalbumin, serum albumin, immunoglobulins, lactoferrin). These
proteins have an important effect on the body – from cancer prevention to improvement digestive
function [3].
The main protein of whey fraction is β-lactoglobulin. It is known that peptides obtained from it
by hydrolysis have a wide range of biological activities [4]. Therefore, their production is very
important for food, nutraceutical and pharmaceutical industries and obtaining them from a byproduct of dairy industry such as whey solves both the problem of co-products disposal and the
search for sources to obtain these peptides.
However, the separation of such valuable biologically active peptides raises the problem of
choosing the optimal method, allowing to obtain the maximum possible amount of peptides,
without negative impact on their biological properties. Moreover, in the light of sustainable
development strategies adopted by United Nations and large numbers of governments including
Russia, the peptide production should have the least negative impact on the environment. A
number of well-known methods, such as membrane filtration or chromatography, have such
significant drawbacks as, for example, low selectivity, high cost, or low productivity on an
industrial scale [5]. However, there is a separate direction in the field of methodology –
electrochemical separation, whose methods have several important advantages, such as reducing
the risk of contamination of the analyzed object with foreign substances introduced with reagents,
selectivity, high sensitivity and the possibility of automation. In this case, special attention is
attracted by the method of continuous-flow electrophoresis (CFE), since it provides a continuous
separation of the feed substances at a relatively high speed [6]. This method was used for food
proteins, but it has never been tested before for peptides, so the study of this method is very
important.
Experiments
In this study, a CFE cell is studied. The cell configuration was based on the principles outlined
in the article Afonso J.-L. and Clifton M.J. [6]
The object of the study was hydrolysate solution obtained by enzymatic hydrolysis of 1% βlactoglobulin with α-chymotrypsin. 0.1M H3PO4 was injected to the anode chamber and 0.05M
NaOH to the cathode chamber. The “Clark & Lubs solution” buffer (boric acid / sodium hydroxide
with KCl), pH 10.0, was injected to the separation chamber. The injection flow rate of the acid
and alkali solutions into the electrode chambers was 15 mL/min, and the flow rate of the buffer
and the hydrolysate sample was 1.5 mL/min. The temperature in the cooling chamber is 4°C, the
temperature of the fractions and solutions obtained after passing through the electrode chambers
was 24-25°C. The current source (PowerPac 3000, Bio-Rad, USA) supplied an electric current of
400 mA. The hydrolysate (10 mL) was supplied by using a peristaltic pump in 30 minutes after
formation of stable pH gradient of the carrier buffer; at the same time every 10 minutes pH
measurement was performed. Then the hydrolysate flow was stopped, but the separation was
continued during 5 minutes for a more complete output of the hydrolysate to the resulting fractions.
Reverse-Phase Ultra Performance Liquid Chromatography couled Mass Spectrometry (RPUPLC-MS) was performed for peptide identification using a 1290 Infinity II UPLC (Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The column was operated at a flow rate of 400µL/min at
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45°C. The gradient consisted of solvent A (LC-MS grade water with 0.1% formic acid) and solvent
B (LC-MS grade ACN with 0.1% formic acid) starting at 2% B and ramping to 35% B in 40 min,
then ramping to 85% B to 40 min 50 s, holding until 42 min, then back to initial conditions until
45 min. A hybrid ion mobility quadrupole TOF mass spectrometer (6560 high definition mass
spectrometry (IM-Q-TOF), Agilent, Santa Clara, USA) was used to identify and quantify the
relative abundances of the chymotryptic peptides. The whey protein database was used to search
for peptides from the hydrolysate. The databases “Uniprot”, “ExPASy” and “MBPDB Search”
was used for the identification of peptide bioactivities presented on the Figure 1.
Results and Discussion
In the hydrolysate, a mixture of diverse peptides was obtained. After identifying the peptides
of the obtained hydrolysate by mass spectrometry, it was shown that 22.17% of the total number
of all peptides in the hydrolysate were bioactive.
The distribution of biologically active peptides in fractions was unequal. Indeed, the greatest
amount of bioactive peptides was concentrated in the cathode (pH 12.56), the middle/cathode (pH
12.4026) and the middle (pH 12.40) fractions, while the smallest amount was registered in the
anode fraction (pH 1.6) (Fig. 1). This fact could be related to the design of the CFE cell itself, in
which inlet for the peptide mixture was situated closer to the cathode. Thus, taking into account
the relatively high flow rate, most of the peptides were retained in the fractions closer to cathode.
However, peptides having substantial negative charge and high electrophoretic mobility were able
to migrate towards the fractions, closer to the positively charged anode.

Figure 1. Percentage of Bioactive Peptides in Fractions after Continuous-flow Electrophoresis.
Only one of the obtained peptides, HIRL, possessed an anxiolytic, opioid, analgesic and
antinociceptive effect. High separation efficiency of this peptide by CFE method was observed.
Most of it was concentrated in the middle fraction with pH 12.26. This can be explained by the
fact that the initial pH of the carrier buffer was 9.74, and pI of the peptide HIRL was 9.76, i.e. the
peptide immediately entered the zone of its isoelectric point, where it remained. However, due to
the flow rate and high electrophoretic mobility, a small part of these peptides, at the beginning
passing the zone of its isoelectric point, moved further in partially changing pH buffer. Due to the
presence of such positively charged amino acids as arginine (R) and histidine (H), the peptide
carried a positive charge, as a result of which it moved to the “Cathode” fractions.
High separation was observed after analyzing the distribution of peptides with antimicrobial
activity. If in most fractions their content relative to other bioactive peptides was about 40-45%,
then in the “Anode” fraction their percentage was 75% (Fig. 2). Three peptides with antimicrobial
activity were detected in the hydrolysate. In this case, two of them were obtained in the anodic
fraction. All three peptides had an average molecular weight, a high aliphatic index, and positive
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GRAVY values, indicating their relatively low electrophoretic mobility, which meant that these
peptides spent more time in the separation chamber and the separation went better. However, the
relatively high flow rate made worse the separation.

Figure 2. Percentage of peptide with antibacterial activity in all fractions after CFE relative to
the total content of all bioactive peptides in each fraction.
It was noted that this method allows the separation of peptides with specific biological activity
(antimicrobial, sedative, opioid, analgesic and antinociceptive using the example of HIRL
peptide), even though the separation time wais short. However, for improvement the separating
properties, it is necessary to optimize the process of CFE peptide separation.
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Introduction
Nanowires (NW) is one of the types of nanoscale materials, which attracts increasing attention
of researchers in recent years in studying their unique characteristics, and in terms of their practical
application. An elegant way to obtain NW is matrix synthesis, the essence of which is to fill the
pores of a special matrix with the required substance [1,2,3]. There are several types of porous
matrices and many "filler" substances that are "loaded" into the pores in several ways. In the
present work polymeric track etched membranes are used, the pores which are filling of metal via
the method of electrodeposition. This process is multistage, and varying its various stages it is
possible to change parameters of the received NW in a wide range. It is necessary to focus on two
main issues – the preparation of the matrix and the choice of galvanic process mode.
In our work, a polymer track etched membrane is used as a matrix. The pores in the latter are
formed by irradiating a thin polymer film with high-energy ions, followed by chemical etching of
the latent tracks formed. Traditionally, such membranes are used for fine filtration [Brock];
nevertheless, for tasks of matrix synthesis, special irradiation and etching are often necessary – for
example, to obtain pores strictly perpendicular to the surface and/or with a small surface density.
Giving the pores a special shape – cigar-shaped or (more often) cone-shaped can also be a task.
Further preparation of the matrix includes the processing of the pore walls to give them hydrophilic
properties, changes in their roughness.
A wide range of possibilities is presented at the next stage - galvanic filling of pore channels
with metal (metals). Note that in most cases two types of metals are used. The first - with high
electrical conductivity (copper, silver) – NW of which have prospects of use in electronics and
optics. The second - metals of the iron group (Nickel, Cobalt, Iron)- are promising for obtaining
NW with unique magnetic characteristics. Note that electrochemistry makes it possible to obtain
several types of NW [Vack, Lupu, Davydov]. So, the simplest NW – homogeneous, from one
metal (one-component) – are obtained by electrodeposition from a solution containing the salt of
the corresponding metal. It is obvious that in this case the process occurs when the growth voltage
exceeds the equilibrium deposition potential of the metal. In the study of this type of process,
several features are found: we note the nonlinear nature of the growth associated with diffusion
restrictions on the movement of metal ions in a narrow pore channel [We-???]. Two-component
(in General - multicomponent) NW can be both homogeneous and heterogeneous - consisting of
alternating layers with different metal concentrations.
Experiments
Homogeneous NW are synthesized when applied to the growth bath (cell) voltage exceeds the
deposition potentials of both metals. The analysis of NW synthesized under these conditions
allowed to establish that the ratio of concentrations in the composition of NW differs from the
ratio of concentrations in the growth electrolyte [We]. (Note that if one of the metals is iron, it
often occurs because of its "abnormal" co-deposition, in which iron, despite its greater equilibrium
potential, precipitates faster than the second metal). It was also revealed that the ratio of the
concentrations varies along the length of the NW - which is obviously related to the change of the
deposition conditions in the process of filling of the pore channels.
The two – component heterogeneous structures-NW, consisting of alternating layers of
different concentrations, are obviously of the greatest interest at present. Obtaining such structures
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is possible in two ways. First, the process is carried out in series in two cells with electrolytes
containing ions of different metals (the so-called "two-bath method"). Secondly, it is a process in
one electrolyte containing ions of both metals (the so-called "single-band method"). In the second
case, the deposition using the so-called pulse voltage supply mode. During the application of a low
voltage pulse, a metal layer with a lower equilibrium deposition potential is deposited. When a
sufficiently high voltage is applied, a layer of another metal is deposited. (Strictly speaking, both
metals are deposited – i.e. the alloy, but if necessary, the amount of the first metal in this alloy can
be significantly reduced –by reducing it in the original electrolyte). In our works it was shown that
in many cases during growth there is a change in the thickness of the layers and/or their
composition [Ilya]. It is determined under what conditions it is possible to align the layers in
thickness: the transition from the mode of pulses of the same duration to pulses with the same
leaked charge. To avoid changes in concentration may be due to the slowing down of the growth
process, the use of cells with a large volume and mixing of the solution during growth.
Another promising direction is to obtain so-called gradient structures. In this case, the
concentration of NW smoothly changes in length. This can be achieved by a controlled change in
composition, by changing the growth potential. Another way is to use growth matrices with
variable cross-section channels – for example, conical. Changing the pore diameter will make it
possible to obtain NW with a variable diameter along the length.
Discussion
All the above mentioned structures may have wide practical application in the future. Alloy
NWs are promising for obtaining microstructures with variable magnetic properties. Layered NWs
are promising as sensors, structures with giant magnetoresistance, structures for magnetic
recording with high density ("in depth" record).
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Introduction
In recent years, the great interest has been demonstrated in the study of transport processes in
thin channels and nanoscale porous media, which has a direct relationship to development of
membrane technologies applied for the separation of gas mixtures. Theoretical studies of flow
and diffusion of a gas mixture in such media are either based on the capillary model of a porous
body or the “dusty- gas” model. The latest model was developed in [1,2 ] and has been widely
used in the analysis of gas mixture diffusion in a porous media in the intermediate regime of gas
flow between the free-molecular  Kn  1 and viscous flow with a slip  Kn  0.1 , where
Kn   d g is the Knudsen number (  is the mean free path of molecules, d g is the characteristic
pore diameter).
A generalization of the capillary model of a porous medium on the basis of the momentum
balance method has been considered in [3] for the case of a flow of a binary gas flow under
conditions, when one of the gases adsorbed in a mobile phase on the surface of the capillary. The
appropriate system of transport equations was derived in [4] in the framework of the “extended
dusty-gas model”, when the porous medium is presented as a mixture of two dust species.
Accounting for one of them describes the collision of gas molecules with the wall surface free of
the adsorbed molecules. Taking into account the other component corresponds to the interaction
of gas molecules with the molecules adsorbed in a mobile phase.
In the present work, the model mentioned above is used to describe the flow and diffusion of
a binary gas mixture in a porous medium driven by the gradients of the species partial pressures
accompanied by the adsorption of molecules on the inner surface of pores and by surface diffusion
of one of the gas mixture components .The expressions for the mean fluxes of the mixture species
in a membrane obtained on the basis of this model for the free-molecular regime of flow in
combination with information about the adsorption isotherm and the surface diffusion coefficients
are used to derive the expressions for the difference in concentration of species (separation effect)
in a porous membrane for a given value of the pressure drop.

Initial system of equations
For the extended dusty-gas model, the initial system of transport equations for the mixture
species in a porous membrane can be written as
dp
kT g g
kT  11 g g
 1
n1 u1 1  11  
n u  u1s 11
(1)
dx D1k
D1k m1 1 1
dp
kT g g
kT  12 g g
 2
n2 u2 1  12  
n2 u2  u1s 12
(2)
dx D2k
D2k m2







Here p 1 pc1 and p2  p 1  c1  are the partial pressure of species 1 and 2 (the first component

is only adsorbed). nig and uig are the number density and the mean macroscopic velocity of
species i , u1s is the mean velocity of the adsorbed molecules of species 1, T is the temperature,

12  m1 m2

 m1  m2  is the reduced mass of the particles 1 and 2, 11 and 12 are the mean

probabilities of collisions of the incident molecules of species 1 and 2 with the adsorbed molecules
of species 1, DiK   4 3 K 0vi is the Knudsen diffusion coefficient, vi   8kT mi  is the mean
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thermal velocity of the molecules of species i in gas phase , K 0 is the permeability coefficient of
a porous body.
Let us define the fluxes of species in a gas phase and on the inner surface of a porous body as
Gig  nig uig (i  1, 2) ,

G1s  n1s u 1s

The flux G1s (surface diffusion) is defined by the Fick’s law

dn s
G1s   D1s 1
dx

,

D1s 

0 ,
Ds 
1

1  1

ns
1  1
n1sm

,

(3)

where 1 is the degree of adsorption for species 1, n1s is the surface density of particles in adsorbed
phase (per unit volume of media), n1sm is the maximum density of the particles in the adsorbed
phase for the given values p and T . To determine the value of 1 the Langmuir adsorption
isotherm 1  K1 p1 1  K1 p1  can be used.
The expression (3) can be simplified in the situation when the degree of adsorption is very small
 1  1 . In this case  K1 p1  1 we have
dp
(4)
G1s  n1s u1s   D1s K1n1sm 1
0
dx
When 1  1 gas molecules interact with the adsorbate molecules located far from each other.
Using of the hard sphere model for the interaction between molecules in this case leads to the

 

2 s
result [3]: 12   3 8 d12
n1 d g , where d12   d1  d 2  2 and d g is the characteristic pore

diameter. We have the analogous result for 11 when d12 is substituted with d11 . Let us define
the mean free path of molecules of species 1 as   1 nd12 . As a result, we have:
12 11 1 Kn   n1s n   1 , since Kn  1 . The estimates of contributions of the terms with

n1g u1s in the Eq. (1) lead to the result:  kT D1k  n1g u1s 11

1 Kn   D1s

D1k

 n1s n dp1 dx .

A similar estimate is valid for Eq. (2). It is evident that for the case when Kn  1 we can neglect
the contribution of these terms in comparison with the left hand side of Eqs. (1)-(2). As a result,
we arrive at the conclusion that for the case of freee-molecular flow of a gas mixture in pores under
the condition 1  1 the adsorption and surface diffusion have no effect on the transport of the
g

g

species in the gas phase. In this case, the expressions for G1 and G2 following from Eqs. (1)(2) have the familiar form [5]
1 dp1
1 dp2
G1g   D1k
, G2g   D2k
(5)
kT dx
kT dx
Separation effect
In case of a stationary flow of a gas mixture in a porous membrane driven by a pressures drop
Dp  p0  p , the difference in the concentratons Dc1  c1  c10 ( the separation effect) arises between
the inlet and outlet surfaces of the membrane. The magnitude of this effect can be found from the
condition that the species fluxes are a constant in an arbitrary cross section of a porous body. On
the outlet side of the membrane where the fluxes are convective we have G1  Gc1 ,





G2  G 1  c1 , where G is the total molar flux of the gas mixture, G1  G1g  G1s , G2  G2g and
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c1 is the concenration of the component 1 on the outlet surface of the membrane. The initial
equation for the mixture separation is derived from the condition



G1 G2  c1 1  c 1



(6)

Substituting the expressions for G1 and G2 following from Eqs. (4),(5) into the condition (6) we
obtain the differential equation in the form
dc
(7)
M c1 p 1  c1  M c1 c1  ,

dp 
where
M c1  c1  f  1  c1 ,

 

 

 

f    D 1k D2k  1  a1    m2 m1 

12



1  a1 



a1  K1n1sm kTD1s D1k

,

(8)

The solution of the Eq.(7) leads to the following expression for the difference in the species
oncentrations

f  1 
p 
Dc1  c1  c10 
c1 1  c1 1 
(9)

 p0 
M c1

 





The influence of the adsorption and the surface diffusion on the separation effect is determined by
the contribution of the coefficient a1 in the expression for the coefficient f  . When the adsorption
is absent  a1  0  we have f    m2 m1 

12

, which is consistent with well-known result [5]. To

calculate a1 we must know the parameters of adsorption isotherm for adsorbed gas and the
relationship between the surface diffusion coefficient and Knudsen diffusion coefficient.
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Introduction
Humic substances belong to complex high-molecular organic compounds of natural origin, the
presence in the macromolecule of humic substances of many atomic groups and different
functional groups allows them to participate in various reactions. As a result, humic substances
can be used as biologically active substances, flocculants, ion exchangers, complexing agents,
protectors, sorbents, etc. Special interest causes their ability to bind toxic inorganic and organic
compounds [1-4]. Therefore, humic substances are used as effective natural sorbents, they are nontoxic, stable in various environments and also easily regenerated.
Experiments
In this research as a sorbent was used modified sodium humate with the content of 78.02% free
humic acid, as well as nitrates of iron (III) and cobalt (II). Modification of humate sodium was
carried out by using ethylene diamine in the ratio of 1:3, at a temperature of 30°C for 48 h. The
sorption process was carried out under static conditions at temperature of 20°C for 15-120 minutes
with concentration of metal ions of 50-5000 mg/l and norm of sorbent of 0.1-1.0 g and pH in the
range from 2 to 8. IR spectra were taken on an IR Fourier spectrophotometer model Nicolet 5700
"Thermo Electron" (USA) in the region of 200-4000 cm-1. Samples for the study were prepared
by the standard method of pressing in with KBr. The assignment of the absorption bands in the IR
spectra was carried out in accordance with the literature data [5]. Electron microscopic images of
the samples were taken on REM by using JXOL (Japan) electron probe microanalyzer "JXA-8230"
with an accelerating voltage of 25 kV, an electron beam current less than 1 nA. Metal contents
were determined using ААS mark АА240 manufactured by Varian Optical Spectros copy
Instruments (Australia). The pH was measured by pH meter pH-150MI (Measuring Equipment,
Russia), which is equipped with a universal glass electrode.
Results and Discussion
The obtained experimental data (figure 1) indicated that the highest sorption degree of cobalt
and iron ions by the modified humate is observed at pH 4, reaching 84.6 and 96.4%, respectively.
A further increase in pH leads to a decrease in the degree of sorption of cobalt to 77.5% and iron
to 91.4% with the formation of precipitates of basic salts and hydroxides which apparently delayed
on the surface of the sorbent and prevent more complete cleaning of the solution from iron and
cobalt ions. Therefore, further experiments were performed at pH 4.

Figure 1. The dependence of the sorption degree of ions iron and cobalt on the pH.
The data obtained from the analysis (figure 2a), a growth in the concentration ions of iron and
cobalt from 50 to 1000 mg/l leads to expansion in the sorption degree of these metals, and a further
increase in their concentration to 5000 mg/l leads to reduced the sorption degree. Probably, an
increase in the concentration of iron and cobalt ions leads to enhancement of the processes of their
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structural and molecular transformation into humates of iron and cobalt, and starting with the
concentration of 5000 mg/l, iron and cobalt ions desorption were occured. For example, 0.5 g of
modified humate norm after 60 minutes of the process, the sorption degree of cobalt ions at the
concentration of 1000 mg/l is 84.6% and iron - 96.4%, and further increase in their concentrations
to 5000 mg/l, the sorption degree of cobalt ions is reduced to 77.8%, and iron ions - to 90.4%. In
the study of the sorption of iron and cobalt ions with modified humate depending on the sorbent
norm (figure 2b) was found that with growing mass of the sorbent regardless of metal ion
concentrations and time the sorption degree of ions iron and cobalt rised.
Studying of the sorption of ions iron and cobalt with modified humate depending on the sorbent
mass was revealed (figure 2b), by the increasing sorbent mass, regardless of metal ion
concentrations and time, the sorption degree of iron and cobalt ions are increased. However, this
dependence is non-linear and if the amount of sorbent growth to certain value, the magnitude of
sorption remains constant. Thus, an increase in the sorbent rate above 0.7-1.0 g almost does not
lead to rise the degree of sorption, and at the 1.0 g sorbent mass, the sorption degree of cobalt ions
is 86.7% and iron is 97.5%.

Figure 2. The effect of the concentration of metal ions (a) and the sorbent norm (b) on the
sorption degree of iron and cobalt ions.
In the course of the research (figure 3) found that with an increase in the process time from 15
to 60 min, the sorption degree of iron and cobalt ions extend, then, with an increase in time to 120
minutes due to the desorption of cobalt and iron ions, the sorption degree decreased respectively,
to 78.3 and 89.0%.

Figure 3. Dependence of the sorption degree of iron and cobalt ions on time.
Humic substances represents polyfunctional aromatic structure, alicyclic and heterocyclic
nature, substituted alkyl chains with different functional groups than belong to polydentate ligands.
In structure humic substances also have electron-donor functional groups in various combinations
and free orbitals of metal cations promote the formation of complex compounds in the interaction
of humic substances with heavy metals. From the date of IR-spectrum (figure 4) was found that
modified sodium humate interacted by nitrates of iron and cobalt the formation of complex
substances. This conclusion is confirmed absorption of valent oscillations groupof carboxyl,
phenolic and quinoid in the field of 995-475 cm-1, which identified formation of Ме-О connections
in the complex of humats. In the spectrum also detected absorption of valent oscillations
carboxylate–ions at 1640-1620 and 1410-1390 cm-1, ОН- primary alcohol groups at 1060-1050
cm-1 [5].
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Figure 4. IR-spectra of the studied samples obtained by sorption of iron ions (a) and cobalt (b)
at different sorbent norm.
Electron microscopic images of samples (figure 5) shows that the structure of the samples is
inhomogeneous, consists of various particles fastened sufficiently tightly and evenly distributed
by the structureand and between the particles there are slit pores. Micrographs show bright
particles of iron and cobalt, sorbed on the pores of the modified humate.

Figure 5. Electron microscopic image of samples obtained by sorption ions of iron (a) and
cobalt (b).
Thus, on the basis of conducted research in laboratory conditions established patterns of
influence of concentrations ions of iron and cobalt, norm of sorbent, pH and time for the sorption
process of ions of iron and cobalt with modified humates. It was revealed that if pH higher than 4,
modified humate norms of 0.5–0.7 g when process time one hour in the obtained sorption degree
do not have a significant change. Under these conditions, the sorption degree of cobalt ions reaches
86.2% and iron ions — 97.5%. The formation of complex compounds of iron and cobalt with
modified humate was established by methods of chemical and physicochemical analysis.
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Introduction
Electroconvection is considered as a promising phenomenon for increasing mass transfer and
combating fouling in electrodialysis. It is known that an electrical and/or geometrical surface
heterogeneity can contribute to the development of electroconvection [1,2].
Experiments
In this paper, we study a Neosepta AMX anion-exchange membrane whose surface is modified
by spreading a fluoropolymer. The polymer forms hydrophobic spots on the surface (Figure 1), so
that the fraction of the conductive surface reduces from 100% (the case of non-modified AMX
membrane) to 81, 72 and 62%. The fraction of non-conductive surface was determined using
CorelDraw software.

Figure 1. Optical Image of Modified Membrane.
Results and Discussion
The conductivity and contact angle of all samples are shown in the following graph (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Contact Angle (θ⁰) and Membrane Electrical Conductivity (, mS/cm) as Functions of
the Fraction of Conductive Surface Area (Sc, %).
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It can be seen that the less the fraction of the conductive surface, the higher the contact angle
(because the modifier is hydrophobic). The electrical conductivity of the membranes decreases
with an increase in the fraction of the non-conductive surface, which indicates that the modifier
forms a low conductive layer on the membrane surface. Figs. 3 show that surface modification of
AMX membrane results in increasing limiting and overlimiting current density (Figure 3a) and
appearance of two transition times (Figure 3b). These phenomena are apparently due to
electroconvection developing as equilibrium electroosmosis recently theoretically described by
Rubinstein and Zaltzman [3].

theor
theor
Figure 3. Current-Voltage Curves (a) and Chronopotentiogramms at i=1.4 ilim (where ilim
=2.9 mA cm−2 is the limiting current density calculated using the Leveque equation) (b) of an
AMX Membrane and Three Samples Obtained by its Modification. The numbers near the curves
show the fraction of the conductive surface; the dashed straight line in (b) indiquates the Sand
transition time; the markers show experimental transition times. The measurements were carried
out in a 0.02 M NaCl solution.
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